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Preface

This book launches a new series, Advances in Urban and Regional Eco
nomics. The series aims to provide an outlet for longer scholarly works
dealing with topics in urban and regional economics. For over a decade,
there has been no active book series by a leading academic publisher
devoted to these fields. As a result, many longer studies have been
unhappily adapted for journal publication. As well, the incentive has
been to work on projects conducive to journal rather than book publica
tion. This book series will hopefully encourage researchers to undertake
broader and deeper projects, leading to enduring works of scholarship.

The scope of the series is intended to be broad, in terms of both
approach and subject. The only criterion for selecting a book is that
it makes a significant contribution to scholarship in urban and regional
economics. Thus, a history of urbanization in Libya, for example, would
be welcome if it made methodological innovations or provided state-of
the-art analysis; so too, subject to the same provisos, would be a study
of regional transportation policy in Norway, a time series analysis of
residential real estate cycles in Vancouver, a theoretical analysis of the
economic effects of urbanization on kinship structures, an examination of
alternative methods of local school finance in Michigan, or a review of the
use of geographical information systems in studying the spatial patterns
of economic growth. Conference volumes and volumes of collected papers
will be considered too, based on the same criteria.

Over the past thirty years, urban economic theory has been one of the
most active areas of urban and regional economic research. Just as static
general equilibrium theory is at the core of modern microeconomics, so is
the topic of this book-the static allocation of resources within a city and
between cities-at the core of urban economic theory. The centerpiece
of urban economic theory is the monocentric (city) model. It was the
first spatial general equilibrium model of the city, and provided a way of
conceptually integrating what had previously been disparate strands of
literature on urban location and land use, urban transportation, housing,
and local public finance. The monocentric model has also provided the
foundation on which spatial models of polycentric cities, system of cities,
and even more generally an urbanized economy, have been built. While
the monocentric model has been exhaustively examined, many of its
recent extensions are in the process of becoming, and are accordingly
tentative, less general, and less elegant.



XVlll

This book by David Pines and Yorgos Papageorgiou, two of the most
distinguished and venerable urban economic theorists, well reflects the
state of the field. Part I provides an elegant, coherent, and rigorous
presentation of several variants of the monocentric model, treating equi
librium, optimum, and comparative statics. Then, building on the re
sults of Part I, Part II explores less familiar and even some uncharted
territory. The monocentric model looks at a single city in isolation, tak
ing as given a central business district surrounded by residences. Part
II, in contrast, makes the intra-urban location of residential and non
residential activity the outcome of the fundamental trade-off between
the propensity to interact and the aversion to crowding; the resulting
pattern of agglomeration may be polycentric. Part II also develops mod
els of an urbanized economy with trade between specialized cities and
examines how the market-determined size distribution of cities differs
from the optimum.

I am proud to have An Essay on Urban Economic Theory as the lead
book in the series. Not only does it set a high standard for the series, in
terms of both intellectual and presentational quality, but it also conveys
the fascination of urban economics and the dynamism of current research
in the field.

Richard Arnott
Series Editor
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1
Introduction

1.1 Scope of this Book

One can choose almost any topic of economics (say, according to the classifi
cation of the Journal of Economic Literature) and add the adjective 'urban'
to define a legitimate subject of urban economics in the broad sense. But the
reader should know in advance that the scope of this book is much more modest.
We only focus on studies pertaining to issues of location and land use which are
peculiar to cities, and we discuss both positive and normative aspects of these
issues. Many other urban issues, some of which are extremely important like
urban finance, urban income distribution, urban poverty, urban discrimination,
and urban growth, are not discussed in this book.

The literature of urban economics pertaining to issues of location and land
use can be classified according to three main topics. The first, which we refer to
as urban land use and rent theory, deals with the qualitative and quantitative
aspects of urban land use and with the role of the centrifugal and centripetal
market forces that generate them at the intra-city level. This topic of urban
economics became an important focus of interest following the ambitious and
comprehensive studies on transportation and land use undertaken in the 1950s
and 1960s.

The second topic is mainly concerned with the size and functional distribution
of cities as an outcome of the interplay between the centripetal and centrifugal
market forces that generate them. This topic of urban economics also includes
local public good theory, where the provision of a public good (rather than
the agglomeration of market-oriented activities), becomes the source of the
required centripetal force. In many of these studies, however, the intra-city
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resource allocation is completely suppressed and cities are treated as spaceless
entities. At best, the urban space is reduced to a fixed amount of land which
implies land scarcity and, therefore, generates the required centrifugal force.
The importance of this topic has grown fast since the early 1990s. In the most
recent studies it is combined with the first, closely related topic to create a
unified field of study.

The third topic of urban economics, which is perhaps more ambitious than
the first two, can be referred to as the economic geogmphy of cities and deals
with the function, size and distance between cities. Although the formal study
of this topic preceded the other two in the context of central place theory, it
remains the least developed one because it is the most complicated. It is only in
recent years that some ambitious efforts are made to re-establish the conjectures
of central place theory on solid microeconomic foundations.

We aim to provide the reader with a systematic exposition of the above three
topics, and we make every effort to recognise all the breakthrough contributions
we are familiar with in an appropriate manner. But since these contributions are
viewed from the authors' viewpoint, the presentation cannot remain unbiased.
We summarise the important findings in each chapter as 'results'. The list of
results pertains not only to the surveyed studies published elsewhere through
the years, but also to some new ones which represent original contributions of
this book and which have not been published elsewhere.

1.2 Fundamental Determinants of Spatial Structure

The propensity of economic agents to interact with each other lies behind the
very existence of cities-hence behind all three of the topics we presented in
section 1.1. By interaction we mean any exchange of goods, services and ideas
among agents, as well as any common action of agents to promote their inter
ests. Since spatial interaction requires either transportation or communication
or both, and since the amount of resources spent for interaction increases with
distance between those who interact, saving on such costs implies the agglomer
ation of agents. Agglomeration, in turn, runs counter to a preference of individ
uals for non-eongested sites. We thus arrive at a fundamental trade-off between
the propensity to interact and the aversion to crowding, which determines the
spatial structure of human settlement. On the one hand agglomeration increases
agents' welfare because it saves on the cost of interaction. On the other hand
it decreases agents' welfare because it reduces the space available to them.

Different combinations of the above three elements determine different spatial
distributions of agents. If there is no propensity to interact, or if there is no
cost of interaction, the aversion to crowding will cause an even distribution of
agents over the landscape as in figure 1.1(1). If crowding is immaterial and
if interaction is costly then the propensity to interact will dictate a perfectly
concentrated spatial pattern as in figure 1.1(2). Finally, if all three factors act
to produce spatial structure then the fundamental trade-off between costly
interaction and the aversion to crowding will be expressed as in figure 1.1(3).
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(1)

_____...1..-__ I:lstn:e

(2)

(3)

(4)

FIGURE 1.1. Alternative Spatial Arrangements.

New possibilities emerge if we distinguish between firms and individuals (or
between production and consumption) as two distinct types of agent. If there is
no congestion cost for firms and if interaction between firms is both beneficial
and costly then firms will concentrate either on a single location to create a sin
gle centre as in figure 1.1(4), or on several locations to create several centres as
in figure 1.1(6). The choice between a monocentric or polycentric configuration
will depend on the relative importance and the relative cost of interactions to
the parties involved. The first case provides the theme for the first part of our
book while the second appears in the second part. Consider now the same two
distinct types, but impose the additional feature that agents can be partitioned
into groups, and that within-group interactions (between individuals, between
individuals and firms, and between firms) are both beneficial and costly while
interactions between agents belonging to distinct groups are not beneficial. Un-
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der these circumstances we obtain a number of cities as in figure 1.1.(5)-the
simplest example of a city system.

Once again, we can use figure 1 to illustrate the classification of the literature
presented in section 1.1. The first topic, urban land use and rent theory, is
reflected in figures 1.1(3), 1.1(4) and 1.1(6). Of these, figures 1.1(3) and 1.1(4)
refer to the monocentric city while figure 1.1(6) refers to the polycentric city.
Figure 1.1 (5) and the discussion thereof is associated with the second topic, that
is, the size and functional distribution of cities. In terms of figure 1.1(5), the
economic geography of cities relates to both the size and the distance between
them.

1.3 Historical Sketch

1.3.1 Urban Land Use and Rent Theory

The Monocentric City

At the core of urban land use and rent theory lies the concept of land rent: the
use of land goes to the agent who is prepared to offer the highest amount per
unit of land. Early rent theorists, such as David Ricardo (1821) and Johann H.
von Thtinen (1826), wrote about agricultural land rent. On this subject, Ricardo
emphasised fertility differences while von Thlinen concentrated on location dif
ferences. For the latter, the sum of the market rent plus the cost of transporting
the output of a given crop raised on a unit of land is fixed and equal to the
price the crop can fetch in the market. This implies that, given any two plots
used to raise the same crop, the rent differentials reflect the transportation cost
differentials (per unit of crop per land coefficient) or, equivalently, the net pro
ductivity differentials if we consider the transportation cost as any other input
required to produce the output. Under this interpretation, excepting the source
of productivity differentials, the fundamental concepts of rent in Ricardo and
von Thlinen are identical.

Obviously, von Thtinen's contributions about the effect oflocation on prices in
general and on land rent in particular, about the effect of urban demand fluctua
tions on the corresponding agricultural supply area, about interactions between
the city and its hinterland, and so on, exerted a stronger direct influence on
spatial analysis than those of Ricardo. Indeed, the foundations of modern urban
economics lie on von Thtinen's theory of agricultural land use. Nevertheless, the
indirect influence of Ricardo is also important-albeit negative. What Ricardo
essentially did was to eliminate space by subsuming transportation costs along
with other costs of production and, through the influence of his writings, to
eliminate spatial analysis almost completely and for generations to come from
the mainstream of English-speaking economics.1 This is a reason why, since the

l The same point is made both in Ponsard (1958) and in Ekelund and Hubert (1993).
Our historical sketch draws on both sources. Ricardo's reversal appears even stronger if one
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time of Ricardo and until August Losch's (1940) English translation in 1954,
most developments in spatial analysis came from Germany.

During the rest of the nineteenth century, various individuals extended and
sharpened the ideas of their predecessors about pricing policy of firms in a spa
tial economy, about their location policy, and about the corresponding optimal
shape and extent of their market areas. Of particular importance are two fur
ther contributions made toward the end of the nineteenth century because they
have become relevant to modern urban economics. The first one refers to Alfred
Marshall (1890) who, following the tradition of the English school, kept spatial
issues on the margin of his analysis. Marshall, nevertheless, devoted an entire
chapter to urban land rent in which he took explicitly into account the relation
ship between transportation cost and distance from the market. He partitioned
urban land rent, the 'site value' according to his terminology, into the 'situa
tion value' (which arises from the specific urban location advantages of the site)
and agricultural rent. The second contribution was made by Bleicher (1892),
and it refers to his data collection and analysis of the population distribution
of Frankfurt am Main. This can be considered as the origin of the extensive
empirical work on urban population densities and land values.

We now turn to the modern urban land use and rent theory. As with von
Thtinen (1826), modern urban economics is based on the observation that urban
location differences, characterised by differences in transportation cost, imply
compensating differences in the value of urban land: for central locations, where
transportation cost is low, land rent is high while for peripheral locations, where
transportation cost is high, land rent is low. This idea, which was elucidated as a
'complementarity hypothesis' by Robert Haig (1926), can lead to the first clear
statement of spatial equilibrium within an urban context. Haig maintained that
urban rent "...appears as the charge which the owner of a relatively accessible
site can impose because of the saving in transport costs which the use of this
site makes possible.,,2 This very concept of spatial equilibrium has been used in
some early modern works on urban economics, such as Herbert Mohring (1961)
and Lowdon Wingo (1961).

The period just after the second world war marked the beginning of a strong
interest in empirical work about the spatial distribution of urban population. As
we mentioned earlier, the origins can be traced back to Bleicher (1892). In mod
ern times Stewart (1947) was the first one who observed that the exponential

takeH iuto accouut that a tradit.iou iu spatial analysiH already exiHted before Adam Smith in
eighteeuth ceutury Euglaud. For example, Sir James Steuart (1767) predated von Thlinen in
mauy ways includillg the idea that agricultural lalld UHes are arranged in concentric zones
arouud a market.

2 (Haig (1926, p. 421).) AH AlollHo (1964, p.6) points ont, there arc close similarities in
the treatmellt of urbau rellt betwecll Haig; alld his predccessors, namely, Marshall (1890) and
Hurd (1903). According to the later, since "...value depends on ecollomic rent, and rent on
location, and locatioll Oil cOllveniellce, and cOllvenience on nearness, we may eliminate the
intermediate steps and Hay that value depends on nearness." (Hurd (p. 13).) Haig's argument
is jUHtified in the special case where the illdifference curves are Leonticlftype (zero elasticity
of Hubstitution betweell land and other commodities).
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function represented a good model for describing the dependence of population
density on distance from the city centre.3 But the driving force in this area of
urban research was provided by the seminal paper of Colin Clark (1951), who
proposed for the first time the well-known negative exponential formula, now
under his name, and proceeded to test it in a systematic fashion. His empirical
analysis created the preconditions for the emergence of an important literature
concerning urban population densities, land values and the reasons behind the
strong regularities observed with regard to their spatial distributions.

Returning once again to theoretical issues, the far-reaching importance of
Haig's complementarity hypothesis remained unexplored in its verbal state until
the availability of a well-developed microeconomic theory set the preconditions
for the growth of modern urban economics.4 The first landmark in this direction
was laid down by Martin Beckmann (1957), who spoke about the determina
tion of equilibrium residential land rents and quantities in a monocentric city,
where all employment and services are concentrated in a central business district
surrounded by a residential area. He proposed an equilibrium concept for an
income distribution of households, and he concluded that higher-income house
holds locate further away from the centre in equilibrium.5 Although Beckmann's
seminar was undoubtedly prophetic on all these counts, it seems in retrospect
that its scope was prematurely wide. More urgently needed during this early
stage in the development of modern urban economics was a deeper analysis of
narrower problems. This began with William Alonso (1960) and Richard Muth
(1961), and culminated with the publication of their classic books in 1964 and
1969 respectively.

Alonso's (1964) greatest contribution can perhaps be found in his proposal
for the matching between spatial analysis and microeconomic theory which, as
we mention above, was necessary for the growth of modern urban economics.
This matching was established through a careful extension of the microeconomic
model of individual choice behaviour into an explicitly spatial context, and it
gave urban economics a strong behavioural foundation at the micro-level while,
at the same time, it proved convenient for aggregating individual decisions into
urban structure at the macro-level. Since Alonso confined his urban residen
tial analysis to land, rather than housing, his results were directly comparable
to those of earlier land-rent studies. We already know how traditional land
economists, drawing from the agricultural rent theory of von Thtinen (1826),
believed in the complementarity between land rents and transportation costs.
Alonso's framework established that this is not generally true once the elastic-

3Drawing on a study which used 1940 census tract data, Stewart (p. 180) wrote that
"[fJrom edge to centre, the density tends to increase exponentially with the distance, reaching
a peak density in some inner census tract which is usually adjacent to others having densities
nearly as great." The information is taken from McDonald (1989), a source we use repeatedly
in this chapter.

4This point is made by Mills (1987) in his joint introductory chapter to urban economics.
5 As observed later on by Muth (1969), this conclusion holds when the income elasticity of

housing is larger than the income elasticity of the transportation rate.
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ity of substitution between land and other commodities is not zero, and that
the relationship between land rents and transportation costs is complex as it in
volves substitution and variations in tastes, income and consumption. Although
Alonso extended his theory to commercial land uses as well, and although he
proposed a market equilibrium for all urban land and its surrounding country
side, his great influence on modern urban economics comes from the residential
part of his theory.

The difference between Alonso (1964) and Muth (1969) is threefold. Firstly,
whereas Alonso is concerned about urban land, Muth is primarily concerned
about urban housing. Secondly, in order to account for an heterogeneous space
and the inconvenience of commuting, Alonso includes location as an argument
of the utility function, while Muth does not. Thirdly, whereas the work of Alonso
has a distinct theoretical flavour, Muth's work involves both empirical and the
oretical aspects. The alternative utility specifications adopted by Alonso and
Muth, which allow for the substitution between housing and other commodi
ties, imply that location costs (the sum of housing and transport costs) are
no longer constant as in Haig (1926) and Mohring (1961). In particular, the
simplified version of Muth's utility, which became almost a standard specifi
cation, implies the useful 'principle of zero marginal location costs'. According
to this principle, location cost, the sum of housing and transportation costs, is
constant for marginal change in equilibrium-rather than globally constant as
Haig would maintain.6 In addition to his analysis of residential land markets,
Muth investigated the formation of urban housing prices in considerable depth,
and he wrote about the determinants of housing quality in inner-city neigh
bourhoods, including slums, conditions for their creation and policies aimed
at improving them. His empirical work concerning urban population includes
studies about the factors that determine net and gross densities, and studies
about spatial population distribution. The latter led him to conclude that the
simple model he developed in his 1961 paper to explain the Clark formula was
basically supported by observation.

Any account of the first-generation literature on spatial population distribu
tion, which begins after the second world war, is incomplete without reference
to the work of Edwin S. Mills (1972) who devised a method for studying the
temporal behaviour of population densities with a minimum of urban area and
population data. In particular, assuming a negative exponential density func
tion, Mills was "...able to obtain a perfect fit for the function yielding the
population density at the CBD and the density gradient from information on
the population of central city, the population of the suburbs and the distance
of the central city boundary from the CBD." (Mieszkowski and Mills (1993,
p. 139).) Using this method, Mills and other empirical analysts have extended
and confirmed Clark's findings about suburbanisation trends around the world,
that is, about a flattening of the population density gradient through time.

6In Muth's model location costs are increasing with distance from the centre.
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The second generation of intra-urban modelling is connected with the calcu
lus of variations-a commonly used technique in growth theory. By replacing
time with distance from the centre as the running variable, more sophisticated
problems became analytically manageable. In particular the issues of traffic
congestion and the allocation of land to roads under first- and second-best op
timality criteria reached the top of the research agenda. These issues were first
raised by Robert H. Strotz (1965) and Mills (1967). Strotz's contribution repre
sents one of the best-written articles in urban transportation theory. Building
on Walters (1961) and on Mohring and Harwitz (1962), Strotz presents us with
a gallery of urban transportation parables ranked according to a roughly in
creasing degree of complexity and developed around a small number of themes:
from the basic model of a single, spaceless road under fixed traffic flow, Strotz
generalises to a number of roads, to a road with variable traffic flow, to both
pleasure and work trips, to issues of urban residential and urban transporta
tion land use, and to external economies in the geographical concentration of
urban economic activities. His treatment remains prophetic in the sense that
it includes most of the fundamental intuitions now available on optimal trans
portation policy. At about the same time Strotz published his study, Mills
introduced an endogenous transportation system in a peculiar manner. Indi
viduals in his system purchase their exclusive right-of-way by paying its full
market price as reflected in the land rent, which implies crowded transportation
with an internalised congestion effect. However, the individual's local demand
for right-of-way remains completely inelastic with respect to its price. This
limitation was dealt with in the subsequent flow of publications which started
with Mills and de Ferranti (1971) and Solow and Vickrey (1971). The trans
portation literature in urban economics achieved its peak of sophistication and
policy content with the second-best analysis of allocating land to roads, which
originated with Solow (1973b) and achieved its perfection in Kanemoto (1977)
and Arnott (1979b).

Unlike the first generation, the second generation's perspective was mainly
normative. Here the contribution of James Mirrlees (1972) represents the first,
and definitive, analysis of the optimal spatial distribution of welfare within a
city. His main results include a proof that the optimal city can be decentralised
under an appropriate income redistribution, and that the optimal utility level
increases away from the centre. Both results apply to the basic, monocentric
city model populated by identical individuals. It is therefore not surprising that
his second result, which is known as 'unequal treatment of equals', has been
characterised by Mills and MacKinnon (1973) as one of the most intriguing in
urban economic theory. According to this result, it is optimal to discriminate
among otherwise identical individuals on the basis of their residential location
within the city. The main reasons are that location is an indivisible resource
and that, roughly speaking, locations further away from the centre make the
same individual a better utility-generating machine. It was subsequently es
tablished that the results of Mirrlees apply to any distributive criterion that
can be expressed as a degree of aversion to inequality, except to the criterion of
maximising the utility of the least advantaged proposed by Rawls (1971), where
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optimality yields equal treatment of equals. Taking into account that if we ab
stract location, optimality yields equal treatment of equals for any distributive
criterion which can be expressed as a degree of aversion to inequality, unequal
treatment of equals provides a striking justification of the belief long held by
spatial analysts that geography is not neutral, in the sense that introducing
location can affect the standard solutions of spaceless economics.

The Polycentric City

In contrast to the rich tradition of studies about the monocentric city, relatively
little has been written about the polycentric city even though urban land-use
theorists were uncomfortable with the limitations of monocentricity.7 The first
model that can handle multiple centres was produced by Herbert and Stevens
(1960) in the context of urban planning. Perhaps because of its discrete-space
structure and its emphasis on numerical analysis, the relevance of this model to
urban theory construction remained unnoticed more than fifteen years after its
publication.8 A different approach was adopted by Papageorgiou (1971) who
treats the urban area as a dense concentration of various-order centres that
form a nested hierarchy, with the single highest-order centre corresponding to
the CBD of the polycentric city. Individuals visit several centres in order to
obtain the different types of goods available in the polycentric city. This model
can be based on a natural extension of Muth's principle of zero marginal lo
cation costs, so that it becomes possible to obtain a generalised Clark (1951)
formula and to build urban rent and density profiles which are consistent with
empirical evidence. It is also possible to provide a justification of the monocen
tric city model by explaining how the Clark formula may describe the general
trend of the corresponding polycentric profile. However, in contrast to Herbert
and Stevens, centres and their locations continue to be exogenous as in the
monocentric city model; and it is not possible to investigate conditions under
which urban agglomerations become monocentric or polycentric.

The question about monocentricity versus polycentricity can only be an
swered using models that allow for endogenous agglomerations. In the context
of urban land use and rent theory, the first such model has been developed by
Beckmann (1976) who considers the simplest case of a single type of agents
interacting over a linear, bounded landscape without a predetermined centre.
Agents in this model derive utility from their interaction and they dislike crowd-

7For example, Muth (1969) suggested a model in which monocentricity was no longer
absolute in the sense that some of the workplaces were scattered over the residential rings. His
contribution was followed by a few other papers within the mainstream of urban economics,
which justifY the exogenous centre as an export node and distribute firms that serve the needs
of the urban population endogenously over parts of the residential rings (see Solow (1973a)
and White (1976, 1978)).

xA very insightful interpretation of the Herbert Stevens model and its comparison to the
continuous model of Alonso (1964) was provided by Britton Harris (1966) and by Harris,
Nathanson and Rosenberg (1966). Only later the potential applicat.ions of this model became
recognised in the published literature of urban economics (sec Wheaton (1974) and Fujita
(1989)).
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ing. If we start with a uniform distribution of agents over the land, everyone
will suffer the same level of crowding but those in central locations will enjoy a
higher degree of accessibility. Competition for land will eliminate this advantage
through agglomeration. In this manner Beckmann derives a bell-shaped popu
lation density profile as an outcome of the fundamental tradEH)ff between the
propensity to interact and the aversion to crowding presented in section 1.2.
However, Beckmann requires that the demand of individuals for interaction
be infinitely inelastic with respect to its price. This limitation, together with
the singl~agent scope of his model, exclude the polycentric city as a possible
outcome.

In two path-breaking papers, Ogawa and FUjita (1980) and Fujita and Ogawa
(1982) advance significantly our understanding of urban monocentricity versus
polycentricity. Their works can be thought of as an extension of Solow and
Vickrey (1971) and Beckmann (1976) to more than a single type of interaction.9

This allows them to connect the question of monocentricity versus polycentricity
with the relative importance of costs and benefits that correspond to different
types of interaction. They find that a monocentric city cannot be sustained
for sufficiently high commuting cost-a result that agrees with our intuition.
More subtle is the finding in FUjita and Ogawa (1982) that the monocentric
city cannot be sustained both when the decay rate in the benefit of interaction
between firms is sufficiently low or sufficiently high. Therefore a monocentric
city emerges only at intermediate values of that decay rate.

We close this section with a model of the polycentric city developed along the
local public good and club theories of Charles M. Tiebout (1956) and James
Buchanan (1965).10 Hochman, Pines and Thisse (1995) imagine a system of
spatial clubs that correspond to a polycentric city, each supplying a single col
lective good to a group of identical individuals who pay a user charge to partly
finance its cost. Individuals belong simultaneously to several clubs that differ
from on~another with respect to the collective good they supply and, there
fore, to the group size they serve. The spatial structure of this polycentric city
can remind us in some respects of the corresponding hierarchical structure in
Papageorgiou (1971), although in the first case the composition of clubs and
their locations are endogenous while in the second case it is not. Hochman,
Pines and Thisse show that an optimal club complex of this kind must be com
pact, and that every sub-area of the urban territory at the optimum is involved
in extensive spatial interaction with other sub-areas. A significant implication
of their model is the policy proposal for city-wide governments that runs con-

9They take into account interactions between employers and employees, which require
commuting of each employee to a single workplace, as well as interactions between any pair
of firms.

lOThe difference between the two theories is vague since, in both, a collective good is
efficiently provided when its use is subject to an appropriate user charge. Sometimes, however,
a distinction is made according to whether more than one collective good is simultaneously
used by the same group and/or whether the group is engaged not only with a common use
of the collective good but also with production. As noted by Berglas and Pines (1981), this
distinction is somewhat artificial.
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trary to the basic policy proposal of fiscal federalism. First elaborated by Olson
(1969), fiscal federalism calls for the decentralised provision of collective goods
as a basis for reforming the present system of local governments. However, as
Hochman, Pines and Thisse point out, the global justification of this policy cru
cially depends on the non-spatial nature of fiscal federalism. When geographical
space is introduced, decentralised provision is no longer possible in the case of
spatially overlapping jurisdictions.

Finally, it is significant to notice that this model can yield the non-monotonic
effect of the basic centrifugal force (interaction among firms) on monocentricity
versus polycentricity, which is similar to the one by Fujita and Ogawa (1982),
although due to completely different reasons.

1.3.2 Size and Functional Distribution of Cities

Optimal City Size Under Perfect Replicability and Divisibility

The literature on this topic can be traced back to Losch (1940) who maintains
that there exists an optimal city size as the outcome of two opposing scale
effects on feasible utility: a positive scale effect that stems from the agglomera
tion of economic activities and a negative scale effect that stems from crowding.
The formal description of the trade-off between these two scale effects, and the
consequent n-shape of the utility level as a function of city size, was illustrated
as an equilibrium only in the 1970s by Dixit (1973) and Henderson (1974). In
both models scale economies are represented by increasing returns in the pro
duction of a composite good, where the scale effect is external to the individual
firm in order to allow for a competitive allocation. For scale diseconomies, Dixit
uses the standard case of a monocentric city with internalised traffic conges
tion, while Henderson, who suppresses the spatial aspect of the city, uses land
scarcity and its effect on the production of the composite good and housing. l1

Another source for the n-shape utility is provided within the tradition of local
public good (LPG hereafter) and club theories. The common positive scale effect
here is represented by the declining burden of sharing the cost of the LPG as
the population increases. By contrast scale diseconomies vary among authors,
from land scarcity and its effect on the production of the composite good in the
non-spatial model of Stiglitz (1977), to residential crowding in Arnott (1979a),
to congestion from using the collective good in the standard club formulation
of Berglas and Pines (1981) and Scotchmer and Wooders (1987). Whatever the
source of scale economies and diseconomies, an optimal population size does
emerge provided that scale economies dominate for sufficiently small popula
tion size and scale diseconomies for sufficiently large.

A significant outcome which is common to all the above diverse models is
the vindication of Henry George (1896) and his single-tax proposal. Influenced
by Thomas Malthus (1798) and David Ricardo (1821), George believed that
land owners can take all the excess value derived by economic development

II Henderson (1986) elahorat.es 011 t.he primitive spatial foundations of t.his reduced model.
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through land rent. He also contended, along with other nineteenth century rent
theorists, that it is wrong for land owners to gain profit by renting their land
since land itself is not a product of labour. Consequently George proposed that
all land rents be taxed away and be used to finance government expenditures.
At the time it was estimated that the single tax would be sufficient to support
all levels of government in the United States. The relevance of the single-tax
proposal to urban economics stems from a diversified set of modern results,
including Flatters, Henderson and Mieszkowski (1974) and Arnott and Stiglitz
(1979), which connect the aggregate 'situation value' of Marshall (1890) with
the cost of providing an urban infrastructure in what has become known as
the 'Henry George theorem'. More precisely the single-tax proposal is justified
because, under marginal cost pricing, the aggregate urban land rent net of
its opportunity cost plus the sum of user charge receipts precisely equals the
corresponding aggregate cost for any level of provision at the optimal city size.

The relevance of optimal city size to the issue of city size distribution be
comes transparent if cities are perfectly replicable and divisible, that is, if the
total population can always be allocated to cities of optimal population size.12

In that case, according to the Henry George theorem, land rent combined with
the appropriate user charge in each city would not only suffice to finance its
LPG, but it would also provide the incentive necessary to ensure its optimal prO
vision. Suppose that there is only one tradeable private good. If the population
is homogeneous then the optimal urban system is a set of identical optimal-size
cities; and if the population is heterogeneous then the optimal urban system
has a number of subsystems, one for each population type, each containing a
set of identical optimal-size cities. But once there are more than one tradeable
goods, a rich gamut of urban systems can emerge with intra-city trade. The
reasons for specialisation and trade in those systems, as well as the associated
city size distribution, vary with the underlying agglomeration advantages and
disadvantages. In the standard tradition of urban economics, where the source
of agglomeration advantage is increasing returns in production, it is more effi
cient to establish single-product cities. In the LPG tradition, where the source
of agglomeration advantage is the declining cost of sharing the LPG as the pop
ulation increases, specialisation and trade become desirable even if the source
of the agglomeration disadvantage is decreasing returns to scale in production.
The first results in this context belong to Wilson (1987), who found that the
optimal urban structure for identical individuals is not necessarily a system of
identical autarchies, but rather diversified city types differing from each other
by size, production mix and consumption. A generalised version of his original
result shows that specialisation admits gains from trade at an urban popula
tion size other than the optimal size of an autarchy. Since utility decreases away
from the optimal city size, the choice between a uniform or diversified urban

12 By replicability we mean t.hat. t.he number of pot.ent.ial cit.ies is not. constrained. By divisi
hilit.y we mean t.hat. t.he t.ot.al populat.ion can be divided int.o an int.eger number of opt.imal-size
cit.ies.
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system hinges upon whether or not the losses from inefficient population size
are greater than the corresponding gains from trade.

Resource Misallocation Under Externalities and Nonconvexities

There are two main causes of market failure associated with city size distribu
tions. The first one is externalities coupled with insufficient policy instruments
at the disposal of city governments. The second is either non-replicability or
indivisibility or both, which we call in general nonconvexity. Discussions in the
literature about what causes such failure are often confusing.

A well-known debate about whether or not external economies and disec
onomies induce excessively big cities can be illustrated using the contributions
of Tolley and Grihfield (1987) on the one hand and Mills and Hamilton (1984)
on the other. Tolley and Grihfield defend the view that unpriced pollution and
traffic congestion induce excessively big cities. They argue that, because of ex
ternal diseconomies, there exists a gap between (1) the marginal social cost
of providing an additional inhabitant with the prevailing utility and (2) the
minimum market value of the consumption bundle required for such utility;
and that this gap increases with city size. Mills and Hamilton challenge this
conclusion on the ground that external scale economies also exist, which imply
that there is a second gap with the opposite sign so that the sum of the two
gaps can change in the opposite direction. 13 Hence it is not even clear whether
the social cost of providing an additional inhabitant with the prevailing utility
exceeds or is exceeded by the market cost. It appears that such a debate can
be reduced to the empirical question about whether or not external scale dis
economies are stronger than the corresponding external economies, as indeed
suggested by Mills and Hamilton. However, several issues in this debate need
clarification before resorting to empirical analysis (see chapter twelve).

More recently, the same issue has been reconsidered in the context of the
'new economic geography' which we present in the next section. As we shall
see, both scale and external economies in this literature are created by the
production of differentiated goods. In all three models we discuss in this para
graph stable equilibria can produce an urban system with one small and one
big city, and one of the issues addressed is whether the size of the big city is
too large. In Helpman (1998) scale diseconomies are provided by residential
crowding which is generated by a fixed amount of land, but there are no ex
ternal diseconomies. Thus one tends to conclude that if there is market failure
it must cause insufficient agglomeration as conjectured by Mills and Hamilton.
This is precisely Helpman's conclusion. However, by just changing the utility
specification in Helpman's model, Hadar (1997) produces a counter-example so
that we are led to the paradoxical conclusion that, depending on the structure

1:lln both cases we use our own terms for compatibility, Observe that, in our terms, scale
economies exert a centripetal effect but external economies exert a centrifugal effect (or they
1'educe the centripetal effect), Symmetrically, scale diseconomies exert a centrifugal effect
hut external diseconomies exert a centripetal effect (or they inC1'eaSe the centripetal effect).
Beware that these terms are at odds with much of the literature.
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of utility, external economies can be consistent with both insufficient and exces
sive agglomeration in big cities. A symmetrical conclusion is drawn by Tabuchi
(forthcoming) who attributes his result about excessive agglomeration in big
cities to the external diseconomies resulting from urban transportation. But
a closer look at his model reveals that although a crowding effect does exist,
which is associated with scale diseconomies alone, there is no traffic congestion
of any sort-hence there are no external diseconomies. So, where is the culprit?
It seems that the answer is nonconvexity, which is perhaps a more important
source of market failure than external economies and diseconomies.

1.3.3 Economic Geography of Cities

Our interest about city size distributions, urban specialisation and the relation
ship between cities and their agricultural hinterland is closely related to central
place theory. Its roots can be traced back to the times of Richard Cantillon
(1755) and Adam Smith (1776), who wrote extensively about the role of cities
in a national economy and about how important is transportation in shaping
prices and market areas. But the fundamental concept of a central place system
was first elaborated in a comprehensive manner by Walter Christaller (1933),
whose explicit aim was to understand the laws that determine the number, size,
function and spacing of settlements over an homogeneous area. It has often
been said that Christaller's deductive structure is a theory about the location
of tertiary activities, which stands alongside the work of von Thiinen (1826) on
the location of primary activities and that of Weber (1909) on the location of
secondary activities. More importantly, it can be seen as the original integrative
framework which introduced the basic concepts necessary for L<:>sch's theory of
economic regions. Stepping on Christaller's shoulders, L<:>sch (1940) gave us in
first approximation reasons why economic activities tend to agglomerate over an
otherwise featureless plain. However, with the exception of Walter Isard (1956),
his monumental work stood alone, probably because the research programme it
suggested was too comprehensiv~hence too difficult to undertake at the time.

Only recently have the fundamental aims of central place theory begun to
emerge once again in the modern work on agglomeration, where aspects of lo
cation theory and urban economics integrate to produce models stressing more
than anything else the extensive spatial interdependence of various economic
activities over the landscape. If we recall the four basic aims in the research
programme of Christaller, the first three concerning the number, size and func
tion of settlements have already drawn a lot of interest as we have seen in
section 1.3.2. But geographical configuration has been completely abstracted
from these studies. More specifically spacing between cities has been ignored.

One of to-day's interesting problems, which is closely related to the spacing
issue, is to strive for an endogenous central place theory in which central places
will appear as a transition from a spatially uniform equilibrium to an agglom-
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erated one. The objective then is to characterise the "succession of form", as
Thorn (1972) has named it in order to understand how cities are born.14

Papageorgiou and Smith (1983) have considered this problem in the case
of a single type of identical agents who interact over an unbounded and ho
mogeneous landscape. The spatially uniform distribution in this system is an
equilibrium, and the question is under what conditions will it become locally
unstable. Since any configuration other than the uniform, stable equilibrium
implies some agglomeration, such an approach is sufficient. Papageorgiou and
Smith found that the critical instability is characterised by an exact balance
between the marginal disutility of local congestion and the marginal utility of
global interaction. Agglomerations emerge when the positive interaction effect
dominates over the negative congestion effect. In more recent studies by de
Palma and Papageorgiou (1991a,b) it has been shown that the emerging reg
ular pattern of potential settlements is degenerate in the case of a single type
of interacting agents. Only when there is some specialisation, say, two types
of agent, will the transition from a spatially uniform equilibrium produce a
non-degenerate, regular settlement pattern. In such cases the emergence of a
settlement pattern depends both on the preferences and on the characteristics
of interaction among agents. By contrast, the spacing of settlements depends
on the characteristics of spatial interaction alone.

The efforts to create an endogenous central place theory have been acceler
ated with the coming of the 'new economic geography'. The impetus in this area
has been provided by Paul Krugman (1991) who applied a differentiated prod
uct approach within a monopolistic competition framework, developed by Dixit
and Stiglitz (1977), in order to study how agglomeration shapes urban struc
ture. In all the papers that follow his approach there is a unique, fundamental
agglomeration advantage manifested in a self--enforcing, dynamic manner ('cir
cular causation'). Namely, an increase of the population in a particular city
implies an increased demand for brands which attracts new firms, each produc
ing a new brand ('backward linkages'). It follows that the share of brands locally
produced increases relative to brands imported from other cities, which reduces
the average delivery price of differentiated products and increases real income
thus enhancing utility. Higher utility, in turn, encourages further immigration
(forward linkages).15

There are several characteristics that generate this unique agglomeration ad
vantage, which translates scale economies on the level of the individual firm to

14Notice that, although spacing has been a matter of concern for central place theorists,
central places simply exist there and the problem is to account for their perfectly even arrange
ment on a Euclidean plane over which the exogenous spatial distribution of demand is perfectly
even. In this respect classical central place theory is exogenous.

15The specification of the differentiated products in the utility formalises Jane Jacobs'
(1969) idea that adding more works is more important for growth than expanding the volume
of existing works (see for example Jacobs p.122). Thus, for a given increase of total output,
further diversification is more important than larger volume of the same varieties.
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scale economies on the aggregate level.l6 Firstly, due to scale economies in the
production of a brand, each brand is produced by a single firm which is located
in a single city. Therefore each city specialises in the production of a range
of brands within the spectrum of differentiated products. Secondly, the utility
specification implies that every individual consumes every brand wherever it is
produced. Thirdly, the transportation cost is in the form of 'melting iceberg',
that is, the amount shipped declines with distance from the origin. This speci
fication implies that the mill price is the same, so that the city with the larger
range of brands has an advantage on the other city which must import a larger
proportion of the manufactured good.

In contrast to the unique agglomeration advantage they explore, the detailed
reasons for dispersion underlying these models vary widely. With only few ex
ceptions, the dispersion force is provided by some immobile resource located
somewhere in the region. In the early studies the immobility of land was rep
resented by immobile farmers. Only in a few studies the reasons for dispersion
are to be found within the city, as in Helpman (1998) and Tabuchi (forthcom
ing) above. A significant characteristic in these models is that, as the reasons
for dispersion vary, so do their conclusions. For example, consider the case
where transportation cost affects agglomeration. In Krugman (1991), where
the dispersion force is provided by an immobile agricultural population, low
transportation cost leads to agglomeration and high transportation cost leads
to dispersion. By contrast in Helpman (1998), where the dispersion force is pro
vided by residential crowding, low transportation cost leads to dispersion and
high transportation cost leads to agglomeration.

The reason why this class of models belongs to the new economic geogra
phy, rather than to the topic of city-size distributions, is the inter-eity trade
and its cost. Then and only then geography matters, in other words, distances
between cities affect the equilibrium allocations. However, in the earlier mod
els of the new economic geography that began with Krugman (1991), spacing
is exogenous: although geography matters, it is not determined by the model
itself.

A truly endogenous urban geography model that follows the tradition of dif
ferentiated products within a monopolistic competition framework has been
proposed by Mori (1997) and Fujita and Mori (1997). Starting with Fujita and
Krugman (1995), who define sufficient conditions for a single agglomeration
over a bounded landscape, Fujita and Mori examine cases in which these con
ditions are violated so that either agglomeration or dispersion can prevail. As
it turns out, a wide range of interesting possibilities do emerge. They find that
a single agglomeration cannot be sustained if the transport cost of the differ
entiated good is either sufficiently large or sufficiently small relative to the
transport cost of the agricultural good-which is reminiscent of Ogawa and
Fujita (1980). The robustness of this result in such different contexts is worth

16 Aggregate scale economies imply that the equilibrium utility level increases with popula
tion size.
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mentioning, especially because the monopolistic competition framework based
on Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) is very sensitive to specification as we have already
seen. Suppose we start with a single agglomeration. On the one hand, raising
sufficiently the transport cost of the differentiated good, Mori (1997) finds an
equilibrium of two distinct cities where the spacing between the two is given
endogenously as in de Palma and Papageorgiou (1991b). On the other hand,
lowering sufficiently the transport cost of the differentiated good, he finds an
analogous equilibrium such that the interval between the two cities is occupied
by a continuous manufacturing belt where the density of workers is lower than
the corresponding density in the two cities. This is the first model of megalopo
lis, first described by Gottman (1961) in an empirical context and elaborated
by Doxiades (1968) in a planning context.

1.3.4 Some Final Comments

If we consider the developments that took place during the 1980s and the 1990s,
two names emerge: Masahisa Fujita and Paul Krugman. These two, along with
their students and other co-authors, have been more instrumental than any
one else in shaping the research agenda of spatial analysis to-day. A significant
part of this research agenda rests on Krugman's (1995, pp.63-64) belief that his
basic model, once extended to two dimensions will "... produce a lattice of cen
tral places with hexagonal market areas: Losch vindicated." 17 With somewhat
less confidence, he also expects to reproduce Christaller-type hierarchies and,
probably, the rank-size rule of Zipf (1949). These current research priorities
have imposed on him and his students a big challenge. Several related works
have appeared, based on a dynamic framework in which the urban system is
evolving through time as the population grows. This subject however is beyond
the scope of our book.

Urban economics, regional science and geography have benefitted significantly
from the recent crusade initiated by Krugman, a mainstream economist, set
forth to convince the economics profession that the new economic geography
should be accepted as a legitimate branch of economics with recognised achieve
ments. Nevertheless, we must reject the unfounded criticism of what Krugman
(1995, pp.57-58) refers to as 'new urban economics' which, in our terminology,
represents the urban land use and rent theory as it developed after the second
world war. We reject this criticism explicitly because we believe that one of
the main weaknesses of the new economic geography is precisely its overlooking
the robust implications of the monocentric and polycentric city models. Every
model is a drastic simplification of the phenomenon it purports to illuminate,
hence every model can be attacked for some of its unrealistic assumptions. But
such criticism, although true, is also vacuous. For what matters is whether
or not unrealistic assumptions simplify the problem in a way that allows for a
clear, partial and undistorted glimpse of the object we are interested in learning

17The same expectation arises explicitly in de Palma and Papageorgiou (1991b).
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about. Therefore blanket attacks based on the selective use of a field's unreal
istic assumptions are not productive, especially if they are not balanced with
corresponding fair criticisms about the field one wants to defend and promote.
Assuming for example that every individual commutes to the centre-as nec
essarily implied by the monocentric city model, is no more unrealistic than
assuming that every individual in New York City enjoys the services of every
pub in New York State-as necessarily implied by the formulation of the new
economic geography. Both assumptions are unrealistic, but both have produced
some remarkable insights at both the intra- and the inter-city levels. More
importantly, much is learned by the interaction between those different and
partial approaches. For example, in an increasingly urban world, it makes sense
to replace agriculture as the main source of dispersion with urban crowding,
which is carefully modelled and documented in the standard literature of urban
economics. Such cross-fertilisation, which is entirely possible as the studies of
Hadar (1997) and Tabuchi (forthcoming) clearly suggest, will create a stronger
new economic geography and, at the same time, will highlight the contributions
of urban land use and rent theory.

1.4 Book Outline

The first part presents in a coherent way various aspects of the monocentric city
model-the most developed theory in urban economics. Chapter two discusses
the basic model, investigates the characteristics of equilibrium allocations and
derives the standard negative exponential function which has been used ex
tensively in the empirical literature for describing the spatial distribution of
population density and land values. Chapter three examines how equilibrium
allocations are affected by exogenous factors such as the transportation tech
nology, the urban infrastructure and so on. We distinguish between open and
closed cities, which correspond to early and late stages of urbanisation respec
tively, as well as among different patterns of urban property rights. In chapter
four we introduce normative considerations and we find that the equilibrium
allocation of chapter two is Pareto-efficient. By contrast, although the equilib
rium allocation of chapter two yields the same utility for identical individuals
over the entire urban area, the optimal allocation of chapter four yields different
utility levels for identical individuals at different locations unless the criterion
for optimality is to maximise minimum welfare. In chapter five we consider four
direct extensions of the monocentric city model. Firstly, we examine the im
plications of a pure locational preference which can arise either when leisure
is explicitly taken into account, or in the presence of heterogeneous locational
attributes such as industrial pollution, scenic landscapes and so on. Secondly,
we introduce production at the centre which provides employment to the urban
labour force. This allows for an explanation of sudden urban growth which,
without exception, has characterised the evolution of large cities around the
world. Thirdly, we discuss the case of a city in which individuals may differ by
income, we explain the locational principles of various income groups and how
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such a city adjusts as its population or income grows. Finally, we extend the
standard monocentric model into a polycentric city using some key concepts
of central place theory and we derive a polycentric counterpart of the nega
tive exponential function. The next two chapters discuss two further extensions
of the monocentric city model which are significantly more involved than the
extensions of chapter five. Chapter six introduces a more detailed description
of housing. Whereas in previous chapters housing consumption was treated as
equivalent to current consumption of services rendered by land alone, hous
ing here is a service created by land, capital and labour. Since housing is not
perfectly malleable and its adjustment is costly, a clear distinction is made in
this chapter between the housing stock and the flow of housing services within
a dynamic analytical framework. In chapter seven we examine transportation
infrastructure in some detail and we elaborate on specific reasons why it is
publicly provided rather than supplied by competitive markets as, for example,
housing. We find that public intervention becomes indispensable either because
it is too costly to exclude or there are increasing returns to scale-rather than
because of external effects as is commonly held in the literature. The first part
of our book closes with chapter eight, which provides a bridge between the two
parts. In this chapter we defend the utility of the monocentric paradigm and
we give reasons why a robust polycentric model capable of yielding testable
hypotheses is a most important research challenge t<r-day.

In contrast to the standard monocentric model, there is no coherent theory
about the polycentric city and about city systems-only fragments of theories.
Some of these are discussed in chapter nine, which displays a gallery of models
organised around the concept of agglomeration as an equilibrium outcome of
the fundamental trade-off between the propensity to interact and the aversion
to crowding introduced in section 1.2. Polycentric agglomerations may repre
sent a city comprising a number of centres within a relatively small area, or a
system of monocentric cities, or an integrated regional system in which distinct
urban production and market activities are no longer aggregated into single
points. The next two chapters provide a systematic exploration of these spatial
systems from the unified perspective of club and local public good theories. In
chapter ten we introduce the idea of an urban centre as a collective facility used
by the whole or part of the urban population. A single collective facility in this
context provides the analog of a monocentric city, while a complex of facilities
corresponds to a polycentric city. We characterise the optimal size of such a
complex and we explain why decentralisation must be undertaken at the level
of the urban territory itself, rather than at the level of individual facilities as
suggested by fiscal federalism. We then study in detail a simplified version of
this model in order to understand what characterises the difference between a
monocentric and a polycentric urban structure, and what determines whether
the location of a public facility will be central or peripheral. Chapter eleven
investigates the reasons behind the formation of heterogeneous groups by iden
tical individuals when there are more than a single private good-a structure
that leads to specialisation and trade among cities. We use the reduced form of
a model that sheds new light on the advantages and disadvantages of choosing
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an heterogeneous group of cities with specialisation and trade over a system of
identical autarchies. Which of the two is preferable depends on the size of gains
from trade in a diversified system relative to gains from an efficient city size in a
system of identical autarchies. Finally, in chapter twelve, we discuss market fail
ure at the intra-urban and the inter-urban levels due to resource misallocation
arising from external economies and diseconomies or nonconvex:ity. Choosing
the correct reason for market failure is important in order to propose the right
policy prescription. We emphasise this issue throughout, and we compare the
'right' policy with laissez-faire in every case examined. We investigate resource
misallocation in the context of unpriced intra-urban traffic congestion, as well
as the role of nonconvexity in distorting the distribution of people between cities
and their hinterlands.

1.5 Appendix: Notation

We use three types of brackets for three different purposes. Square brackets
contain the domain of a function. For example, f [x, y] denotes a function with
domain (x, y). Angled brackets contain the specific value of the variable(s) in
the domain at which a function is evaluated. For example, f (x') denotes the
same function at (x', y). Finally, curved brackets are used to collect terms. Fer
example, 9 [x + y] denotes a function with domain (x + y), but 9 (x + y) means
that 9 is multiplied by x + y.

As a shortcut, we often use

f)fi _ f)f (xi)
f)x = f)x

where the superscript i = e, *, o.
A basic distinction for all parameters and variables used in our analysis is

whether or not they vary with distance x from the centre. Those that do not vary
with distance from the centre are indicated with a bar. For example, U == U [x]
but 0 does not vary with distance from the centre. In a few places where this
distinction does not apply (because geographical space is absent) we state it
explicitly. We denote a::; x::; b as x E [a, b]; a < x ::; b as x E (a, b]; a::; x < b
as x E [a, b); and a < x < b as x E (a, b).

1.5.1 Latin Symbols

• a Aggregate marginal resource cost of travel on a particular road at a
particular distance from the centre.

A Demolition age of a housing unit.

AC Average cost.

ADC Aggregate development cost.

ADC Aggregate development cost.
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ADT Aggregate distance travelled.

ALR Aggregate land rent.

ATC Aggregate transportation cost.

ATD Aggregate transportation demand.

• b Transportation infrastructure function.

B Transportation infrastructure corresponding to a particular road.

• c Cost function for the provision of a local public good.

e Cost of providing a local public good.

CBD Central business district.

• d Differential.

D Population density.

DLR Aggregate differential land rent.

• e Minimum expenditure function.

E Minimum expenditure level.

[; Economy.

EDF Exponential density function.

• f Function.

F Function.

:F Fundamentals of the economy.

• 9 Compensated demand function for the local public good.

G The frequency of visits to a public facility by an individual. The quan
tity of a local public good consumed by an individual.

G A vector of frequencies. A vector of quantities of local public goods.

(; The aggregate visits to a public facility. The total demand for all
public facilities in a city. Crowding.

• h Compensated demand function for housing.

H Amount of housing consumed by an individual.

11. Hamiltonian.

• i Index.

I

• j Index.

.:J Maximum revenue per housing unit over one building cycle.
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• k Relative share of the urban population in the aggregate profit from
urban land transactions.

K Housing construction cost per unit of land.

• l Width of a road.

e Leisure.

L Land.

L t Total width of land used in transportation.

£. Lagrangean function.

LPG Local public good.

• m Expenditure on maintenance per housing unit.

m Number of available brands. Number of firms in a city.

M Number of commuters using a specific road.

M The total number of customers serviced by a particular public facility.
Urban population size.

M Market Structure.

MPC Marginal private cost.

MRS [x, y] Marginal rate of substitution of x for y.

MSB Marginal social benefit.

MSC Marginal social cost.

MSP Marginal social product.

MV Market value of a bundle.

• n First derivative of N with respect to distance.

n Number of levels in a central place hierarchy. Number of types of
collective goods.

N Urban population living within a particular distance from the centre.

fI Total urban population.

fld Total demand for residential sites.

fls Total supply of residential sites.

N Total regional population.

NTR Net toll revenue at a particular distance from the centre.

• 0

o
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• p Rent per dwelling unit.

Pt A function that determines the price of the right to use the road.

P Price.

P User charge per visit to a public facility. Price.

P A vector of prices.

Pt Price of the right to use the road.

• q Quality of housing.

Q Total trip demand at a particular distance from the centre.

• r Bid-rent function.

f The interest rate.

R Land rent.

R Cost of developing a unit of land. It equals the agricultural land rent.

lR. The set of real numbers.

• s Traffic speed.

S Hicks neutral shift factor.

S Spacing of centres.

SWF Social welfare function.

• t Transportation rate, defined as the first derivative of T with respect
to distance.

T Transportation cost function.

'][' Congestion toll.

• u Utility function.

U Utility level.

UPF Utility possibility frontier.

• v Indirect utility function.

V Maximum feasible utility level.

• w Weight assigned to the utility of an individual.

W Social welfare function.

W Aggregate level of social welfare.

• x Distance from the centre.

x A vector of distances to various order centres.

x Maximum distance of an urban location from the centre. This is the
border between urban and agricultural land use.
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X Average distance travelled.

x
X Urban area.

• y Quantity of a differentiated good manufactured by a particular firm
which is consumed by an individual.

Y Per capita income.

• z Compensated demand function for the composite good.

Zt Amount of the composite good used in the construction of a road.

Z Amount of composite good consumed by an individual.

Z A vector of amounts of composite goods consumed by an individual.

Z Per capita amount of a private good used for consumption and for the
production of a public good.

Z The quantity of composite good produced by a firm.

1.5.2 Greek Symbols

• a A shift parameter which represents the quality of transportation in
frastructure. A parameter.

• {3 A shift parameter which represents the possibility of reclaiming un
available land. A parameter.

• 'Y Amount of the public good consumed by an individual. A parameter.

r

• 8 The density gradient.

b. Difference.

• c Degree of homogeneity.

E Infinitesimal distance.

• ( Degree of aversion to inequality.

• "l Elasticity.

• () First derivative of e with respect to distance.

e The available land function, which determines the total amount of
available land within a particular distance from the centre.

• L

• K, Number of clubs. Number of public facilities.
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• A Lagrangean multiplier.

A

• 11
Lagrangean multiplier.

• v
Lagrangean multiplier.

·~ Discounting factor.

-
• 7r

3.14...

tV

II Maximum profit.

• p Structural density of housing.

• a
The ratio ()It.

<; A shift parameter.

E Sum.

• r
Time.

• v Utility-size configuration.

1 The resources allocated to a public facility. The characteristics of a
public facility. The total resources allocated to public facilities in the city.

• </> An angle.

<p

<P Tax or subsidy.

• X
• 'IjJ A function that determines the marginal resource cost of travel.

\II Marginal resource cost of travel.

• w Wage rate.

n Per capita initial endowment of composite good.
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Part I

The Monocentric City



2
Urban Equilibrium

We begin with a simple model which we use to discuss a competitive allocation
within a city of identical individuals. In this chapter, decentralisation is com
plete: everyone, within the framework of existing property rights, maximises ei
ther utility or profit. The urban infrastructure, which includes transportation,
improved land and a public good, is determined exogenously. We investigate
the characteristics of the allocation. In chapter three, we examine how these
characteristics are affected by exogenous factors. In later chapters, we extend
the model in several directions and we revise some of the results presented here.

2.1 Conceptual Framework

2.1.1 Landscape and the Shape of the Urban Area

We assume an unbounded landscape which can be represented by ~2. There are
two categories of land, available and unavailable. Available land can be either
agricultural or urban.

There is a single centre on the landscape which is adjacent to available land.
Available land is distributed around the centre so that a straight line segment
connecting the centre with any available location passes entirely through avail
able land. To fix ideas, unavailable land can exist as an open sector relative
to the centre, but not as a concentric zone. The accessibility of any available
location relative to the centre is simply determined by the Euclidean distance
between the two. Since there are no locational features other than accessibility
to the centre, available locations at the same distance x from the centre are
indistinguishable. This is a crucial simplification, allowing us to treat space as
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if it were single-dimensional. Fa' this reason, x is used throughout to represent
both distance from the centre and location.

Production and distribution of private urban goods and services occurs only
at the centre.1 There is a fixed total population N of individuals who are regu
larly associated with the activities at the centre-the urban population. Those
individuals travel to the centre using a radial, dense, non-congestible trans
portation network. No other type of spatial interaction occurs. Urban residents
occupy the urban area X C R2 and the remaining available land is used for
agriculture.

Our entire analysis will be confined to the city. The surrounding non-urban
land is only relevant inasmuch as it represents a possibility for converting it to
urban. The amount of available land within a particular distance from the centre
is denoted by e [x,,8] where,8 is a shift parameter representing the possibility
of converting (reclaiming) unavailable land to available. Ifwe define () == oe/ox,
()dx is the amount of available land on a ring of width dx at distance x from
the centre. Since available land is connected, 0 < () ~ 21l"x. As long as there still
remains some unavailable land, the available land increases with increasing ,8.

Assumption 2.1: The available land function e[x, i3J is differen
tiable, increasing with x and non-decreasing with ,8; e (0) = 0; if
() (x') == oe (x') /ox = 21l"x' for x' E X then o() (x') /0,8 = 0; and if
() (x") < 21l"x" for x" E X then 0()/0,8 > o.

Accessibility in our model matters because an individual living at distance x
from the centre spends on transportation costs for travelling to the centre where
he or she interacts with other individuals. This includes working, shopping,
recreation, and other social activities. Transportation costs are represented by
a known function T [x, a] which depends on x and the quality of transportation
infrastructure captured by a shift parameter a. Improvements in the quality
of transportation infrastructure lower both the cost of transportation and the
transportation rate t == oT/ ox.

Assumption 2.2: The transportation cost function T[x, a] is dif
ferentiable, a strictly increasing and unbounded function of x, and
a strictly decreasing function of a; ot/oa == o(OT/ox)/oa < O.

Having defined the available land and transportation cost, the transportation
cost shape of the city e[T, a,,8] can also be derived.2 This function specifies

1In the simplest case, which is discussed in this chapter, the centre is represented by a
single point.

2Using T = T[x,a], we may write x = T-l[T,a] because, given a, the relation_ship
between distance from the centre and transportation costs is one-to-one. Thus 8[x,.Bl =
8[T- 1 [T, a],.BJ == 8[T, a,.BJ.
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the total amount of available land for which travel costs are less than or equal
to T (see Arnott and Stiglitz (1981)). The transportation cost shape of the city
determines some important characteristics of the equilibrium allocation and the
comparative statics thereof. In particular, its derivative

and its elasticity

a [x, a,,6] ae
aT

o
t

(2.1)

fJT:x
fJe:T = - , (2.2)

fJ8:x

where fJT:x is the elasticity of transportation cost with respect to distance and

fJ8:x is the elasticity of the urban area with respect to distance, will be particu
larly useful in the ensuing analysis. We impose

Assumption 2.3: aa = ~(~) > o.ax ax t

Notice that this assumption is consistent with ao/ax 2: 0 and at/ax::; 0,
where at least one holds with strict inequality. The former only requires that
the amount of urban land available at a distance increases away from the centre.
The latter will be justified later on by establishing that transport congestion
declines as one moves away from the city centre. Since both seem reasonable,
and since they are only sufficient for assumption 2.3, this assumption seems also
plausible.

2.1.2 Preferences

Preferences are defined over the consumption of a composite good Z, housing
H and a public good-"(. In the simplest case, housing is produced with land
only. Since individuals are identical, their preferences are represented by the
same utility function u [Z, H,-"(]. We denote by U the corresponding utility level,
U = u [Z, H,-"(] .

Assumption 2.4: The utility function u[Z, H, 1] is differentiable,
strictly increasing and strictly quasi----<:oncave in its arguments. Com
modities Z and H are normal, and their marginal rate of substitu
tion of Z for H MRS[Z, H] is such that lim MRS[Z, H] = 0 and

H---oo
lim MRS[Z, H] = 00.

H---O
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The restrictions placed on MRS, the Inada (1963) conditions, ensure that a
consumption bundle which includes positive amounts for both commodities is
always preferable to a bundle which includes a finite positive quantity for only
one commodity.

2.1.3 Prices

The composite good serves as the numeraire commodity. As mentioned in sec
tion 2.1.1, it is available only at the centre. The price of land R [xl is defined for
every location. Both are taken parametrically by the individuals, i.e. every indi
vidual believes that none of his or her actions can change the observed pattern
of prices and the cost of transportation.

2.2 The Structure of Urban Equilibrium

2.2.1 Land Ownership, Property Rights, and the Disposal of
Urban Rent

We impose three requirements on our model concerning land: (1) a structure
of land markets which allows for complete decentralisation, that is, one where
everyone, within the framework of existing property rights, is either a utility
maximising individual or a profit-maximising firm; (2) that the use of land at
any location is determined by the highest bid there; and (3) that our model
allows for a variety of possibilities for the disposal of urban rent does exist,
ranging from complete redistribution within the city to complete transfer out
side of the city. In general, whether these requirements are realised or not,
crucially depends upon existing property rights which include, but may not be
limited to, the original distribution of land ownership. In the literature, this
dependence is not always sufficiently elaborated. It will prove useful to review
some of these approaches before suggesting an alternative which satisfies all our
requirements.

A standard approach, first proposed by Alonso (1964), calls for numerous ab
sentee landlords, each controlling only a small parcel of land in a single locality.
These landlords confront numerous farmers and urban residents who bid for
land in different locations. Parcels of land are supplied to the highest bidder.
An alternative is to propose that all the land is originally owned by a single
absentee landlord who behaves like a monopoly. The landlord, facing as before
numerous farmers and urban residents, behaves so as to maximise the total
revenue from land (see Markusen and Scheffman (1978)). The element shared
by the above two approaches is that all urban rents necessarily vanish from
the city, that is, they violate our third requirement. In addition, the second ap
proach admits the possibility that land be withheld from urban development,
that is, it violates our second requirement.

At the other end of the spectrum, there is a group of models in which all urban
rents stay within the city (see, for example, Oron, Pines and Sheshinski (1973),
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Solow (1973), Kanemoto (1980), and Pines and Sadka (1986)). These models
violate once again our third requirement. Moreover, when there is a single agent
who controls the supply of urban land, the structure of property rights is not
consistent with full decentralisation. For example, in Kanemoto (1980), there is
a city government which buys the land from the farmers at a competitive price.
Although the government controls all the supply of urban land, the residential
land-market is competitive. This claim contradicts our first requirement, that
agents be either utility-maximising individuals or profit-maximising firms. For if
someone controls all the land then, under full decentralisation, he or she should
behave as in Markusen and Scheffman (1978) rather than competitively.

We can satisfy all three requirements using the following construct. Suppose
that the land is originally held by numerous farmers whose property rights are
limited to agricultural use. Also suppose that there are numerous development
corporations, each having an exclusive right to develop a specific small area,
say, a narrow ring at a given distance from the centre. Every corporation pur
chases all the land from the farmers in its ring at a competitive price. Since
any particular corporation controls only a small portion of the land, it cannot
exert market power in its transactions with prospective urban residents because
arbitrarily close substitutes are available in adjacent rings. Under these circum
stances, we can admit various ways of urban rent disposal by assuming various
ownership patterns concerning the development corporations. On the one hand,
if corporations are exclusively owned by absentee investors, we obtain the case
of Alonso (1964). If, on the other hand, they are exclusively owned by the city
residents, we obtain the case of Solow (1973) etc. In-between, the corporations
are jointly owned by the city residents and the absentee investors at varying
proportions.

2.2.2 Individual Decisions

The income Y of every urban resident consists of an initial endowment of com
posite good n and the share in the profit from land transactions discussed in
section 2.2.1. Given their income, individuals in the city maximise their wel
fare in two stages: firstly, they determine the maximum feasible utility level for
every location; secondly, they compare all those localised maxima and choose a
location for which feasible utility is a global maximum.

Consumption Bundle

An individual located at distance x from the centre selects a feasible consump
tion bundle (Z[x], H[x]) that maximises his or her utility level at x. Formally,
the problem can be expressed as

v == max u[Z, H,"Y] subject to Z + RH ~ Y - T,
Z,H

(2.3)
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where V is the maximum feasible utility level. The necessary conditions for this
maximisation problem are

Zi + RHi = Y - T, (b)
(2.4)

where superscript i denotes a solution to the problem of the individual. These
conditions are also sufficient because the Inada restrictions in assumption 2.4
preclude corner solutions.

An alternative representation of the system (2.3) and (2.4), which we shall use
extensively from now on, can be obtained in two steps.3 The first step involves
using u [Z, H, tl and the first condition in (2.4) to solve for Zi and Hi in terms
of R, U and t as

Zi = z [R,U,tl and Hi = h [R,U,t], (2.5)

where z and h are the compensated demand functions. Upon substitution of
(2.5) into the second condition of (2.4) we obtain the minimum expenditure
function equated to the disposable income:

e[R,U,tJ z[R,U,tJ + Rh[R,U,tJ

Y-T.
(2.6)

The second step involves solving (2.6) for the maximum feasible utility level.
Thus (2.3) and (2.4) can be replaced by (2.5) and (2.6).

Location

The solution of (2.6) for U, given the parameters R, t, Y, and T, is the maximmn
feasible utility V = v [R, Y- T, t] at any location, where v [ . J denotes the
indirect utility function. What remains is to compare all those localised maxima
and choose a location which maximises V. By definition, the urban area X is
composed of such locations. It follows that there exists a constant [; such that

max v [R, Y - T,t] = [; for x EX.
x

Substitution of (2.7) into (2.6) gives

e [R, U, t] = Y - T for x E X

(2.7)

(2.8)

The implication that the attainable utility level is uniform across the urban
area is central to the concept of spatial equilibrium.

3 A comparison of alternative representations for the individual's choice problem appears
in the appendix (section 2.4.1).
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2.2.3 Clearing the Urban Land Market

For x EX, N[x] denotes the number of individuals living within distance x
from the centre. If we define n == dN/ dx, ndx denotes the number of individuals
located at distance x from the centre within the ring [x, x + dx]. Thus, equality
between the demand for urban land at distance x from the centre and the
corresponding supply de is given by

nH = () for x EX. (2.9)

On the aggregate level, all N individuals must occupy land in the city. This
happens because, as we mentioned in section 2.1.2, someone who does not oc
cupy land does not maximise utility subject to his or her income constraint.
Therefore we have

N (x) = Jndx = N. (2.10)

x
where x is the maximum distance of an urban location from the centre. F<r the
same reason, the urban area X cannot be empty.4

2.2.4 Clearing the Available Land Market

Following the discussion at the end of section 2.2.1, development corporations
purchase land from farmers at a price equal to the marginal productivity of
land in agriculture. This represents the cost of developing available land for
urban use. We assume that the marginal productivity of land in agriculture is
constant.

Assumption 2.5: The cost of developing a unit of land is a con
stant R up to the supply constraint ().

Under these conditions, the supply of urban land is represented by figure 2.1.
Assumption 2.5, together with the profit-maximising development corpora

tions, ascertains that available land is developed at x only if R[x] ;::=: R. More
over, given the utility-maximising behaviour of individuals, the price of urban
land at the border x must equal the cost of development. If not, R (x) > R
and the continuity of the transportation cost function imply that an individual
can achieve [[ at lower cost than Y if he or she locates at x+ € where € > 0 is
sufficiently small. In summary,

R ;::=: R for x E X and R (x) = R. (2.11)

4The reader should notice that we treat individuals as a continuous mass distributed over
a continuous space. This is essential for the use of calculus in our analysis, but it has raised
a controversy which strikes at the roots of urban economics. For details on this controversy
and for a justification of continuous modelling in urban economics see section 2.4.2 in the
appendix.
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FIGURE 2.1. The Supply of Urban Land.

2.2.5 Rent Disposal and Income Determination

Let k E [0,1] be the relative share of the urban population in the aggregate
profit from urban land transactions, which corresponds to the relative share of
the urban population in the ownership of the development corporations. As we
have noted in section 2.2.2, the income Y of a representative urban resident
arises from an initial endowment of composite good and the share in the profit
from urban land transactions. Therefore

Y - k-- (a)= 0+ RDLR
(2.12)

DLR = Jx O(R - R) dx (b)

where DLR, the aggregate differential land rent, represents the total value of
urban land net of its development cost.5 When the entire DLR is taken out of
the city (k = 0) we have a renter city model; when only some of the DLR is
taken out (k E (0,1)), we have a mixed city model; and when all DLR stays in
the city (k = 1), we have an owner city model.

5DLR arises from the differcnce between urban and agricultural rents at each location in
the city. This differcnce is a manifestation of pure agglomeration advantages. The concept
has a relatively long history. Marshall (1890), for example, " ...emphasizes the importance
of location within the city, and defines 'situation value' as the sum of money values of the
situation advantages of a site. According to Marshall,'site value', the price a site would fetch
if cleared of buildings and sold in the free market, is equal to sit.uation value plus agricultural
rent." (Alonso (1964, pAl. Sec also Book V Chapter XL) Clearly, the 'situation value' gives
rise to DLR. In the modcrn literature, the concept has been given prominence by Arnott and
Stiglit~ (1981).
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2.2.6 Definition of a Competitive Equilibrium

We are now ready to formulate the conditions for a competitive equilibrium
in a concise way. Namely, for x E X e, (ne,Re, ye, fie, (je, xe) is a competitive
equilibrium if and only if

e [Re, (je, ;y] ye-T (a)
(2.8)

neh [Re, (je,;y] B (b)
(2.9)

J nedx fie (c) (2.13)
x" (2.10)

Re (Xe) = il (d)
(2.11)

ye - k J - (e)n+ ~ B(W -R)dx.
(2.12) N X"

In this definition, Z, h, T and Bare known functions, and fl, il, k and;Y are given
parameters.6

One may wonder whether the above definition of an equilibrium is consistent
with the resource constraint. The answer is that this constraint is satisfied by
the Walras law.7

6We omit. t.he first. condit.ion in (2.11) because, as we est.ablish in sect.ion 2.3.2, it is always
satisfied in equilibrium.

7This <:an be established by using the income equation to derive

NY -kDLR

(2.10)

(2.10,11)

NY - DLR + (1 - k)DLR

Jx nYdx - Jx 0 (R - R) dx + (1 - k)DLR

Jx n (Z + RH + T) dx

-Jx (nRH - OR) dx + (1 - k)DLR

Jx n(Z + T)dx +9 (x) R+ (1- ~DLR

that is, total endowment in equilibrium must equal the total amount needed for the consump
tion of the composite good, transportation, the cost of urban development and the share of
absentee developers in the profit from land transactions.
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2.2.7 Closing the Model

Notice that the definition of an equilibrium (2.13) requires determining two
spatial distributions, ne and Re, and four variables, ye, Fie, (je and xe. However,
conditions (2.13) involve two equations defined at each distance from the centre
and only three single equations. The equilibrium is therefore underdetermined.
We can either propose a new single equation, or reduce the number of variables
by one. It turns out that the latter approach, first proposed by Wheaton (1974),
can provide us with significant predictions about comparative statics of urban
structure during the early and late stages of urban development.

Consider an isolated region of fixed total population N partitioned between
urban (FI) and agricultural (N - FI). The urban population is accommodated
within a single city. If migration is costless, an equilibrium for the entire re
gion implies that individuals in both sectors enjoy the same utility level. Now
suppose that an external change alters the urban utility level. As long as the
city population is sufficiently small relative to the total, any such urban utility
change will be absorbed through migration between the two sectors. Since the
city is insignificant relative to the region, changes in city size due to migration
cannot have a measurable effect on the regional equilibrium utility level. Under
these circumstances, which describe early stages of urbanisation, urban equilib
rium utility remains constant ((je = (j) as urban equilibrium population varies.
If we imagine that the city is the spearhead of innovation in the region, so that
technological developments through time tend to favour the city, urban popula
tion will continue to grow. Eventually, its size will become significant relative to
the region in the sense that external changes can affect both equilibrium pop
ulation and utility. At the other extreme, during late stages of urbanisation,
urban population in the region reaches an upper limit, Fie = FI, which remains
fixed as urban equilibrium utility varies.8

Following Wheaton (1974), let us now translate these observations in the con
text of section 2.2.6. During early stages of urbanisation, we can treat the equi
librium utility level as constant. Therefore (ne, Re, ye, Fie, xe) is a competitive
equilibrium if and only if it satisfies (2.13) for known parameters n, il, (j, k, ii, /3
and ')'. This represents an open city model. On the other hand, during late stages
of urbanisation, we can treat the equilibrium population size as constant. There
fore (ne, Re, ye, (je, xe) is a c9m'pe~ti~e e<!uilibrium if and only if it satisfies
(2.13) for known parameters n, R, N, k, ii, (3 and ')'. This represents an closed
city model. Since in both the open and closed models of city we have reduced
the set of unknowns by one variable, (2.13) determines equilibrium during the
early and late stages of urbanisation.

8In technologically advanced countries, such as Canada, this limit represents about ninety
five percent of the total population. Evidently, migration cannot any longer playa significant
role in affecting the equilibrium utility level. On the one hand, further migration toward the
city is insignificant because of the small agricultural population size. On the other hand,
migration away from the city is unlikely because, during late stages of urbanisation, there is
no real alternative to urban life.
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2.3 Properties of the Equilibrium Allocation

In sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.7, we have classified cities according to their patterns
of urban land ownership and population closure respectively. Following this
classification, there are in principle 3 x 2 city types ((renter, mixed, owner
city) x (open, closed city)). As we shall see in chapter three, different city types
may respond differently to changes in external conditions. However, all city
types have the same urban equilibrium structure which is described in this
section.

2.3.1 The Shape of the Urban Area

The urban area in equilibrium is bounded because transportation cost is bound
less by assumption 2.2 and total resources in the economy, Nn, are finite.
We next show that the urban area is in one piece. If x' is a location that
belongs to X e , we know from section 2.1.1 that a straight line segment con
necting the centre with x' passes entirely through available land. We claim
that, in addition, the line segment passes entirely through urban land, i.e.
for all x E [0, x'), V [x] = De. Let E denote the minimum expenditure level,
and let Ee = e [Re, De, "y] . Suppose that the line segment under consideration
does not pass entirely through urban land in equilibrium. Then there exists
x" E [0, x') such that Ee (x") +T (x") > Ee (x') +T (x'), that is, De is not fea
sible for some x" < x'. Since, by assumption 2.2, T (x") < T (x'), it follows that
Ee (x") > Ee (x'). Hence, by the first condition in (2.15), Re (x") > Re (x').
But since x' E X e and, therefore, Re (x') ~ R by (2.11), it must be true that
Re (x") > R. Under these circumstances, the development corporation at x"
would forego profits-a contradiction. In consequence, all land available be
tween the centre and x' is developed. Letting x' = fie, all the land available
between the centre and the border is developed in equilibrium, and this implies
a connected urban area. We can therefore state

Result 2.1: The urban area is bounded and connected at equi
librium.

Finally notice that, since all land available between the centre and any urban
location is urban land, agricultural land cannot exist within the urban area in
equilibrium.

2.3.2 The Principle of Zero Marginal Location Costs

In this section we discuss location costs in equilibrium, i.e. the sum of housing
and transportation costs. We know that, in equilibrium, urban land values and
transportation costs are defined over [0, fie]. Differentiability of the transporta
tion cost function, together with the properties of an expenditure function,
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ensure that Re is also differentiable. Hence, we can differentiate (2.8) in the
interior of xe to obtain

(2.14)

Since R is a parameter in e [.J, which minimises expenditure, we can apply the
envelope theorem to obtain

oe
oR = h [R,U,-rl· (2.15)

Substituting (2.15) into (2.14) we get one of the best known and most useful
results in urban economics. Namely, we have

Result 2.2 (Muth (1961)):

Since the first term in result 2.2 is the change in housing cost caused by a mar
ginal move away from the centre, while the second term is the corresponding
change in transportation cost, the condition of Muth implies that, in equi
librium, changes in housing cost evaluated at the optimal consumption and
associated with short movements around a location in the interior of the urban
area are balanced by the corresponding changes in transportation cost. More
over, since transportation costs increase with distance by assumption 2.2, the
transportation rate in result 2.2 represents marginal costs of moving further
away from the centre. Then it must be that marginal benefits in result 2.2 are
represented by the change in housing cost.

Using result 2.2, we have

(a)

__1 (Oh
e

(dRe)2 + at) .
He oR dx ox (b)

(2.16)

Since oheloR is the substitution effect, it is negative. Thus the shape of the
rent depends upon how the transportation rate varies with respect to distance.
In the real world, where traffic density declines with distance from the centre,
the transportation rate also declinesY In consequence, using assumption 2.2
and (2.16),

Result 2.3 (Muth (1961)):
dRe at ~Re
- < 0; if ~ ::; 0 then -d2 > O.
dx ux x

!)This propert.y is derived later on as result. 7.1 of seet.ion 7.1, where the transportation
cost fnnction hecomes endo~enons.
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The spatial distribution of equilibrium rent implied by result 2.3 is consistent
with empirical analyses which fit urban land value data using specific functions,
such as the negative exponential to be discussed in section 2.3.4 below (see, for
example, Mills (1969)).

Differentiating (2.5) with respect to distance, and taking into account result
2.3, we have

Furthermore, since

we conclude that

dHe 8he dRe
dx = 8R dx > O.

due 8ue dZe 8ue dHe
dx = 8Z dx + 8H dx = 0,

(2.17)

(2.18)

Result 2.5 (Muth (1961)):

dZe
- < 0 (2.19)
dx

because of assumption 2.4 and (2.17). Finally, decreasing equilibrium consump
tion of the composite good away from the centre implies

Result 2.4: Location costs increase away from the centre at equi
librium.

This result contradicts the belief, long held by land economists and explicitly
stated in Haig (1926, p. 421), that "rent appears as the charge which the owner
of a relatively accessible site can impose because of the saving in transport
costs which the use of his site makes possible." Early modern treatments on the
subject, such as Mohring (1961) and Wingo (1961), adopted this traditional
view which, further to location costs being constant for marginal change by
result 2.2, it requires that they be globally constant. 10

2.3.3 Population Density

By definition, population density D is the inverse of land per capita. Therefore,
using (2.17), we have

dDe 1 8he dRe
----- (2.20)

dx H e2 8R dx .
Recalling that the substitution effect is negative, and that the same is true for
the change in equilibrium rents over distance, we obtain

dDe
dx < O.

lOThis requirement can be satisfied in the limiting case where the elasticity of substitution
between housing and the composite good is zero. For an example, see section 2.3.5. This case
is not included in result 2.4 because, by assumption 2.4, the utility function is differentiable
which implies nonzero price elasticity of the compensated demand.
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FIGURE 2.2. Equilibrium Rent and Density Gradients.

We cannot sign the second derivative of density with respect to distance as we
did in the case of rent. However, empirical evidence presented in the following
section 2.3.4 indicates that the spatial distribution of urban population density
is similar to the distribution of urban land rent. A sufficient condition for this
requirement can be obtained by using (2.20) to derive

(2.21)

where T/h:R is the price elasticity of the compensated demand for housing. We
conclude that, if T/h:R is constant, the spatial distribution of equilibrium popula
tion density will indeed be similar to the corresponding distribution of equilib
rium rent. Under these conditions, and taking into account result 2.3, figure 2.2
describes the spatial distribution of both equilibrium land rent and population
density.

2.3.4 Negative Exponential Rent and Density

The spatial structure of urban population density has been the subject of consid
erable empirical analysis. This began with Bleicher (1892), who collected data
on the spatial distribution of population in Frankfurt am Main and observed
the shape of the population density gradient. His observation was forgotten
and rediscovered independently by Stewart (1947) and Clark (1951). Although
both these authors proposed the negative exponential as a descriptor of urban
population density, it became known as the "Clark formula" probably because
Clark was the first one to write it down and test it explicitly. The Clark formula
has been established as representing one of the strongest empirical regularities
in urban spatial analysis. Here we examine how this specific empirical form can
arise within our more general framework and we present a brief overview of the
associated empirical literature.
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Muth (1961) has derived an exponential density function for land values by
assuming that the price elasticity of the compensated demand for housing is
unitary.l1 Following Papageorgiou and Pines (1989), and using (2.15), if the
expenditure function yields a unitary price elasticity of the compensated de
mand for housing then it must satisfy

82ee Re 8he Re
- =--=1
8R2 8e/8Re 8R He .

The solution to the above second-order partial differential equation is

(2.23)

where f and F are some functions. 12 Using (2.15) and (2.23),

(2.24)

This, and normality of land, imply fl·] > 0 and 8f/8U > O.
Assuming that the transportation cost function is given by T[x, a] = x/a, it

follows from (2.24) and result 2.2 that

(2.25)

A solution of (2.25), in turn, is given by

Relx] = W (0) exp (-bx) , (2.26)

(2.27)

which is the negative exponential form used in the empirical literature. Finally,
taking into account that population density is the inverse of land per capita
and substituting (2.26) into (2.24) yields the Clark (1951) formula

Re (0) -
J[Ue , 'Y] exp (-8x)

De (0) exp (-bx).

11 Other theoretical works concerning the exponential density function include Niedercorn
(1971), Brueckner (1982), Anas and Kim (1992) and Anas, Arnott and Small (forthcoming).

12For example, the utility function

tZ
U= 

A-BlnH

generates

e [ . J = BtU In R+UCA - B~n (BU)) + B) .

In a second example by Brueckner (1982), the utility function U = AZ + BIn H generates
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Observe that, since the price elasticity of the compensated demand for housing
is unitary here, the rent and density gradients are the same by (2.21).

According to (2.27), the spatial distribution of population is empirically de
scribed by the two parameters De (0) and 6 which can be estimated for any
city. The parameter 6, representing the proportional rate at which population
density declines away from the centre, is known in the literature as the den
sity gradient. The model predicts that the density gradient must be positive, a
fact consistently supported by evidence.13 The density gradient is also useful
as a summary measure of urban concentration or deconcentration. Fer if we
connect the degree of urban sprawl by the average distance of individuals from
the centre, 6 is inversely related to it.14 This property of the density gradient
is particularly useful for the empirical study of suburbanisation trends around
the world, which will be discussed in connection with the comparative statics
of chapter three.

Soon after Clark's (1951) seminal paper other authors contributed further
empirical evidence in support of the negative exponential. Early studies in
clude Kramer (1955), Muth (1961), Berry, Simmons and Tennant (1963), Clark
(1967) and Casetti (1969). These workers estimated the linearised version of
(2.27) for a large number of different cities using a sample of small-area density
measurements (such as census tract data) on each city. An entirely different
estimation approach for the study of urban population densities has been intro
duced by Mills (1972), which has proven influential since it requires a minimum
of information: the areas of the entire city and its central part, as well as the
population of the central city. Both approaches have been extensively used in
the literature. 15

2.3.5 Aggregate Relationships at Equilibrium

In this section we discuss a general relationship between aggregate differential
land rent and aggregate urban transportation cost, due to Arnott and Stiglitz
(1979), and how this relationship is affected by the transportation technology
and the shape of the urban area at equilibrium. Considerable intuition can be
gained on the subject if we motivate the discussion by using a special case first
proposed by Mohring (1961). Let u[Z,H,-Yl = f[min{Z/A,H/B},-yJ with A,B
parameters. For constant level of utility, oz/oR = 0 and ok/oR = 0, i.e. both
the composite good and housing are consumed at fixed levels over the urban
area in equilibrium. Hence this utility function implies zero elasticity of sub-

13There are some except.ions relat.ed t.o t.he phenomenon of population densit.y 'craters'
(Newling (1966), Latham and Yeates (1970)). This arises in t.he central part. of some large
met.ropolit.an areas in which t.he quality of the environment. has deteriorated t.o a sufficient
degree.

14 More specifically, with R = 0, the degree of deconcentrat.ion is 2/8 (see Ashenfelter (1976)
and Whit.e (1977)).

15 An informat.ive review of various population density st.udies is provided by McDonald
(1989). For a more det.ailed met.hodological review of the two approaches see also White
(1977).
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stitution between housing and the composite good. Under these circumstances,
the locational costs are constant not only for marginal change, as in result 2.2,
but in the global sense also, that is, fIe Re +T = fIe R+T (xe) for x E xe.
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FIGURE 2.3. Aggregate Relationships When Location Cost is Globally Constant.

Let the transportation cost be linear with distance from the centre and the
city be circular. Consider figure 2.3(1). The volume of the lower cylinder in
this figure represents the aggregate development cost ADC

e
, the volume of the

cone represents DLR
e

and the volume of the upper cylinder, from which the
cone is removed, represents the aggregate transportation cost ATC

e
. Since the

volume of the upper cylinder is three times the volume of the cone, ATC
e

=
2DLR

e
• Clearly, when the transportation cost is concave(convex) with distance,

ATC
e

> «)2DLR
e

. Now let the city be linear. In figure 2.3(2), the volume
of the upper parallelepiped is only two times the volume of the prism and
ATC

e
= DLR

e
. The same observations can be extended to cases where there

are variable returns to scale in transportation. We conclude that the equilibrium
relationship between aggregate transportation cost and differential land rent
in this example depends on the shape of the city and on the technology of
transportation.

We now verify these findings in a general context. Integrating by parts the
differential land rent, and taking into account that the aggregate development
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cost ADC is given by e (x) R, we have

DLR
e J {)(~ -R)dx

x'

ADC
e

- J ed~ dx - ADCe

x' dx

(Result 2.2)

(2.9)

=(2.2)

(2.28)

Since the aggregate transportation cost ATC is equal to Ix nTdx, we obtain

Result 2.6 (Arnott and Stiglitz (1979)):

. . (''IT:x ) mKnun "l- == nun -- < -- < max
xEX' e:x xEX' "le:x - ATCe

- xEX' (
''IT:X)-- == max"l- .
"le:x xEX' e:x

The elasticity "le:x is a measure of shape. For a linear city of unit width, this
elasticity is a constant fle:x = 1 while, for a circular city, fle:x = 2.16 The
elasticity ''IT:x measures economies of scale in transportation with respect to
distance: ''IT:x ~ (:~) 1 implies decreasing (constant,increasing) returns to scale.
When the ratio of the two elasticities is constant throughout the urban area,
result 2.6 reduces to a single equality. These remarks are consistent with the
example discussed at the beginning of this section.

2.4 Appendices

2.4.1 Alternative Choice Problems

The standard utility-maximisation problem of an individual located at distance
x from the centre, which we explained in section 2.2.2, is to determine an

16These are the two extremes of shape. In-between those extremes, there is a continuum
of urban shapes for which the urban area increases with distance relatively faster than the
linear city and slower than the circular city. Notice that the shape elasticity of any circular
wedge is also two. The elasticity of shape becomes less than two as the linear segments that
define the wedge turn inwards.
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affordable consumption bundle (Z, H) which maximises utility. The resulting
maximised utility level V can be represented in

v = v[R, Y - T,1] ==

~~ u[Z, H, 1] subject to Z + RH :::; Y - T.
(2.29)

The solution for U, Z and H can also be obtained by using two alternative
approaches. Firstly, the expenditure-minimisation problem

Y - T = erR, V, 1] ==

min Z + RH subject to V :::; u[Z, H, 1],
Z,H

(2.30)

where e [.] is the minimum expenditure function. This is extensively used here.
Secondly, the rent-maximisation problem

R = r[Y - T, V,1] ==

max (Y - Z - T)jH subject to V :::; u[Z, H, 1],
Z,H

(2.31)

where r [.] is the bid rent function.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the relationships between the two alternatives and the

original optimisation problem. Maximising utility subject to an income con
straint appears in figure 2.4(1) where, with prices fixed, the objective is to find
(Z, H) on the highest feasible indifference curve. Minimising expenditure sub
ject to a utility constraint appears in figure 2.4(2) where, with prices fixed, the
objective is to find (Z, H) on the lowest feasible budget line. Maximising land
rent subject to income and utility constraints appears in figure 2.4(3) where,
with the price of the composite good fixed, the objective is to find (Z, H) on
the steepest possible budget line. Lines AA and BB are identical in all three
diagrams. Hence point C, which defines the optimal choice in each case, is also
the same. Using these figures,

v[R, erR, V, 1],1] = v[r[Y - T, V, 1], Y - T,1] = V, (2.32)

that is, the maximal utility from income e[·] given R, or from income Y given
r[·], is V; and

erR, v[R, Y - T, 1],1] = e[r[Y - T, V, 1], V, 1] = Y - T, (2.33)

that is, the minimal expenditure necessary to achieve utility v[·] given R, or to
achieve utility V given r[·], is Y - T.
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FIGURE 2.4. Relationships Among Choice Problems.

All three choice problems have the same solution. For the utility-maximisation
problem, this solution represents ordinary demand functions z(o) [R, Y - T,1]
and Mo) [R, Y - T, 1], which determine v[·]. For the expenditure-minimisation
problem, it represents compensated demand functions z[R, V, ')'] and h[R, V, ')'],
which determine e[.]. Finally, for the rent-maximisation problem, it represents
bid-demand functions z(b) [Y - T, V,1] and h(b) [Y - T, V,1], which determine
r[.].
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2.4.2 A Fundamental Issue

The use of calculus as the basic tool in urban economic analysis requires con
tinua of agents distributed over continuous spaces. Yet, in the real world, dis
crete individuals occupy discrete parcels of land, each characterised by a specific
location, shape and finite area. Although the possibility of a model based on
parcels of land has been raised explicitly by Alonso (1964), the continuous ap
proach has dominated urban economic theory. The implicit belief of those who
have worked in urban economics, as well as in some other areas where analo
gous continuum models are used, seems to be that such models can serve as
reasonable approximations to corresponding finite models. After all, working
with densities continuously distributed over some space, rather than with dis
crete point patterns on that space or even with partitions of it, is both natural
and convenient. However, the very foundation of this whole approach has been
questioned by Berliant (1985) who has proven that, for any sequence of finite
spatial economies which approaches a limiting economy with a continuum of
agents, average endowments and consumption of land must tend to zero. Since
the continuous model of urban economics calls for a positive amount of land
consumed, it cannot serve as a reasonable approximation to large, finite spatial
economies. In particular, the equilibrium solutions of a continuous model can
be different from those in a discrete model where agents occupy parcels of land.

In the light of this criticism, the appropriateness of continuum modelling in
urban economics can no longer be taken as self-evident. What needs to be done
is to associate the continuous model of urban economics with some discrete
model, and to propose conditions under which the equilibrium solutions and
the comparative statics of the two models coincide. On the one hand utility in
the continuous model is defined over a single point in space. On the other hand
utility in the discrete model is defined over a parcel. How do the characteris
tics of a parcel affect utility, and how can they be linked with the continuous
model? The heart of the matter is to construct a mapping, based on the con
tinuous model utility and defined over consumption characteristics in the dis
crete model, which determines the discrete model utility in a way that renders
the continuous and the discrete models equivalent. Such a mapping has been
proposed by Papageorgiou and Pines (1990), and presupposes the existence of
continuous model equilibria. According to FUjita and Smith (1987), existence is
satisfied by the majority of existing models in urban economics, which associate
distance from the centre with transportation cost alone as in chapters two and
three of our book. However, in the more general case where utility also depends
on location directly, a continuous model equilibrium may not exist. Under these
circumstances, equivalence between the continuous and the discrete models be
comes conditional upon such existence. This case arises not only through the
disutility of travel time and through an uneven exogenous distribution of en
vironmental quality (see sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 in chapter six respectively),
but also in the presence of major urban externalities and public goods of later
chapters. Therefore existence problems in the continuous model cannot be dis
counted as trivial. The same criticism applies to the discrete model, in the sense
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that the proposed mapping (which determines the way in which a population
continuum is partitioned into discrete individuals) may not exist as well. Fur
thermore, although the equilibria of the continuous and the discrete model are
the same under the proposed mapping, their demands may not be the same.
Hence the two models may differ in terms of dynamic behaviour. Nevertheless,
since the two models are equivalent, the comparative statics of the continuous
model apply to the discrete model under the proposed mapping. It follows that
when a continuous model equilibrium does exist, it can be used for studying
the equilibrium behaviour of a corresponding discrete model. Conversely, when
the proposed mapping does exist, we can study the equilibrium behaviour of its
associated discrete model through a corresponding continuous model. These,
in our opinion, are enough to justify the use of continuous modelling in urban
economics.
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3
Comparative Statics

This chapter investigates the effects of the parameters on the characteristics
of the urban equilibrium allocation. As we noted in section 2.3, there are in
principle 3 x 2 city types ((renter, mixed, owner city) x (open, closed city)).
To avoid some conceptual problems in defining land ownership when there is
migration, we restrict the analysis to the four types shown in table 3.1.

Early works in urban economics were not specified well enough to allow for
comparative statics. To our knowledge, the first attempts toward this direc
tion were those of Casetti (1971) and Pines (1972) who dealt with an open
renter city. Subsequent works, both positive (see, for example Solow (1972) and
(1973)) and normative (see, for example, Dixit (1973) and Oron, Pines and
Sheshinki (1973)), were formulated in a way allowing a systematic comparative
statics analysis. Yet no such analysis was undertaken until the seminal paper
of Wheaton (1974) who studied both cases on the first column of table 3.1.
Since Wheaton was confined to a renter city, where k = 0, his results could
not be applied to normative models, such as those previously mentioned, which
required an owner city, that is, k = 1. Although the importance of the distinc
tion between k = 0 and k = 1 was already recognised by Solow (1973), Oron,
Pines and Sheshinski (1973) and, later on, by Wheaton (1979), a comparative
statics analysis of an closed owner city was undertaken much later by Pines and
Sadka (1986). In this chapter we present the existing results for both the open
and closed city models. However, we restrict the discussion in the text to renter
cities and base it mainly on diagrammatic and intuitive explanations. A more
formal discussion for the closed mixed and closed owner cities is relegated to
the appendix.
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TABLE 3.1. City Types.

RENTER MIXED OWNER

OPEN •

CLOSED

3.1 Open Renter City

• • •

For an open city, equilibrium was defined i~ s~t~on_2.2.~ as (ne,Re,ye , fie, fie)
that satisfies (2.12) for known parameters n, U, R, k, ii, /3 and;Y. However, as we
explained above, we confine our discussion to an open renter city where k = O.
In such a city, ye =nby (2.11). We therefore investigate the impact of changes
in the parameters n, D, Fl, ii, 13 and ;Y on the variables De, Re, fleand fie, as well
as on DLR

e
, ATC

e
and the aggregate distance travelled at equilibrium

ADT
e == r nexdx. (3.1)lxe

Notice that since population density is the inverse of land per capita, (2.9)
implies n = OD. Thus, determining the comparative statics with respect to D
also determines the comparative statics of the original variable n.

3.1.1 Initial Endowment

Since ye = n, we have from (2.8) that e [Re, D,;Y] = n-T. This and (2.15) im
ply that the urban rent increases everywhere as the initial endowment increases.
Since urban rent must increase at the original border while the opportunity cost
of land remains fixed, the spatial extent of the city must also increase by (2.11)
and result 2.3 as the initial endowment increases. Now, using the property of
compensated demands, we know that h [Re, D, ;Y] decreases everywhere because
urban rent increases everywhere. Therefore, since HD = 1, the urban popula
tion density increases everywhere as the initial endowment increases. Increasing
urban rent and urban area imply an increased differential land rent by (2.11)
and (2.12(b)). Finally, since the number of individuals at a particular distance
from the centre increases with the density there, increasing urban density and
urban area imply an increased total urban population by (2.10) and, by defini
tion, increased aggregate transportation cost and aggregate distance travelled.

An increasing initial endowment raises utility in the city, which causes immi
gration from the countryside. Higher demand for urban land follows from two
distinct reasons. The first is the increase in the demand per capita resulting
from the increase in the initial endowment. This demand increase tends to raise
both the urban land rent and the per-eapita housing consumption, thus reduc
ing density. The second is the demand of the immigrants which raises the land
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FIGURE 3.1. Effects of Increasing Initial Endowment on an Open Renter City.

rent but suppresses per-capita housing consumption, thus increasing density.
The second effect, which restores urban utility to its original lower level, domi
nates so that urban rent increases as in figure 3.11 Higher land values, in turn,
extend the urban area outwards. In summary,

Result 3.1 (Wheaton (1974)):

(i)
dDe

O·
dRe

O·
diVe

0;
dO > ,

dO > ,
dO >

dxe
O.

dO >

(ii)
dDLR

e

O· dATC
e

O·
dADT

e
O.

dO. > ,
dO. > ,

dO. >

3.1.2 Agricultural Rent

Using e [Re, 0, "y] = 0 - T, we conclude that the urban land rent does not
change as the agricultural rent increases with every other parameter remaining
fixed. Since rent does not change, land per capita and, therefore, population
density do not change as well. However, since agricultural rent increases at the
original border while the urban rent remains fixed, the spatial extent of the city
must become smaller. Unchanged urban rent and smaller urban area imply a
decreased differential land rent. Finally, unchanged urban density and smaller

1 In order to obtain linear graphs we employ the case of constant locational costs discussed
in section 2.3.5.
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urban area imply a smaller total urban population, aggregate transportation
cost and aggregate distance travelled.
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FIGURE 3.2. Effects of Increasing Agricultural Rent on an Open Renter City.

An increasing agricultural rent only affects urban residents close enough to
the countryside. Since migration is costless, those who cannot afford the com
petition for land in agriculture leave the city. Since nothing else changes, the
city retracts as in figure 3.2. In summary,

Result 3.2 (Wheaton (1974)):

(i)
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3.1.3 Utility Level

Using e [Re , 0, 1'] = n- T, we know that urban rent must decline everywhere
in order to keep expenditure fixed as utility increases. Since urban rent must
decrease at the original border while the opportunity cost of land remains fixed,
the spatial extent of the city must also decrease as utility increases. Further
more, using the property of compensated demands, we know that land per capita
increases everywhere because urban rent decreases everywhere. Therefore urban
population density decreases everywhere as utility increases. Decreasing urban
rent and urban area imply a decrease in differential land rent. Finally, since the
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number of individuals at any particular distance from the centre increases with
the density there, decreasing urban density and urban area imply decreasing
total urban population, aggregate transportation cost and aggregate distance
travelled.

RI---------"'r--"'r--
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FIGURE 3.3. Effects of Increasing Utility on an Open Renter City.

An increasing level of utility outside of the city causes emigration to the
countryside, which raises the utility level in the city to that in the alternative
sector. Once again there are two distinct changes in the demand for housing.
The first is the increase in the per-capita demand resulting from higher utility.
The second is the decrease in the demand caused by the emigration. The net
effect is an increased housing consumption and, consequently, a decrease in
both population density and urban land rent as in figure 3.3. Lower urban land
values, in turn, move the urban border inwards. In summary,

Result 3.3 (Wheaton (1974)):
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3.1.4 Transportation Technology

Suppose that T (0) = O. Then, using e [Re (0) ,O,;y] = 0, we conclude that
the urban rent at the centre and, therefore, the population density there do
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not change as a increases. However, at any other distance from the centre, im
proved transportation technology raises the disposable income. For fixed levels
of utility and other parameters, e [Re, 0, "y] = n- T implies that urban rent
must increase everywhere in (0, xe] as the transportation technology improves.
The difference in urban rent will be stronger further away because more dis
tant locations benefit more from transportation improvements. Consequently,
the urban population density in (0, xe] will rise as urban rent does. Since at the
original border urban rent increases while agricultural rent remains fixed, the
border moves outward. Increasing urban rent and urban area imply an increased
differential land rent. Finally, increasing urban density and urban area imply
an increased total urban population, aggregate transport cost and aggregate
distance travelled.
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FIGURE 3.4. Effects of Improving Transportation Technology on an Open Renter
City.

Lower transportation cost increases urban disposable income and, therefore
raises utility in the city. This attracts immigration from the countryside which
restores the original utility level. As previously, housing demand increases be
cause of two reasons. First, the increase in disposable income raises per-capita
demand everywhere excepting the centre. This tends to increase both rent and
housing consumption. Second, the demand of the immigrants raises urban rent
everywhere and depresses housing consumption. The net effect is an increase
in urban rent as in figure 3.4 and a decrease in housing consumption, which is
equivalent to an increase in population density everywhere excepting the centre.
Higher urban land values, in turn, extend the urban area outwards. In summary,
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Result 3.4:

(i)
dDe (0)

O' dRe (0) O.
dii

,
dii

(ii)
dDe

O'
d~

0 for x E (O,xe].
dii > ,

dii >

(iii)
dNe

0;
dxe

O.
dii > dii >

(vi)
dDLR

e

O'
dATC

e
O'

dADT
e

> O.
da > ,

da > ,
da

3.1.5 Land Reclamation

When /3 increases, nothing changes in e [Re, V, 1'] = n- T. Therefore both ur
ban rent and population density remain the same as available land is reclaimed
to become urban. It follows that the urban border also remains the same. How
ever, since land per capita remains fixed as land supply increases, the number of
individuals at that particular distance from the centre must increase. Therefore
total urban population becomes larger. Furthermore, increasing the urban land
supply while keeping the same urban land values and urban area implies that
differential land rent increases. Finally, a larger total population distributed
so that population density remains unchanged implies an increased aggregate
transportation cost and aggregate distance travelled.

When urban land is reclaimed at some distance from the centre, the ex
cess supply of land is absorbed by immigrants from the surrounding region.
Conditions in the existing residential area are not affected because utility and
disposable income in the city remain as before. In summary,

Result 3.5:

(i)

(ii)

dDe
O'

dRe
0;

dNe
0;

d/3
,

d/3 d/3
>

dxe
O.

d/3
=

dDLR
e

O'
dATC

e
0;

dADT
e

O.
d{3 > ,

d{3 > d{3 >

3.1.6 Public Good

Using e [Re, V, 1'] = n- T, if the public good service increases, land rent must
increase everywhere. We then follow the argument of section 3.1.1 to conclude
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that the effects of a better public good service are precisely analogous to the
effects of a higher initial endowment. Thus figure 3.1 holds. In summary,

Result 3.6:

(i)
dDe

O·
dRe

O·
df[e

> > > O·
d1

,
d1

,
d1

,

dfie
O.

d1
>

(ii)
dDLR

e

0;
dATe o· dADT

e
O.

d"( > d"( > ,
d"( >

3.2 Closed Renter City

For the closed renter city model, we invffitigate the impact of changes in the
parameters 0, f[, fl, a, 13 and 1 on the variables De, Re, (je and fie, as well as
on DLRe, ATC

e
and ADT

e
. Basically, we do this by using supply and demand

analysis for residential sites as functions of some representative price of housing
(land rent). We choose the rent at the centre to represent housing rents in
general.

The total demand for residential sites f[d in a closed city model is infinitely
inelastic because the total population size is fixed by definition. When utility is
equalised across locations, the total supply for residential sites f[B is given by

J ( e[x,13] )dX
xe h [r [x,Re (0) ;a,"(,n],v [Re (0) ,n,"(] ,"(]

=
(result 2.2)

(illt.egration by parts)

J ar(1-a dx
xe x

(3.2)
where (1 == ae/aT, v [Re,°-T, 1] is the indirect utility function at x and
r [x, Re (0) ,a, 1, OJ is the solution for Re of

v [Re,O - T[x,a] ,1] = v [Re (0) ,0,1] . (3.3)

The equilibrium supply for residential sites is an increasing function of central
rent because both the integrand and the domain of the integral on the second
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line of (3.2) increase with central rent. To see this observe first by using (3.3)
that r [.J increases with central rent and decreases with distance from the centre,
while v [.J decreases with central rent. Then (i) the integrand increases because
its denominator h [.J must decrease as a result of the increase in urban rent and
the decline in utility which results from an increase in central rent. (ii) Since
r [.J decreases with distance from the centre and increases with central rent, it
follows from (2.11) that

dx
e

= _ (are jaR (0)) > O.
dRe (0) ar jaxe

(3.4)

This, and assumption 2.1, ensure that the domain of the integral increases with
central rent as required. Therefore we have

ajVs,e

aR(O) > O.

R(O)

l(o) ------------

'------L.;------iI
ild

(3.5)

FIGURE 3.5. Determination of the Equilibrium Central Rent in a Closed Renter City.

The determination of the equilibrium rent at the centre of the city can be
represented by the intersection of supply jVs,e and demand jVd = jV in figure
3.5. We shall use this figure to evaluate the effects of changes in the parameters
jV, R, a, 73 and l' on the variables De, Re,De, xe, DLRe, ATC

e
and ADT

e
. Since

we cannot use the supply and demand approach to evaluate the effects of the
initial endowment, we study n last.

3.2.1 Population Size

Increasing urban population size causes a rightward shift in the demand for
residential sites as reflected in figure 3.6, which raises the equilibrium rent at
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R(O)

'------....-'"'d:---...d----N
Ho HI

FIGURE 3.6. The Impact of Increasing Population on Central Rent in a Closed Renter
City.

the city center from R.O (0) to Ri (0). It follows that the equilibrium rent in
creases over the entire urban area. Consequently the per-capita demand for land
declines, the equilibrium population density increases everywhere, the equilib
rium utility level decreases by (3.3) and the city area expands by (3.4). Some
of these changes are shown in figure 3.7. Since the rent increases everywhere
and the city area expands, DLR

e
must increase. Furthermore, with increased

L- ""'::.:--_""'::.~ "

"0-"1

FIGURE 3.7. Effects of Increasing Population Size on a Closed Renter City.

density everywhere and with a larger city area, ATC
e

and ADT
e

also increase.
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Result 3.7 (Wheaton (1974)):

(i)
dDe

O· dRe
O·

due
O· dxe

O.
dN > ,

dN > ,
dN < ,

dN >

(ii)
dDLR

e

O· dATC
e

O· dADT
e

O.
dN

> ,
dN

> ,
dN

>

3.2.2 Agricultural Rent

An increase in the agricultural land rent causes a decline in the supply of res
idential sites and a resulting increase in central rent. To see this observe that
a fixed central rent implies by (3.3) that the urban rent profile remains un
changed. Differentiate (2.11) to obtain axe loR = Ij (aRe (xe) jax) < 0, Le.
the city area contracts. Hence the domain of the integral on the second line of
(3.2) decreases and so does the supply of residential sites, i.e. aNs,eloR < O.
This is reflected in figure 3.8 by the shift of the supply function from N~,e to
Nt,e and the resulting increase of the central rent from RO (0) to R'l (0).

R(O}

•Rt(O} -------------

'------~.........-----N

FIGURE 3.8. The Impact of Increasing Agricultural Rent on Central Rent in a Closed
Renter City.

We know that if the central rent increases so does the equilibrium urban
rent everywhere. Therefore, since per capita income remains fixed, equilibrium
utility decreases, housing consumption also decreases and the corresponding
density increases within the contracted urban area. Some of these changes are
shown in figure 3.9. Because density increases everywhere while the population
remains the same, it must be the case that both the aggregate transport cost
and the aggregate distance travelled decline. However, we cannot determine the
impact of an increasing agricultural rent on the differential land rent because it
is subject to three conflicting effects. First, the urban rent increases everywhere.
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Second, the agricultural rent, which is subtracted from the gross rent to derive

Rlt-------~~-""r_--

Rot----------+""r--

JC

FIGURE 3.9. Effects of Increasing Agricultural Rent on a Closed Renter City.

the differential land rent, increases. Third, the city area contracts. In general
our assumptions are not sufficient to specify the combined outcome of those
three effects, and stronger conditions are required. 2 In summary

Result 3.8 (Wheaton (1974)):

(i)
dDe

0;
dRe

0;
due

0;
dfi;e

o.
dR > dR > dR

<
dN

<

(ii)
dATC

e
o· dADT

e
o.

dR
< ,

dR
<

3.2.3 Transportation Technology

Given Re (0), the utility at the centre v [Re (0) , n, 1] does not change with
a. It then follows from (3.3) that Re increases everywhere else in the urban
area as a increases and, by (2.11), that the city area expands. Furthermore,
with unchanged utility and increased land rent, the denominator on the second
line of (3.2) declines due to the pure substitution effect. Thus the supply of
residential sites increases. In terms of figure 3.8, the supply shifts from Nt,e
to N~,e and this results to a decline of the central rent from Ri (0) to RQ (0).
Consequently, the equilibrium utility increases.

2For example, if the elasticity of the transportation cost shape of the city 'l'Je'T is fixed
with respect to x (e.g. if the elasticities of T and e with respect to x are fixed) then the ratio
DLR

e
/ATC

e
is also fixed so that DLR

e
declines as does ATC

e
.
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Can the urban rent decline everywhere in response to an improvement in
transportation? If it could, the housing demand would increase and the density
would decrease everywhere. Since the urban area would also become smaller,
the city would be unable to accommodate its population. Thus the rent must
increase somewhere, so that there exists a location x* E (0, xe ) where the rent
does not change, i.e. dR (x*) Ida = O. Now consider the change in the slope of
the rent gradient at x*. Toward this end differentiate result 2.2 with respect to
a at x* to obtain

!£ (dR
e

(x*)) = (_t_ a~e due __1 ~) I > O. (3.6)
da dx He2 au da He aa x=x'

The inequality follows since_housing is a normal good, v [Re,n-T[x,a],;Y]
must increase at x* (hence Ue must also increase) and, by assumption 2.2, the
transportation cost rate decreases. Thus there exists a unique x* E (0, xe ) such
that dReIda ::; C~::) 0 as x ::; (::::) x*, so that the rent gradient flattens as in
figure 3.10.

i~----. i~•x

R~ (0)

'----------'------'-- x

R~--"T"""----"r---"""";"'r-

FIGURE 3.10. Effects of Improving Transportation Technology on a Closed Renter
City.

We are unable to sign the effect of an improvement in transportation tech
nology on the differential land rent and on the aggregate transportation cost. It
is actually possible to construct examples for both an increase and a decrease
of those variables in response to better transportation. By contrast, we can
determine the effect of transportation improvements on the aggregate distance
travelled because we know that the urban population disperses. Since the rent
decreases within x*, housing demand increases there due to both effects of re
duced price and increased utility. In consequence density decreases, implying
that within any radius smaller than x* fewer individuals reside. Taking into
account that total population is fixed, this change can be described as a re
allocation of individuals from more to less accessible sites implying that the
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aggregate distance travelled increases with an improvement in transportation
technology. More precisely, by lemma 3.4 in the appendix, we know that a larger
number of individuals lives outside any particular radius over the original (0, xS]
after transportation has improved:

ADT
e

dNe
dii < °for x E (O,xo]·

Also, by differentiating the definition of the aggregate distance travelled

JX" nexdx

with respect to ii, we have

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)d~ =_ r dN
e

dx .
do: lxe dii

This and (3.7) imply that the aggregate distance travelled increases as trans
portation improves. Notice that the same argument cannot apply to the aggre
gate transportation cost because the higher propensity to travel as transporta
tion improves is countered by a lower transportation rate. Thus whether the
aggregate transportation cost will increase or decrease with an improvement
in transportation, depends on the relative importance of these two effects.3 In
summary, we have

:1 Amott., Pines and Sadka (1986) , consider this problem in the special case where T[x, 0] =
f[xllo wit.h I' > 0 and (} = lJx. Then

-e 11 l-e
ATC = -=- n"fdx == -=-ATD ,

a X" a

where 1/0 can he int.erpreted as t.he price of t.ransport.ation and ATD, t.he agg1"egate tmns
p01·tation demand, as t.he corresponding quant.it.y demanded. In t.his case assumpt.ion 3.1,
hence lemma 3.4, holds. Since, similarly t.o (3.9),

dATD" = _ r dN" f'dx
do lxe do '

t.he quant.it.y of t.ransport.at.ion demanded falls as it.s price increases. Now integrate by part.s
the aggregat.e transport.at.ion mst. t.o obt.ain

ATC" = NT (x") - r Wtdx = r (N - W)tdx.
Jx e Jx e

Upon differentiation wit.h respect. t.o 0,

dATC" = dATD" + r (N _ N")!!:!:..dx.
do do lx" do

The first t.erm on t.he RHS represent.s t.he increase in t.he demand for transportation caused
hy t.he t.ransport.at.ion improvement.. The second, which is negative hy assumpt.ion 2.2, reflects
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Result 3.9 (Wheaton (1974), Pines and Sadka (1986)):

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

There exists a unique x* E (0, xe) such that
dRe
dO: -::; (~)O as x -::; (~)x*.

d"AI5"F 0
da >.

3.2.4 Land Roclamation

Land reclamation is represented by an increase in 13 which increases () [x, 13].
Therefore land reclamation increases the numerator on the second line of (3.2).
Keeping the central rent fixed we know by (3.3) that the equilibrium rent func
tion does not change, which implies that the denominator on the second line
of (3.2) does not change as well. It follows that increasing 13 while keeping
the central rent fixed increases the equilibrium supply of residential sites, Le.
8Ns,e /813 > O. In terms of figure 3.8, the supply shifts from N~·e to N~·e and
the central rent declines from R~ (0) to RO (0). It follows from (3.3) that the
equilibrium rent declines everywhere, so that housing consumption increases
together with the utility level, population density declines and, by (2.11), the
city contracts. These changes are shown in figure 3.1I.

In general, we cannot determine the effect of land reclamation on the ag
gregate transportation cost and the aggregate distance travelled. The reason
is that, there are three effects, two of which tend to reduce the magnitude of
these variables and one which tends to increase it. The contraction of the city
boundary, xe , and the new supply of land inside the old boundary contribute
to the decline of aggregate transportation cost and aggregate distance trav
elled. However, these effects can be offset by the increase in housing demand
and the resulting decline in density. Finally, we cannot determine the effect of
land reclamation on the differential land rent because the rent declines but the
supply of land increases everywhere at the same time.

In summary,

< O.
d(3

> OJ< OJ< OJ
d(3

Result 3.10:

dDe

the effect of a declining transportation rate on the initial demand for transportation. The net
effect depends on the elasticity of ATD

e
with respeet to its price lin. This elasticity, and the

factors determining it, is the subject of Arnott, Pines and Sadka (1986) .
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FIGURE 3.11. Effects of Land Reclamation on a Closed Renter City.

3.2.5 Public Good

We use (3.2) and assumption 2.3 regarding the transportation cost shape of
the city in order to characterise the effects of an increase in 1. We will first
show that, following an increase in 1, the rent neither can increase everywhere
nor can it decrease everywhere. Differentiating the last equation on the RHS of
(3.2) with respect to 1, one obtains

J oaor dx
x' ox d1

= O.

(3.10)

(3.11)

The last equality in (3.10) holds because Ns,e N. Since oalox > 0 by
assumption 2.3, (3.10) establishes our claim that the equilibrium rent cannot
increase or decrease everywhere. Hence, as in section 3.2.3, there is a location
x· where the rent does not change. The change in the slope of the rent gradient
at x· can be determined by differentiating result 2.2 once again with respect to
1 at x·, which gives

.!!:- (dRe(x.)) = (_t (o~ed[;e + oh))1 .
d1 dx He2 oU d1 01 x=x.

The first term in parenthesis on the RHS of (3.11) is positive because of as
sumption 2.2 and because, with unchanged rent and income, utility increases
with 1. The second term, on the other hand, is positive (negative) depending
upon whether housing and the public good are complements (substitutes). If
they are complements, the rent flattens about x· as in figure 3.10 and, therefore,
the central rent declines and the urban area expands. Moreover, since utility
increases and the rent decreases within radius x·, population density also de
creases within this radius. In contrast, whenever housing and the public good
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are substitutes, as in the case of a public park which reduces the demand for
private gardens, the sign of (3.11) remains ambiguous and nothing more can be
said about the impact of the public good on the equilibrium urban structure.

It is clear that if housing and. the public good are complements then the
population disperses with an increasing level of the public good because the rent
decreases over the range (0, x*], so that the housing demand increases due to
the reduced price effect, increased utility and the increased supply of the public
good. Since the population disperses both the aggregate distance travelled and
the aggregate transportation cost increase with the level of the public good. Fa
the aggregate distance travelled, differentiating (3.8) with respect to ;y gives

dADT
e

= _ r dN
e

dx.
<Py 1x

e
<Py (3.12)

Our claim follows because dNe/ d;Y < 0, which we can establish by substituting
;y for n in the proof of lemma 3.1 in the appendix. The effect of the public good
on ATC

e
is very similar to that on ADT

e
. Using the definition

ATC
e J neTdx

x e

(3.13)

we get

dATC
e

= -t r dNe dx. (3.14)
<Py lxe <Py

This and dNe/ d;Y < °imply that if housing and the public good are com
plements then the aggregate transportation cost increases with the level of the
public good. A stronger condition is required to sign the effect on the differential
land rent.

In summary,

Result 3.11:

(i) There exists x* E (0, xe ) such that
dR* (x*)

d"( = O.

If housing and the public good are complements:

(ii)

(iii)
x* is unique and such that
dR*
d;Y :S (~) 0 as x :S (~) x*.

(iv)
dATC

e
--->0',

d;Y
d:A:J5'iF 0

d;Y >.
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3.2.6 Initial Endowment

If we substitute S1 for 1 in (3.10) and use the same argument we conclude that
the rent can neither increase nor decrease everywhere as the initial endowment
increases. Therefore there exists at least one location x* E (0, xe) where Re (x*)
does not change with n. We then differentiate result 2.2 with respect to n at
x* to obtain

~ (dRe (x*)) = (_t a~e d~) I °
dO dx He2 au dO x=x' > . (3.15)

The inequality follows because housing is normal and, since R (x*) remains
invariant as n!ncreases, the indirect utility level v [Re, n- T, 1] must increase
at x*-hence ue must increase. Consequently the equilibrium rent flattens at
x*, and there exists a unique x* E (0, xe) such that dRe/dS1 ~ (2:)°as x ~

(2:) x*, which also implies dxe jdn > 0.4 Therefore figure 3.10 also applies for an
increasing initial endowment as well. Notice that although we have presented the
effect of increasing initial endowment on the equilibrium rent profile after those
of transportation technology and the public good, this important implication
was the first of its kind to be discovered and presented in Wheaton's seminal
paper (1974).

In order to gain some intuition about this result recall that as the initial
endowment increases, so does income. Hence, using the normality of land, per
capita consumption of land also increases. This, in turn, implies that the sav
ing in housing cost associated with a move away from the centre, He (dRe jdx) ,
must increase as the initial endowment increases. Since the transportation rate
t remains unaffected, the condition of Muth in result 2.2 is upset: the total mar
ginal cost of location He (dRe jdx) + t becomes negative, indicating that utility
can be increased by moving away from the centre. Consequently, the demand
for land declines in central locations and increases in peripheral locations.

Since income increases and the rent decreases within radius x* as the initial
endowment increases, housing consumption increases and, consequently, pop
ulation density decreases within radius x*. This follows from the normality of
land and the observation that density is the inverse of land consumption. Out
side radius x*, both income and rent increase. Since these have opposing effects
on the demand for land, we are unable to determine in a precise manner how
population density behaves everywhere beyond x* as the initial endowment in
creases. However, we know that population disperses in the sense that more
individuals live outside any particular radius over the original (0, xe ] after the
initial endowment has increased. In particular, from lemma 3.1 in the appendix

4Increasing urban area as the initial endowment increases can be verified directly from
(2.11). Upon variation of xe and n, we have

dX_
e

= _ dH:.
e

/ dRe I > 0
dO dO dx %=:fe

because of result 2.1 and the observation that the equilibrium rent increases at the border as
the initial endowment increases.
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we have
dNe
dO. < 0 for x E (0, i e

]. (3.16)

For the exponential density function, we also know from (2.25) that the distancl7
decay parameter bdecreases as the utility level increases. Since utility, in turn,
increases with the initial endowment, it follows that the equilibrium distancl7
decay parameter decreases as the initial endowment increases. This explains
why, on average, the urban population density surface is flatter in the case of
more developed economies, an observation documented by, among others, Clark
(1951), Muth (1969), Mills (1972), and Mills and Tan (1980).

Using (3.16), we can establish that the aggregate distance travelled increases
with the initial endowment. Differentiating (3.8) with respect to 0. gives

dADT' = _ r d~e dx. (3.17)
dn lx- dn

Our claim then follows from (3.16) and (3.17). Similarly, using (3.13) we obtain

dA~e = _ Jd~e tdx > O.dn dn (3.18)
x e

A stronger condition is required to characterise the effect of 0. on the equilibrium
differential land rent (see the appendix).

In summary,

Result 3.12 (Wheaton (1974), Pines and Sadka (1986)):

dDe (0) 0 due die
(i) 0 0dn <; dD >; dD > .

(ii)
There exists a unique x* E (0, i e ) such that
dRe
-- < (»0 as x < (»x*.dn-- --

(iii) dADT' 0
dn >.

3.3 Theoretical Implications and Empirical Evidence

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarise the comparative statics results for the renter city
(k = 0). The former describes an open renter city and the latter a closed renter
city. A row in those tables specifies the impact of parameters on a given variable.
For example, a positive sign means that the total derivative of the variable on
the row with respect to the parameter on the column is positive. A parenthesis
in the case of "I for the closed renter city refers to the case where housing and
the public good are complements. Absence of sign implies ambiguity.
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TABLE 3.2. Comparative Statics of an Open Renter City.

n R f) a /3 l'

De (0) + 0 0 0 +
De (xe) + 0 + 0 +

Re (0) + 0 0 0 +
Re (xe) + 0 + 0 +

ye + 0 0 0 0 0
fie + + + + +
xe + 0 + 0 +

DLR
e

+ + + + +
ATC

e
+ + + +

ADT
e

+ + + + +

The comparative statics results of this chapter help to explain some aspects of
how urban structure has typically evolved over time.5 Urban change often occurs
as an adjustment to general trends in the larger environment within which cities
are found. Some general trends in the real world can be represented by changes
in the exogenous parameters of our model. Thus comparative statics can be
used for explaining observed urban adjustments to those general trends. In the
remainder of this section we present three examples in which the comparative
statics results we discussed are used to generate empirical hypotheses about
urban adjustments to changing conditions. Our theoretical arguments imply
that some of these adjustments must vary in a systematic way over different
stages of urban development. In particular, as we mentioned in section 2.2.7,
early stages of urbanisation are represented by the open city model and late
stages by the closed city model. We can therefore evaluate the comparative
statics of this chapter by using empirical evidence about how cities grow during
the early and late stages of urbanisation.

5The comparative statics results for a closed mixed or owner city are presented in the
appendix. They differ from t.hose of t.he closed rent.er cit.y in t.wo ways. First., t.he impact. of all
t.he paramet.ers on t.he densit.y at. t.he boundary of t.he cit.y is ambiguous. Second, as in Pines
and Sadka (1986), t.he effect of t.he populat.ion and t.he agricult.ural rent on t.he city area is
ambiguous. In all t.hese cases t.he ambiguity is caused by t.he additional income effect. which
is absent. in the case of a rent.er city. However t.he effect.s of all the variables on ut.ility, on t.he
density and the rent at. t.he cent.er, and ou t.he differential land reut, are the same for a closed
renter, mixed or owner city.
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TABLE 3.3. Comparative Statics of a Closed Renter City.

n il N k a 13 ;y

De (0) + + (- )
De (xe) + +

Re (0) + + (- )
W (xe) + + + + + (+)

ye + 0 0 + 0 0
De + + + + +
xe + + + + (+)

DLR
e

(+) (-) (+) (+)
ATC

e
+ + + (+)

ADT
e

+ + + + (+)

3.3.1 Agricultural Rent

The effect of economic growth on agricultural land rent is ambiguous. One how
ever might expect that, with economic growth, higher income would cause the
relative prices of agricultural products to decline-if indeed the income elastic
ity of food is lower than that of urban products. Under these circumstances,
economic growth suppresses agricultural rent in relative terms. A lower il, ac
cording to table 3.2, does not affect population density during early stages of
urbanisation. During late stages, however, it contributes to suburbanisation
according to table 3.3. Moreover the effect of urban land reclamation, which
increases the supply of land through an increase in 13, is similar to the effect
of decreasing agricultural rent in those tables. The main comparative statics
difference is to be found in the closed model where, although decreasing agri
cultural rent is bound to cause suburbanisation, a larger supply of land at any
distance from the centre may even reduce the urban area. This will happen if
the higher demand for land induced by lower bid rents is dominated by the
corresponding higher supply.

For the negative exponential function, we know from (2.25) that the equi
librium density gradient decreases as the corresponding utility level increases.
This and table 3.3 imply that the equilibrium density gradient of a closed city
becomes steeper as the agricultural rent increases. It is reasonable to expect
that, on average, the agricultural rent is higher in regions where overall popu
lation densities are higher. Thus, on average, one should expect steeper density
gradients in regions of higher overall population densities. This is supported by
facts. For example, Mills and Tan (1980, p.317) report an average gradient of .67
per km for Korean metropolitan areas in 1970, while the corresponding figure
for the USA is .21 per km according to Edmonston (1975, p.67) . The average
density in Korea was sixteen times that of the USA, while per capita income
in the USA was seventeen times that of Korea (Mills and Tan (1980, p.319)).
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Although both such density and income differences may account for the steeper
Korean gradient in our context, there is some indirect evidence suggesting that
average density in itself must have a significant impact on the gradient. Fa
example, Mills and Tan (1980, pp. 319-320) report similar average gradients
for Brazil and the USA, an average density for Brazil equal to one-half of the
USA density and a ninefold income difference in favour of the USA.

3.3.2 Economic Growth and Suburbanisation

For cities, economic growth has been characterised by increased productivity
and accumulation of capital, including housing and infrastructure. This general
trend can be reflected by exogenous increases in 0, Q: and )'. The increase in °
is the result of both increased productivity and the accumulation of human and
non-human capital. The increase in Q: reflects the remarkable improvements in
transportation technology and the sustained growth of urban transportation
infrastructure. Finally, the increase in )' could represent the provision of better
public goods.

Economic growth applies to both less developed and developed economies. Fa
a particular region, growth shifts the economy from a less developed, primarily
agrarian state to a developed, primarily urban state. During the early stages
of urbanisation, table 3.2 suggests that increases in 0, Q: and)' compound each
other to create a larger, more densely populated city. Continuing economic
growth eventually brings the region to a late stage of urbanisation, for which
table 3.3 applies. This table suggests that increases in n, Q: and l' once again
compound each other to raise utility and to cause suburbanisation, that is,
a lowering of population density and residential land values at the centre, an
increasing demand for residential land at the periphery and consequent urban
sprawl.6 Our comparative statics of the open and closed city models further
indicate that the same external changes also generate an increase in the demand
for transportation and, usually, in the aggregate cost of transportation and
the differential land rent. The exception arises when sprawl is caused by a
lower transportation rate. Then, higher quantity demanded for transportation
is countered by lower price to generate ambiguity; and the same is true for
the differential land rent in a closed city, since better transportation does not
necessarily imply higher per capita income for k > 0, only higher disposable
income.

Significant comparative statics implications arise from the systematic differ
ences in the pattern of urban growth for different stages of a region's develop
ment. Whereas rising per capita income and better provision of public goods
raise density everywhere in the open city model, they cause suburbanisation in
the closed city model. This sharp difference is blurred to some extent by the
effect of a transportation improvement which causes a flattening of the rent and

6For the closed city model, increasing share in profits from land development is another
cause of suburbanisation. The increase in k can perhaps be taken to account for the higher
rate of home--ownership observed in more developed economies.
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density gradients in both open and closed cities. Since, however, an increasing
a cannot lower population density anywhere in an open city, the flattening of
the density gradient must be stronger during late stages of urbanisation.

These implications can be readily verified in the case of the negative exponen
tial function. On the one hand we know from (2.25) that the equilibrium density
gradient of an open renter city remains unchanged as the initial endowment in
creases because utility is parametric. On the other hand, using table 3.3, we
know that the gradient of a closed renter city flattens with rising initial endow
ment because the equilibrium density gradient decreases as the corresponding
utility level increases.7 This systematic difference between less developed and
developed economies has been verified by, among others, Berry, Simmons and
Tennant (1963) who compared data of western and non-western cities from var
ious sources. It is interesting to note that in their early study, which was done
before the comparative statics of this chapter were known, Berry et al. (p. 404)
attributed such systematic differences to "...the inverted locational patterns of
socioeconomic groups within Western and non-Western cities, and attendant
contrasts in demands for residential land"-rather than to differences in their
stage of economic development.

A similar inference across time periods, rather than across regions, can be
drawn from Edmonston (1975) who has undertaken the most detailed study of
density gradients in the USA. Using the estimation method proposed by Mills
(1972), Edmonston (1975, p. 67) found that the average density gradient for
metropolitan areas of the USA has remained approximately the same at .46 per
km until 1930, has increased to .54 per km during the 1930s and has steadily
declined since then to reach .21 per km in 1970. Within our framework, this
roughly implies a corresponding transition from the early stages toward the late
stages of urbanisation for the USA.8 More generally, suburbanisation appears
to be a global phenomenon which has accelerated during the second half of the
twentieth century. This conclusion is supported by a large number of diverse
studies including Davis (1965), Clark (1967) and Mills and Tan (1980) for cities
around the world, Mills and Ohta (1976) and Glickman (1979) for Japan, and
Ingram and Carroll (1981) for Latin America.

3.3.3 Population Growth and Suburbanisation

Global population growth causes larger cities and increases the demand for agri
cultural output. These exogenous effects can be represented in our framework
for a closed renter city model by an increase in both N and Rwhich, according
to table 3.3, work in the same direction to lower utility and to raise popula-

7 Using once again (2.25), we also know that improving transportation technology flattens
the gradient in both the open and closed city cases.

8 Similar conclusions can be drawn from the evidence presented in the early study of Bogue
(1953), as well as in Goldberg and Mercer (1986).
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tion density and residential land values.9 Although the urban area of a closed
city expands with increasing population, so that the aggregate distance trav
elled increases, average distance may still decrease. 10 To the extent that average
distance travelled serves as a criterion for comparing spatial distributions (see
Mills (1972)), this suggests that larger cities may become more concentrated,
rather than dispersed, at equilibrium.

For the negative exponential function, using table 3.3, we know that the gra
dient of a closed renter city steepens with rising population because the equi
librium density gradient decreases as the corresponding utility level increases.
However both Muth (1969) and Mills (1972) observed that larger North Amer
ican cities are, on average, more suburbanised. In other words, that the density
gradient is a decreasing rather than an increasing function of population size.
There have been several attempts to explain this inconsistency between theory
and empirical evidence. Muth (1969) maintains that a less-than-unit elasticity
of substitution of land for other factors in the production of housing could ex
plain this inconsistency. Papageorgiou (1971) and Mills (1972) point out to the
polycentric structure of large cities. As we explain in chapter eight, since the
negative exponential function describes the general trend away from the main
centre of such cities, increasing relative importance of peripheral subcentres in
larger cities may account for the flattening of the general density trend. Finally
Adler (1987) uses two distinct gradients: a steeper one near the centre produced
by renters and a flatter, peripheral one produced by owners. Since larger cities
imply a higher relative ownership share according to Adler (1987), the average
gradient flattens.

The above studies invoke additional factors in order to explain the alleged
inconsistency between theory and reality. By contrast, in chapter five, we dis
cuss an extension which resolves this serious problem within the context of the
monocentric city model. In particular we introduce production characterised by
scale economies. Under this extension, the present comparative statics change
and a negative correlation between the density gradient and population size
becomes possible.

9Urhan immigration is also caused hy a lower exogenous utility level in the open city
model. There, the city becomes larger becausc of a difference in urban and regional utility
levels favouring the city.

IOFor the exponential density function (2.27) and for R = 0, we know from Ashenfelter
(1976) and White (1977) that the average distance travelled is given by

in the limit where fie -+ 00. UpOll differentiation and use of result 3.13 in the appendix, we
have
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3.4 Appendix: Closed Mixed and Owner Cities

In this appendix we study in detail the comparative statics of a closed city in
which at least part of the aggregate profit from urban land transactions accrues
to the city residents, i.e. k E (0,1]. Our exposition is based on Pines and Sadka
(1986). It is convenient to determine first the impact of all parameters on the
equilibrium utility level. This is done in section 3.4.1. Each subsequent section
of the appendix discusses the impact of a single parameter on all remaining
variables.

3.4.1 Effects on Utility

Using (2.6) and (2.12(a)) we obtain upon total differentiation

aee aee - ae {)T
oR dRe + aU due + a;Y d;Y + aii dii =

dn - ~ DLR
edN + ~ dDLR

e + ~ DLR
edk

N2 N N

(3.19)

Multiplying both sides of (3.19) by n e , integrating the result over xe and taking
into account neaeejaR = neHe = 0 by (2.15) and (2.9), we get

(3.20)

where

We can employ (3.20) to assess the impact of changing parameters on the
equilibrium utility level of a closed owner city. Recall that since U and ;Y are
parameters of the minimum expenditure function, the envelope theorem gives

ae
aU

ae
a;Y

1/ (au)oZ,

-(~~)/(:;i).
(a)

(b)

(3.22)
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Using (3.22) in conjunction with (2.11) and assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 on (3.20)
we can establish that, for a closed owner city, the derivatives due / dO, due / dii,
due / d/3 and due / d;Y are positive while the derivatives due / dN and due / dR
are negative (see Pines and Sadka (1986)). As we have argued in chapter three,
the same is true for a closed renter city. However, for a closed mixed city, we
cannot sign these derivatives directly from (3.20) because the loss of resources to
absentee investors at the rate of (1- k)dDLR

e
must also be taken into account.

We will establish that the same results hold for the entire k E [0,1]. Toward
this end, we follow the approach developed by Wheaton (1974) which has proven
to be very useful for the comparative statics of this appendix. Starting with
(2.10), we have

=
(2.8)

(Result 2.2)

Upon total differentiation, we get

-L. (/ o~ dR
e

dX) di
• x. at dx

/

dW
- a-dx.

X, dx

(3.23)

(3.24)

(/
a (dRe) ( dR

e
) I axe)- a-: - dx + a- -. dj.L j x. OJ dx dx x=ii' OJ

where i = ii, /3 and j = 0, N, k, ii, /3 and ;Yo Integration by parts gives

(/
oa dRe) (( ORe) I / oa oRe)-I: -.-dx di+I: a-. + ---. dj

i x· at dx j OJ x=o x. ax OJ

(3.25)
Taking into account that

(3.26)
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leads to

dN=

(/
8a dR

e
) (( dR

e
) I / 8a dRe )- L -.-dx di+ L a-. + ---.dx dj

. x e 82 dx . dJ x-o xe 8x dJ
t J-

(3.27)
Since 8()/813 ~ 0 by assumption 2.1 and 8t/8ii < 0 by assumption 2.2, it must
be that 8a/ 8i ~ O. Since in addition dRe / dx < 0 by result 2.3, we conclude
that the first term on the RHS of (3.27) is nonnegative. The sign of the second
term, on the other hand, depends on dRe/ dj.

Now hold N and R fixed. If one of n, k, ii, 13 or ;y increases, (3.27) and as
sumption 2.3 implies that the equilibrium rent must decrease somewhere in X e .

Consider such a location. Assume that the equilibrium utility level does not in
crease there as one of n, k, ii, 13 or ;Y increases. Under these circumstances (3.20)
implies that DLR

e
must increase. Therefore equilibrium income must also in

crease. We are forced to infer that since the price of land is lower and income is
higher, utility must have increased at the location considered-a contradiction.
It follows that the results of Pines and Sadka (1986), on the impact of n, ii, 13
and ;Y on Ue, apply for k E [0,1]; and that due /dk > 0 for 0 :::; k < 1.

We next turn to the impact of Nand R on the equilibrium utility level when
0:::; k < 1. Suppose that Ue does not decrease when one of N, R increases. Then
ye cannot increase because, by (3.20), DLRe

must decrease. On the other hand
if one of N, R increases, (3.27) and assumption 2.3 imply that the equilibrium
rent must increase somewhere in x e . At such location utility must decrease
because the price of land is higher and income is not-a contradiction. In sum
mary,

Result 3.13 (Wheaton (1974), Pines and Sadka (1986)): For k E [0,1]

(i)
due

O'
due

OJ
due

O.dn > ,
dN

<
dR

<

(ii)
due

O'
due

O'
due

O'
due

O.
dk

> ,
dii > ,

d13
> ,

d;Y
>

This result will be used to determine the effects of each parameter, in turn, on
the remaining variables.

3.4.2 Initial Endowment

When only the initial endowment varies (3.27) is written as

(3.28)



(3.29)
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This, together with assumption 3.1, implies that either dRe jdn = 0 everywhere
in X e or that dRejdn changes sign. Then since Re is continuous in Xe, there
is x* E(O, xe) such that dRe (x*) jdn = O. We then apply the corresponding
argument in section 3.2.6 to establish that x* is unique and that the equilibrium
rent flattens at x* as in figure 3.6.

Consider now the impact of non the indirect utility function v[Re, ye - T, 1]
at x*. Total differentiation simply gives

due (ov
e

dYe) I
dn = oY dn x=x. > 0

by result 3.7. Then dye jdn > 0 follows from the property of indirect utility
functions ove joY> O. Therefore, as in the case of a closed renter city, increas
ing initial endowment implies increasing income, and the intuition provided
in section 3.2.6 about figure 3.6 also applies in the more general case of this
appendix.

We next prove that the population disperses after the initial endowment has
increased for any k E [0,1]:

Lemma 3.1 (Pines and Sadka (1986)):

PROOF: We know there exists x* E (0, xe), such that dRejdn :::; (2:) 0 as
x :::; (2:)x*. Therefore, since dUejdn > 0 by result 3.13, dHejdn > 0 for
x E (0, x*] by assumption 2.2. It follows that dnejdn < 0 and dNejdfl < 0 for
x E (0, x*].

Suppose there exists xl E (x*,xe]such that dNe (xl) jdn 2: O. Using (2.1),

r 1

oad~e dx+ r e

oad~e dx = _ (a
ORe

) I .
Jo ox dO. JX1 oX dO. oJ x=o

Integrating by parts (3.30) and after cancellation of terms we have

(
oRe)1 l XJ

d (dR
e

) l xe
oadR

e
a-- - a- -- dx+ ---dx=O.

oJ x=x l 0 dx dO. Xl ox dO.

(3.30)

(3.31)

Now

.!!:- (d~e)
dx drl

(Result. 2.2)

~ (dRe)
drl dx

-t d_ (_1)
dO. He

t d ( () )
-Odn He

(3.32)

1 dne

(2.8) - -;; dn .
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Therefore (3.31) can be written as

(3.33)

(
ad~e ) I + dN

e
(xl> + IX' aa d~e dx = 0.

d0. x=x' d0. xl ax d0.

Since xl > x* by construction, dRejd0. > °for x E [Xl, xe]. It follows that
the first term on the LHS of (3.33) is positive; the second is nonnegative by
premise; and the third is also nonnegative because of assumption 3.1. Therefore
the LHS of (3.33) must be positive-a contradiction. 0

The effects of the initial endowment on aggregate distance travelled and ag
gregate transport cost can be readily determined using lemma 3.1 as in section
3.2.6 of chapter three. We conclude that result 3.7 holds in the general case
k E [0,1].

It remains to determine the effect initial endowment on differential land rent.
Toward this end we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2: If f[x] and g[x] satisfy

(i) f > 0 and f' > 0

(ii)

(iii)

then I fgdx > O.
x'

Jx" gdx 2: 0

g[x] :'S (2:) 0 as x :'S (2:) x*
for 0 < x* < xe

PROOF: First notice that

I f[x*]g[x]dx = f[x*] I g[x]dx 2: °
x' x'

(3.34)

by (i) and (ii). Secondly, since (i) also implies f[x] - f[x*] :'S (2:) 0 as x :'S (2:) x*,
it follows from (iii) that

Now

(f[x] - f[x*])g[x] > 0 for x E [0, xe].

Jx' f[x]g[x]dx

Jx' (f[x] - f[x*])g[x]dx +Jx' f[x*]g[x]dx > 0

(3.35)
I

(3.36)
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by (3.34) and (3.35). 0

Using the definition of differential land rent, we have

J Bd~e dx + (B(W - R)) I _d~e
x' dn x=x· dn

=
(2.11) J _8_ aa dRe dx

x' aa jax ax dO .

(3.37)

Let f[x] == Bj(aajax) and g[x] == (aajax)(dRejdO). Because of assumptions
2.1 and 2.3, we have f[x] > O. If, in addition,

(3.38)a ( B )- --- <0ax aajax -

is satisfied, we have f'[x] > 0 and (i) of lemma 3.2 is satisfied. Condition (3.38)
holds, for example, in the case of a circular city under linear transportation
cost. On the other hand, (2.1) and the observation that dRe(0) jdO < 0 (see
figure 3.6) ascertain that (ii) of lemma 3.2 is satisfied. Finally, we have already
established that there exists a unique x* E (0, xe), such that dRe jdO :::; (2) 0
as x :::; (2) x*. Therefore, by assumption 2.3, (iii) of lemma 3.2 is also satisfied.
Under these circumstances, the RHS of (3.37) is positive so that differential
land rent increases with increasing initial endowment.

3.4.3 Population Size

(2)

•x

l
R~ (0)

(I)

L.---------'--~-x x

R R~---~-_+-......;::,r_-

FIGURE 3.12. Effects of Increasing Population Size on a Closed City.

For urban types other than a closed renter city some effects of increasing pop
ulation are ambiguous. In particular, the equilibrium rent may either increase
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everywhere (figure 3.12(1)) or increase at the centre and decrease at the bound
ary (figure 3.12(2)). To see this, vary only population in (3.27) and obtain

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41)

Thus equilibrium rent cannot decline everywhere as population increases. If it
changes sign, there exists a unique x* E (0, xe) such that dRe/dN ~ (::::) 0 as
x ~ (::::) x*. This can be seen upon differentiation of result 2.2 at x*, which
gives

~ (dRe (x*)) = (_t a~ d~e) I < 0,
dN dx He2 au dN x=x'

that is, the equilibrium rent gradient steepens. In order to establish the effect
of increasing population size on the spatial extent of the city, vary xe and Ne
in (2.11) to obtain

dx: = _ (d~e /dW) I .
dN dN dx x=xe

Thus since dRe (xe) /dx < 0, the city expands or retracts according to whether
the equilibrium rent increases or decreases at the border. That both possibilities
can in fact occur, has been shown by numerical example in Pines and Sadka
(1986). A city retracting in spite of an increased demand for accommodation
defies, at first glance, intuition. However, as pointed out by Pines and Sadka,
such behaviour can be accounted for through the income effect generated by an
increasing population. In particular, result 3.13 implies that increasing popu
lation operates to reduce real income with respect to the utility level. Now, as
discussed in section 3.4.2, a reduced initial endowment lowers the rent at the
boundary, hence it causes the city to retract as the per capita demand for land
decreases. If this effect is strong enough to overcome the increased demand for
accommodation, figure 3.12(2) applies.

Although differential land rent increases in the case of figure 3.12(1), we
cannot determine the effect on income when Ie > 0 since the urban share in
profits from the development of land is now distributed among a larger number
of individuals. In the case of figure 3.12(2), however, income must decrease since
the decline in utility at x* can occur only through an income decrease. Finally,
differentiating aggregate distance travelled gives

dADT
e -1 dn

e
d e(_e)_e dxe

--=--- --x x+n x x -- ,
dN xedN dN

while differentiating aggregate transportation cost gives

dATC
e -1 dn

e
Td e (-e) T (-e) dx

e
-:-=:--- - x+n x x -.

dN xedN dN

(3.42)

(3.43)

If the city expands both aggregate distance travelled and aggregate transporta
tion cost increase as population increases. This happens because, with declining
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utility and increasing rent, the consumption of land per capita must decrease
hence the number of individuals at a particular distance from the centre must
increase. If on the other hand the city retracts, increasing population has an
ambiguous effect on these two aggregate measures.

In summary,

Result 3.14 (Wheaton (1974), Pines and Sadka (1986)): Fer k E

[0,1]

(i) dDe (0) 0
dN > .

Either (1)
dRe
dN > 0 for x E X e

(ii)

or (2)
there exists a unique x* E (0, i e ) such that
dRe
-- > «)0 as x < (»x*.dN - - - -

dDe (ie)
O·

die
O.

dN > ,
dN >

(iii) In case (ii).l: dDLR
e

0;
dATC

e
O·

dN > dN > ,

dADT
e

O.
dN >

(iv) In case (ii).2:
dye

O·
die

O.
dN

< ,
dN

<

3·4·4 Agricultural Rent

In this section we show that result 3.8 holds for k > 0 with only one exception.
Namely, the equilibrium rent may decrease rather than increase at the boundary.
As Pines and Sadka (1986) have shown by example both possibilities described
in figure 3.13 can occur.

When only the agricultural rent varies (3.27) can be written as

(
dRe) I J oa dR

e
a-- + ---_dx - a (ie )

dR x=o x e ox dR

( ( a d~e) I - 1) +J oa (d~e - 1) dx = O.
dR x=o x e ox dR

(3.44)

Since a > 0, (3.44) implies that the rent cannot decline everywhere as the
agricultural rent increases. Thus dRe /dR > 0 at least somewhere. If it is not
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FIGURE 3.13. Effects of Increasing Agricultural Rent on a Closed City.

everywhere, there is x* E (0, xe) such that dRe (x*) / dR = O. Differentiating
the result 2.2 with respect to R at x* we obtain

d_ ([}He (x*)) = (~o~e d~e) I < 0
dR ox He OU dR x=x'

(3.45)

because of assumptions 2.3 and 2.4, and result 3.13. As before x* must be
unique. Hence if dRe/ dR changes sign the rent gradient becomes steeper when
the agricultural rent increases. Clearly, in this case, the city retracts (figure
3.13(2)). The same holds when dRe /dR is positive everywhere: since utility
decreases and the price of land increases at the same time, the compensated de
mand function implies that the demand for land decreases everywhere-hence
n e increases everywhere. Thus, using (2.10), xe must decrease as R increases.
This case is illustrated in figure 3.13(1). Furthermore, in any case, centralloca
tions are associated with both higher rent and lower utility. Therefore popula
tion density increases at the centre.

When the case of figure 3.13(2) applies differential land rent must decline
as the agricultural rent increases. This happens because utility decreases every
where, including x*, where the price of land remains unaltered. Therefore, using
once more the indirect utility function, income must decrease as the agricultural
rent increases. From (2.12) it follows that differential land rent also declines.
Next we establish that the same is true when the rent increases everywhere.
This can be seen from

dDLR' _ J_B_ oa (dRe _ 1) dx
dR - oa/ox ox dR

x'

(3.46)
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which is derived similarly to (3.37). Now, if dReldR < 1 for x E Xe, it follows
that dDLR

e
IdR < 0 by assumption 2.3. Suppose now that dRe IdR > 1 for

some, but not all, x E X e. Let f[x] == ()I(ao-jax) and -g[x] == (aalax) (dRe IdR
1). We shall argue that lemma 3.2 applies. Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 imply
f[x] > O. If, in addition, (3.38) holds, (i) of lemma 3.2 is satisfied. After dif
ferentiation of (2.8) first with respect to R and then with respect to x, we
obtain

d_ (dRe) = _t_ (a~e d~e ah
e
d~e)

dR dx He2 aU dR + oR dR < 0 (3.47)

for x E X e since, by premise, dReIdR > 0 everywhere and using the property
of compensated demand functions aheloR < O. Thus if dReIdR > 1 for some
x then dRe (0) IdR > 1. It follows from (3.44) that (ii) oflemma 3.2 is satisfied.
Finally, if dRe IdR > 1 for some, but not all, x E X e, (3.47) implies that there
exists a unique xl E (0, xe), such that dReIdR 2: (::;) 1 as x::; (2:) xl. With (iii)
of lemma 3.2 also satisfied, we know that the RHS of (3.46) is negative, that
is, differential land rent decreases in any case-provided that the additional
conditions imposed are true. Consequently, income also decreases for k > 0
according to (2.12).

In order to determine the effect on aggregate distance travelled and aggregate
transportation cost, we must first establish that population agglomerates in the
sense that more individuals live inside a particular radius over the urban area
after the agricultural rent has increased:

dNe

Lemma 3.3 (Pines and Sadka (1986)): dR > 0 for x E (O,xe
].

PROOF: The proof is similar to that of lemma 3.1.
When the land rent increases everywhere h [R:..e, (je, "y] decreases everywhere

and, therefore, ne increases everywhere because ye does not increase anywhere.
Thus, in this case, our claim holds.

Suppose now there exists x* E (0, xe), such that dReIdR 2: (::;) 0 as x ::;
(2:) x*. Then dNeIdR > 0 for x* E (0, xe). Also suppose there exists xl E
(x*,xe]such that dNe[x = xl]ldR::; O. Using (2.1), we arrive at

(
dRe) I dNe (xl> l X

' aa dRe _ -e
a dR + dR + ax dR dx - a (x ) > 0

x=xl Xl

following the same calculations as those of lemma 3.1. Since Xl > x* by con
struction, dReIdR < 0 for x E [xl, xe]. It follows that the first term on the LHS
of (3.48) is negative; the second cannot be positive by premise; and the third is
also nonpositive because of assumption 2.3. Therefore the LHS of (3.48) must
be negative-a contradiction. 0

Lemma 3.3, in conjunction with expressions analogous to (3.17) and (3.18),
implies that both the aggregate distance travelled and the aggregate transporta
tion cost decrease as the agricultural rent increases. In summary
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Result 3.15 (Wheaton (1974), Pines and Sadka (1986)): For Ie E
[0,1]

(i) dDe (0) 0
dR >.

dRe
Either (1) dR > 0 for x E X e

(2)
there exists a unique x* E (0, xe ) such that
dRe
-- > «)0 as x< (»x*.dR-- --

dDe (xe)
In case (ii).1 dR > O.

or

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
If there are xE xe for which ~~ :s 1 and if :x (oa~ax) :s 0

dYe _ dDLRe

then dR < 0 for k > 0; dR < O.

(v)
dATC

e

-~-<O;
dR

dADT" 0
dR <

3.4.5 Share in Profits from Land Development

When the share in profits from converting the land to urban use increases, real
income increases, hence it is as if the initial endowment has increased. The
similarity between these two effects can be verified by observing that if 0 is
replaced by Ie in (3.15)-(3.18) of section 3.2.6, as well as in the entire section
3.4.2, the new set of equations is exactly the one which would have been derived
through the corresponding direct argument on Ie. Therefore, using result 3.14,
we obtain

Result 3.16 (Pines and Sadka (1986)):

(
i) dDe (0) O. dYe

die <, die > 0;

For Ie E [0,1)

dxe
die > o.

(ii)

(iii)

There exists a unique x* E (0, xe ) such that
dW-- < (»0 as x< (» x*.dk - - - -

O( 8) dlliK
If ax oalox :s 0 then dO > O.

(iv)
dATC

e

-~->o;
dk

dADT" 0
dk >.
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3.4.6 Transportation Technology

When only a varies (3.27) can be written as

(
a dRe ) I + r oa dR

e
dx = r oa dRe dx <°

da x=o Jxe ax da Jxe oa dx

because otIoa < °by assumption 2.2, hence 00'1oa > 0. It follows that dReIda
cannot be positive everywhere. Furthermore, it cannot be negative everywhere:
since utility increases by result 3.13, h[Re, De, 1'] must increase everywhere,
hence ne must decrease everywhere and this violates (2.10). In consequence
(3.6) still holds and there is a unique x* E (0, xe) such that dRe Ida :s (2:)°
as x :s (2:) x*. Therefore, as in section 3.2.3, figure 3.6 continues to apply,
the central density declines and the city area expands with an improvement in
transportation. We also know that the population disperses:

Lemma 3.4 (Pines and Sadka (1986)):
dNe
da < °for x E (0, xe

].

(3.50)

(3.51)

PROOF: The proof is similar to that of lemma 3.1.
Since there exists x* E (0, xe) such that dRe Ida :s (2:)°as x :s (2:) x*,

dNelda < 0 for x* E (O,xe). Suppose now there exists xl E (x*,xe], such that
dNe (Xl) Ida 2: 0. Using (3.49) and the calculations in the proof of lemma 3.1,
we get

(
a dRe + dNe) I +lxe

oa dR
e

dx = r oa dRe dx < O.
da da x=x I x I ox da Jxe oa dx

Since Xl > x* by construction, dRe Ida> °for x E [Xl, xe]. It follows that the
LHS of (3.9) cannot be negative because dNe (Xl) Idx is nonnegative, which is
a contradiction. 0

Thus the remaining conclusions in section 3.2.3 are also valid and result 3.10
applies to the general case k E [0,1].

3.4.7 Land Reclamation

When only (3 varies (3.27) becomes

(
a d~e ) I + r oa d~edx = r o~ dRe dx < °

d{3 x=o Jx e ax d{3 Jx e o{3 dx -

because of assumption 2.1 and result 2.3. This implies that either dRe Idx is
negative somewhere, or that it is zero everywhere. If Re does not decline every
where, there exists x* E (0, xe), with dRe (x*) Id(3 = 0. Differentiating result
2.2 with respect to (3 at x*, we obtain

~ (dR
e

(x*)) = (_t o~e d~e) I > 0
d{3 dx He2 au d{3 x=x'

(3.52)
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because of assumptions 2.2 and 2.4, and result 3.13. Thus when the rent does
not decrease everywhere, there exists a unique x* E (0, .'in, such that dRe jd(j :=:;
(2)0 as x:=:; (~)x*. The two possibilities appear in figure 3.14.11 Clearly the
city expands or retracts according to whether the equilibrium rent increases or
decreases at the border.

(I)

...... -'-_......L__ X

(2)

Rt---------+--........--

...... ~__.......__.L-__ X.x
FIGURE 3.14. Effects of Land Reclamation on a Closed City.

We cannot determine the effect of land reclamation on aggregate transporta
tion cost and aggregate distance travelled. Moreover, we cannot determine the
effect of land reclamation on differential land rent, hence on income, when the
rent decreases everywhere.12 Nevertheless, when the rent increases toward the
periphery, income must increase since, at x* , only this can explain the increasing
utility. Consequently the differential land rent also increases.

In summary,

liTo see that both possibilit.ies can in fact. occur, consider the special case where e= g[x],8
with g' > O. In this case the definition of a competitive equilibrium reduces to

ye_T

J JL.dx
x e He

ye n+ ,8~ J g(Re - R)dx.
N x'

This specification implies that an increase in ,8 by >.,8 is equivalent to a decrease in iii by
>.iiI/(1 + >.). As it has been argued in section 3.4.3, an increase in iii can result in a decrease
of Re close to the periphery. Therefore an increase in ,8, which is equivalent to a decrease in
iii, can result in an increase in R e close to the periphery.

12The rea.<;ons are discussed in section 3.2.4.
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Result 3.17: For k E [0,11

(i) dDe (0) °
d(3 <.

dRe

Either (1) d/3 >°for x E X e

(ii)

or (2)
there exists a unique x* E (0, i e ) such that
dRe
-- < (»0 as x < (»x*.d(3 - - - -

(iii)

(iv)

die
In case (ii).1 d/3 < 0.

In case (ii).2
dYe die
d/3 > 0; d/3 > 0;

di5IJr
d(3 > 0.

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

3.4.8 Public Good

When only the level of the public good varies (3.27) simplifies into

(
dRe) I 1 aa dRea- + --dx=O.
d;Y x=o x' ax d;Y

Therefore, as in section 3.4.2, there exists x* E (0, i e), where dRe (x*) jd;Y = 0.
We then follow the arguments of section 3.2.5 leading us to conclude that result
3.12 holds in the general case k E [0,11. Finally, the effect on differential land
rent is given by

di5IJr = { _()_ aa dRe dx
d;Y 1x' aa j ax ax d;Y

as with (3.37). We also know from (3.53) that

{ aa dR
e

dx > °
lx. ax d;Y

if housing and the public good are complements. Therefore if (3.38) holds, the
RHS of (3.54) satisfies the conditions of lemma 2.2 and differential land rent
increases with the level of the public good. Under these conditions income also
increases.
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4
Optimality of the Equilibrium
Allocation

In this chapter we introduce normative considerations using the framework de
veloped in chapter two. Since no agent in the city has market power and since
there are no external economies or diseconomies, one should expect that the
first welfare theorem applies to the urban spatial context as well, that is, the
equilibrium allocation of chapter two is Pareto efficient. As we show in the
appendix this, indeed, is the case. Thus the spatial aspect of the model does
not matter in that sense. But when we adopt the more restrictive concept of
optimality using, say, a social welfare function which is concave and symmetri
cal in the commodities consumed by the individuals, the spatial aspect of the
model does matter: whereas in a spaceless context the equilibrium allocation is
optimal, in a spatial context it is not---excepting a special case. More specifi
cally, whereas the equilibrium allocation of chapter two yields the same utility
level for identical individuals everywhere, the optimal allocation of this chapter
yields different utility levels for identical individuals at different locations unless
the criterion for optimality is to maximise minimum welfare. In other words,
optimality requires unequal treatment of equals.

4.1 Allocations that Maximise Social Welfare

4.1.1 Social Welfare Function

We begin by introducing some fundamental concepts for optimality in a space
less framework closely analogous to the spatial framework of chapter two. We
shall adopt the criterion of maximising a social welfare function (SWF) which
specifies how individual utilities are aggregated to produce a measure of social
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welfare. 1 Formally, a SWF is a mapping W from a set of individual utilities
{Uj; j = 1, ... ,N} to a real number W called the aggregate level of social wel
fare that represents a measure of social satisfaction: W = W [Uj; j = 1, ... ,N].
The SWF obeys the Pareto criterion, that is, W [.] increases if the utility of
an individual increases while no other individual utility level has decreased. If
we restrict ourselves to identical individuals consuming a private good, hous
ing and a public good as in chapter two, we obtain the SWF in the form
W[u[Zj,Hj,;:y]; j=l, ... ,N] which depends indirectly on the consumption
bundles of the individuals. We shall further restrict the class of SWFs by ad
mitting only those which are additive in some transformation of the individual
utilities w [Uj], where w represents the weight assigned to the utility of an in
dividual by the SWF.2

Assumption 4.1: The SWF W[u[Zj,Hj,;:Y]; j=l, ... ,N] =
Lj w[u[Zj, Hj ,;:y]], where w[U] is differentiable, non-decreasing and
concave in u[·], and strictly concave in Z and H.3

In a spaceless context, a competitive equilibrium allocation maximises any
SWF satisfying assumption 4.1. Given that the equilibrium allocation is Pareto
efficient by the first welfare theorem, this assertion must be true if maximising
social welfare implies equal utility levels across identical individuals. To illus
trate, consider a simple economy with N individuals, Z units of the numeraire
commodity Z and fI units of commodity H at a unit price PH. We know that

ze
J Z_/N_ } for j = 1, .."N

H/N (4.1)

PH MRS (z/N,fI/N)

determines the unique competitive equilibrium.4 We have to show that the
equilibrium allocation in (4.1), where everyone has an identical consumption
bundle, maximises any SWF which is consistent with assumption 4.1. Consider
another allocation that satisfies material balance and where two individuals,
say 1 and 2, have different consumption bundles (ZI' HI) :I (Z2, H2). By the

1 We confine our study to individualistic SWFs, where the arguments are the utilities as
perceived by the individuals. The well-known fundamental difficulties involved in defining a
SWF will not be discussed here (see, for example, Arrow (1951) and Sen (1977)).

2 If, for example, it is socially preferable to assign the same priority for improving the
condition of any individual then w [.J is the identity function.

3 This does not require that u[Zj, Hj, 1J itself is concave, but if it is convex, that w[U] is
sufficiently concave to offset the convexity of u[Zj, H j , 1J.

4Using the framework of chapter two, if we interpret our spaceless economy as the central
zone where T = 0, impose Ie = 0, assume n = (z +PitH) /N and recognise that, in a space
less context, there is no restriction on equality of rents at the border, we can see immediately
that (4.1) is consistent with the equilibrium conditions (2.13) of section 2.2.6.
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definition of strict concavity, we have

(4.2)

Therefore if the bundle (ZI + Z2, HI + H2) is redistributed equally between
the individuals 1 and 2, the contribution of these individuals to the SWF will
increase while that of all other individuals remains the same. This observation
directly implies that the SWF is maximised when the resources available are
divided equally among the individuals.

The same result can be generalised to any spaceless context where no agent
has market power and there are no external economies or diseconomies. Un
der these circumstances the competitive allocation is not only Pareto efficient
but it also maximises any SWF which satisfies the strict concavity and other
requirements of assumption 4.1.5 However, as we shall establish later on, the
same result is no longer valid in the case of an urban spatial economy. Namely,
even though the equilibrium allocation of chapter two is Pareto efficient (see
the appendix), optimality precludes equal utilities across the urban area unless
the criterion for optimality is to maximise minimum welfare.

4.1.2 Conditions for Maximising Social Welfare

We are now ready to define the SWF in the spatial context of chapter two. We
know that, in a spaceless context, maximizing a SWF which satisfies assumption
4.1 yields identical bundles for identical individuals. Hence, given the additive
structure of the admissible SWFs to which the present discussion is restricted,
individuals who live at the same distance from the centre must have the same
consumption. Using this fact and (2.9), we can write the SWF as

- 18W == -w[u[Z, H, "Ylldx.
x H

(4.3)

Since the welfare of absentee land-owners is not included in (4.3), the optimum
pertains to a closed owner city where k = 1. Thus, for x E X, (ZO,HO,xO) is
an optimum if and only if it maximises W in (4.3) subject to

J !-dx = N (a)
x H

(4.4)

JX~(Z+T)dX+e(X)R = Nn. (b)

5 Assumption 4.1 can be extended to include different utilities Uj = u j [Zj, Hj, 'rl.
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In this definition w, T, () and e are known functions, and 0, N, R,and ;Y are
given parameters.6

Assumption 4.1 does not guarantee an internal solution for maximising (4.3)
subject to (4.4). On the contrary, Hartwick (1982) has constructed degenerate
cases where it is optimal to concentrate the entire urban population at a sin
gle distance from the centre even though w [U 1 is strictly concave in Z and
H. Internal solutions require a degree of concavity sufficiently strong to coun
terbalance the advantages born by the proximity to the centre.7 We therefore
impose

Assumption 4.2: w[U 1 has a degree of concavity in Z and H
sufficiently strong to rule out depopulated zones at the optimum.

(b)

(c)
(4.5)

(a)
dU DZ

1
-=0 (w[u[ZO, HO,;Yll - pO)
A

( ~: (w[u[ZO,Ho,;Yll-PO))! _
A x=xO

5.0

(nO (ZO + T) + ()R) Ix=xo

The first-order conditions for an optimum are

dwO DuO

6Comparing with the definition of equilibrium (2.13), the optimum satisfies the composite
good constraint that corresponds to k = 1 (see footnote 6 in chapter two), the land constraint
(2.9) and the population constraint (2.10). The requirement for equal rents at the border,
which appears in the definition of equilibrium (2.13), does not apply as a constraint in the
case of an optimum. Whether or not urban rent equals agricultural rent at the cit.y border
will be derived as a property of the optimal solution.

7 Consider a simple model with only two zones, centre and suburb. The cost of transporta
tion at the centre is 7.ero. Let F[Zj, Hj, '1J '= w[u['II, j = 1,2, be homogeneous of degree a.
At the optimum, Zj units of the composite good are allocated to zone j to be partitioned
among the individuals there. For individuals in the suburb, some of this must be used for
transportation. Then, at the optimum,

[
Zl 01 ] - [Z2 - (N - nl)T2 02 ]W,=nlF[Zl,Hl]+n2F[Z2,H2]=nlF -,- +(N-nl)F ,----
nl nl N - nl N - nl

= n~-aF[Zl, OIl + (N - nIl I-a F[Z2 - (N - nIlT2, 02J.

The border between strict convexity and strict concavity of the weighting function corresponds
to a = 1. In this case, redistributing the consumption bundles of individuals within a particular
zone will not affect social welfare. However, for a = 1,

oW = of T2 > O.
Onl OZ2

Therefore social welfare increases by moving individuals from the suburb to the centre when
the weighting function is linearly homogeneous. It follows that a non-degenerate optimum
requires the entire population at. the centre when a = 1. The optimal depopulation of the
suburb can be reversed only if a beeomes sufficiently smaller than unity, that is, only if the
concavity of the weighting function becomes sufficiently strong.
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where p and >. represent Lagrangean multipliers which are strictly positive and
which correspond to the population and resource constraints in (4.4) respec
tively.

4.1.3 Properties of the Optimal Allocation

Conditions (4.5(b)) and (4.5(c)) can be written as

1
-=0 (w[u[ZO, HO, i]l - pO)
A

respectively, where
RO = MRS (ZO, HO).

Using (2.9), comparison of the two expressions in (4.6) yields

Result 4.1 (Mirrlees (1972)): W (XO) = R..

(a)

(b)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Therefore, as in the case of equilibrium, the optimal urban rent at the border of
the city equals the cost of developing a unit of land. Now differentiate (4.6(a))
with respect to distance:

dZO dRo dHo 1 dwo 8uo (dZO dHO)
dx + HO dx + RO dx + t = >,° dU 8Z dx + RO dx .

Substituting (4.7) into (4.8 implies

(4.8)

dRO
Result 4.2 (Mirrlees (1972)): HO dx + t = O.

Therefore, as in the case of equilibrium, the imputed optimal rent satisfies
the principle of zero marginal location costs and it decreases with distance.
Moreover, applying the argument of section 2.3.5 on result 4.2, we obtain the
exact analogue of the equilibrium result 2.6:

. ('TJT'X) DLR" ('TJT'X)Result 4.3: mm -'- :=:;~ :=:; max -'- .
xEXO 'TJ8:x ATC xEXO 'TJ8:x

We now arrive at the core of this chapter. Recall that 8u/8Z = 1/ (8e/8U).8
Substitute this into (4.5(a)) and differentiate the resulting expression with re
spect to distance:

(4.9)

8If v represents the Lagrangean multiplier of an individual's expenditure minimisation
problem (2.30) in appendix B, the first order condition for Z is au/aZ == l/v while ae/aU == v
follows from the envelope theorem.
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After replacing the value of >,0 from (4.5(a)) into (4.9) and rearrangement, we
obtain

(
cf2w

O
_ (dW

O
8

2
e

O

) (8e
O

)) dUO
dU2 dU 8U2 / 8U dx

(
dW

O
~ dR

O
) (8e

O

)

dU 8U8R dx / 8U

=

(2.15)
(4.10)

o.<(
dW

O
8ho dR

O
) (8e

O
)

dU 8U dx / 8U

The last inequality follows provided dwo / dU > 0 for all U because land is a
normal good and dRo / dx < 0 by result 4.1. We also know that the coefficient
of dUO / dx on the LHS of is negative.9 Consequently,

Result 4.4 (Mirrlees (1972)): If dwo /dU > 0 for all U then the
optimal utility level increases away from the centre.

The result states that the optimal utility level in a city where individuals have
identical preferences must increase with distance from the centre. It was con
sidered in the 19708 to be one of the most intriguing results in urban economics
(see, for example, Mills and MacKinnon (1973)). This characteristic of optimal
urban resource allocation was first discovered by Mirrlees (1972) in the case of
a Benthamite SWF. Subsequently, Dixit (1973) and Riley (1973) among others,
established that the same characteristic follows from the maximisation of any
SWF which is both symmetric and quasi-concave in the utilities if land is a
normal good.

The intuition behind result 4.4 is straightforward (see Arnott and Riley
(1977), Levhari, Oron, and Pines (1978), and Wildasin (1983)). Consider (4.5(a)).
A uniform spatial distribution of utility implies that w [U 1is constant across
locations and, therefore, so must be 8uo /8Z. But we know that 8uo /8Z, hence
(dwO /dU) (8uO /8Z), increases with distance from the centre when evaluated for

9 Differentiating
aU = II ae
aZ aU

with respect to Z yields

(a2elaU2) (aUlaZ)

(aelaU)2

The concavity of w [UI with respect to Z implies

II. 0 d
2
w = d

2
w (aU)2 dw (a

2
U) .

> dZ2 dU2 aZ + dU aZ2

If we combine I and II and use 8el8U = II (8U18Z), he have

~~~ - (~~ :~~ ) I ( :~) < o.
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a competitive equilibrium allocation. IO We can use this fact to understand why,
contrary to an equilibrium allocation, an optimal allocation that maximises a
SWF satisfying assumption 4.1 does not imply a uniform utility over the city.
Define any two distinct rings accommodating the same number of individuals in
equilibrium, the central ring and the peripheral ring. Match one-to-one all indi
viduals in the central ring with individuals in the peripheral ring. Transfer one
unit of the composite good from each individual in the central ring to the corre
sponding individual in the peripheral ring. Then w[U] will decline in the central
ring and will increase in the peripheral ring, but the decline will be smaller in
absolute terms than the corresponding increase because (dwe /dU) (aue /aZ) in
creases away from the centre. We conclude that, in general, starting with a
competitive equilibrium and provided that dw / dU > 0 for all U, the aggregate
level of social welfare W can be increased by reducing consumption in central 10
cations and increasing consumption in peripheral locations. The only exception
is when the SWF exhibits zero elasticity of substitution between the individ
ual utilities. In that case, unequal distribution of welfare would cause a strict
social loss because utility gains in the peripheral ring do not count socially by
definition. To summarise, excepting the case of zero elasticity of substitution
between the utilities in the SWF, an urban allocation which maximises a SWF
satisfying assumption 4.1 implies unequal treatment of equals. As we explain
later on, zero elasticity of substitution corresponds to the social criterion of
maximising minimum welfare articulated by Rawls (1971).

Further insight into result 4.4 can be gained from figures 4.1(1) and 4.1(2).
They are used to illustrate the above arguments diagrammatically, as well as for
deriving additional results. Consider two locations Xl, X2 E XO, Xl < X2. 11 Let
dw / dU > 0 for all U. At the optimum, the associated consumption bundles are
(Zf,Hf) and (Z2,H2)· Using results 4.2 and 4.4, we know that R~ > R2 and
Uf < U2· Since, at X2, the price of land is lower and the utility is higher, Hf <
H2. Now, given Hf and H2, we can define the constrained utility possibility
frontier UPF which relates the utility of an individual at Xl to that of an
individual at X2 when Hi = Hi (i = 1,2) and Z = Zf + Z2 is continuously
redistributed. It is clear that since Hf < H2, u[Z, Hf] < u[Z, H2] for all Z.
Thus, if individual a lives at Xl and individual b lives at X2, the constrained UPF
is represented by AA' in figure 4.1(1); and BB' in the same figure represents the
UPF when the two individuals exchange locations. Now consider the point C in
figure 4.1(2), where the division of Z is skewed in favor of a so that the utility

lOSince aue/az is the reciprocal of aee/aU, we have

d (au
e

)
dx az

(2.15 )

.!!.. (l/aee) = _ {)2ee/aUaRdRe
dx au (aee/au)2 dx

_ ahe/aU d~ > 0
(aee/aU)2 dx

because housing is normal and equilibrium rent decreases away from the centre.
11 This exposition draws from Arnott and Riley (1977), and Levhari, OTOn and Pines (1978).
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FIGURE 4.1. Unequal Treatment of Equals.

is equalised. At that point a and b are on the same indifference curve with
b having more housing than a. According to the previous analysis, it must be
true that the slope of the constrained UPF, dUbjdUa = - (8uj8Zb) j (8uj8Za ) ,

must be steeper than 45°. However, the slope of the social indifference curve
DD passing through C must be equal to 45° because the SWF is symmetric. It
follows that the slope of the constrained UPF at C is steeper than that of the
social indifference curve passing through C. This, of course, indicates that social
welfare can be increased by moving to the locus above the 45°, thus implying
that b enjoys higher utility than a at the optimum.

4.2 Decentralisation

We can imagine that the optimal city is created by a planner who personifies
social institutions. According to the definition of an optimal city in section
4.1.2 the planner, equipped with a full tool menu, determines X O and, for each
location, ZO and HO. Thus the planner decides in every detail the feasible
urban structure that best fits the optimality criterion embodied in the SWF.
Is it though necessary to use such 'brute force' policy, or could perhaps the
same outcome be achieved with a smaller set of instruments? The question
here is about the nature of the minimal intervention required to maximise the
SWF while letting the market to perform the rest. It turns out that this can
be achieved by just redistributing income in a specific manner. In other words
there exists a price system which can support the SWF-maximising allocation
given some feasible income distribution. Under these circumstances,

1. the income redistribution is feasible in the sense that the net balance of
taxes and subsidies at the optimum is zero, and

2. individuals can do no better with their disposable income by changing
consumption bundle andjor location as determined by the planner.
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To show that these two conditions can be achieved, consider the following
cumulative income redistribution: For all x E XO,

X"- 1 () I
N-N= H(x'tdX

x

individuals receive a subsidy of more than

1 (- DLR')<po (x) = :xc (w[UO (x)] - pO) - n+J:{ .

Condition 1 follows from (4.4) and (4.5) which imply that

XO

1() °HO <p dx = O.
o

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

We now turn to the second condition. We have to show that, under the above
income redistribution, there exists a price function P such that an individual at
distance x E XO from the centre who receives a (positive or negative) subsidy
<po (x) can achieve UO (x) and cannot achieve a higher utility elsewhere. Let
P = RO. Then we have

ZO z [RO, UO, 1] (a)

HO q[RO,UO,1] (b)

e[RO,UO,1]+T
(4.14)

ZO + ROHo +T n+ 1(1x
o

(}ROdx - e (XO) R) + <po (c)

RO > R (d)

where (4.14(c)) follows directly from the definition of redistributed income in
a closed owner city, while (4.14(d)) follows from results 4.1 and 4.2. Equation
(4.14(c)) implies that the individual at x can just afford UO (x). Can the same
individual afford higher utility elsewhere with the same income? We will show
that this is impossible, in other words, that
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for Xl =1= x. Suppose Xl > x. Then, using the normality of H, we have

=

(2.15)

>
(result 4.4)

(result 4.2)

e [RO (Xl) ,Uo (X) ,1] +T (Xl) - e [RO (X) ,Uo (X) ,1] +T (x)

IX' {Be [RO [x'], UO (x) ,1] dRO [I]} d I
x BR dx' +t X X

I
X

l { dRO}
x HO [RO [X'] ,Uo (X) ,1] dx

'
+ t [x'] dx'

I X' { dRO}
x HO [RO [X'] ,UO [X'] ,1] dx

'
+ t [x'] dx'

o.
(4.16)

We can use a similar proof for the case Xl < x. Thus we obtain

Result 4.5 (Mirrlees (1972)): The optimum can be decentralised
under an appropriate income redistribution.

Of course, the optimal taxes or subsidies cannot be applied after the individuals
choose their location because, then, everyone would prefer to live at the bound
ary. Rather, the optimal tax or subsidy scheme should be determined indepen
dently of the location choice, say, by lottery as Mirrlees (1972) has suggested.
Then competition among individuals will establish the optimal rent schedule
and will ensure that everybody chooses the optimal consumption bundle and
location as intended by the planner.

4.3 How to Treat Equals?

Since the SWF is symmetric and quasi-concave in the utilities, the shape of
social indifference curves can range from line BB' to CC' to a limit distribution
approaching DD' in figure 4.2. The range of optimal distributions of utility be
tween individuals a and b, when individual a lives at Xl and individual b lives at
X2, corresponds to the segment EG on AA' in that figure. When the optimality
criterion is to maximise average utility, the SWF is Benthamite, the social in
difference curves are represented by BB/, and optimal inequality is maximised
at E. On the other extreme, when the optimality criterion is to maximise min
imum utility, the SWF is Rawlsian (1971), the social indifference curves are
represented by DD' , and the optimal solution is given by G where the two util
ities are equal. This is the only case where the requirement dwIdU > 0 for all
U fails, hence result 4.4 does not apply. In-between these two extremes, various
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FIGURE 4.2. The Impact of Aversion to Inequality on the Optimal Allocation.

optimality criteria reflect various types of compromise between the average level
of utility and the degree of inequality to be permitted.12

The unequal treatment of equals is a disturbing consequence of optimising
resource allocation over space. However Levhari, Oron and Pines (1978) have
shown that the problem is resolved when the preferences of individuals sat
isfy the von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility assumptions. To see this

12 A simple way of classifying optimality criteria, introduced by Riley (1972), is through the
degree of aversion to inequality (. Under this classification, w[u[·]] obeys

d (dW) (1 dW)
- dU dU / UdU == 71w':u = (

where 71w':u is the utility elasticity of the change in the weight,ed utility. Consequently, as the
degree of aversion to inequality increases, weighted utility decreases relatively faster for rela
tively higher utility: there is an increasing bias in favour of the less advantaged. Disregarding
arbitrary constants, the solution to this differential equation is given by

1
w[u[·]] = __u[.]l-< for (=I 1

1-(

w[u[·]] = In u[·] for (= 1.

The two extreme optimality criteria are given by zero aversion to inequality, which corresponds
to a Benthamite SWF, and by infinite aversion to inequality, which is equivalent to the
Rawlsian principle of maximising the utility of the least advantaged.

Within this framework, social indifference curves are determined by

dw dw < _<
dW = -dUa + -dUb = U;; dUa +Ub dUb = 0,

dUa dUb

which implies

dUb = _ (Ub)<
dUa Ua

When ( = 0, dUb/dUa = -1. When ( -+ 00, dUb/dUa -+ -00 for Ua < Ub and dUb/dUa -+ 0
for Ua > Ub.
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consider a strictly quasi-concave SWF defined on certain prospects and the re
sulting optima.13 As before, choose any two locations at different distances from
the centre and two individuals. By exchanging individuals between locations we
obtain the constrained UPF BGB' in figure 4.3. If CC' is an indifference curve
of the SWF, the two optimal allocations are represented by D and D'.

Now introduce lotteries on uncertain prospects with varying probabilities on
the outcomes D and D'. Under the von Neumann-Morgenstern expected util
ity assumptions, the constrained UPF extends outwards by including a set of
uncertain prospects to become (D, D'; K E [0,1]). This set is represented by
the straight line connecting D and D' in figure 4.3. The SWF, now defined on
uncertain prospects, is maximised at the midpoint between D and D' implying
that, ex ante, equals are treated equally by receiving a prospect (D, D'; .5). Of
course, the prospect (D, D'; .5) itself is Pareto inferior because, with housing
supply fixed (which keeps the UPF unchanged), we can imagine a SWF exhibit
ing less aversion to inequality that would shift the line segment DD' outwards
along the 45° line. For such constrained UPF, the limit is reached when a Ben
thamite SWF has been applied to determine the optimal outcomes E and E'
which yield the set of uncertain prospects (E, E'; K E [0,1]). As before, the SWF
is maximised at the midpoint between E and E' where each individual receives
an equal prospect (E, E'; .5).14 We conclude that under the von Neumann
Morgenstern expected utility assumptions (1) ex ante, individuals are treated

l:IWe define prospect. as a set. of outcomes allli l\.<;sociat.ed prohahilities. A cert.ain prospect
is a degenerat.e prospect wit.h one outcome and unit prohability.

l1Not.iee t.hat. even (E, E'; .5) need not. maximise t.he SWF over uncert.ain prospects: the
UPF is const.rained since it. depends on the set (Hf, H2) which is a result of maximising
the original SWF over cert.ain prospects only. There may exist another set of feasihle housing
allocat.ions generating a UPF which dominat.es (Hf, H2). Such housing allocation is ohtained
when we maximise a 13ent.hamit.l' SWF directly.
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equally in the sense that everyone has an identical prospect with equal chance
for the good and the bad bundles, and (2) the good and the bad bundles, which
are the two uncertain outcomes for the individual, are determined by maximis
ing the Benthamite SWF. In essence, optimal inequality happens because the
UPF is non--eoncave when only certain prospects are admissible. With lotter
ies on prospects, the frontier becomes concave thus guaranteeing equal ex ante
utilities.

It seems that the equal ex ante treatment result just explained has little
practical consequence. If, indeed, the expected utility assumptions were valid
for a city, we should expect developers to apply lotteries in marketing homes.
One may thus wonder why contractors do not charge the same price for all
the apartments in a building and allocate them to the purchasers by lottery.
Lottery is not uncommon in public housing but rarely used, if at all, in private
projects.

If we abandon the expected utility approach, we are left with an infinite array
of choices---each one representing a particular trade-off between the aggregate
level of social welfare and the degree of social inequality. In this context, decid
ing on a particular trade-off must be based on a belief about what constitutes a
good criterion for social justice. One well-known philosophical theory concern
ing the choice of an optimality criterion has been proposed by Rawls (1971).
According to this theory, participation in society is akin to participation in a
game of chance with respect to assets that largely determine a way of life. Since
the existing distribution of assets may well be unfair, enquiries on the nature of
just institutions cannot depend on any particular outcome of this game. There
fore, individuals must step behind a 'veil of ignorance', and decide on the rules
of the game as if they were uncertain about their actual positions in society.
When this is done, two principles emerge. The first calls for maximum personal
freedom compatible with the freedom of others. The second calls for inequalities
to be arranged so that they are to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged.
This last is equivalent to maximising minimum utility which, here, calls for
equal utility levels at the optimum.

Although equals are treated equally ex ante in the case of the von Neumann
Morgenstern expected utility assumptions, their ex post treatment is unequal.
Treating identical individuals equally ex post seems to be a natural principle of
distributive justice, especially in the presence of doubts about the validity of
the von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility assumptions as they apply to
the choice of one's relative position in the society. For these reasons, from now
on, we choose to apply the Rawlsian criterion of equal utilities at the optimum.

4.4 Appendix: Equilibrium Allocation and Pareto
Efficiency

In this appendix we show that the equilibrium allocation of chapter two is
Pareto efficient. The total resources measured in units of the composite good
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which are used in equilibrium by the city's residents are

(4.17)

while (1 - k) DLR
e

units are transferred to the absentee landowners.l5 The
equilibrium allocation is efficient if and only if, given the equilibrium utility
provided to the city population (;e, (1 - k) DLR

e
is the maximum quantity of

resources which can be transferred to the absentee landowners. This is equiva
lent to requiring that the minimum quantity of resources necessary to provide
the N city residents with a utility level (;e is nN - (1 - k) DLR

e
. Formally, we

have to show that (Re , X e ) minimises

subject to

Je(z [R,(;e,;y] +T +R) dx
h [R,Ue,;y]

x

(4.18)

(4.19)J () dx=N
x h [R,Ue,;y]

where z, h, T and eare known functions, and De, Nand ;Y are known parame
ters.

Suppose that (RP
, X

P
) solve this constrained minimisation problem for all

x E X
p

• The associated necessary conditions can be written as

flP - T (a)e [RP

, De, ;Y]

R" (xP
) R. (b)

(4.20)

where fl is the Lagrangean multiplier that corresponds to the population con
straint. 16

15See foot.not.e 6 of chapt.er t.wo.
16Thc Lagrangean function is given by

£0(Z ;T + R) dx - P(£ ~dX - N) .
The necessary condit.ions for rent. and the city border are respectively

((
aze

P ah
P

) _P ah
P

) P2
-0 aR -(Z +T) aR +JL aR+ IH =0

o (( P ) - P _P) I- H P Z + T + RH - JL x=:j;P = O.

By using t.he derivative propert.y of compensated demands, and observing that ah
P
laR is

negative, the first equality reduces immediately to (4.20(a)). Introducing that into the second
equality yields (4.20(b)).
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We shall first establish that, given [Je, (Re, X e) is the unique set which si
multaneously satisfies (4.19) and (4.20(b)) such that RP

= Re for all x E xe.
Suppose not. Then, consider each of the following three exhaustive possibilities:

1. R
P > He for all x E X e ;

2. R
P < He for all x E X e ;

3. R
P > Re for some x E X e and RP < Re for some x E xe.

In the first case h [R
P

,[Je, 1] < h [Re, [Je, 1] for all x E X e and in the
second case h [R" ,[Je, 1] > h [Re, [Je, 1] for all x E X e. Thus in both cases
(4.19), which is satisfied by (Re , Xe ), cannot be satisfied by (RP

,X
P
). To elim

inate the third case as well, notice that (4.20(a)) is equivalent to (2.13(a))
with p,P replacing income. We can therefore apply the argument of section 2.3.2
and establish that result 2.2 also applies in the case of RP

• Furthermore no
tice that, in the third case, the two rent schedules must intersect at some
location. Denote any such location by Xl, so that RP (Xl) = Re (Xl)' Then
h [R

P (Xl) ,[Je,1] = h [Re (Xl) ,[Je,1] . This however implies that the slopes of
the two rent schedules must be the same at Xl:

(4.21)

which is a contradiction. We conclude that the two rent schedules coincide,
RP = Re for all X E X e, as claimed. Consequently z [RP

, [Je, 1] = z [Re, [Je, 1]
and h [RP

, [Je, 1] = h [Re, [Je, 1] for all X E X e, which implies

nN - (1- k) DLRe = Jo (z [R" ,[Je:1] +T + R) dx
h[RP ,Ue ,1]

x·
(4.22)

by (4.17).
We have demonstrated that the minimum quantity of resources required for

achieving utility [Je to N city residents is nN - (1 - k) DLR
e

which leaves
no more than (1 - k) DLR

e
to the absentee landowners as in the equilibrium

allocation.
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5
Extensions

In this chapter we consider some direct extensions of the basic competitive
equilibrium model which was developed in chapter two. We keep our discus
sion strictly within the competitive framework of that chapter. Each extension
further clarifies the fundamental characteristics of the intraurban resource allo
cation. Since treating these extensions simultaneously complicates the analysis,
or even makes it intractable, we treat each extension separately. We focus on the
specific implications of the extension, and we point out the results of chapter
two which are not robust and the way in which they should be modified under
the extension.

5.1 Utility and Location

So far, following Muth (1961), we specified the utility as a function of two com
modities only: composite good and land (which represents housing) or housing.
However Alonso (1964) has proposed another plausible specification in which
distance from the centre appears as a third determinant of utility. In this sec
tion we provide two kinds of rationale for such specification, one as a reduced
form of utility when the individual consumes leisure in addition to the com
posite good and housing, the other when utility reflects the heterogeneity of
locational attributes like pollution, scenic characteristics, etc.

5.1.1 The Value of Time

In chapter two, the value of time spent on the road was not taken explicitly into
account. Yet one could maintain that it is implicitly accounted for since, as in
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Muth (1969), the transportation cost function incorporates both distance and
time cost of transportation. Evaluating time spent in trips by the wage rate w,
the transportation cost function can be specified as

T [x, a] = T(m) [x, a] +wT(t) [x, a] , (5.1)

where T now denotes the total transport cost, T(m) the money cost of transporta
tion, and wT(t) the time cost of transportation. This approach, which hinges on
the strong assumption that the length of the working day is flexible, requires
some modifications in the results of chapter three. l .

If we assume that the length of the working day is institutionally fixed, it is
no longer necessary to evaluate the time spent in trips by the wage rate. In fact,
since the household is constrained by both money and time, the value of time is
represented by the shadow price of the time constraint which need not be equal
to the wage rate. Under these circumstances a reduced form of the household's
choice problem can be written by substituting the time not spent at work and
travel for leisure in the utility. With this reformulation, proposed by Alonso
(1964), the utility becomes a function of location through its dependence on
leisure--even though it is not directly affected by accessibility (through, for
example, the inconvenience of commuting).

When utility depends explicitly on location much less can be said about the
characteristics of the competitive equilibrium than was said in chapter two.
Let us take result 2.3 as an example. Since au/ax < 0, the first part of this
result (about the decline of the equilibrium rent gradient over distance) can
be restored. However, in order to guarantee the second part (about the convex

1 Result 3.l2(ii) is not necessarily valid any longer because we have to add a new compo
nent, - J (aujow)(aRejax) dx, on the LHS of (3.28). This component is negative because
u == 9jt and mjaw is positive. Therefore, in contrast to result 3.12(ii), we cannot exclude the
possibility that the equilibrium rent increases everywhere with increasing income, as repre
sented by an increasing w. For example, consider the case of a circular closed owner city in
which, by an appropriate choice of units, n= wand where T [xl = wx. (We omit parameters
ii, (3, and 'Y.) Similarly to the example of section 2.3.5, let 'U [Z, H] = min (Z, H). It follows
that, in equilibrium, He = 7l"Xe2 j N = ze. Since the locational costs ReHe + T are constant
over the city, we have

e - T(xe)-T Nw(xe-x)
R - R = = --'--=---'-

He 7l"Xe2

which, upon multiplication by 27l"x and integration over the urban area, implies DLR
e

Nwxej3. Since the city is circular and transport cost is linear, ATC
e = 2DLR

e = 2Nwxej3
by result 2.6. Taking also into account that total expenditure for the consumption of the
composite good is given by N ze = 7l"Xe2 , and that k = 1, the resource constraint in footnote
6 of chapter two becomes

_ _ 2Nwxe
Nw = 7l"Xe2 (1 + R) + -3-'

Differentiating the above expressions, we conclude that

aRe N (N (1 + R) + 2NwW - x)/ (37l"xe2 ))

OW 27l"xe (1 + R) + 2Nwj3

which is posit.ive for all locations in the city cont.rary to result 3.12(ii).
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shape of the rent gradient), we need to restrict EPu/ox2 or to impose some more
complicated condition.

5.1.2 Environmental Quality

An alternative way in which utility can be made to depend explicitly on location
is to assume that the quality of the environment varies with distance from
the centre, and that individual preferences are sensitive to the quality of the
environment. In the simplest case, where the quality of the environment is
exogenous, we can represent it by allowing l' to vary with distance from the
centre as "( [x]. Taking into account that the minimum expenditure function is
now written as e [R, 0, "(], result 2.2 can be generalised as

He dRe + t _ >.e au d"( = 0
dx 0"( dx '

where>' is the Lagrangean multiplier of problem (2.1) modified to take into
account the variable quality of the environment. Therefore

. dRe . (\eOU d"( )SIgn -- = SIgn A - - - t ,
dx 0"( dx

(5.3)

which implies that equilibrium rent can increase away from the centre-provided
that the marginal benefit of a better environment further away dominates over
the corresponding marginal cost of transportation.2

Newling (1966) and Latham and Yeates (1970) , among others, have pro
vided evidence that residential population density may form a 'crater' around
the centre of some large cities. Latham and Yeates argued that the density
crater forms because, around the centre, homes are replaced by office buildings.
An alternative explanation can be obtained within our framework by taking
into account the systematic environmental quality variations observed around
such centres. For example, the central area of a large city might suffer from
increased levels of pollution, congestion and crime, which can be represented
in first approximation by a quality of the environment increasing away from
the centre as in figure 5.1(1). Using (5.2), we can graph the components of the
equilibrium rent gradient as in figure 5.1(2). Since the marginal benefit of a
better environment further away dominates over the corresponding marginal
cost of transportation between the centre and A in figure 5.1(2), urban land
values form a corresponding 'crater' as in figure 5.1(3). Finally, by (2.21), we
know that a rent 'crater' must imply a population density crater if the price
elasticity of the compensated demand for housing is constant.

2 If environmental quality variations are strong enough over the city, there maybe an area
in which environmental quality is sufficiently low to force the equilibrium rent below the
opportunity cost of land. In this case we obtain a spatially discontinuous urban area.
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5.2 Production

Urban production in chapter two was exogenous, and the initial endowment
was defined directly in terms of the composite good. Here urban production is
endogenous and the initial endowment is defined in terms of labour. We consider
a city which is partitioned into a central business district Xo [CBD] and a
surrounding residential area Xl' The composite good is produced using labour
and land in the CBD, which extends between the centre (zero) and the inner
border xo' All available land within the CBD is used for the production of the
composite good. The output of production is concentrated at the centre where
it is sold.3 Workers live in the residential area which surrounds the CBD, and
which extends between the inner border and the city border Xl, 0 < Xo < Xl.

Everyone in the city works to produce the composite good, and no outside
labour is used for production.

Suppose that each ring in the CBD is occupied by a single firm which produces
the composite good under constant returns to scale. Fcllowing the specification
proposed by Henderson (1986), the quantity produced by the firm at x, Zo [x],
is given by

Zo = S [N] fz [no,fJ] (1 -7;,) (5.4)

where 8 == S [N] is a Hicks neutral shift factor, Fz [x,i3] == fz [no [xl ,0 [x,i3]]
is a linear homogeneous production function, no [x] is the number of workers
employed by the firm at x, and To [x, Q] is the cost of transporting one unit
of the composite good from x to the centre where it is sold.4 Since workers
are identical, they must earn the same wage rate irrespectively of who employs
them in the CBD. If we now let nrepresent the wage (which replaces the initial
endowment of chapter two), and Flo [x] the rent per unit of industrial land at
x, the problem of a firm is to choose the number of workers and the location
(hence B) which maximises profit:

(5.5)

Maximising profit implies

(5.6)

88fZ (1_T.) Q80 0 ~~,

where superscript s denotes a solution to problem (5.5).

:!The centre serves as the only marketplace for the composite commodity. This can be
justified by imagining t.hat cit.ies specialise in city specific product.s, and t.hat. t.he output. of
a cit.y is export.ed from t.he cent.re for anot.her composit.e good which arrives at. t.he cent.re t.o
he sold at. a fixed price which, wit.hout. loss of generalit.y, is assumed t.o be the unit. price.

4The same t.ype of ext.ension was also proposed by Mills (1967) and Dixit. (1973). However,
only in Henderson (1986) can the equilibrium allocation be fully support.ed by a competitive
price syst.em.
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Every individual who lives in the residential area and works in the CBD
travels to work along the radius passing through his or her residence. The
individual's specific place of work is located on that radius. After work, the
individual continues travelling toward the centre along the same radius, pur
chases the composite good at the centre and returns to his or her residence. This
implies that the cost of transportation for an individual at x, Xo < x :S Xl, is
TI [x, a] = T [x, a] as in chapter two, hence that the choice problem of an indi
vidual here remains exactly as in that chapter. It also follows that the conditions
which define a competitive equilibrium in section 2.2.6 still hold-provided that
they are adjusted to apply within the residential area (excepting differential land
rent which is defined over the entire urban area) and provided that the initial
endowment is replaced by (5.6(a)). Further to those conditions, equilibrium in
the residential area requires that everyone who lives there is employed,

(5.7)

and that the allocation of urban land between the CBD and the residential area
is determined competitively. Adapting the argument of section 2.2.4, the second
requirement implies

R~ ~ R'l for 0 :S x :S x~ and R~ (x~) = R'l (x~) ,

where Ro is given by (5.6(b)) and RI is the rent in the residential sector.

5.2.1 Comparative Statics

(5.8)

These modifications can change the comparative statics of chapter three in some
important ways. For example, if we keep all parameters except total population
size fixed, (3.20) and (3.27) are now respectively written as 5

(-e) dRl (x~) 1 017 dRl d - 1(jxo + ----x-.
dN x' ax dN

1

(5.9)

(1- k) dillK + (r ni oe: dX) d~e = (r Z~dX) d~ - ~ DLR
e

. (5.10)
dN lx. aU dN lx. dN N

I 0

When there are no agglomeration economies (dSjdN = 0), (5.10) reduces to
the corresponding condition (3.27) and result 3.7 remains valid. In fact, the
crowding effect is even stronger relative to the case of constant per-capita en
dowment because land is now required not only for housing but for production

5 For (5.9), totally differentiate

r nfdx = firlx·I
and follow the procedure which led to (3.27) taking into account that all parameters except
total population size are fixed. For (5.10), see section 5.5.1 in the appendix.
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as well in order to maintain a fixed per--eapita supply of the composite good
as population increases. This is reflected by the increased land rent and cannot
be observed directly from (5.10). When agglomeration economies are present
(dS/dN > 0), a wide range of possibilities for the behaviour of the equilib
rium utility level with respect to total population size is opened. Under such
economies, equilibrium utility can increase if the positive effects of further ag
glomeration outweigh the negative effects of further crowding as represented
by DLR

e
/ N.6 If agglomeration economies are sufficiently strong relative to the

impact of crowding for small populations and sufficiently weak for large popula
tions, equilibrium utility can first increase and then decrease as total population
size increases. For cities that satisfy those conditions there is an optimal city
size--a subject further elaborated in chapters nine to twelve.

These modifications of comparative statics in the presence of agglomeration
economies can solve the puzzle of the empirically observed negative correlation
between urban population size and the density gradient, which we discussed in
section 3.3.3. Since, with production and increasing returns, utility can increase
with population size, the density gradient 1/af[Ue ,)'] in (2.25) of section 2.3.4
can decrease with population size because af /au > O. The importance of this
observation is that, in contrast to other explanations of the puzzle which invoked
reasons outside of the monocentric domain (see section 3.3.3), we are offering
here an explanation within the monocentric domain. Fa- one should not identify
monocentricity with constant returns to scale in production. The monocentric
model is not only about the ways housing is distributed around a single centre,
but rather about how urban activities are located around it. We believe that
one of the reasons for the harsh criticism extended by Mieszkowski and Mills
(1993) against the monocentric paradigm stems from the failure to recognise
this observation.7

5.2.2 Sudden Urban Growth

The previous discussion indicates that introducing production enriches the
model substantially, and it allows for a deeper understanding of some urban
phenomena. As a further example, consider the case in which the shift factor
S [N] first increases and then decreases as total population size increases. Fa
such cities, the advantages of further agglomeration become stronger as the city
grows up to a certain population size, beyond which they begin to weaken pro
gressively. Under these circumstances, using condition (5.10) applied to the case
of a closed owner city, the negative effects of further crowding can outweigh the
positive effects of further agglomeration for sufficiently small city size. However,
as S [N] continues to increase with city size, this condition can be reversed over
an intermediate range of population. Over that range, where the positive effects
of further agglomeration dominate the negative effects of further crowding, the

6Comparative statics for a closed renter city of this type, as well as details about possible
utility-size profiles can be found in Papageorgiou (1980).

7We further discuss and expand on these matters in chapter eight.
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equilibrium utility level increases with city size. We thus obtain an equilibrium
utility level which changes direction twice. As the city population grows, equi
librium utility first declines, then increases and, finally, declines once again.8

Such an equilibrium utility profile can account for sudden urban growth which,
without exception, has characterised the observed evolution of large cities.9

Utility (1) .--- -.-(2)
,

Hz·· -------------------~

- **Nz

N-N-

'-------"'---Time

FIGURE 5.2. Discontinuity in the Equilibrium Population Growth Path.

Consider a region of total population size N which is partitioned into urban
population N and agricultural population N - N. The urban population is
concentrated in a single city. Figure 5.2(1) presents the utility profiles of the
two sectors over the range of partitioning the total population into urban and
agricultural. The width of that figure corresponds to N, and urban population
is measured from left to right. Line AA represents an urban utility profile, and
BB a corresponding agricultural utility profile. The latter is consistent with the
idea that a relatively smaller agricultural population, which corresponds to a
higher level of urbanisation, enjoys higher utility. If migration between the two
sectors is costless, the regional equilibrium partitioning of the total population
between urban and agricultural will be found at an intersection of the two utility
profiles-where migration stops since the urban and agricultural utility levels

'Such coufiguratiou cau arise uuder more sophisticated specificat,ions of t.he product.iou
fuu<:t.iou at. the centre. For example, it can he obtained when the scale economics are generat.ed
hy Ute coucentratiou of mouopolistically competitive firms producing differeutiat.ed products
(sec Hadar (1997), Tahuchi (fort.hcomiug) and, also, our chapt.er t.welve).

!I The COIllle<:t.ion hetweeu t.his ut.ilit.y profile and sudden urhan growt.h has been proposed
by Caset.t.i (1980) and Papag;eorgiou (1980). All cit.ies great.er t.han or equal t.o one million
uuderweut. sudden urbau growth. Iu 1860 t.here were five such cit.ies, uamcly, Berlin, London,
Paris, Peking; aud Vienua. Iu 1960 there were oue hundred and nine, aud in 1975 one hundred
allli uiuety oue. As the degree of urbanisat.iou increases around the world, t.he uumber of such
cities appears to increase at au iucreasiug rate.
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are equal. There is just one intersection of AA with BB, which defines the stable
equilibrium partition Ni.

The reader should imagine that, over time, the total population increases so
that the length of the horizontal segment that measures total population in fig
ure 5.2(1) widens. The significant effect of this change is that the urban utility
profile shifts upwards relative to the agricultural utility profile as total popu
lation increases because agricultural utility declines with total population size.
Thus if we measure the partition between urban and agricultural population in
terms of percentages, rather than absolute numbers, Nwill remain fixed through
time (say, N = 1) while the urban utility profile will shift upwards. Figure 5.2(1)
shows these relative shifts. Suppose we begin with a configuration in which the
urban utility profile is lower than the agricultural utility profile for any popu
lation partition. Then the region is purely agricultural at the beginning. Now
let the urban utility profile shift gradually upward until the equilibrium par
titioning will be found at Ni. Further gradual rise of the urban utility profile
from AA toward A'A' implies further gradual increase of the equilibrium urban
population, until it reaches the critical level Ni*. Beyond that, we obtain a dis
continuity in the equilibrium urban population path from Ni* to N:i*, as also
shown in figure 5.2(2). This discontinuity can account for sudden urban growth
if the rate of population adjustment is proportional to the difference between
the two utility profiles.

5.3 Heterogeneous Population

In this section we keep identical preferences for individuals and introduce het
erogeneity with respect to income. The basis for our discussion is provided by
von Thlinen's (1826) classic framework of concentric agricultural crop rings
adapted to the urban land use. The same is true for the general discussions
of Alonso (1964) and Muth (1969), as well as for the specific models of Beck
mann (1969) and Montesano (1972), among others, in which analytical rent
and density functions were derived for cities with preference-homogeneous and
income-heterogeneous populations.

5.3.1 The Slope Test

Given any two adjacent rings which accomodate two distinct socioeconomic
groups, the group located closer to the centre must have a steeper equilibrium
rent. Using figure 5.2, if AA represents the equilibrium rent function of group
A and BB the one of group B, households of group A reside to the left of XA
and closer to the centre than households of group B, which reside to the right
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of xA. This reflects the principle that, in equilibrium, land is supplied to the
highest bidder.1°

A

x

FIGURE 5.3. Competition for Urban Land.

The relationship between the steepness of the rent gradient and centrality
provides us with the means for determining the equilibrium land use in a city
with heterogeneous population. First, notice that income differences may well
imply corresponding transportation cost differences: ceteris paribus, individuals
with higher income can incur higher transportation cost. Therefore, unlike chap
ter two, the transportation cost function here is generalised to include income
as an argument. Following Pines (1976), recall that the slope of the equilibrium
rent is given by

(5.11)

according to result 2.2 adjusted for the generalised transportation cost function.
Differentiating (5.11) with respect to income, we obtain

(5.12)

where rJH:Y is the income elasticity of housing, rJt:Y is the income elasticity of
the transportation rate. Both elasticities are positive since, by assumption 2.2,
housing is normal and since the transportation rate must increase with income.
In consequence, the sign on the RHS of (5.12) is ambiguous.

10 Steeper slope is necessary but not sufficient for being more centrally located. This happens
because, even though the equilibrium rent of one group can be steeper than that of another,
the flat rent can also be everywhere higher than the steep one. In this case, the group with
the steep rent will be outbid everywhere.
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Condition (5.12) cannot provide a criterion for determining the spatial equi
librium order unless the difference of the two elasticities on its RHS can be
signed independently of the equilibrium allocation. With this in mind, if the
income elasticity of housing dominates, socioeconomic status will increase away
from the centre in equilibrium because the rent gradient becomes flatter as in
come increases. If, on the other hand, the income elasticity of the transportation
rate dominates, socioeconomic status will decrease away from the centre. Since
the income elasticity of housing reflects the relative importance of housing for
individuals, while the income elasticity of the transportation rate reflects the
relative importance of centrality, we conclude that, in societies where housing
is relatively more important than centrality, rich live in the periphery. This
might be one of the reasons why socioeconomic status roughly increases with
distance from the centre in North American cities. If, on the other hand, cen
trality is relatively more important than housing, rich live in central locations
as in South American cities where socioeconomic status roughly decreases with
distance from the centre.

5.3.2 The Value of Time

One compelling reason why the transportation cost function must increase with
income is that, when the length of the working day is flexible, the direct money
cost value of time spent in commuting is evaluated by the individual at the wage
rate. Let us consider a simple case in which the transportation cost function
includes only the value of time spent in commuting. Given that the length of
the working day is flexible, the transportation rate at x must be proportional
to the wage rate wand inversely proportional to the speed of traffic s [x] at x:

w
t= -.

s

If, in addition, income is composed of wage only, (5.12) becomes

(5.13)

(5.14)

It follows that the rich will prefer central (peripheral) locations in equilibrium
if the income elasticity of housing is smaller (greater) than unitary-which is
the result derived by Becker (1965) and Muth (1969).

We now turn to the case where the length of the working day is fixed insti
tutionally. As we explained in section 5.1.1, the time constraint in this case can
be substituted for leisure in the utility function. Utility now depends explicitly
on location through leisure €[x], which declines with distance from the centre
because more time is spent on the road. Using the procedure of section 2.3.2,
the equilibrium rent gradient is given by

(5.15)
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Since the time cost of travel has been subsumed in the utility function, the
transportation rate on the RHS of (5.15) must represent money cost of travel.
If we assume, as in the previous case, that the transportation cost function
includes only the value of time spent in commuting, (5.15) is simplified and the
effect of income on the slope of the equilibrium rent is given by 11

(5.16)

We know that both deIdx and oeIoe are negative, the latter because leisure
is valued by individuals. Furthermore, 'fJEe:Y is negative (positive) if leisure
is normal (inferior). Taking these into account, (5.16) implies that if leisure is
inferior then the equilibrium rent gradient flattens with income, and the rich live
further away from the centre than the poor. This is intuitively plausible since,
with leisure being an inferior good, the higher is the income the less leisure
is demanded, which implies living where e is small, that is, at more distant
locations. If, on the other hand, leisure is normal then the effect of income on the
rent gradient is ambiguous, depending on the relative importance individuals
assign to housing and leisure. In particular, if leisure is valued strongly enough
relative to housing, the spatial order will be reversed and rich will prefer central
locations.12

5.3.3 Comparative Statics

The comparative statics of a closed renter city in the case of income heterogene
ity have been developed by Hartwick, Schweizer and Varaiya (1976), and they
include several interesting results which are analogous to von Thtinen's (1826)
about concentric agricultural crop rings. These results can be explained intu
itively by using the comparative statics of chapter two. We shall discuss the case
of three socioeconomic groups, which can be directly extended to any number.
Let us assume that Yl < Y2 < Y3 so that Of < O2 < °3. If, further, trans
portation cost does not depend on income, (5.12) implies that socioeconomic
status increases away from the centre in equilibrium. Thus the boundaries of
the concentric zone pattern must obey 0 < xi < x2 < x3 as in figure 5.3.

11 In this expression Be == oe/of., and we have taken into account that Be = ye since the
money cost of travel is zero.

12This type of analysis can be adjusted to include cases where the locational preference of
households is based on reasons other than leisure, for example, location-specific environmental
quality. Some of the existing studies that incorporate locational preference, such as Beckmann
(1969) and Montesano (1972) among others, adopt a Cobb-Douglas utility or a monotonic
transformation of it. As it turns out, with this specification, including the locational preference
becomes redundant. For example, if U = zaHbf. with a + b = 1, we have 7JH:Y = 1 and
7JEe:Y = -1 implying that the RHS of (5.16) vanishes. Under these conditions, if the model
incorporates the money cost of travel, the effect of income on location is determined by (5.12)
irrespe<:t.ively of the locational preference. When the money cost of travel is ignored, the
distribution of households according to income becomes indeterminate under a Cobb-Douglas
utility function.
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FIGURE 5.4. Effects of Rising Income on the Equilibrium Rent Profile.

Line ABCD in figure 5.3 represents the initial equilibrium rent schedule. Sup
pose that the income of the middle-income group increases. Holding xi fixed,
the equilibrium rent gradient must change from BC to B'C' according to result
3.2. Since the low-income individuals at xi can now outbid the middle-income
individuals there, the low-income group expands to the right of that border. In
consequence, more land becomes available for the low-income group. Since their
supply of land increases, equilibrium population density and rent decline every
where in the low-income area, while the equilibrium level of utility increases.
At the outer border of the middle-income group x2' middle-income individuals
can outbid the high-income individuals there. Thus the middle-income group
expands to the right of x2. Since there is now less land available for the high
income group, equilibrium population density and rent increase everywhere in
the high-income area, while the equilibrium level of utility decreases. Higher
urban rent at the edge of the city x3 implies that the high-income area also
expands outwards.

Result 5.1 (Hartwick, Schweizer and Varaiya (1976)): If the in
come of a particular socioeconomic group increases, all equilibrium
boundaries move further away from the centre, equilibrium popula
tion density and rent decreases for those closer to the centre than the
group for which income has increased, and increases for those fur
ther away. Consequently, the equilibrium level of utility increases for
all lower income groups and decreases for all higher income groups.

Suppose now that the population of the middle-income group increases. Hold
ing xi and x2 fixed, the argument of section 3.2.1 implies that the equilibrium
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FIGURE 5.5. Effects of Rising Population on the Equilibrium Rent Profile.

rent gradient must change from BC to B'C' in figure 5.4. It follows that equi
librium population density increases while the corresponding middle-income
utility decreases. Since the middle-income equilibrium rent is higher at both
borders with adjacent groups, the middle-income group expands in both direc
tions. It follows that less land becomes available for both low- and high-income
individuals. Consequently, equilibrium population density and rent increase in
low- and high-income areas, while the corresponding levels of utility decrease.
Higher urban rent at the edge of the city x~ implies that the high-income area
also expands outwards.

Result 5.2 (Hartwick, Schweizer and Varaiya (1976)): If the pop
ulation of a particular socioeconomic group increases, equilibrium
boundaries between the centre and the group for which population
has increased move closer to the centre, while the remaining bound
aries move further away from the centre. Equilibrium population
density and rent increases for all socioeconomic groups and their
equilibrium level of utility decreases.

Notice how perfectly antisymmetric are the effects of disposable income and
population. Also notice that the implications of rising income can be disturbing
from a social welfare point of view. Namely, when the income of the lowest
income group increases, the utility level of all higher-income groups declines.
Thus raising the income of the poorest will be against the interest of all other
groups. In contrast, when the income of the highest-income group increases,
the utility level of all lower-income groups improves.

Those implications must be qualified in the sense that they have been derived
(1) for transportation cost independent of income and (2) for a closed renter
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city. If either of these assumptions does not apply, the above results are not
necessarily valid.

(1) Generally speaking, when the income of a socio-economic group increases
there are two spatial effects which, in combination, determine the comparative
statics adjustments. Firstly, there is a rise in the demand for land, which creates
pressure along the boundaries with the adjacent groups. Secondly, there is a
change in the preference for location, which alters the slope of the equilibrium
rent. Our conclusions about the effect of an income rise on utilities depend on
how strongly the demand for land increases. If the increase in the demand for
land is not strong enough, raising the income of the rich improves the utility
of the poor. This, in fact, ha.ppens when transportation cost is independent of
income. However, if transportation cost depends on income, the increase in the
demand for land can become strong enough to reverse result 5.1 in the sense
that, raising the income of the rich, worsens the utility of the poor. We discuss
this possibility following Arnott, MacKinnon and Wheaton (1978).
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FIGURE 5.6. Welfare Effects of Rising Income.

Consider figure 5.5. There are two equilibrium rent functions, 1 and 2, defin
ing two income groups with common boundary xi. Suppose that, for some
reason, the bid rent of the first group rotates clockwise to 3, thus causing in
dividuals of the first group to pay higher rent everywhere within their income
zone. If the reason behind that change does not generate a demand for land
sufficiently higher to compensate for the rent increase, the equilibrium rent will
shift downward to 4. The new boundary x' allows more space for individuals
of the second group. In consequence, those individuals will enjoy higher utility.
With the first group representing the poor and the second the rich, this de
scribes result 5.1, namely, that decreasing (increasing) the income of the poor
will improve (reduce) the utility of the rich. Even if centrality dominates in
(5.12) and the spatial order reverses so that the first group in figure 5.5 repre-
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sents the rich and the second the poor, result 5.1 still holds because increasing
the income of the rich will augment the utility of the poor. It is conceivable,
nevertheless, that higher income can generate a demand for land sufficiently
higher to compensate for the rent increase. Then the equilibrium rent function
3 will be observed for the rich, and the welfare of the poor will remain unaf
fected. An even stronger effect of rising income upon the demand for land will
shift the rent of the rich upward to 5. The new boundary x" allows less space
for the poor. In consequence, the poor will suffer a loss of utility instead of a
gain as before.

(2) When we deal with a closed mixed city or a closed owner city, result 3.4
states that an increase of total population in a group need not cause an equi
librium rent increase near the outer border of that group. More importantly,
with redistribution of rent, the very definition of socioeconomic groups becomes
endogenous since income itself is endogenous. It may happen, for example, that
the first group in figure 5.5 represents the land owners. Now, an increase in the
population size of the second group (which is associated with an increase of the
differential land rent) implies that the income of individuals in the first group
increases. In consequence, the demand for land on the left of xi' will increase,
and if this effect is strong enough then xi' will move toward x"-rather than
x' as predicted by result 5.2. Alternatively, suppose that the second group in
figure 5.5 represents the land owners. If the population size of the first group
increases, so does the income of individuals in the second group. This increase of
income for the second group can more than offset the negative effect predicted
by result 5.2, as we show by counter-example in section 5.5.2 of the appendix.

5.4 The City as a Central Place System

Until now we have dealt with a monocentric city where every urban location
is characterised by a single distance to the only centre. But as Anas, Arnott
and Small (forthcoming, p. 8) observe, monocentricity in the real world is a
matter of spatial resolution: although at a coarse level the spatial structure of
the city may be described by an homogeneous trend falling away from the CBD,
at a more detailed level of resolution it becomes an heterogeneous clustering
of economic activity: cities at this level appear to be polycentric rather than
monocentric. In this section we develop the model of a polycentric city which
is obtained by extending the standard monocentric model of chapter two in the
context of central place theory.

5.4.1 The Model

We shall generalise the monocentric city model of sections 2.1 and 2.2 using
Papageorgiou (1971). The crucial difference between the two models is that,
here, urban residents interact with a number of centres instead of a single one
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as in chapter two. The location of centres is exogenously determined as in the
case of the monocentric city. These centres represent the only places for the
provision of goods and services in the city, and they form an n-order central
place hierarchy where n is the number of levels in that hierarchy. Order one
corresponds to the lowest-order centres in the city, the neighbourhood malls,
while order n corresponds to the single highest-order centre, the CBD. We
assume as Christaller (1933) did that centres of any particular order contain
all goods and services provided by lower-order centres. Thus a centre of order
j operates in effect as a centre of order 1, .,', j .13

The goods and services of any particular order j = 1, ... ,n form the composite
good of order j, any amount Zj of which can be found at the same quality and
the same price Pj in all centres that provide goods and services of that particular
order. All individuals consume all types of composite good. Consequently the
interaction between any individual and the centres is determined by a set of
frequencies G == (G1, .. " Gn ), where Gj denotes the individual's number of
trips per unit of time for the purpose of acquiring the composite good of order
j, Those frequencies of interaction decrease as the order increases.14 Thus the
highest frequency G1 corresponds to the acquisition of lowest-order goods and
serVIces.
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FIGURE 5.7. Individual Trip Patterns.

Since quality and price of the same good is the same anywhere it is sold,
individuals will interact with the closest centre that provides the composite good

1:IFor example, consider a three order hierarchy in which the CBD of a city represents its
highest order cent.re, large regional malls represent. the middle order and small local malls
represent the lowest order. Then we expect that, roughly speaking, all goods and services
provided locally can also be found in a regional mall but. not vice-versa; and that all goods
and services provided regionally can also be found in the CBD but not vice-versa.

14 For exaIllple, one is expected to visit more frequently a neigbourhood store for milk (a
low -order good) and less frequently a concert hall (a high-order good).
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of order j = 1, ... , 11. whenever it is necessary to acquire the goods and services
of this order. It follows that every residential location in the city corresponds to
a unique set of distances x == (Xl, ... , X n), where X j denotes the distance between
the residential location and the closest centre that provides the composite good
of order j. Examples in the case of a three-order hierarchy are shown in figure
5.7. There are three centres on the map, one third-order at A, one second-order
at B and one first-order at C. Three residential locations are also marked as
D, E and F, and we have indicated the distance vector x for each residential
location. Notice that since a higher-order centre contains alliower-order goods,
the distance travelled to buy a good of particular order cannot be shorter than
the distance travelled to buy a good of lower order. 15 In general, locations closer
to high-order centres are more advantageous in terms of their accessibility to
goods and services.

We have explained how location in the polycentric city can be related to
a vector of frequencies and a vector of distances. The frequency vector can
be treated either as constant or, more generally, as a function of the distance
vector. In any case, since the distance vector is defined over every location once
the spatial distribution and the hierarchical properties of the centres are given,
any residential location within that system can be characterised by a single
vector x which replaces the single distance X from the centre used in the special
case of the monocentric city. Consequently, the transportation cost function
is now written as T [x, a] with tj == 8T/fJXj for j = 1, ... ,11. representing the
transportation rates associated with trips to various-order centres. Following
assumption 2.2, T [x, a] is differentiable, a strictly increasing and unbounded
function of Xj and a strictly decreasing function of a. Because improvements in
the quality of transportation infrastructure lower both the cost of transportation
and the transportation rates, we also have Otj/fJa < 0 for j = 1, ... , 11..

Finally since preferences are defined on the entire set of composite goods
provided by the various-order centres, utility is now given as U = u [Z, H, "Y],
where Z == (ZI, ",Zn) denotes the amounts of composite good consumed by
an individual. Fdlowing assumption 2.4, u [Z, H, "Y] is differentiable, strictly
increasing and strictly quasi-concave in its arguments. All commodities are
normal. They are also essential for consumption, in the sense that a consumption
bundle which includes positive amounts of all commodities is always preferable
to a bundle which includes a zero amount for some commodity. With these
modifications, the individual choice problem here is a straightforward extension
of the corresponding problem (2.3):

n
V == max u[Z, H, "Yl subject to L FjZj + RH ::; Y - T [x, a] .

Z,H
j=l

(5.17)

15This property, together with the observation that lower-order goods and services can be
supported by a smaller number of customers, means in the context of central place theory
that the number of centres of a given order decreases for higher order. For example, in a
three·-order hierarchy, we have many small local malls representing order one, a few large
regional malls representing order two and a single CBD representing order three.
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This close relationship between the specifications of the monocentric and the
polycentric city models will allow us to generalise some key results of chapter
two.

5.4.2 Some Equilibrium Properties

A fundamental implication of moving from the monocentric to the polycentric
urban model is the loss of rotational symmetry. For if we let the single highest
order centre of the polycentric city correspond to the centre of the monocentric
city, locations equidistant from the former can no longer be treated as identical.
Thus in order to translate the definition of competitive equilibrium (2.13) in the
polycentric context, we must consider not only distance from the highest-order
centre but orientation as well.16 Although this complicates the definition of an
equilibrium, it does not prevent us from determining the polycentric spatial
distribution of land rent and population density to a considerable extent.

The Principle of Zero Marginal Location Costs

If we assume an homogeneous urban population as in chapter two, equilibrium
utility is uniform across the urban area. It is straightforward to extend (2.8)
into

e [P,R,O,;Y] = Y - T [x, a] (5.18)

where P == (FI , .. " Fn). This implies that the equilibrium rent gradient of the
polycentric city is given as Re [x]. In equilibrium, for every residential location,
total expenditure e [p, R, O,;Y] + T [x, a] must be minimised. Taking the total
differential of e [p, R, O,;Y] +T [x, a] with respect to location, using (2.15) and
equating the result to zero gives

n ( oRe )L He ox' +tj dXj =0.
j=l J

Since this equality must hold for arbitrary dx, we have

(5.19)

(5.20)H eoRe 0 r . 1 -
~ +tj = lor J = , ... ,n,
UXj

which extends Muth's (1961) result 2.2 in the context of multiple centres.

16For example, in order to generalise the land-use constraint (2.13(b)), we must calculate
the average population over the corresponding distance band, that is,

1 12
11'ne = - fl.e [x, 4>J d4>

211' 0

where 4> is an angle that specifies orientation (fl. is expressed in polar coordinates). Similarly

1 12
11'He = - fIe [x, 4>J d4>.

211' 0

Also notice that the city border in that case must also depend on orientation, that is, xe =
x [4>J.
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Rent and Density Profiles

We can now use (5.20) and follow the procedure in section 2.3.2 to extend
Muth's result 2.3:

oRe . Otj 02 Re
For j = 1, ... , ii, -;- < 0; If -;:;- :S 0 then~ > O.

UXj UXj uXj
(5.21)

Moreover since He = h [p, R, 0, 'Y] and since the population density is the
inverse of land per capita, we have

(5.22)

Using (5.21) and taking into account that the substitution effect is negative, we
obtain

oDe
~ < 0 for j = 1, ... ,ii (5.23)
UXj

which is an extension of Muth's (1961) result 2.5. Therefore, roughly speaking,
both land rents and population densities fall away from the centres in equi
librium. However, as with the population density of a monocentric city, the
population density of a polycentric city may not satisfy 02De / OX] > O. It will
if the price elasticity of the compensated demand for housing is constant, which
can be established by following the argument of section 2.3.3. Under these cir
cumstances the spatial distribution of population density is qualitatively similar
to the distribution of land rent.

We are now ready to specify how equilibrium rent and density surfaces unfold
over a polycentric city. We first notice that they attain a global maximum at
the location of the highest-order centre. This follows directly from (5.21) and
(5.23) together with the observation that x = 0 holds only at the location of
the highest-order centre. We also know that rents and densities that correspond
to the locations of a given k order of centres decrease as the distances between
those centres and higher than k-order centres increase. This follows once again
from (5.21) and (5.23) if we take into account that rents and densities at zero
distance from a k-order centre correspond to locations x such that Xj = 0 for
j = 1, ... , k and Xj > 0 for Xj = k + 1, ... , ii. Furthermore, if the equilibrium
rent and density functions can be expressed in terms of linear combinations
of distances to various-order centres then (i) local maxima correspond to the
location of centres; (ii) there may be centres that do not correspond to local
maxima; and (iii) maxima correspond only to the location of centresY

Figure 5.8 illustrates the above principles over part of a three-order polycen
tric city that contains three first-order centres (at B, D and E), two second
order (at C and F) and one third-order (at A). For simplicity of exposition these

J7 Sec Papageorgiou (1971).
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FIGURE 5.8. Polycentric Rent and Density Profile.

centres have been located along a straight line. The highest rent and density is
found at the location of the highest-order centre. For the second-order centres
C and F, rent and density is higher at C because it is closer to A. The locations
B, D and E of the first-order centres have been drawn so that all three are
equidistant from a centre that provides second-order goods, but they differ in
terms of their distance from the CBD. Consequently rent and density becomes
lower as we move from B to D and from D to E. Also notice that local maxima
correspond to the location of centres (at C, D, E and F), that the centre at
B does not correspond to a local maximum and that maxima correspond only
to the location of centres. We can visualise equilibrium rent and density over a
polycentric city as a mountain range in which higher peaks roughly correspond
to higher-order centres, while the single highest peak corresponds to the single
highest-order centre in the system.

5.4.3 Negative Exponential Rent and Density

Suppose as in Papageorgiou and Pines (1989) that the expenditure function
yields a unitary price elasticity of the compensated demand for housing. Then
(2.22) holds, while (2.23) and (2.24) become respectively

(5.24)

(5.25)

and

H
e = f [p,Oe,;y]

Re .

Suppose now that the trip frequencies are fixed, G == (G1, ... ,Gn ), and that
the transportation cost function is given by

n -
T=I: G~Xj .

j=l 0:

(5.26)
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Then it follows from (5.20), (5.25) and (5.26) that

1 aRe OJ _ - . _
Re aXj = - iif [p,ue,.:y] = -8j for J = 1, ... ,n.

Since f > 0 by (5.25), we have lij > 0.18 Solving (5.27) yields

Re [x] = Re (O) exp (- t 8jXj) .
3=1

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

Finally since the population density is the inverse of land per capita, we can
use (5.25) and (5.28) to obtain

De [x] = De (0) exp (- t lijXj)
3=1

which represents the generalised Clark (1951) formula. As in section 2.3.4, the
generalised rent and density gradients are the same because the price elasticity
of the compensated demand for housing is unitary by assumption. Since these
functions are expressed in terms of linear combinations of distances to various
order centres, all the spatial properties described in the previous section are
valid. 19

We close this section by pointing out the possibility of a significant relation
ship between the monocentric and the polycentric negative exponential formu
lae. It is empirically known that, on average, the spacing of lower-order centres
increases with their distance from higher-order centres.20 If this relationship is

18Since the observed frequencies of interaction decrease as the order increases, it must also
be true that est.imat.es of is will be ordered as 61 > 62 > ... > 6n .

IUTo our knowledge, (5.29) is t.he only polycentric exponential density formulation which
is obt.ained as a result. of a model. The existing alternatives are variations of

n
D[xl=L Dj exp(-6jXj),

j=1

first int.roduced by Griffith (1981) and subsequent.ly employed by several authors in the context
of employment rather than sel"vice centres as proposed here. For further information about
cmpirical polycent.ric densit.y spccificat.ions see Anas, Arnott and Small (forthcoming).

20 Tradit.ionally, t.his spatial arrangement has been attributed t.o the existence of agglom
erat.ion cconomies operat.ing wit.hin hierarchical systems of this type (see for example Isard
(1956, pp. 270-274), esp. t.he diagram on p. 272). To fix ideas, consider a two-level hierarchi
cal syst.em wit.h a singlc highest. order centre corresponding to the CBD of a city or to the
largest. eity of a region. We know t.hat. population densities fall away from the highest-order
centre···not. only under t.he urban interpretation but under the regional as well (see Bogue
(949) for an early regional referenee). It is also known that the density of subcentres strietly
increases with the density of population (see for example Stephan (1988) and Gusein-Zade
(1993». This happens beeause, as the population density inereases, the market area nec
essary to support a subcentre decreases. Then, since the population density declines with
dist.ance from the highest-order cent.re, the density of subcentres decreases as distance from
the highest-order centre increases.
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assumed to be linear then the monocentric Clark formula describes the general
trend of its polycentric counterpart (see Papageorgiou (1971)). This provides
some justification for using the monocentric formula to estimate the density
gradient of polycentric cities-a standard practice in the vast literature on the
subject.

5.5 Appendices

5.5.1 Proof of (5.10)

Using (2.8), (2.12) and (5.6(a)), we have

~ (J (8 [N] fz [.] (1 -1;,) - OR~) dx + kDLR
e
)

N x.,e
(5.30)

by using the zero-profit condition. Totally differentiating (5.30), and keeping
all parameters other than total population size fixed, we obtain

aee dRl aee due

aR1 dN + aU dN

- ~2 (1x.,e (SFz(1 - To) - ()R~) dx + kDLR
e
)

~ (1 (d~Fe(l_T.)_()d~~)d kDL~e) (5.31)+ N Xo" dN z 0 dN x + dN

+ ~ (SFz(1- To) - OR~)I dx;
N x=xe dN

o

Recall that nlae/aR1 = n1H1 = 0 by (2.12) and by (2.15). Also notice that,
keeping all parameters other than total population size fixed, we have

dDLR
e

_ 1OdR~ d 1 OdRl d-~- - x+ - x.
dN dN xe dNx

o
e 1

(5.32)
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Multiplying both sides of (5.31) by n1and integrating over the residential area,
we obtain

(1 - k) dDLR" (1 e oe: d ) d~e =
dN + x e n 1 au x dN

I

(1 zedx) d~ - ~ DLRe

x,:' 0 dN N

11x
e

(SPz(1 - To) - OR~) dx +
o

(spe (1- T,) _ ORe) I _dx~ +
Zoo X=X:; dN

(5.33)

1 san dn~ (1 - To) dx.
Xo" ono dN

In order to establish (5.10) we must show that the sum of the three terms
below the first line of (5.33) equals zero. Taking into account the zero-profit
condition, the first and second terms can be written as

-11(SPz(1 - To) - OR~) dx = -0
xo

e

and

(SPz(1 - To) - OR~)lx=x:; ~~ = n~ (x~) O~~
respectively. The third term can be written as

1san dn; (1 -T,) dx = 0 (1 _ e (-e) dXJ)
ono dN 0 no Xo dN

x,:'

because of (5.6(a)) and because

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

by (5.7). We conclude that (5.10) must hold since the sum of the three terms
on the RHS of (5.34)-(5.36) equals zero.

5.5.2 Counter-Example to Result 5.2

In this example, we assume that there are two groups with identical preferences,
initial endowment and cost of transportation, and that individuals of the first
group rent the land from the second group which owns commonly all the urban
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land. The first group is located between the centre and Xl, the second between
Xl and X2, 0 < Xl < X2. Following the example of section 2.3.5, let u [Z, H] =
min (Z, H) for both groups. Also let () = 2x, Tl = T2 = X, R= 0 and fh = O2 =
10. In equilibrium, we have

(5.38)

(5.39)

and
1 1

-e2 -e2
Z- e - H-e - _ ()d _ X 2 - Xl - U-e
2- 2- - x- - 2'

N2 X2' N2

We next calculate the aggregate resource constraint for each of the two
groups. Since the first group rents from the second, these constraints are given
as

(5.40)

and

( n2Z2dx + ATC~ = 1ON2 + DLR~. (5.41)
lx2'

Taking into account the condition on land niHi = () = 2x for i = 1,2, the
aggregate expenditures on consumption are respectively

1 eZ-ed 1 eH-ed -e2n l 1 x = n l 1 x = Xl
Xf Xf

and

The aggregate expenditures on transportation can be written as

ATC~ = { n~Tldx = { 2~: dx = -32x~Nl1x' 1x' H l (5.38)
I I

and

(5.42)

(5.43)

(5.44)

(5.45)

It remains to calculate the differential land rent for the first group which
appears in both resource constraints. Since the equilibrium locational costs
RifIi + x in this model do not vary with location, and taking into account that
the opportunity cost of land is zero, we have

-e -e

Re Xl - X Re (-e) Xl - X N- Re (-e)
1 = H-e + 1 Xl = ~ 1 + 1 Xl

1 (5.38) Xl
(5.46)
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TABLE 5.1. Numerical Example.

NI
-e -e OiXl x2

.33 1.0 9.02 4.02
1.39 2.0 9.20 4.03
3.39 3.0 9.51 4.07
6.49 4.0 9.97 4.17

11.40 5.0 10.63 4.40
19.25 6.0 11.57 4.89
32.69 7.0 12.98 5.59
59.40 8.0 15.36 8.98
85.42 8.5 17.36 11.46

135.51 9.0 20.72 17.42
275.94 9.5 28.33 35.60

and -e -e
Re x2 - X Re (-e) X2 - X N
H2 = Hfj + A"2 X2 (5~9) x~2 _ X!2 2·

Using the equality of the two rents at the interior border,

m (xe) _ x2 - x~ N2 _ N2
I I - xe2 _ xe2 - xe + xe

2 I 2 I

Therefore,

(5.47)

(5.48)

We can now use (5.42)-(5.45) and (5.49) to derive explicitly the aggregate
resource constraints (5.40) and (5.41) as

(5.50)

and

2 -e3 -e3 1 -e2
2 2 X2 - Xl - - - Xl - ()

x2 - x~ + -3 2 2N2 = lON2+ -3x~NI + _ _ N2· 5.51
x2 - x~ x2 + x~

Solving (5.50) and (5.51) for x! and x~, we calculate Oi from (5.39) as a
function of NI and N2. Some numerical results for variable NI and fixed N2
appear in table 5.1. In this example, x~ and x2 move further away as predicted
by result 5.2, but Ofj increases with NI instead of decreasing.
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6
Urban Housing

Housing consumption in chapter two was treated as being equivalent to current
consumption of services rendered by land occupancy. This treatment seems to
oversimplify reality in two respects. First, housing is a service created by land,
capital and perhaps labor combined to produce a house. In this sense it appears
that the treatment of housing by Muth (1961, 1969), and Mills (1967) is more
appropriate than that of Alonso (1964) where housing services are provided by
land only. In particular the analysis of chapter two, which is similar to Alonso's
treatment, can only be used to examine the spatial variation of population
density (number of households per unit of land) because it is not refined enough
to make the important distinction between the spatial variation of structural
density (density of housing services per unit of land) and population crowding in
the housing stock. Second, housing in chapter two has been treated as perfectly
malleable, being adjusted costlessly in response to parametric changes. In fact
housing is not perfectly malleable and its adjustment is costly. Therefore a
more detailed study of housing requires a clear distinction to be made between
the housing stock and the flow of housing services. This distinction calls for a
dynamic framework.

As we will show, the above two extensions need not make our chapter two
conclusions obsolete. On the contrary, chapter five demonstrates the robustness
of our simplified model. Furthermore, these extensions will allow us to derive
some additional interesting results which cannot be derived otherwise.
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6.1 Nondurable Housing Production

In this section we introduce housing production and demonstrate that, under
reasonable assumptions, the simplified model in chapter two is robust with re
spect to this extension. To support our claim we construct a model in which
housing as an output is distinguished from land as an input in housing produc
tion, and we specify conditions under which the expanded model is equivalent
to the basic model of chapter two. The analysis in this section also allows for
the derivation of additional results.

6.1.1 A Model with Households and Housing Producers

Let housing be defined as a final good produced by a composite good input Z H

and land L according to a linear homogeneous production function fH [ZH, L].
Housing is purchased by the households from competitive housing producers.
As in chapter two, prices are given for any location in the city.

Similarly to section 2.2.2, an individual located at distance x from the centre
selects a feasible consumption bundle (Zc [xl, H [xl) which maximises its utility
level U = u [Zc, H, 1], where the amount of the composite good consumed is
now denoted by Zc. Formally, the problem can be expressed as

V == max u [Zc,H,1j subject to Zc + PH = Y - T, (6.1)
Zc,H

where P [xl is the price per unit 0/ housing at x. A necessary condition for this
problem is given by

(
&U

i
) (&Ui)

&H / &Zc = P, (6.2)

where superscript i denotes the solution to problem (6.1).
We now turn to the suppliers of housing. A producer at x selects a combina

tion of inputs (ZH [x] ,L [xl) which maximises profit:

max (P/H [ZH,L] - (ZH + RL)).
ZH,L

The necessary conditions for this problem are

(6.3)

1

P

R
P

(a)

(b)

(6.4)

where superscript s denotes a solution to problem (6.3). Conditions (6.2) and
(6.4) imply

( &U
i
) / (&U

i
)

&H &Zc

( &/H) / (~)
&L &ZH

1/(;~:) (a)

R. (b)

(6.5)
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Finally, since housing is produced under constant returns to scale, the size of
a housing production unit remains indeterminate. If we allow a single producer
per ring, and taking into account the land constraint (2.9), we have £8 = (j at
every distance within the city boundary. This implies

(6.6)

6.1.2 A Model with Housing Produced by Households

Let us now consider a model in which housing for each household is produced
by the household itself, which purchases land in the market and uses some of
the composite good to produce housing. The total amount of the composite
good available to the household is partitioned according to

(6.7)

and housing is produced with inputs (ZH, L) as

(6.8)

We can express the choice problem of a household at x as follows. The house
hold selects a feasible bundle (Z, Zc, L) which maximises its utility level deter
mined by U = u [Zc, fH [Z - Zc, L] ,1]. We can express this problem as

V= max u[Zc,fH[Z-Zc,L]'1] subjecttoZ+RL=Y-T. (6.9)
Z.Zc.L

The necessary conditions are

( 8U
h

) I (8U
h

)
8H 8Zc

(8f~) I (8f~)
8L 8ZH

= R,

(a)

(b)

(6.10)

where superscript h denotes a solution to problem (6.9). These have the same
structure as the necessary conditions (6.5) of section 6.1.1.

We shall argue that, under constant returns to scale for housing production,
the two models not only have the same necessary conditions, but also the same
solution. For, in this case, (6.5(b)) and (6.1O(b)) uniquely determine the same
factor proportion in fH [.]. Now taking into account the land constraint (2.9),
we have nLh = (j and, therefore, Lh = (jIn. Since the two models have the
same factor proportion in the production of housing, it must also be true that
Z~ = ZHln. In consequence, multiplying both sides of (6.8) by n and taking
into account linear homogeneity we get

nHh = fH [ZH, (j] .

Upon comparison with (6.6), we conclude that Hh = Hi.

(6.11)
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It remains to show that the consumption of the composite good is also the
same in the two models, i.e. Z/7 = Zb. This follows from the budget constraints
in (6.1) and (6.9), after taking into account the zero profit condition for the
housing producers in section 6.1.1. 1 Thus, under constant returns to scale, the
single housing producer who produces housing on a ring can be replaced by
all the households on the ring which act independently as their own housing
producers.

A household in this section can be thought of as making decisions in two
stages. During the first stage, given Z and L, the household maximises utility
by allocating the total amount of the composite good available between con
sumption and housing. The maximised utility becomes a function of Z and L
as

u[Z,L,1] = max U[ZC,fH [Z - Zc,L]'1J·
Zc

(6.12)

In the second stage, the household selects a feasible combination (zh, L h
) that

maximises its utility level U = u[Z, L, 1]' Thus, in the second stage, the problem
of a household is given by

V =:max u[Z, L, 1] subject to Z + RL = Y - T.
Z,L

(6.13)

This is precisely the standard choice problem of section 2.2.2 in which L is sub
stituted by H to represent housing. Since fH [.J is concave, u [.J is quasi-concave
as required by assumption 2.2. Hence the problem with housing production un
der linear homogeneity is reduced to the basic model of chapter two.

Result 6.1: If housing production exhibits constant returns to
scale, the basic model of chapter two is a reduced form of a model
with housing production. Therefore all results derived in chapters
two and three also apply to a competitive equilibrium with housing
production under constant returns to scale.

The equivalence described by result 6.1 does not imply that extending the
model to incorporate housing production under constant returns is redundant.
On the contrary, including production in our model allows for the derivation of

1Starting with the budget constraint in (6.9), we have

Zh Y -T- RLh

_ L S

Y-T-R
n

(by zero profit and (6.6))

(by (6.1))

which, upon comparison with (6.7), establishes that Z{!j = Zb as required.
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additional results. Fa- example, using result 2.2, equilibrium land rent declines
with distance when housing production is under constant returns. This result,
together with (6.5) and linear homogeneity, implies that the proportion of the
composite good relative to land in the production of housing, ZH10, declines
with distance from the centre. Declining ZHIO, in turn, implies that both the
average product of land, f H [ZH' OJ 10, as well as the price per unit of hous
ing, also decrease with distance.2 The same must be true regarding population
density

fH [ZH' OJ 10
He (6.14)

because the average product of land declines while housing consumption in
creases by (2.17). Finally, the value of housing production per unit of land,
pe fH [ZH' OJ 10 must also fall because the average product of land and the
price of housing decrease with distance.3

In summary,

Result 6.2: If housing production exhibits constant returns to
scale then, for x EX,

d (ze)(i)
dx L~ < O.

(ii) .!!.- (fH [ZH' OJ) < o.
dx Le

(iii) 1(pe fH [ZH' OJ) < O.

(iv)
dDe

O.
dx

<

2 Alternatively, one could begin with the extended model and derive from maxmllsmg
utility with respect to distance that pe declines with distance. Using the first condition
in (6.4), the marginal product of the composite good must increase with distance. Under
linear homogeneity, this can be true only if Z'k/8 decreases with distance. But then the
marginal product of land decreases with distance, and so does (8f'k/8L) pe which, by the
second condition in (6.4), equals land rent. It follows that land rent declines with distance.
Furthermore, since Z'k/8 decreases with distance, the average product of land must also
decrease with distance in equilibrium.

:IMuth (1969, p. 51) investigat.es thoroughly the configuration of this decline and relates
it. t.o both the elasticity of substitution between Le and Z'k, and t.o its rate of change with
distance. For example, if the elasticity of substit.ution is const.ant and less than unit.ary t.hen
the value of housing production per unit. of land dedines at a decreasing rate with distance
from t.he cent.re.
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6.2 Durable Housing Production

Our analysis so far assumed that buildings are perfectly malleable thus dis
regarding a fundamental characteristic of housing structure-its durability. In
order to account for durability, we must not only distinguish between housing
structure and the land it occupies but also between the structure itself and the
housing services rendered by the structure. Furthermore, we have to account for
the evolution of the housing stock through time as it moves from construction,
through maintenance, to demolition and replacement. This process, filtering,
is essential if one wants to examine urban housing issues that go beyond the
purely spatial aspects of the housing market previously examined.

Early models of durable housing, such as Smith (1972) and Muth (1973), have
restricted filtering to a given rate of quality deterioration through time-thus
suppressing the impact of maintenance on the rate of filtering and, therefore,
on the supply of housing. A time-invariant amount of maintenance expenditure
was introduced by Muth (1976) and Brueckner (1981), which affects the rate
of depreciation but cannot reverse it. The same is true in Sweeney (1974a,b),
and OWs (1975), who generalised to allow for maintenance expenditure fluctu
ations determined in response to market price fluctuations: in all these models,
downward filtering is inevitable. By relaxing this restriction, Henderson (1977)
was led to conclude that housing quality in a city at equilibrium must remain
constant through time, and that the only way downward filtering can occur
is through changes in demand or technology. However, as Arnott, Davidson
and Pines (1983) (hereafter ADP) have shown, these conclusions hinge upon a
very specific assumption concerning the technology of maintenance.. One then
is bound to ask about what can happen in a more general framework. "Will
[the developer] keep [his] building at a constant quality as Henderson argues?
Will he continually downgrade as Sweeney and OWs assume? Or are both of
these behaviours, and perhaps others which include upgrading and rehabilita
tion possible?" (ADP (1983).) These questions have been examined in detail by
ADP (1983, 1986) who provide the basis for our discussion.

6.2.1 Supply of Housing

Conceptual Framework

Urban housing is built by the same development corporations which were de
scribed in section 2.2.1 of chapter two. Therefore development corporations
here behave both as land owners and as builders, who construct and maintain
their housing stock while renting it to the individuals in the city. We consider a
particular development corporation at distance x from the centre. The develop
ment corporation (hereafter developer) builds on its site a particular quantity
of housing which remains fixed over t~e entire life of the building. An important
attribute of the residential structure is quality, which can be understood as a
composite index of various building characteristics at the time of construction
and which is affected by maintenance expenditures over the life of the building.
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Higher quality implies higher rental price and higher construction cost per unit
of housing. In particular, the developer at x faces a price per unit of housing
P[q [T] ,x] == P [q [T]], where q [1'] represents the quality of housing at time l'
after construction, and a construction cost per unit area K [q (0) , p] , where p is
the structural density of housing units per unit of land. Since, for a particular
level of quality, developers at different distances from the centre face different
prices per unit of housing, they behave differently. This implies that housing
characteristics change over distance from the centre, and so does construction
cost and housing price.

We next specify those three variables in more detail. We assume that there
is no demand for housing below a minimum standard:

Assumption 6.1: The housing price function P [q [1']] is differen
tiable and strictly increasing at a decreasing rate for q [1'] E (qmin,
qrnax), where qrnin ?: 0 and qmax > qrnin are given quality levels,
and where qmax is not necessarily finite. For q [1'] :::; qmin, we have
P [q [T]] = O.

For construction cost we assume that producing zero-quality dwellings, as well
as remaining idle, is costless. Construction cost increases at an increasing rate
as the quality of construction or structural density become higher. In addition,
as structural density becomes higher, the marginal cost of quality increases
relatively faster than structural density does:

Assumption 6.2: The construction cost function K [q (0) ,p] is
differentiable and such that K [0, p] = 0 and K [q (0) ,0] = O. Fur
thermore

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

oK 02K
oq > 0 and oq2 > 0

oK 02K
op > 0 and Op2 > 0

02K 10K
-->--
oqop p oq .

Both the housing price, which contains all information needed about the demand
side of the housing market, and the construction cost are taken by the developer
as given functions.

We now turn to housing quality and the way it evolves through time. Housing
quality depends on the level of maintenance expenditure per unit of housing
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m [7'] through a maintenance technology which associates filtering to quality
and the flow of maintenance expenditure as

q[7'] = F [q [7'] ,m [7']] , (6.15)

(ii)

where the dot represents a time derivative. In general, upward filtering can
not occur without maintenance expenditure. Moreover, higher quality implies
a stronger need for maintenance. As quality increases, the need for mainte
nance increases faster. On the other hand, higher maintenance expenditure
implies a slower rate of filtering downward (or a faster rate of filtering upward).
For higher levels of maintenance, additional expenditure becomes less effective.
Finally, the improvement from an additional dollar spent on maintenance de
creases for higher quality because maintaining still higher-quality standards
becomes increasingly more difficult.

Assumption 6.3: The maintenance technology function F[q [7'] ,
m [7']] is differentiable, bounded and concave. In addition we have
F [q [7'], 0] :s: 0 and

(i) ~: < 0 and ~:~ < 0

8FI 8F 8
2
F

8m m=O = 00, 8m > 0 and 8m2 < 0

(iii)
82F

8q8m < o.

Given the above housing price and construction cost schedules, and given the
maintenance technology, the profit-maximising developer must choose both the
quality of housing and the associated level of maintenance over time, as well
as the structural density and the demolition age of housing A. Formally, the
developer must determine the functions q [7'] and m [7'], as well as the level of
the parameters qo = q (0) ,qA = q (A) ,p and A. Notice that the demolition
age can be infinite. If however A is finite, we assume that when the developer
demolishes a building, he or she replaces it immediately with an exact copy of
the original one. Thus the profit of the developer is calculated over an infinite
number of demolition cycles.

In what follows we assume a demolition cycle of finite length A, leaving the
case of an infinitely long A for later on. We specify the building decisions of
the developer in three steps. In the first step we determine qS [7'] and m S [7']
which maximise the present value of net income received per housing unit over
a particular demolition cycle, given the housing quality at the beginning and
the end of the cycle, as well as the length of the cycle. In particular, we have

== max fA ~ [7'] (P [q [7']] - m [7'D d7'
q[r],m[r] 0
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(i) q[1'] = F [q [1'] ,m [1']]

subject to (ii) q (0) qo (6.16)

(iii) q (A) = qA

where P [.J and F [.J are given, ~ [1'] is a discounting factor at time 1', ~ [1']
exp [-1'1'], and l' is the interest rate. In the second step we determine qo, q:4 and
A* which maximise the total profit per unit of land given :]8 [qo, qA, A] from
the first step:

II [p] == maxA 1 _ ~ (A) (p.T [qO, qA, A] - K [qO, p]) ,
qo,qA,

(6.17)

where K [.] is given.4 Finally, in the third step we determine the profit-maximising
structural density p.

Profit-Maximising Construction and Maintenance Schedules

First Step

In section 6.3.1 of the appendix we show that the necessary conditions of prob
lem (6.16) for housing quality and maintenance expenditure are given by

qS [1' Iqo, qA, A] :
dps

·s
fLs (1' _ 8~S) (a)-+fL

dq
(6.18)

mS [1' Iqo,qA,A]:
8PS

(b)fLs-- 1.
8m

where fL [1'] can be interpreted as the current marginal shadow price of housing.
Notice that the solutions of problem (6.16) in the first step, including fLs, are

conditional upon the parameters to be determined in the second step. Moreover,
notice that the LHS of the conditions in (6.18) represents marginal benefits
and the RHS marginal costs-both applying to any particular l' E [0, A]. For
housing quality, at a particular time, the marginal benefit includes the increase
in current revenue and the capital gain associated with one more unit of quality,
while the marginal cost includes the corresponding additional interest and the
marginal depreciation. For maintenance expenditure, the marginal benefit is
represented by the value of the decrease in depreciation associated with one
more unit of expenditure, while the marginal cost is the unit of expenditure
itself.

1Thc factor (1 - ~ (A))-l on t.he RHS of (6.17) appears because of t.he cyclical nat.ure
of honsing eOJlst.ruct.ioJl. At. t.he beginning of a new cycle t.he profit. component. is furt.her
diseollnt.cd by ~ (A), so t.hat

n == max (pJ - K) (1 + ~ (A) + ~ (A)2 + ...)

whieh, at. t.he limit. where t.he number of cycles becomes infinit.e, is given by (6.17).
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Using (6.15) and (6.18(b)) we can express qS and mSas functions of qS and p,s.
We can also write jJ,s as a function of qS and p,s by (6.18(a)). Thus the housing
value maximising maintenance schedules of the developer over a demolition
cycle (given the housing quality at the beginning and the end of the cycle, as
well as the length of the cycle) can be described by the dynamic interactions
between housing quality qS [T] and its corresponding shadow price p,s [T] alone.
Using (6.15) and (6.18(a)), the quality-shadow price dynamics are given by the
system

qS [qS, p,S] = F [qs, m [qS, p,S]] (a)

p,s (r- OF) _dP. (b)
oqS dqS

q

FIGURE 6.1. Value-Maximising Maintainance Schedules.

(6.19)

We first consider the loci qS = 0 and jJ,s = 0 on the q-p, plane. In section 6.3.2
of the appendix, we prove that

d: I > 0 and dp,s I < o.
q tis = 0 dqS j.LS = 0

(6.20)

Using this information, the graphs of qS = 0 and jJ,s = 0 are shown in figure
6.1 by the two dashed lines intersecting at point S, which represents the unique
stationary solution of the system (6.19).5 These two lines partition the q-p,
plane into four sectors, each one characterised by different general directions
of movement obeyed by the solution trajectories of the system (6.19). In order

5We assume that the intersection occurs at a point where both quality and shadow price
are positive.
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to determine the general directions of movement for each sector, we need some
information about how qS and its vary over the q-J.L plane. This is provided by

8qs 8its

-8 > 0 and -8 > 0,J.Ls qS

the proof of which appears in section 6.3.3 of the appendix. Using (6.21) we
can specify the general movement of the solution trajectories as indicated by
the four directional angles corresponding to the four sectors of the q-J.L plane
in figure 6.1. Since the direction of trajectories changes sign as they cross the
graphs of qS = 0 and its = 0, they are locally vertical on qS = 0 and locally
horizontal on its = O. Moreover, since trajectories cannot cross each other, the
unique stationary solution S can be attained along the single line segment AA
specifying the two stable-arm trajectories of the solution.6 For the same reason
there are only two trajectories moving away from S along BB, the unstable
arm trajectories of the solution. Lines AA and BB (the separatrices) determine
four new sectors, each containing trajectories with similar characteristics of
movement as shown in figure 6.1.

Second Step

In section 6.3.4 of the appendix we show that the necessary first-order conditions
for problem (6.16) with respect to [qQ, qA, A] are given by

q* .Q •

q* .
A'

o (a)

o (b)

(6.22)

where we have m* [f] == mS[f Iqo,q:4.,A*J, J.L* [f] == J.Ls [f Iqo,q:4.,A*] and.J* ==
.Js [qo, q:4., A*], with asterisk denoting an optimal value given p.

Condition (6.22(a)) says that the marginal cost of the optimal initial quality
of a housing unit is equal to the marginal revenue of the optimal quality of a
housing unit. Condition (6.22(b)) implies that the marginal value of terminal

6 Since we have
dJ.L· 'J.L' [q', J.L']
-= ,
dq' q' [q', J.L·I

each point on the q-J.L plane is associated with only one slope dm' /dq'. Crossing trajectories
require two different slopes at the same point.
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quality vanishes at the optimum. We now turn to (6.22(c)). For its interpreta
tion, it is useful to introduce the current-valued Hamiltonian function

1t [f] == P [q [f]] - m [f] + jJ, [f] F [q [f] ,m [f]] (6.23)

(6.24)

which is defined in terms of the variables determined at the first step;7 Since
the maximised variables at the first step are conditional upon the parameters
determined at the second step, we can write the maximised Hamiltonian as
1ts [f I qQ, qA, A]. In section 6.3.5 of the appendix we show that

.r [qQ, qA, A] = ~ (1ts (0) - ~ (A) 1ts (A)) .
r

If we introduce (6.24) to (6.22(c)) we obtain

~ (A*) p (1t* (A*) -1t* (0) + '!..K*) = 0
(1 - ~ (A*))2 P

(6.25)

where 1t* [f] == 1ts [f IqQ' q:4., A*]. By definition, the current-valued Hamil
tonian represents the temporal revenue per unit of housing minus the corre
sponding direct cost. The latter includes both maintenance expenditure and
depreciation.1:! Taking this into account, we can interpret (6.22(c)) using (6.25)
as follows. When the developer decides on the profit-maximising length of the
demolition cycle, he or she compares the possibility of keeping the old struc
ture for the next time period against the possibility of replacing it with a new
structure in the current time period. If the developer decides to adopt the first
alternative, he or she receives the net revenue per unit of the existing structure
(1t (A)) in the current period and, at the same time, saves the interest to be
paid in the next period on capital required to build a new housing unit (rKjp)
in the current period. If, on the other hand, the developer decides to adopt
the second alternative, he or she receives the net revenue per unit of the new
structure (1t (0)). The profit-maximising length of the demolition cycle is then
determined by the period in which the developer becomes indifferent between
the two alternatives.

One would expect that, at the time demolition, there is no maintenance
expenditure. This additional implication for the end of the demolition cycle can
be obtained by (6.22(b)). Introducing it in (6.18(b)), we must necessarily have
of [q:4., m (A*)] jom = 00 which, by assumption 6.3(ii), implies

m (A*) = O. (6.26)

7Upon subst.it.ut.ion of (6.23) in t.he Lagrangean of problem (6.16) (see (6.44) in t.he ap
pendix) we can define t.he current. valued Hamilt.onian as a component. of t.he Lagrangean
function, namely,

c = lA
t,'H.d't - loA (,j.tqd't.

See, for example, Int.rilligat.or (1971).
xObserve t.hat. F [.J is t.he physical depreciat.ion in t.erms of qualit.y, while j.t is t.he marginal

value of qualit.y. Thus j.tF [.] represent.s t.he t.emporal rat.e of t.he asset.·-value decrease, t.hat. is,
t.he depreciat.ion cost. per unit. of housing.
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We now turn to a diagrammatic representation of trajectories on the q-J.L
plane that satisfy the conditions of the first two steps for a given level of struc
tural density. We know by (6.22(b)) that the marginal shadow price of housing
quality must be zero at the end of a demolition cycle. Using this fact we can
separate the solution trajectories of figure 6.1 into finite-duration trajectories
(corresponding to a demolition cycle of finite length A*) and infinite-duration
trajectories (corresponding to an infinite A*). Since finite-duration trajectories
must reach the qS-axis by (6.22(b)), they are found below the separatrix AA
in figure 6.1. All remaining trajectories are of infinite duration-including the
two stable-arm trajectories on AA which lead to the unique stationary state S.
Problem (6.17), hence all conditions in (6.22), pertain to finite-duration trajec
tories. Infinite-duration trajectories must satisfy (6.22(a)) about initial quality
of housing, as well as limA-HX> ~ (A) 1t (A) = 0.9 Thus (6.22(a)) is satisfied by
both finite-duration and infinite-duration trajectories which are consistent with
profit maximisation (hereafter, optimal trajectories).

Using (6.22(a)) we know that, given a particular structural density level, the
shadow price of quality at construction time J.L* (0) must equal (oK/oqo) / p
which is a known function of quality. We can therefore define the initial locus

J.L0 [q I p] = ~ oK I
p oqo qo=qo

on the q-J.L plane, knowing that all optimal trajectories must begin on this locus.

Assumption 6.4: The initial locus lies everywhere below the lo
cus qS = 0 on the q-J.L plane.

Since o2K/oq2 > 0 by assumption 6.2(i), the initial locus is increasing with q.
Also since K is strictly increasing on quality by the same assumption, J.L0 (0) > O.

An initial locus consistent with the above requirements is indicated in figure
6.2. We consider first infinite-duration optimal trajectories. Since they must
begin on the initial locus, only one of the two stable-arm trajectories can be
optimal, namely, that which begins at point A on the initial locus and converges
toward the stationary state S. All other infinite-duration optimal trajectories
must begin on the initial locus east of A and diverge. The question then arises
about which one of these optimal trajectories is the best for the developer, in
other words, which one yields the highest total profit per unit of housing.

Result 6.3 (Arnott, Davidson and Pines (1983)): The best feasi
ble infinite-duration trajectory that starts at a given quality is that
which follows one of the two stable arms to the stationary state. lO

9The second requirement is a transversality condition applying to infinitely long optimal
trajectories. Por some further details and references to technical literature see ADP (1983).

IOPor a proof sec ADP (1983).
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q

FIGURE 6.2. Profit-Maximising Construction and Maintainance Schedules.

This result, together with assumption 6.4, allows us to concentrate on a single
infinite-duration optimal trajectory AS which prescribes a steadily declining
quality until the building attains its stationary state, beyond which it is main
tained by the developer at the same quality level for all time.

We now turn to finite-duration optimal trajectories, which must satisfy all
three conditions in (6.22). By (6.22(a)), we know that these trajectories must
begin at the initial locus as their infinite-duration counterpart-but at a lower
initial quality. By (6.22(b)), we know that they must follow a demolition path
which ends on the q-axis of figure 6.2 at a terminal quality level that satisfies
J1* (A*) = O. Once again these two conditions admit an infinite number of tra
jectories. However, using (6.25), we can determine at most one finite-duration
trajectory that satisfies all three conditions. Toward this end, notice that since
we can express m S as a function of qS and J1s, we can also write the maximised
Hamiltonian as

(6.28)

Taking the total differential of (6.28) yields

+ (
FS (s~ _1) am) d S+ J1 omS oq8 J1
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(6.18)

(6.29)

fJ.LSdqS.
(6.15)

If we integrate both sides of (6.29) over [0, A] we get

(6.30)

Observe that

1t* (A*) -1t* (0)

(Assumption 6.2) jqO f8K
- --dq

o p8qo

(6.31)

(6.32)

holds if and only if (6.25) holds. It follows that

l
qO

18K l qO
*--dq= J.L dq

o p 8qo qA

is satisfied if and only if (6.22(c)) is satisfied.
We can now apply this condition to figure 6.2. On the one hand the LHS

of (6.32) is represented by the area under the initial locus indicated by OCGqii
in figure 6.2. On the other hand the RHS of (6.32) is represented by the area
under the demolition-cycle trajectory qAFGqii. Equality between the LHS and
the RHS of (6.32) implies equality between areas OCEqA and EFG. We con
clude that, for a given level of structural density, there is at most a single
finite-duration optimal trajectory GFqA that satisfies this equal areas condi
tion. 11 Such an optimal trajectory, if it exists, defines a demolition cycle of finite
length A* at the end of which the building is demolished and a new building is
immediately constructed in its place with the same structural density p* and
the same initial quality qii. In consequence, a new demolition cycle identical to
the previous one begins once again at G.

The next question is under what conditions a demolition cycle can exist.
What determines whether or not the equal areas condition is satisfied? Since
trajectories do not cross, we know that the demolition-cycle trajectory that be
gins at G must be contained within the sector bordered by the two separatrices
AS and SE. This implies that the area represented by the LHS of (6.32) cannot
be smaller than OCDB in figure 6.2, while the area represented by the RHS

11 Notice that our assumptions on the initial locus, together with the directional constraints
of figure 6.1, ensure that the demolition path which begins at G crosses the initial locus only
once again at E.
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of (6.32) cannot be larger than ASD in the same figure. Therefore a profit
maximising demolition cycle exists if and only if area OCDB is smaller than
area ASD. It follows that the existence of a profit-maximising demolition cycle
hinges upon the level of the initial locus p,0 [q Ip] in figure 6.2. By assumption
6.2(iii), we know that this level rises with increasing structural density:

(6.33)

If the level of the initial locus varies sufficiently over the feasible range of
structural density, this last condition implies that an optimal demolition cy
cle exists if structural density is low enough. If, on the other hand, structural
density is high enough then demolition does not occur and the only optimal
trajectory is AS along the stable-arm path of figure 6.2. This implication seems
intuitively plausible since, for sufficiently large initial investment per unit of
land, one would expect that demolition becomes too costly. If, however, struc
tural density is low enough then there are two optimal trajectories-one that
leads to a stationary state, the other to a demolition cycle. Under these circum
stances we need to know which one of the two alternatives is preferred by the
developer.

Result 6.4 (Arnott, Davidson and Pines (1983)): If an optimal
trajectory of finite duration does exist, it yields a higher total profit
per unit of housing than the associated infinite-duration optimal
trajectory. 12

We conclude that if structural density is low enough to allow for the possibility of
demolition, the demolition-cycle alternative will be preferred by the developer
over a construction and maintenance programme that leads to the stationary
state.

Third Step

Using the profit definition (6.17), we can determine the optimal level of struc
tural density p* through

l~oo :[8 [qQ' q(5), A]
oK* (a)= op

(6.34)

:[8 [qQ, q:4, A*]
oK*

(b)= op

for infinite-duration and finite-duration trajectories respectively, where q(5)
denotes housing quality at stationary state S in figure 6.2. Sufficiency requires

12Por a proof see ADP (1983).
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that construction cost increases at an increasing rate with increasing structural
density. Since this requirement is satisfied by assumption 6.2(ii), we conclude
that p* indeed maximises total profit per unit of land.

Once we determine the optimal density, the corresponding total profit per
unit of land is readily obtainable. The solution of (6.17) for a given density p
yields m [p] for T = 0 and qo [pl. Therefore, using (6.18), it also yields JL [p] =
1/ (oF/om) for T = O. Substitution of (6.25) and (6.24) into (6.17) yields the
optimal profit conditional on p as

where

fI [p]
1-[ (0)

n [p] = pfI [p] - k [p], (6.35)

~ (P [qO [p]] - m [p] + JL [p] F [m [p], qo [p]]) (a) (6.36)
r

k[p] K [qO [p] ,p] . (b)

Correspondingly, the optimal profit is

n [p*] = p*fI [p*] - k [p*] . (6.37)

(6.38)

The Spatial Characteristics of Structural Density

In this section we use (6.35) and (6.36) to investigate the effect of housing price
on structural density. We confine our comparative statics arguments to changes
in demand for housing that affect the level, but not the slope, of the price
function. We therefore decompose the price into P [q] = P[q] +." where., is a
shift parameter. Notice that this decomposition has no effect on the dynamics
of (6.19), which implies that all trajectories on the q-JL plane, including the
stable-arm trajectories, are not altered by a change in .,. The same is true for
the initial locus in (6.27). Consequently, for given structural density, profit
maximising construction and maintenance schedules (either of the stable-arm
or of the demolition-cycle variety) are not affected by a change in the shift
parameter.

Using (6.35) and (6.36) we have

n [p,.,] = ~ (P[qO [p]] +., - m [p] + JL [p] F [m [p],qO [p]])

K [qO [p] ,p].

and

(6.39)
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FIGURE 6.3. The Impact of Housing Price on Marginal Profit.

We know from (6.39) that the marginal profit as a function of structural density
increases with the price schedule (reflected by an increase of the shift parameter
.;). Moreover third-step profit maximisation, when evaluated at the optimal
structural density p*, requires {Pn/op2 < O. Thus the effect of the increase
in the shift parameter .; is represented in figure 6.3 by the rightward shift of
onlop, which increases the optimal structural density from Po to pi. It follows
that dp* / d.; > O.

FIGURE 6.4. Effects of an Increased Housing Price.

We now use figure 6.4 to examine the effect of an increased structural density
on optimal stabl~arm and demolition-cycle trajectories. Since dp*Id.; > 0, this
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is equivalent to examining the effect of an increased housing price on the optimal
maintenance and demolition policy. We know from (6.33) that the initial locus
shifts from J.L~ upwards to J.L~ as the shift parameter, hence as the structural
density, increases. Consider first the impact of this change on the stable-arm
construction and maintenance schedule. Since trajectories are not affected by
that change, both the stable-arm path and the stationary state remain as be
fore. However, since the origin of the stable-arm schedule moves from Al to
A2 as housing price increases, the quality of construction in that case becomes
lower and urban land is used more intensively than before. Since everything
occurs along the same path AIS, we also infer that higher price means a shorter
time of attaining the stationary state at S.

Consider next the impact of an increased housing price on the demolition
cycle construction and maintenance schedule. Contrary to the previous case, we
do not know the way construction quality changes as the origin of the profit
maximising demolition cycle moves from GI to G2 in response to the hous
ing price increase--only that structural density must increase. However, using
the equal areas condition (6.32), we know that the demolition quality declines
from ql to q2 as the housing price increases. The intuition behind this result
is straightforward: with higher structural density resulting from higher housing
price the alternative cost of demolition increases. Therefore housing quality is
left to deteriorate further before it becomes profitable to demolish the structure.

We also know that the lower bound for demolition quality is given by the
endpoint of the unstable-arm path SB at B-provided that demolition quality
at B is no lower than qmin: as we have already mentioned, a demolition cycle
schedule ending at a demolition quality lower than qmin cannot be supported
by the developer because it entails a loss.

Suppose that there is an initial locus level, say pO, such that the equal areas
condition holds for any initial locus level below pO and it does not hold for any
initial locus level at or above pO. According to (6.33) this implies that there
is a structural density level psuch that the equal areas condition holds if and
only if p* < p. Let ~ satisfy the requirements that P == P + ~ is a feasible
housing price level and that the profit-maximising structural density at that
price equals p. Then it follows from dp* Id, > 0 and result 6.2 that the developer
adopts a profit-maximising demolition cycle schedule if and only if housing price
is smaller than P, and a profit-maximising schedule leading to the stationary
state if and only if housing price is equal to or greater than P. Finally, let '1
denote the initial value of the shift parameter and '2 > '1 denote its value after
the change. Then if PI == P + '1 ~ P we have the stable-arm comparative
statics described above, and if P2 == P+ '2 < P we have the corresponding
demolition-cycle comparative statics. If, however, PI < P and P2 ~ P then
the profit-maximising construction and maintenance schedule changes from a
demolition cycle to the stable arm as the housing price increases. Under these
circumstances the developer prefers a higher structural density after the increase
and adopts a maintenance schedule that eventually brings the dwelling to its
stationary state. According to figure 6.2, the quality at stationary state is higher
than the quality at the end of the previous demolition cycle. In summary,
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Result 6.5 (Arnott, Davidson and Pines (1983)): (i) If the hous
ing price before the increase is no smaller than a given critical value
P then the profit-maximising schedule is along the same stable
arm trajectory (which leads to the same stationary state) both be
fore and after the increase in the housing price. As housing price
increases, the quality of construction decreases, structural density
increases and the stationary state is attained more rapidly.

(ii) If the housing price is smaller than its critical value before the
increase and no smaller than its critical value after the increase
then the profit-maximising schedule changes from a demolition
cycle trajectory to the stable-arm trajectory as the housing price
increases. After the price increase, the developer builds at a higher
structural density and adopts a maintenance schedule that brings
the dwelling to a stationary state of higher quality than the quality
at the end of the demolition cycle before the price increase.

(iii) If the housing price after the increase is smaller than its critical
value then the profit-maximising schedule is along a demolition cy
cle both before and after the price increase. The structural density
increases and the demolition quality declines as the price increases.
In any case, the demolition quality cannot be lower than a minimum
level at which the demand becomes zero.

6.2.2 Demand for Housing

In this section we specify utility and transportation cost functions which gen
erate a monotone relationship between the shift parameter <; and distance from
the city center. To that end we have to modify the basic framework of chap
ters two and three as follows. (1) Instead of allowing individuals to choose an
amount of land (or an amount of housing as in section 6.1.1), here we allow
individuals to choose the quality of the dwelling unit they rent. Thus the util
ity of any individual is given by U = u [Z, q]. Since individuals now occupy a
single unit of housing, population density and structural density must coincide
in equilibrium at any location. (2) Instead of allowing only one type of indi
vidual as in chapters two and three, here we allow for income heterogeneity. In
equilibrium, we 'know that individuals with the same income Y must attain the
same level of utility U [Y] anywhere they locate, where U is a known function
and dU jdY > O.

Consider a particular individual at a particular distance from the centre x.
The maximum amount of housing rent p that the individual is willing to pay
for a dwelling unit of a particular quality q at this location is determined by
the constrained optimisation problem

max p == Y - T - Z subject to u [Z, q] 2 U [Y] .
Z,p

(6.40)
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The necessary condition for this problem is given by

i = 1/ au
v aZi (6.41)

where v is Lagrangean multipliers of the constraint and where superscript i
denotes the solution to problem (6.40). This condition and the constraint (which
applies with equality) give pi and Zi as functions of x, q and Y.

We next examine in more detail the structure of the bid rent pi. Applying
the envelope theorem, and taking into account (6.41), we obtain

api
-t (a)ax

api
(6.42)

au au
(b)

aq a/aZi '

Since all cross derivatives of the bid rent with respect to distance are zero, we
conclude that the bid-rent function must have the form

pi [x,q, Y] = p[q, Y] - t [x] (6.43)

which implies that, for dwelling units of the same quality, the bid rent of iden
tical individuals declines with increasing distance from the centre at the same
rate as transportation cost does. Using the quasi-concavity of the utility func
tion, we also know from (6.42(b)) that the bid rent increases at a decreasing
rate as quality increases.

In order to specify further the relationship between the bid-rent function
and its arguments, we impose that housing quality is a normal good, that is,
as utility increases while the price of quality is held constant relative to the
composite good, quality also increases. This implies that, as we increase the
composite good keeping quality constant, the MRS[q, Z] increases:

a (au au)Assumption 6.5: aZ aq / aZ > O.

If we differentiate (6.42(b)) totally with respect to income, while holding location
and quality fixed at (x', q'), we have

~ (api (x',q')) = ~ (au / au) dO / au > o.
dY aq aZt aq aZt dY aZt Assumption 6.5

Applying the above information to the ring at distance x from the centre, the
bid-rent functions for three different incomes Y1 < Y2 < Y3 are shown in
figure 6.5. Since dwelling units are rented to the highest bidder by the profit
maximising developers, we know that individuals of the low-income group Y1

can rent housing of a quality level below ql at x, those of the middle-income
group Y2 between ql and q2 at x, and those of the high-income group Y3 above
q2 at x.
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p

p[q, YJ]

p[q, Yz]

q

FIGURE 6.5. A Family of Bid Rents at a Given Distance from the Centre.

6.2.3 Spatial Structure of a Durable Housing Market

One interpretation of a demolition cycle at a particular distance from the cen
tre is that the developer builds its entire stock at the beginning of the cycle,
so that all those dwelling units age together and all are demolished at the end
of the cycle to be replaced by new identical units. With this interpretation, at
any particular time, the developer supplies stock of a single quality somewhere
between qo and q:4. in figure 6.2. Recall, however, that each development corpo
ration in our basic model of chapter two, which is represented by the developer
of this chapter, develops the land on an entire ring at a particular distance
from the centre. Since there is a large number of dwelling units on each ring
and since the demolition cycle can be applied to each dwelling unit separately,
it is plausible that different units on the ring are associated with distinct demo
lition cycles of the same type. Under this interpretation, we can imagine that
the developer continuously demolishes and rebuilds different units of its stock
on different parts of the ring so that, at any particular time, there is a whole
range of qualities between qo and q:4. on the ring.

In what follows, we restrict our discussion to a city in which the rate of de
molition and rebuilding is fixed throughout the urban area, so that the age
distribution of dwellings on any demolition-cycle ring is uniform. If initial con
struction began simultaneously in every urban ring, the uniformly distributed
range of qualities available on any demolition-cycle ring will eventually be de
scribed by [qo, q:4.] in figure 6.2. Under these circumstances the entire city is
in stationary equilibrium, and we can represent the price per unit of housing
P [q] introduced in section 6.2.1 as the upper envelope of the bid-rent curves in
figure 6.5. Using this observation, together with dp* jd<; > 0, we can state
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Result 6.6 (Arnott, Davidson and Pines (1986)): Both the de
mand price for housing quality and the structural density of housing
decrease away from the centre.

Recall that the bid-rent function of every group shifts downward parallel and at
the same rate -t by (6.43) as distance from the centre increases. Furthermore,
that the quality range of a demolition cycle also changes over distance. How
ever, as suggested by figure 6.4, such quality ranges overlap. This implies that
dwelling units of the same quality can be found at different distances from the
centre, and that they will be occupied by individuals of the same income group
irrespectively of where they are found in the city. Given that dwelling units of
different quality can also be found at the same distance from the centre, we con
clude that durable housing allows for the possibility of income-heterogeneous
areas within the city.

We can now use result 6.6, in conjunction with the remarks preceding result
6.5, to associate the critical level of structural density p (below which the de
veloper adopts a demolition cycle and above which it adopts a stationary state
path) with a corresponding critical value of distance x from the centre. If struc
tural density at the border of the city p (x) is higher than p then x = x and all
developers adopt a stationary state path everywhere within the urban area. By
contrast if structural density at the centre of the city p (0) is lower than p then
x = 0 and all developers adopt a demolition cycle everywhere within the urban
area. Suppose now that 0 < x < x. In that case, the critical value x partitions
the city into an inner city area and an outer city area with significantly different
characteristics described by the following

Result 6.7 (Arnott, Davidson and Pines (1986)): If 0 < x < x
then

(i) In the inner city area all buildings follow a stable arm path which
leads to the same quality at stationary state.13 The building quality
in the inner city area increases away from the centre. 14

(ii) In the outer city area all buildings follow a demolition cycle
path. The demolition quality in the outer city area increases away
from the centre.15

Assume that the city in stationary equilibrium has both an inner city area
and an outer city area, and that it accommodates an heterogeneous population.

13 All inner-city dwelling units at any distance from the centre attain the same final quality
because all trajectories in the q-m plane of figures 6.2 and 6.4, including the stable-arm
trajectories, are not affected by a parallel shift of the demand price for housing quality.

14This holds because, according to result 6.5(i), construction quality decreases with increas
ing demand price.

15The second part follows from result 6.5(iii).
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Consider two locations in the outer city area, Xl and X2, and one inner-city
location X3 such that Xl > X2 > X > X3. Using figure 6.3, we observe that,
at any time, both outer-city rings contain houses of quality both below and
above the inner-city quality. This means that the inner city area is occupied
by the middle class, while the outer city area accommodates the entire range
of incomes. Since demolition quality increases away from the centre, we know
that the poorest people locate just outside the inner city area. However, we do
not know whether or not the richest people locate just inside the urban fringe.

6.3 Appendices

6.3.1 Proof of (6.18)

If we form the Lagrangean that corresponds to problem (6.16) and integrate it
by parts, we obtain

J: ~ (P [q] - m -It (q - F [q, m])) dr

- AO (q (0) - qo) - AA (q (A) - qA)

J: ~ (P [q] - m + ItF [q, m]) dr - J: ~ltqdr

- Ao (q (0) - qo) - AA (q (A) - qA)

J: ~ (P[q]- m + ItF [q,m] + jLq - fM)dr

+ It (0) q (0) - ~ (A) It (A) q (A)

AO (q (0) - qo) - AA (q (A) - qA),

(6.44)

where It [r] ,AO and AA are Lagrangean multipliers. To obtain (6.18) differentiate
the Lagrangean partially with respect to [q, m] and equate the result to zero.

6.3.2 Proof of (6.20)

(1) For the first part of (6.20), totally differentiate (6.19(a)) evaluated at qS = 0
to derive

dlt
SI (OF of om) (OF om)

dqs <is = 0 = - oqS + omS oqS / omS 0lts· (6.45)
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In order to sign this expression, we need to determine the sign of the partial
derivatives of m [qS, J.LsJ. Toward this end, totally differentiate (6.18(b)) to obtain

82p 82p 8P
J1,s dqs + J.Ls--dms + --dJ.Ls = 0, (6.46)

8mS8qS 8ms2 8ms

which implies

1 8P 82p---1- > O. (b)
J.Ls 8ms 8ms2 (Assumpt.ion 6.3)

82 p 82 p
- 8mS8qS 18ms2 <

(Assumption 6.3)
o (a)

(6.47)

Our claim then follows by using assumption 6.3 and (6.47) on (6.45).

(2) Fa- the second part of (6.20), totally differentiate (6.19(b)) evaluated at
jis = 0 to obtain

(
s(82P ~P) S S 8

2
p S (- 8P) s)1 0

-J.L 8qs2 + dqs2 dq - J.L 8ms8qsdm + r - 8qS dJ.L jJ.S = 0 = .
(6.48)

Substituting dms from (6.46) into (6.48) yields

d sl ( 8
2
p ~p (8

2
P)2 8

2
P)

dJ.Ls = J.Ls8qS2 + dqs2 - J.Ls 8mS8qS 18ms2q jJ.s = 0

(
8P 8P 82P 82P )

f - 8qS + 8ms 8mS8qS 18ms2 .

which is negative by assumptions 6.1 and 6.3.

6.3.3 Proof of (6.21)

(1) Fa- the first part of (6.21), differentiate (6.19(a)) to derive

because qS is held constant. Condition (6.46) yields

8m 1 8P 82p
- = ---1-2 > O.
8J.Ls J.Ls 8ms 8ms (Assumption 6.3)

Our claim then follows by using assumption 6.3 and (6.51) on (6.50).

(2) Fa- the second part of (6.21), differentiate (6.19(b)) to derive

8jis S (8
2

P 8
2

p dm) ~p
8qS = -J.L 8qs2 + 8mS8qS dqS - dqs2

(6.49)

(6.50)

(6.51)

(6.52)
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because /Ls is held constant. Using once again (6.46), we obtain

am a2 F a2 F
aqS = - amSaqS /ams2 .

If we combine the two last equalities, we arrive at

(6.53)

(6.54)

(a)

which is positive by assumption 6.1 and by the concavity of F in assumption
6.3.16

6.3·4 Proof of (6.22)

Use the envelope theorem on problem (6.16) (by differentiating the Lagrangean
(6.44) with respect to the parameters [qO, qA, A]) to obtain

a.J8
aqo
a.J8
aqA

a.J8
aA

(b) (6.55)

Then differentiate (6.17) with respect to the above parameters and substitute
(6.55) into the result.

6.3.5 Proof of (6.24)

We begin with

(6.16)

16Recall that concavity in our case means

{)2F {)2F {)2F ({)2F)2
--<Oand---- -- >0.
am.2 aq.2 8m.2 am'aq'
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Integrating by parts the first integral on the RHS of (6.56), we obtain

(6.57)

Substitution of (6.57) in (6.56) gives

=

~ (Jis (0) - ~ (A) Jis (A)) +f: ~ (its - TJlHt) df

~ (Jis (0) - ~ (A) Jis (A))
r

+ fA ~~s (JLS of _1) df
o romS

~ (Jis (0) - ~ (A) Jis (A))
r

(6.58)
because the two integrals vanish by Ii = F [q, m] and (6.18).
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7
Thansportation Infrastructure

Urban infrastructure, which in our model includes transportation, land recla
mation and a public good, has been represented in previous chapters by Q, {3,
and ;:y respectively. These exogenous shift parameters have characterised in the
most general terms the quality of urban infrastructure. However, even though
such general treatment has provided us with some information about how cities
adjust to changes in the overall quality of urban infrastructure (see chapters
two and three), it is not good enough for policy analysis. In order to examine
the provision of urban infrastructure in sufficient detail we need to abandon
Q, {3, and ;:y. In this chapter we concentrate on the implications of abandon
ing Q. The more detailed discussion of what Q represents, which we adopt in
this chapter, allows us to elaborate on specific reasons why the transportation
infrastructure is publicly provided rather than supplied by competitive mar
kets as, for example, housing. The level of detail we use makes it possible to
delineate more precisely the economic reasons for the involvement of urban
governments in transportation. We argue that. in contrast to what is common
belief in the literature, the interdependencies among the net benefits to those
agents who commonly use the transportation infrastructure (often referred to
as externalities) need not cause market failure. These interdependencies can be
internalised in the market by profit-maximising firms. Only when (a) it is too
costly to exclude potential users or (b) there are increasing returns to scale, will
competitive firms be unable to survive. In those two cases public intervention
becomes indispensable.
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7.1 Competitive Market for Urban Transportation

We have seen in previous chapters how does the level of service in transportation
affect the equilibrium urban structure. In reality, however, the urban structure
also affects the level of service through the demand for and the supply of trans
portation. On the one hand the demand for transportation is directly affected
by the population distribution. On the other, the corresponding supply of trans
portation is affected by the cost of land used in the production of transportation
infrastructure. Thus the level of service in transportation both affects and is af
fected by the equilibrium urban structure. This fundamental interdependence
between urban transportation and equilibrium urban structure was first mod
elled in a comprehensive way by Strotz (1965), who introduced many of the
basic ideas in the economic literature on the relationship between transporta
tion and land use, and to whom we can trace many arguments developed in
this chapter.

With few exceptions, the transportation infrastructure in urban areas is pub
licly supplied. Is is therefore natural to study the issue of transportation in
the context of a normative public good theory.1 However, in this section, we
portray the urban transportation system as a standard industry producing an
excludable private good. We then discuss why this description is unrealistic and
the aSsociated reasons for market failure.

Studies in which individuals purchase transportation as if it were an exclud
able good do exist in the literature. One of them is Mills (1967), who assumed
that every individual occupies an excludable land strip of constant width ex
tending between his or her residential location and the centre. Thus, for a given
location, the derived demand for land in transportation is perfectly inelastic
with respect to its price. Later on Pines (1971) introduced other inputs along
with land in the production of roads, while Hochman and Pines (1971) and
Oron, Pines and Sheshinski (1973) introduced a substitution between trans
portation infrastructure and all other goods. These extensions added more flex
ibility to the original specification of Mills, thus allowing for the derivation of
additional results.

In the following discussion we present urban transportation as an excludable
private good using the approach of Mohring and Harwitz (1962). We define a
transportation market for each location x within the urban area. Denote the
trip demand at x as Q [x], which is given by

Q [x] = l x
ndx' (7.1)

because every individual located beyond x' must cross the circle with radius x'
on his or her way to the centre. Technology is represented by

\11 [x] = 'l/J [Zt, l, M] , (7.2)

1See, for example, Dixit (1973), Legey, Ripper and Varaiya (1973), and Livesey (1973).
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where \[1 the marginal resource cost of travel (with respect to distance) which
is expressed in terms of the composite good; Zt is the amount of the composite
good used in the construction of the road, 1is the width of the land strip used for
roads, and M is the number of commuters using the specific road. We assume
that the above cost is an increasing function of M, and that the marginal
productivity of infrastructure is diminishing.

Assumption 7.1:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

We next characterise the transportation industry in terms of a standard pro
duction function. Toward this end multiply both sides of (7.2) by M to obtain
M\[1 = M'l/J [Zt, l, M] =a, which represents the aggregate marginal resource cost
of travel on a particular road at a particular distance from the centre. Then
invert this relationship to obtain

M = ft [zt,l,a]. (7.3)

In section 7.4.1 of the appendix we show that all partial derivatives of ft are
positive. Therefore (7.3) represents a standard production function, where M
is the output (volume of traffic), Zt and 1 are fixed inputs required for the in
frastructure, and a is the variable resource input. We also show in the appendix
that if 'l/J exhibits zero returns to scale then it exhibits constant returns to
scale. In this case an infinite number of viable transportation firms can prevail.
Thus when 'l/J exhibits zero returns to scale, we have the standard conditions
for perfect competition with marginal cost pricing. A similar case conducive to
competitive equilibrium is one where the average cost per commuter

AC [M] = min (\[1 + Zt ~lR) subject to M = it [Zt, l, a] (7.4)
'If,Zt,1

has a U-shape which is minimised at M* such that N/M* is a very large integer
number.

In both these cases, under free entry, the supplier of transportation charges
commuters the minimum average (aggregate) commuting cost which includes
the marginal resource cost of travel. Therefore the commuting rate t is equal
to AC[M]. Since, in equilibrium, result 2.2 implies that dW /dx = -te/ He =
-AC[Me] / He < 0, it follows by the application of the envelope theorem on
(7.4) that

In consequence we have

dte le dRe

dx = Me dx < O. (7.5)
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Result 7.1: The transportation cost increases at a decreasing rate
in equilibrium.

Result 7.1 provides an explanation for the spatial structure of transportation
cost as imposed by assumption 2.2. By considering explicitly urban transporta
tion, we can justify this 'black box' assumption in the context of competitive
market equilibria.

7.2 Market Failure

So far, we have proposed a model for the competitive provision of urban trans
portation, including the necessary infrastructure. Notice that our arguments in
section 7.1 are based on two fundamental premises: (a) transportation is an
excludable good, and (b) there is a large enough number of competitively sus
tainable roads. If either condition fails, the competitive market structure is not
viable. Based on these observations, we can employ the artificial framework of
section 7.1 to explain the supply of urban infrastructure by local governments
in terms of market failure caused by non-€xcludability and increasing returns
to scale.

7.2.1 Monitoring the Use of Transportation Infrastructure and
Non-Excludability

The implementation of a market for urban transportation services requires mon
itoring individual trips in detail. Although the technology is now feasible in
principle, and although partial systems have been tested with good results,
there is still no instance of the full marginal cost pricing required by our frame
work for the competitive supply of transportation.2 Thus transportation is a
non-excludable good at present, and this is a major reason for market failure.

What about the future? All experts agree that marginal cost pricing is both
feasible and desirable. "The theory is now refined and standard; implementa
tion has been widely explored; numerous empirical studies have predicted its
effects; and the whole package has made its way into standard textbooks in ur
ban and transportation economics.";) Yet it seems doubtful that the technique

1 Small, Winston and Evans (1989) discuss an 'automatic vehicle identification' experiment
in Hong Kong which involved twenty~~six hundred vehicles over a period of twelve months. This
experiment demonstrated that the available technology for determining marginal cost prices
can satisfy very demanding goals for reliability and economy of application. In Canada one
section of Ontario highway 407, the first fully automated toll freeway, has been opened in 1997.
Sensors at the entry and exit points of this highway register vehicles with transponders, while
those without have their plates photographed automatically and drivers are billed through
the licence database.

:ISmall, Winston and Evans. (1989, p. 87) For a review of theory and a,'isoeiated empirical
studies sec Winston (1985).
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will be fully applied to improve urban traffic conditions. The reasons are polit
ical rather than economic. Using the road is perceived as a fundamental right,
and the idea that one can be excluded from the entire network altogether seems
inconceivable. Individuals accept the idea ofexclusion for parts of the network,
such as certain highways, bridges and tunnels, for as long as they retain the
right of using the network itself. Furthermore, the need for a detailed collection
of data about individual trip-making raises important issues of privacy. Such
records, where available, could be used for other purposes by governments. This
is not to say that practical improvements cannot be realised using means which
stop short of the stringent information requirements of comprehensive marginal
cost pricing required by the theory of section 7.1. But anything short of these
requirements will not satisfy the conditions of the theory. These difficulties indi
cate that the market failure arising from the presently non--excludable character
of transportation may persist in the future.

7.2.2 Returns to Scale

Our arguments in section 7.1 were based on the assumption of constant returns
to scale. As in the standard case of a private good, so in the case of transporta
tion the competitive equilibrium is inconsistent with increasing returns to scale.
The reason for this fundamental inconsistency is straightforward. By definition,
increasing returns are associated with decreasing average cost. Therefore mar
ginal cost is lower than average cost. Under these circumstances, marginal cost
pricing, which characterises a competitive market structure, implies that the
price is lower than average cost and hence it results in a loss.

The Meaning of Returns to Scale in Transportation

In section 7.4.1 of the appendix, we show that

(7.6)

where e", and ef denote the degree of homogeneity for '¢ and ft respectively.
Thus a negative (zero, positive) degree of homogeneity of'¢ implies increasing
(constant, decreasing) returns to scale in traffic volume.

Since Mohring and Harwitz (1962), it is often assumed that

- -I
W= '¢[M/b[Zt,llJ and'¢ > 0 (7.7)

where B = b[Zt, l] is the transportation infrastructure corresponding to a par
ticular road. Under this specification, we have

(7.8)
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Therefore
(7.9)

In words, under this restriction on technology, increasing (constant, decreasing)
returns to scale in the production of infrastructure implies increasing (con
stant, decreasing) returns to scale in traffic volume. This approach, which was
adopted by, among others, Keeler and Small (1977), Kraus (1981) and Small,
Winston and Evans,(1989) implies that the only relevant scale economies are
those associated with the transportation infrastructure.

There still remains the question of how to measure infrastructure scale econ
omies. On the one hand both Strotz (1965) and Small, Winston, and Evans
(1989) define returns to scale as a property of the cost function, so that "...often
we are interested in expanding the urban road network by adding new roads,
interchanges, skyways, etc. In these circumstances we are apt to encounter both
more expensive construction and more expensive land acquisition costs. For
this reason, my conjecture is that ... [Wc:"p] is positive, or that, in improving
the urban road network, we encounter adverse economies of scale. If so, road
expenditure should be less than toll receipt, much as in an industry of decreasing
returns, cost net of rents should be less than sales receipts (rents positive)."
(Strotz (1965).) On the other hand both Kraus (1981) and Berechman and
Pines (1991) define it as a property of the production function. In both cases
the relationship between long-run marginal and average cost of travel can be
used for evaluating scale economies. However, in evaluating scale economies,
those two definitions differ from one another in the treatment of factor prices:
whereas the former treats factor prices as variable, the latter treats them as
constant.

We believe that prices should be kept constant. For, otherwise, any indus
try which is characterized by technical global increasing returns to scale but
faces a factor supply which is not perfectly elastic, may survive in a competi
tive environment-a false implication under competitive equilibrium which, by
definition, is based on price-taking behaviour.

Empirical Evidence

The empirical evidence regarding scale economies in transportation is not clear
cut. Keeler and Small (1977) estimate a degree of homogeneity for the trans
portation production function equal to 1.03, which implies that there are no
statistically significant scale economies. Kraus (1981) on the other hand, based
on engineering considerations, concludes that the average cost exceeds the mar
ginal cost by 19%, which is equivalent to saying that the degree of homogeneity
equals 1.19. More recently, Small, Winston and Evans (1989), support the orig
inal estimates of Keeler and Small, although they believe that they should be
even lower taking into account the rising supply price of land.4 If Keeler and

4 Accounting not only for congestion but also for road-wear by truck traffic, they analyse
the financing prohlem from It broader view than that adopted in our chapter. Formally they
view the industry as supplying a joint product: volume of traffic (measured as the number
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Small are right, returns to scale are not a cause for market failure. If, on the
other hand, we rely on Kraus, his evidence implies that the competitive provi
sion of transportation fails because producers must operate under a loss.

All this empirical work by Keeler and Small and by Kraus has been based
on models that assume a constant degree of homogeneity. Casual observation,
however, may suggest that global scale economies or diseconomies are not con
sistent with what we know about transportation. On the one hand global scale
economies would suggest a single radial road, which defies any intuition we
have about real transportation networks. On the other hand global scale dis
economies would suggest that all radial roads are as narrow as possible, which
again seems implausible. What we actually observe is a number of relatively
wide arterial roads in the radial transportation network of a city. This leads us
to the conjecture that the typical road is neither characterized by global scale
economies nor by global scale diseconomies, but rather by a U-shape cost func
tion with an optimal (from the viewpoint of a supplier) number of commuters.5

Consequently, in equilibrium, there is a finite number of radial roads. If this
conjecture is true, the crucial question is whether or not the number of roads
is sufficiently large to sustain competition. If not, firms can collude or behave
strategically. We conclude that, whether it follows from global scale economies
as claimed by Kraus, or from an insufficient number of efficient transportation
firms, it seems that competitive market structure in transportation fails.

7.3 Public Supply of 'fransportation Infrastructure

In section 7.2, we have seen how the market for the transportation infrastructure
can fail. If this is true, the public sector is required to step in to guarantee the
efficient provision of urban transportation infrastructure. In this section we
examine this possibility within the framework of a mixed economy in which
the government supplies transportation infrastructure financed by taxes, while
all remaining economic activities are performed in the market as before. We
shall show that, if the government has sufficient instruments at its disposal, it

of passenger car equivalent that pass over the road during peak periods over an entire year)
and traffic loadings (measured as the number of equivalent standard axle loads that pass over
the road during the year). They conclude that there are scale economies in the two products
taken separately, but since there are diseconomies of scope as well, the warranted user charge
may cover up to 80% of the long-term capital and maintenance costs. In view of their finding
about the presence of scope diseconomies, these authors recommend separating the roads for
trucks and cars. If this were done, the scale diseconomies would imply higher deficits in the
two separate systems than what is implied in the integrated one.

5Small, Winston and Evans (1989) report that, for the traffic volumes and loadings they
use in their calculations, optimal highways must include two to four lanes in each direction.
However, we should be careful in using this conclusion to support our conjecture about the
Ushape relation because it relies on the diseconomies of scope in the joint production of
traffic volumes and loadings. In the absence of such diseconomies, there would be a single
road serving all passengers because the optimal width is as large as possible.
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can achieve an efficient allocation. Furthermore, if the competitive equilibrium
of section 7.1 does exist (in the sense that transportation is excludable and
returns to scale are constant), then the outcome of the competitive allocation
is the best that the government can achieve.

We consider a closed owner's city as in section 7.1. Without loss of generality,
we simplify the transportation setup by suppressing the composite good as an
input in the production of the infrastructure. We also assume that the partition
of land available for transportation into roads, as well as the allocation of com
muters among them, are efficient. Thus, if Lt denotes the total width of land
used in tmnsportation on the circle with radius x, only the aggregate quantities
Q and Lt determine the transportation conditions so that W= 'IjJ [Q, Lt ].

In this mixed economy, the private sector takes the policy instruments of
the government as parametric. Those instruments are the amount of land al
located to roads Lt , a congestion toll (l)t at a particular distance from the
centre and a land conversion tax <Pc. The equilibrium of the private sector
(ne,Re,Qe, ye, [;e, xe) satisfies

e [Re, [;e] ye - J: ('IjJ [Qe, Lt ] + (l)t) dx' (a)

neh [Re, [;e] + Lt () (b)

J: e

nedx Qe (c)

J nedx fl (d)
(7.10)

x·

Re (xe) R+ <Pc (e)

fin J (nez [Re,[;e] + Qe'IjJ[Qe,Ltl)dx
xc

+ e (x) R. (f)

In this definition, z, h,(), 'IjJ, Lt and (l)t are known functions, and n, fl, R and <Pc
are given parameters. The first equilibrium condition differs from the corre
sponding (2.8) in two respects. Firstly, the cost of transportation is now de
termined by the aggregate demand for transportation and the public supply
of transportation infrastructure. Secondly, the cost of transportation is also
modified to take into account that, under public supply of transportation, a
congestion toll (l)t may be collected. The fifth equilibrium condition differs from
the corresponding (2.11) in that conversion of land from agricultural to urban
can now be taxed. The last equilibrium condition is the resource constraint
modified to reflect the transport cost as a function of crowding and infrastruc
ture. By the Walras law, the budget and resource constrains determine income
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as
fe

(7.11)

7.3.1 First-Best Allocation

We define that the problem of the government is to choose (Lt,<I>t ,~~) that
maximises the equilibrium utility level subject to the equilibrium conditions
(y.1O). In this problem, (Lt,<I>t,~c) are control variables and (ne,Re,Qe, fe,
Ue , xe ) are endogenous variables.6 Section 7.4.2 of the appendix contains the
corresponding Lagrangean function modified to suit our analysis and the deriva
tion of the first-order conditions. As we show in this appendix, a first-best
policy imposes the following requirements. Firstly, the optimal congestion toll
must be given by

;F,.O = Qe a'ljJ
'J.'t aQe' (7.12)

This is the well-known marginal social cost pricing rule in the presence of
congestion effects (Pigouvian taxation of an externality). Secondly, in the first
best allocation there is no need for a land conversion tax:

~~ =0.

Finally, the optimal rent must satisfy

(7.13)

(7.14)R e = _Qe a'ljJ
aLf

This represents the Samuelson (1954) rule for the optimal provision of a public
good. The LHS of (7.14) is the social opportunity cost of provision given by the
alternative cost of land used for transportation, that is, the value of residential
land foregone. The RHS represents the corresponding social benefit given by
the reduction in transport cost associated with the land increment.

The competitive allocation of section 7.1, if it exists, is equivalent to the cor
responding optimal allocation of the mixed economy.7 this happens because the
first welfare theorem applies. However, as we noted above, the market may fail

°The reader should note the following special notations which apply to the rest of this
chapter. We denote 'IjJ [Qe, L~] simply as '1'. We also write

7 Since, in the mixed economy, we suppressed Zt in 'IjJ [.] , we make the comparison with a
simplified competitive equilibrium in which the composite good is not a fixed input in the
production of transportation.
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to exist because of increasing returns to scale. In that case the mixed--economy
allocation is necessary for achieving optimality. Such optimality, however, be
comes unfeasible when monitoring the use of roads is too expensive. In that
case the market cannot provide the infrastructure altogether, while the local
government, which is able to finance its provision, must adopt a second-best
policy.

7.3.2 Second-Best Allocation

We have already discussed in section 7.2 why imposing optimal congestion tolls
is unlikely to happen because of the strong political opposition it creates. It
is therefore relevant to examine mixed economies in which the optimal con
gestion toll is not a policy instrument for the government. These give rise to
'second-best' allocations, in which the main issue is about the nature of the
appropriate cost-benefit calculation to apply for allocating land to roads. The
first one to raise this issue was Solow (1973), who suggested that the shadow
land rent to be used in calculating the cost of the infrastructure must exceed
the corresponding market rent. Consequently, Solow believed, too much land is
used for the transportation infrastructure relative to the first-best rule (7.14).
This implies that, on the margin, the saving in transportation cost associated
with an infrastructure project should be strictly higher than its marginal cost in
order to justify implementation. This conclusion was later challenged by several
authors, mainly Kanemoto (1975, 76, 77, 80) and Arnott (1979).8 In response
to Solow, these authors investigated the appropriate second-best criterion to be
used, as well as the implications of using a wrong criterion based on the market
rent and on the direct saving in transport cost associated with allocating land
to roads (often referred to as 'naive' or 'market' social benefit). Although the
latter issue is interesting historically, we focus our discussion on the appropriate
second-best criterion in allocating land to roads.

Formally, a second-best allocation requires to solve the first-best problem
with the additional constraint

<Pt = O.

In section 7.4.3 of the appendix we show that

(7.15)

(7.16)>"0 = _ (Qe _ AO ) 8'ljJ
2 1 8L~

where >"2 and Al are Lagrangean multipliers, the former associated with the
land-clearing constraint (7.1O(b)) and the latter with the new constraint (7.15).
The LHS of this equation, the shadow price of land, represents the marginal
social cost MSC of allocating land to roads, while the RHS represents the cor
responding true marginal social benefit MSB.

8 Arnott raises a wider issue, about. t.he dist.ort.ion in land rent.s according t.o land-use t.ype
(resident.ial and t.ransport.at.ion) and for any arbit.rary syst.em of roads. This analysis has been
ext.ended by Pines and Sadka (1985).
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Lemma 7.1:
A'l (0)

A'l [x] > 0

o

for x E (0, xe ) .

(a)

(b)

PROOF: See section 7.4.4 of the appendix. 0

The first part of lemma 7.1 implies that, both at the centre and at the border
of the city, the MSB in (7.16) is equal to the direct saving in transportation
cost, -Qef)'lj;/f)L~, associated with allocating land to roads.9 This direct effect
is often referred to as the 'naive' or 'market' benefit. However, in the rest of the
city, A'l does not vanish as stated in the second part of lemma 7.1. This implies
that, in the interior of the city, the true MSB is smaller than the direct saving
in transportation cost. The explanation is straightforward. Notice that A'l is
the shadow price of constraint (7.15), thus reflecting the MSB of increasing
the congestion toll. Since, under the first-best, the optimal toll is positive by
(7.12), increasing the congestion toll marginally from zero is expected to improve
welfare, that is, A'l > 0 for <I>t = O. In fact, any increase in the marginal rate
is a substitute for the toll, thus contributing to improve welfare. However, the
increase in road width reduces the marginal rate by -f)'lj;/ f)L~, thus reducing
the direct saving effect by -Alf)'lj;/f)L~. In summary, we have

Result 7.2 (Kanemoto (1977), Arnott (1979): Under second-best
conditions, the marginal social benefit of allocating land to roads is
given by

MSB = _Qe f)'lj;
f)L~

for x = 0 and x = xe , and by

MSB = _ (Qe _ AD) f)'lj; < _Qe f)'lj;
1 f)L~ f)L~

for x E (0, xe ).

The relationship between the shadow price of land and the market rent is
more subtle. It is described in the following

Result 7.3 (Kanemoto (1977), Arnott (1979):10 Under second
best conditions, there exists a unique x* E (0, xe ), such that the

9 At the end points, A'l vanishes because the transportation demand is infinitely inelastic:
at x = 0 we have Q [0] = N, and at x = xe we have Q [x e ] = O.

10 Although we state result 7.3 in the context of a second-best analysis as in Kanemoto
(1980), the proof does not depend on the optimal (second-best) allocation of land to roads.
Thus result 7.3 holds for any given allocation of land to roads. This point was emphasized in
Arnott (1979). Furthermore, as in previous chapters, we assume that

{Pee ohe

oR2 = oR < O.

Thus we disregard the special case, discllssed extensively in the literature, where the elasticity
of the compensated demand is infinitely inelastic, i.e., when ohe / oR = 0 (see, for example,
chapter five in Kanemoto (1980)).
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marginal social cost of allocating land to roads is given by

for 0 ::; x < x*, and by

for x* ::; x < ;re. For x = ;re, we have

MSC = A2 = it

PROOF: See section 7.4.5 of the appendix. 0

Prices

'- ........ ......L x

x' -e
X

FIGURE 7.1. Market and Shadow Prices of Urban Land.

Result 7.3 is illustrated in figure 7.1. The explanation is, once again, straight
forward. Any increase in land supply at any given location attracts residents
from other parts of the city. If the increment in land supply occurs close to the
centre, it contributes not only to an increase of housing consumption and to a
decrease of individual transportation cost, but also to a decrease of the external
effects by reducing the total demand on the congested roads. Since these exter
nal effects are not internalised by a congestion toll, the shadow price of urban
land is higher than its market value close to the centre. The opposite is true
if the increment occurs close to the border. There, the increased land supply
attracts residents from more central locations, thus contributing to an increase
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of the external effects by augmenting the total demand on the congested roads.
Consequently the shadow price of urban land is lower than its market value
close to the border. Since the alternative cost of land at the border is R, we
obtain the last part of result 7.4. But then it must be the case that Re (xe) > R.
This difference is absorbed by the land conversion tax

(7.17)

It follows that, contrary to the first-best case, where there was no land conver
sion tax, this tax is necessary under second-best conditions as a wedge between
the equilibrium and agricultural rents at the border. The analysis above can
also rationalise planning regulations designed to discourage the conversion of
agricultural land to urban land use at the fringe of a city.

Results 7.2 and 7.3 imply that, in general, under second-best conditions, nei
ther the MSB equals the direct reduction in transport cost, nor the equilibrium
land rent is represented by the MSC. Formally, this happens because, in contrast
to first-best, the simple envelope property does not apply under second-best
conditions.

7.4 Appendices

7.4.1 Proof of (7.6)
Differentiate (7.2) and (7.3), and evaluate the homogeneity degrees of'lj; and ft
to obtain

8'lj; 8'lj; 8'lj;
8zt Zt + ml + 8MM (a)

8ft 8ft 8ft
8z

t
Zt + {j[l + 8a a. (b)

(7.18)

We can also write, using the same equations,

The derivatives of (7.19) are given by

o = M 8ft 8'lj; + 8ft (a)
8a 8zt 8zt

(7.19)

o

1 8ft ('11 8'lj; M)
8a + 8M .

(b)

(c)

(7.20)
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Using assumption 7.1 on (7.20), we have

aft aft aft
aZt > 0, m > 0 and aa > O.

Upon substitution of (7.20) in (7.18(b)), we obtain

(7.21)

MCf aft (a¢ a¢ a¢ )= -M aa aZt Zt + 7f[l + aM M +M

( aft (a¢ a¢ a¢ )) (7.22)
(7.18) M 1- aa aZt Zt + 7f[l + aMM

(7.20)
M (I-Wc¢~).

Taking into account that aft/aa > 0, we conclude that c..p :::; (2:) 0 ~ cf 2:
(:::;) 1.

7.4.2 First-Best Allocation Problem

It is convenient to replace some equilibrium conditions in (7.10) with other,
equivalent, conditions. Taking into account that (7.10(c)) is equivalent to

= -ne (a)
(7.23)

0,

and that (7.1O(d)) is equivalent to

Qe (0) = N,

(b)

(7.24)
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we can write the Lagrangean function of the government's problem as

Ix
e

Al (e[Re,ue] + I: (7/J[Qe,Ltl +<Pt)dX,-ye) dx

I A2 (neHe + Lt - B) dx
x e

+ A3 (0) Qe (0) - ),4Qe (xe) - ),5 (Qe (0) - R)

),6 (Re (Xe ) - R - 4>c)

(Jx' (n"Z" +J:' Q"'P"dx') dx +e (X") R - fin) ,
(7.25)

where 4.) == (<pt,4>c) and A == (AI, ... ,),7), and where integration by parts has
been used on the constraint associated with (7.23(a)).11 Notice that we have
normalised (7.25) in terms of ),7, which is the shadow price associated with the
resource constraint. Thus all shadow prices in (7.25) are defined relative to ),7.
By inspection we observe that, since <Pt appears only in the first constraint of
the problem, we have 8£jEjipt = Ay = O. Thus, we can disregard the second
term on the RHS of the Lagrangean. For the same reason 8£j84>c = ),~ = 0,
and we can also disregard the sixth term.

We begin by taking the first-order condition of the Lagrangean with respect
to land rent:

(7.26)

where A2 denotes the optimal value of the shadow price associated with the
urban land constraint (7.1O(c)). From the derivative property of the expenditure
function we have

(7.27)

11 This constraint is represented in the original Lagrangean function as

Integrating by parts the second term on the RHS modifies the constraint as in (7.25).
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Comparing (7.26) and (7.27), and taking into account that ne > 0 and ok/Re <
o(the latter holding because of the substitution effect), we conclude that

(7.28)

The first-order condition of the Lagrangean with respect to population on
the ring at a particular distance from the centre is

(7.29)

where ..\3 corresponds to the population constraint (7.1O(b)). Using (7.28) on
this last equation we derive

e [Re,De] = -..\3' (7.30)

We next turn to the volume of traffic at a particular distance from the centre.
The corresponding first-order condition is

(7.31)

where Wo = 'lj; [Qe, L~l denotes the optimum marginal resource cost of travel at
a particular distance from the centre. Integrating (7.31), we obtain

..\0IX _ r (wo + Qe o'lj; ) dx' = 0
30 io oQe .

Upon substitution of (7.30) in (7.32), we have

e[Re(x),De] -e[Re(O),De] =-lx

(w+Qe:~e)dX'.

(7.32)

(7.33)

Taking also into account that (7.10) implies

e [W (x) ,De] - e [W (0), De] = -lx

(w + <lin dx' (7.34)

Condition (7.12) follows from (7.33) and (7.34).
Taking the first-order condition with respect to the border of the city we

have
- (ne)..o+neze+OR)1 _ =0.

3 x=xe

Using (7.1O(b)) and (7.30), this becomes

(neHeRe-OR)I _ =0.
x=xe

(7.35)

(7.36)

At the border of the city, we know that no land is allocated to roads because
the volume of traffic is zero there. 12 Hence all land available at the border must
be residential which, in conjunction with (7.36), leads to

(7.37)

12 For a detailed discussion of this issue see Kanemoto (1980, chapter four) and especially
footnote 1 on p.135.
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This, and (7.1O(e)), imply condition (7.13).
Finally, taking the first-order condition with respect to land allocated to

roads at any x < xe , we obtain

(7.38)

Substitution of (7.28) in (7.38) gives (7.14).

7.4.3 Second-Best Allocation Problem

We use the same Lagrangean multipliers as for the first-best case, with the ad
dition of Al which corresponds to (7.15). We therefore augment the Lagrangean
(7.25) by Al <Pt. In order to derive the following first-order conditions we define
the congestion toll paid by someone at distance x from the centre as

11' [x] == l x

<pdx'] dx'. (7.39)

Thus, after integration by parts, the two components of the Lagrangean asso
ciated with the congestion toll are given by

d1I'
->'111' + J: 11' [x'] ~~~ dx'->'111' - A1-

dx (7.40)

- Al (xe) 11' (:in + Al (0) 11' (0) .

With these modifications of the Lagrangean (7.25) we get

_>'0 He _ e C3ze
>'0 Oh

e
) 0 (a)1 n oR + 2oR

->''2He - >'3 - ze 0 (b)

A° o7jJ d>'3 _ \It _ Qe o7jJ 0 (c)
l oQe + dx oQe

- (ne>.o+neZe+OR)1 _ 0 (d)3 x=xe
(7.41)

AO o7jJ _ >'0 _ Qe o7jJ 0 (e)
l oLo 2 oLo

t t

A]' (0) 0 (J)

-A]' (xe) 0 (g)

dAD
>.]' _1 (h)

dx
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where the last three conditions have been obtained by taking the derivative of
the Lagrangean in terms of '][' (0), '][' (xe ) and '][' respectively. Condition (7.16)
can be obtained by rewriting (7.41(e)).

7.4.4 Proof of Lemma 7.1

The proof is based on Pines and Sadka (1985).

The first part of the lemma follows from (7.41(1)) and (7.41(g)).
We start the proof of the second part by differentiating (7.41(b)) with respect

to x to obtain

_ oze dRe _ d'x~ He _ ,x0 ohe dRe _ d'x3 = O.
oR dx dx 2 oR dx dx

Using the derivative property of the expenditure function and (7.41(c)), (7.42)
becomes

(7.43)

Taking into account that \l10 represents the transportation rate in the second
best, and replacing it through result 2.2, which still holds, we have

(7.44)

If we define
(7.45)

(7.44) implies

(7.46)

We now employ (7.41(a)), (7.41(h)) and the derivative property of the expen
diture function to obtain

dA'l
dx

(7.47)

Recalling that the substitution effect oh/oRe is negative, comparison of (7.45)
and (7.47) gives

. ~ . dA'l
SIgn .::. = -SIgn - .

dx
(7.48)
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Now suppose that the second part of the lemma is false. Then there exists Xl E

(O,xe ) where A'l (Xl) ~ 0 and, in view of the first part (conditions (7.41(1)) and
(7.41(g)), A'l attains a global minimum. This implies A'l (Xl) ~ 0 and, by (7.48),
sign:::: (Xl) = -signdA'l (Xl) jdx = O. Also, since A'l achieves a minimum at Xl,
there must exist X2 E [Xl, Xl +E) where:::: (X2) is as close to zero as we wish while
sign(dA'l (X2) jdx) ~ O. Therefore, by (7.48), sign:::: (X2) = -signdA'l (X3) jdx ~

O. It follows that there exists X3 E (Xl, X2) such that

d:::: (x3) < 0
dx - (7.49)

while A'l (X3) is either non-positive or sufficiently close to zero to ascertain that,
in any case, A'l (X3) ~ Qe (X3)' But, then, it follows from (7.46) that

(7.50)

since 8'1j;j8Ne > O. This contradiction establishes the lemma.

7.4.5 Proof of Result 7.3

The proof is based on Pines and Sadka (1985). We proceed in steps.

(1) Conditions (7.41(1)) and (7.41(g)), in conjunction with lemma 7.1, im
ply that Al (0) = 0 < A'l (E) and A'l (xe - E) > A'l (xe ) = O. It follows that
dAlIdx > 0 for X = 0 and dAlIdx < 0 for X = xe

. Therefore, from (7.45) and
(7.48), we have

sign (Re (0) - A2 (0)) = sign:::: (0) = -sign d~'l (0) < 0 (7.51)

and

dAO
sign (Re (xe) - A2(xe)) = sign:::: (xe) = -sign dxl (xe) > O. (7.52)

(2) We will show that for any Xl E (0, xe ) satisfying:::: (Xl) ~ 0, it must
be the case that d:::: (Xl) jdx > O. Suppose not. Then we have sign:::: (Xl) =
sign(W (Xl) - A2(Xl)) ~ 0 and d::::(XI) jdx ~ O. It follows from (7.46) that
(Qe (Xl) - A'l (Xl)) ~ O. Furthermore, since:::: (Xl) ~ 0, it follows from (7.48)
that sign dA'l j dx ~ O. Then, since (Qe (Xl) - A'l (Xl)) ~ 0, dAJ. j dx ~ 0, and Qe
is always decreasing with x, (7.46) implies that sign:::: (x) = sign(Re (x) - A2(x))
must remain nonpositive at any Xl + E where E is sufficiently small. But then it
must become negative over the entire interval [Xl, xe ] . This, however contradicts
(7.52).

(3) It follows from steps (1) and (2) that there must exist some x* E (0, xe
)

such that:::: (x*) = Re (x*) - A2 (x*) = 0, sign:::: (x) =sign(Re (x) - A2 (x)) < 0
for X E [O,x*), and sign:::: (x) =sign(W (x) - A2(X)) > 0 for X E (x*,xe

].
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8
From Monocentricity to Polycentricity

This chapter provides a bridge between the first and the second parts of our
book. It defends the utility of the monocentric paradigm which has been the
subject of growing criticism in recent years, and it provides background to
support the need for a robust polycentric city model. We explore the relationship
between the exponential density function [EDF] and the monocentric city model,
and we examine to what extent a failure of the EDF invalidates the monocentric
paradigm itself. We explain why a negative correlation between the density
gradient and city size does not imply a failure of the monocentric paradigm-not
even a failure of the EDF. We also discuss the declining role of the CBD, reasons
why such decline does not invalidate the monocentric city model and specific
ways in which this paradigm helps, and will continue to help, understanding
important urban phenomena. We conclude that the monocentric paradigm is
far from obsolete, and we expect that it will provide the stepping stone for the
construction of a robust polycentric city model.

8.1 The Alleged Failure of the EDF

The entire first part of our book deals with a monocentric city model in which
every spatial characteristic can be expressed as a function of a single variable
the distance to a unique geographical point referred to as the centre. This sim
ple specification has proven to be very useful in clarifying concepts vaguely
perceived in the past, and in deriving many results and testable hypotheses.
Even more importantly, it has become the theoretical cornerstone upon which
more realistic models were built. Yet, from the very beginning, Alonso (1960)
and Muth (1961) were criticised for the unrealistic assumptions underlying the
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monocentric paradigm. In fact, an alternative model which was supposed to do
without these unrealistic assumptions, was proposed at about the same time
by Herbert and Stevens (1960) and was considered by many regional scientists
as the appropriate answer to the unrealistic approach of the monocentric city
model. The efforts to modify the monocentric paradigm continued throughout
the 1970s, and were culminated in the breakthrough papers of Ogawa and FU
jita (1980), Fujita and Ogawa (1982) and Imai (1982).1 Thus while some urban
economists were refining the monocentric city model and deriving new robust
implications, some others made important progress in developing new models
for the polycentric city.2

Criticisms about the monocentric city model have grown in recent years, and
they actually involve some of the people who have used the model extensively
in the past. Such growing dissatisfaction stems to a significant extent from the
feeling that the EDF, which was believed to be a robust implication of the
monocentric paradigm, does no longer perform well in representing the density
pattern of many North American cities. Similar reservations extend to various
intertemporal and intercity comparisons around the world. Mieszkowski and
Smith (1991) argue that, in the case of Houston, decreasing population density
may reflect an increasing proportion of vacant land away from the CBD, rather
than a true density decline over developed residential areas. This corroborates
an earlier finding of Harrison and Kain (1974) on Denver, who also criticise the
EDF. The intertemporal and intercity comparisons look even more disturbing
in some respects. Edmonston (1975) found that the density gradient for small
urban areas is considerably larger on average than the gradient for large urban
areas. Similar findings were reported in Mills and Tan (1980). This empirically
observed negative correlation between urban population size and the density
gradient is at odds with the comparative statics of section 3.2.1, which imply a
positive correlation.

The failure of the EDF to support some theoretical predictions can be at
tributed in part to the crude manner in which the density gradient and the
explanatory variables are calculated in some studies. Another reason may arise
from the complex types of interdependence among key elements of the mono
centric city model. Fer example, we know from chapter seven that the trans
portation cost depends on traffic density which, in turn, depends on the in
frastructure and on the number of commuters in each location. The number
of commuters itself depends on both total population and the way housing is
spatially distributed. Such extensive interdependencies among the explanatory
variables (income, transportation, population) can create significant estimation

1 Early studies on the polycentric city include Papageorgiou (1970), Hartwick and Hartwick
(1974), von Boventer (1976), Romanos (1977), White (1977), Landsberger and Lidgi (1978)
and Odland (1978).

2 In light of this evidence, the indiscriminate criticism of Krugman (1995, p. 58) against the
'new urban economists', namely, that their monocentric paradigm "... became increasingly
inadequate because the real world decided to playa nasty trick on the modelers, by abolishing
the monocentric city as a reasonable approximation" seems unjustified.
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and interpretation problems. However, in what follows, we skip over these dif
ficulties and concentrate on more theoretical issues.

8.2 The Monocentric City and the EDF

Since the EDF is only a small part of the monocentric paradigm, and one which
is derived from the paradigm only after using several restrictive assumptions,
the reader may ask why should a failure of the EDF to support some theoretical
predictions be considered to imply a failure of the monocentric paradigm itself
as Mieszkowski and Mills (1993) claim. This point is important and it needs to
be further clarified.

A theoretical justification of the exponential rent and density functions was
originally provided by Muth (1961), and later elaborated upon by Brueckner
(1982) and Papageorgiou and Pines (1989). As we have seen in section 2.3.4,
this explanation requires unitary price elasticity of the compensated demand
for housing, linear transportation costs and an homogeneous population. Re
cently Anas, Arnott and Small (forthcoming) have derived the EDF using a
Cobb-Douglas utility function. Although their approach avoids the assumption
of unitary price elasticity, it replaces linear transport cost with a peculiar al
ternative. Under their specification, the transportation rate tends to zero as
distance increases beyond all bounds. Thus the transportation cost approaches
a finite upper bound asymptotically, which is problematic. But so is the assump
tion of linear transportation cost since, in reality, it increases at a decreasing
rate as the traffic density declines with distance from the CBD.3 Furthermore,
in both derivations of the EDF, population homogeneity is both unrealistic
and consequential for EDF estimations. For if the population is heterogeneous
and spatially segregated, the density gradient should change with location. If,
further, income and/or family size increase with distance from the centre, the
gradient itself decreases with distance. As we have seen in chapter five, the as
sumption of an homogeneous population is not necessary for the monocentric
city model-although it has proven necessary for the available derivations of the
EDF. We conclude that, in any case, restrictive assumptions are indeed required
for deriving the EDF from the monocentric city model so that, in principle, a
failure of the EDF cannot be considered to imply a failure of the monocentric
paradigm. We shall strengthen this conclusion subsequently.

The failure of the EDF can also be attributed to specific characteristics of
the monocentric city paradigm. The model requires homogeneous land distin
guishable only by distance from the centre. In particular, the commuting cost
associated with any given residential location is uniquely determined by the

3Mieszkowski and Mills (1993, p. 138) assoeiat.e t.he monoeentrie paradigm with linear
transport eost., alt.hough neithcr Alonso (1960) nor Muth (1961) used exdusively this specifi
eation (evcn Mills (1967) himself did not). Most of the results derived in the first part of our
book depend on a deereasing transport.at.ion rat.e, which also appears as an implieation of the
monocentrie eit.y modcl in rcsult. 7.1.
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distance between that location and the centre. This implies that the individual
can move radially from any point in space at a cost which depends only on
distance from the center. This, in turn, requires either that all the urban area is
one homogeneous road or that circumferential transportation is costless. Both
assumptions are highly unrealistic. Since transportation infrastructure in the
real world is composed by an heterogeneous layout of roads, the resulting loci
of iso-transportation cost are not circular. The radially shaped developments
along the commuter lines in Chicago offer a good example for this observa
tion. Another example is provided by a beltway used by some of the traffic
that originates near it and is destined for the CBD. Consequently some loca
tions beyond the beltway may be more accessible to the CBD than some more
central locations. It follows that the loci of iso-transportation cost do not co
incide with the corresponding iso-distance loci. If indeed accessibility matters,
this distortion should be reflected by a corresponding distortion in land use
and population density. Such distortion may disappear only under a sufficiently
coarse resolution.

One way to overcome this difficulty and still maintain the basic properties
of the monocentric city model is to adopt the transformation suggested by
Arnott and Stiglitz (1981), which is based on the transportation cost shape of
the city e [T, a,,8] and described in section 2.1.1. This transformation allows us
to translate the problem of spatially irregular iso-transportation cost to one of
spatially regular iso-transportation cost in a non--eircular city. Since under this
transformation T enters as a variable, all spatial distributions are expressed in
terms of transportation cost-rather than distance from the centre. Moreover
the transportation cost, as a variable, satisfies the linearity requirement imposed
in section 2.3.4 for the negative exponential specification. Thus if the price
elasticity of the compensated demand for housing is unitary, we can follow the
argument in section 2.3.4 to arrive at the new exponential rent and density
functions

Re[T] = ile (0) exp (-8T) (a)

belT] = be (0) exp (-8T) (b)
(8.1)

which are expressed in terms of transportation cost rather than distance from
the centre. Most other properties of the monocentric city model, now defined
in terms of transportation cost, are preserved. The estimation results can be
translated back on the Euclidean plane to produce three-dimensional, irregular
rent and density surfaces which express reality in a much better way than the
rotationally symmetric surfaces of the standard model.

In summary, the monocentric city paradigm should not be identified with
the EDF. The derivation of the latter requires restrictive assumptions beyond
those inherent to the monocentric city model itself. Some of the difficulties
arising from the latter can be overcome by_an appropriate transformation
provided that the transportation cost shape e is empirically determined for the
city under consideration.
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8.3 The Density Gradient and City Size

It is widely believed that the most important problem with the EDF is its failure
to predict that larger cities are, on average, more suburbanised (see Edmonston
(1975) and Mills and Tan (1980)). As we know from sections 3.2.1 and 3.4.1,
the effect of city size on the density gradient is positive: a population increase
causes both a larger urban area and a higher population density everywhere.
Generally speaking, this information is not sufficient to decide whether or not
the model predicts a negative correlation between city size and the density
gradient. However, for the EDF, the comparative statics of chapter three im
ply that an increased population size reduces equilibrium utility which, in turn,
steepens the spatial distribution of population density.4 This unequivocal impli
cation has led both Mieszkowski and Mills (1993) and Anas, Arnott and Small
(forthcoming) to conclude in their literature reviews that the EDF clearly fails.
We believe that this conclusion is wrong, and that it stems from an unnecessar
ily narrow interpretation of the monocentric city model and the resulting EDF.
We shall argue that there is nothing wrong with the EDF in this respect, and
that the problem rather arises from failing to determine correctly the expected
sign of the population effect on the density gradient within the monocentric city
model itself When this model is properly specified, the density gradient need
no longer exhibit a positive correlation with city size.

The comparative statics of chapter three are based on constant returns to
scale in production, and so is the specification of Anas, Arnott and Small. Thus
the crucial property of declining utility with increasing city size, which is the
source of the implied positive correlation between city size and the density
gradient, applies to cities under constant returns to scale in production. What
about cities under increasing returns? In section 5.2 we discussed the case where
production exhibits scale economies which are external to the individual firm
(see Dixit (1973) and Henderson (1986)). As we have explained in that section,
the equilibrium utility level in those cities can well be an increasing function of
population size.5 But then it follows immediately that the gradient can decrease
with increasing population size. Furthermore big cities differ from small cities
in the richer variety of products they offer, and this allows for a higher utility
level in big cities which is not reflected by income. One could say that this
represents an appeal outside of the monocentric model. But it is not so. Fa
the monocentric model admits any specification of productive activities that
take place at the centre. An example is provided by Tabuchi (forthcoming) who
discusses a monocentric city model with differentiated goods produced at the
centre under scale economies, and where utility can increase with city size.

4 As we know from section 2.3.4, the density gradient is equal to (af[Ue , 1])-1, where
f [.J > 0 and ofIoU> O. Thus a utility decrease implies an increased gradient. Anas, Arnott
and Small (forthcoming, p. 20) report that their specification too implies a 'mild positive
correlation' between city size and the density gradient.

5See also a more thorough elaboration of this issue in chapters ten through twelve.
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8.4 Is the Monocentric Paradigm Obsolete?

Empirical evidence indicates that the CBD is not yet obsolete. Even in Los
Angeles, the extreme case of a polycentric city, a dominant centre still exists
and it affects variables in the region more than any other centre. Proximity
to the main centre in Los Angeles still exerts the strongest effect on office
commercial property values relative to all other subcentres in the Los Angeles
region (Sivitanidou (1996)). Still, land values and employment densities peak
at the main centre. Under both coarse and fine resolutions, these two variables
produce spikes well above the corresponding spikes produced by any other sub
centres in the Los Angeles region (see Anas, Arnott and Small (forthcoming)).
Using data from Giuliano and Small (1991), we know that 10 percent of total
employment is concentrated in the main centre of Los Angeles which occupies
only .6 percent of the regional area. We also calculate that nearly one third of
the aggregate regional employment occurs in the cluster that includes the main
centre and the three closest-by subcentres which, together, occupy only 1.1
percent of the regional area. If we use a coarse resolution and combine the four
centres along with their surrounding land into a single entity, we obtain more
than one third of the aggregate regional employment in less than 3 percent of
the regional area. And if an employment concentration of over 35 percent in 2
percent of a metropolitan area seems a good justification for using the mono
centric paradigm, even Los Angeles almost passes the test in sufficiently coarse
resolution!

Of course Los Angeles is unique, and the above evaluation applies with much
greater force to the rest of North American big cities. In most of them land
values, structural density, employment density and congestion peak at the CBD;
and the area around the CBD, which contains a large proportion of poorly
maintained structures, is mainly inhabited by low-income and minority groups.
All these characteristics are readily explained by the monocentric city model.
We conclude that the tendency to discard the monocentric paradigm on the
basis of the declining role of the CBD seems unjustified.

The CBD concentration remains strong enough to allow for a drastically
simplified empirical description by the monocentric EDF of the complex, poly
centric rent and density surfaces that unfold away from the CBD. Fitting a
monocentric EDF on polycentric city data has been standard practice since
the early days of Clark (1951). Such estimations work in an empirical sense
because the monocentric EDF captures to a significant extent the general trend
of urban rent and density surfaces away from the CBD of a polycentric city.
This observation can be substantiated in more precise terms on a theoretical
level. As we have seen in section 5.4, the monocentric EDF can be extended to
a corresponding polycentric city model which is exogenous in the sense that it
applies to any given distribution of centres. Consequently, using this polycentric
EDF, it is possible to estimate rent and density surfaces of a given metropolitan
area at a fine level of resolution, taking fully into account the salient charac
teristics and the locations of centres in the area. Significantly, the monocentric
and the corresponding polycentric EDF can be related to each other in an ex-
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plicit manner. Namely, under some empirically justifiable conditions about the
spacing of centres briefly discussed in section 5.4.3, the monocentric EDF can
be derived from its polycentric counterpart by a smoothing procedure.6 Under
these conditions, the Clark formula describes the general trend of population
density and land values in a polycentric city. This provides another justification
for the standard EDF and the monocentric city model.

In a sort of requiem to the monocentric paradigm, Mieszkowski and Mills
(1993, p. 144) claim that "[a]lthough the monocentric model and the exponen
tial density function have been valuable in understanding and documenting past
trends in urban decentralization, the rise of "Edge City" makes the model and
function increasingly irrelevant." This statement is noteworthy since it comes
from one of the founding fathers of the monocentric paradigm. A little further
down, on the same page, Mieszkowski and Mills state that "[m]uch evidence and
analysis indicate that MSA size, income levels and distribution, transportation
evolution and housing demand are important in understanding MSA structure
and decentralization." Since they do not present any alternative evidence, we
assume that the evidence they refer to is precisely that which they derive from
using the EDF. Furthermore, in supporting the hypothesis that "...central city
racial mix and suburban land use controls interact to help explain both the
extent and pattern of suburbanization in U.S. MSAs" (ibid. p. 144), they use
studies on the density gradient (Mills and Price (1984)) and inter-country com
parisons (Mills and Ohta (1976), Glickman (1979) and Goldberg and Mercer
(1986)). However, gradient estimates in all those studies are based on the as
sumption that the EDF is sound. Thus discarding the monocentric paradigm as
irrelevant is inconsistent with their claim that it explains suburbanisation to a
significant extent. Finally, the rise of 'edge cities' on the fringe of an expanding
metropolitan area, which Mieszkowski and Mills invoke as a reason for the grow
ing irrelevance of the monocentric paradigm, either represents new subcentres
added to the existing polycentric metropolitan framework, or new independent
cities which should not be included in the monocentric EDF estimates. In the
first case such new developments will, of course, reduce the role of the CBD.
However, as we have already argued above, we believe that the declining role
of the CBD does not seem to be a good reason for discarding the monocentric
paradigm itself.

Our defence of the monocentric paradigm does not imply that it is good
enough for explaining all economic aspects of urban structure and its evolution.
On the contrary, we believe that an endogenous polycentric model capable of
yielding testable hypotheses is a high-priority research challenge. One impor
tant reason in support of this statement is that some of the comparative statics
available from the monocentric city model do not extend to a polycentric frame
work. Fer example, we know from sections 3.2.3 and 3.4.6 that an increase in
commuting cost makes the monocentric city more compact. However, in the

6This procedure is outlined in Papageorgiou (1971)). A more detailed description is avail
able from YYP upon request.
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endogenous polycentric model of Fujita and Ogawa (1982), this is true only up
to a certain level of commuting cost. Beyond this level the city is dispersed and
we observe the emergence of new, perhaps smaller centres. Thus, in contrast to
the monocentric city, the effect of commuting cost is no longer monotonic in
the more general case of an endogenous polycentric city. But it is not true that
all monocentric comparative statics no longer apply. F<r example, in the short
run where centres are fixed, the effect of transportation on residential land rent
at the CBD is the same for both the monocentric and the polycentric city.

In spite of all its shortcomings, we concur with Anas, Arnott and Small
(forthcoming, p. 13) that the monocentric paradigm "... provides a rigorous
framework for analyzing the spatial aspects of the general-equilibrium adjust
ments that take place in cities, and for empirically measuring and comparing
the degree of centralization across cities and time periods." Furthermore, we are
convinced that the monocentric paradigm is far from obsolete: it will continue
to play an important role for urban economics in the foreseeable future. The
monocentric city model provides clear and unequivocal results concerning the
relationships among transportation cost, transportation crowding, congestion
and land values in an urban setting. It allows for the derivation of robust com
parative statics, that is, results which do not depend on specific functions, some
of which are not confined to the monocentric characteristics of the model. We
present below a short list of characteristic examples in order to substantiate our
assertions.

1. Only in the early 1960s it became known that the cost-benefit approach
which was routinely used to evaluate the construction of new roads in
volved double-counting. The simple monocentric model of Mohring (1961)
was good enough to identify this serious problem. The relationship be
tween transportation cost and land rent was further clarified both on the
disaggregate level by Alonso (1964) and Muth (1969), and on the aggre
gate level by Arnott and Stiglitz (1979) and Arnott, Pines and Sadka
(1986).

2. In the early 1970s, the second generation of monocentric city models elabo
rated in more detail the concepts of transportation crowding, congestion,
allocation of land to roads and the like. New theoretical developments
clarified the ambiguity associated with the shadow value of land and its
relation to market rent across locations. The issue, which was originally
raised by Solow (1973), was eventually settled by Kanemoto (1977) and
Arnott (1979). It has significant implications on cost-benefit analyses of
allocating land to roads, and it illustrates once again the advantage of the
simple monocentric paradigm when dealing with very complicated issues.

3. Wheaton's (1974) comparative statics about the effect of transportation
cost on land rent and, especially, his surprising result about the effect
of income on central population density and land rent, provide the most
convincing explanation for the suburbanisation process and for the dete
rioration of the housing stock around the CBD of large cities. The quality
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deterioration around the CBD was explicitly derived by Arnott, David
son and Pines (1986) in their study about the spatial aspects of housing
maintenance.. Taken together, these two papers complement each other
to produce significant insight on one of the most important problems that
characterise many MSAs in the US.

The purpose of these selective illustrations was to convince the reader that the
monocentric paradigm, due to its simplicity, is an efficient tool for clarifying
concepts and for deriving some robust results at a coarse resolution. But as we
have already stated, developing a robust polycentric model capable of yielding
testable hypotheses is a most important research challenge to--day. We antici
pate that, as in the past, the stepping stone for the construction of a polycentric
city model will be provided by the monocentric paradigm itself.
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9
Agglomeration

This chapter discusses the basic ideas and reviews the literature on agglomera
tion. Some important recent dynamic studies of agglomeration are not included
here because they are outside the scope of our book.! We also provide back
ground for the remaining chapters of part two. In this sense, this chapter serves
as an introduction to the second part of our book.

9.1 The Benefits and Costs of Agglomeration

Economic activities tend to concentrate and to form contiguous areas where the
intensity of land use (the ratio between other factors and land) is high. On a re
gional level these concentrations represent villages, towns, cities, metropolitan
and megalopolitan areas. On a local level they represent production, commer
cial and service centres of different size, from the marketplace of a small village
to the CBD of a large city, around which residential areas develop and spread.
The characteristics of these concentrations and their distribution over space
vary from place to place and from period to period.2 However, in any case, such
concentrations arise mainly because economic agents derive utility from inter-

I See, for example, Fujit.a and Mori (1997b), Eat.on and Eckst.ein (1997), Krugman (1998)
and Fujit.a, Krugman and Mori (forthcoming).

1 It. iH well known, for examplc, t.hat. t.ownH first. appeared only around six t.housand years
ago in MCHopot.amia, and t.hat. cit.ics in Europe all but. disappeared during l.he middle ages
(DaviH (1965)). During t.he t.went.iet.h cent.ury, accelerat.ing urbanisat.ion caused a dramat.ic
increase in t.he proport.ion of urban people on a regional level (agglomerat.ion), while it. reduced
the importance of the core in many big cities on a local level (deglomcration).
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acting with each other either directly or indirectly. The spatial characteristics
of human settlement are set by the benefit individuals derive from their interac
tions, the extent to which these interactions are costly and the negative effects
of crowding. In this chapter we elaborate on the interplay among these three
factors and how it determines the extent and the character of agglomeration.
We confine our discussion to urban models dealing with this issue. Accordingly,
we do not discuss the literature on the Hotelling (1929) problem, as well as
many other pertinent agglomeration studies.3

Agents interact with each other in various ways. They exchange tangibles
and intangibles in the form of goods, services and ideas. Individuals derive
utility from interacting with each other on a personal level or by taking part in
collective activities. Likewise firms derive surplus as users of labour and sellers of
consumer goods. Firms also derive surplus by trading intermediate goods with
each other and by exchanging information.4 The scope of all these interactions
determines the extent of specialisation and, consequently, the level of social
performance in its economic and cultural aspects.

When interaction involves the exchange of goods and services, goods change
hands through shipment from the warehouse of the seller to that of the buyer,
while services are rendered when a service recipient or a service provider move
toward each other. The same holds for many competitive or cooperative in
teractions, whether social, cultural, religious or other. Individuals are gathered
in one place to watch a sport event, a concert, or to participate in a religious
ceremony.5

Since the amount of resources spent for interaction increases with distance
between those who interact, agglomeration is one important way to save on such
costs. Thus, firms trading intermediate goods are attracted to each other be
cause they want to save on the shipping cost. Firms and households are attracted
to each other both as traders in final products and as traders in labour services.
The same is true between households and facilities which provide public goods.
Observe that, if we interpret transportation costs in a sufficiently broad sense,
saving on these costs can provide the sole motivation for the global tendency
of people to concentrate. For if there were no transportation costs there would
be no pressing need for the proliferation of large plants where workers, foremen,
stocks of raw material as well as intermediate and final goods are assembled

3 These include Baesemann (1977), Stahl and Varaiya (1978), Papageorgiou (1979), Stuart
(1979), Wolinsky (1981) and Shaked (1982) among others.

1The latter plays an important role in theoretical discussions about agglomeration. For
general discussions on information exchange and agglomeration see Marshall (1890), LOsch
(1940) and Jacobs (1969). Information exchange is also used as a conceptual foundation
for modelling agglomeration in recent studies as, for example, in Abdel-Rahman and Fujita
(1988) and Fujita (1989).

5 Of course modern technology also allows for interactions which do not require transporta
tion. Watching a football game or a theater performance on the television does not require
one's presence in New York, Paris or London~just in the family room. Communication how
cver is not only a substitute for transportation: by fostering the need to interact, it can also
become a complemcnt.
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close to each other during the production process. Intermediate goods, tools,
machines and the like could be shipped to the workers rather than the other
way around.6 Likewise, all necessary interactions could be carried out costlessly
at any location-including the original location of interacting parties.

Whereas we emphasize the role of transportation cost as the reason why
people agglomerate, Fujita and Thisse (1996) emphasize indivisibility.7 Follow
ing Koopmans (1957), they assert that indivisibility is a necessary condition
for agglomeration.8 Nevertheless agglomeration can emerge even under perfect
divisibility. Beckmann (1976) for example, as well as Boruchov and Hochman
(1977), provide early models in which atomistic agents, who benefit from their
proximity to each other, agglomerate. Therefore indivisibility is not necessary
for modelling agglomeration.

In general, the benefit of agglomeration can be represented by the increase
in the consumer surplus it allows as a result of the lower interaction costs. In
terms of figure 9.1, the direct benefit is represented by the area ABCD and
the further increase in the consumer surplus by the area CDE. Hence the over
all benefit is the area ABED. This additional benefit is discussed in Marshall
(1890) and elaborated in Chinitz (1961). Marshall, for example, discusses the
diffusion of skills propagated by the "...near neighbourhood to one-another..."
which operates in a way that "...mysteries of the trade become no mysteries;
but are as it were in the air, and children learn many of them unconsciously."
(op. cit. p. 271.) Such agglomeration advantages underlie both what is referred
to as localisation economies and urbanisation economies.9 The former are asso
ciated with the agglomeration of similar enterprises, while the latter with the
agglomeration of different ones. IO •

60f course, in the presence of strong indivisibilities such as those represented by steel
mills and oil refineries, it would still make good economic sense to produce at the plant site.
Workers, however, could live at any distance from the plant.

7 Indivisibility is often at the root of scale economies. Up to a certain point, one set of dies
can produce any quantity of pressed metal sheets. Consequently, up to a certain point, the
larger is the quantity produced the lower becomes the cost of initial investment per unit of
pressed metal sheets. Likewise, one has to spend several years in training to become a doctor
or a professional football player. It is therefore difficult to become a doctor and a professional
football player at the same time.

8Koopmans (1957, pp.153-I54) states: " .. .If we imagine all land to be of the same qual
ity, both agricultural and in amount and accessibility of mineral resources, then an activity
analysis of production that includes the proportionality postulate [divisibility, in our terms]
would show a perfectly even distribution of activities to be most economical. Each square of
the area would produce the same bundle of commodities and all transportation would thus
be avoided! ... This suggests that without recognizing indivisibilities-in the human person,
in residence, plants, equipment, and in transportation--urban locations, down to those of the
smallest villages, cannot be understood."

9For a discussion of differences between the two types see Isard (1956). For different em
pirical evaluations of their relative importance see Henderson (1988) and Glaezer, Kallal,
Scheinkman, and Sleifer (1992).

IOSome specific urbanisation economies are discussed by both Marshall (1890) and Lllsch
(1940) as, for example, the diversification of employment and the resulting decrease in unem
ployment risk. Suppose that the cycles of different industries are uncorrelated. If the industrial
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FIGURE 9.1. Direct and Indirect Benefits of Agglomeration.

Agglomeration is not only a consequence of direct attraction between the
interacting parties, but of indirect attraction as well. One obvious case is rep
resented by the vertical indirect type of interaction, where A sells to B who, in
turn, sells to C thus inducing a convergence of A to C. Another case, which is
often referred to both in the early literature and in recent models of agglomera
tion, is the horizontal indirect type of interaction, where B interacts with both
A and C. Although A and C themselves do not interact, they are indirectly
converging to each other because both converge to B independently of each
other. These indirect agglomeration effects are important in the discussions of
Marshall (1890) and Losch (1940).11 A modern formulation of this horizontal
indirect type of interaction plays a key role in the agglomeration models that
followed Krugman (1991). In these studies, which are based on the monopolistic
competition model of Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), firms are directly attracted to
the same set of customers and, therefore, to each other because customers buy
from every firm. The same reason for agglomeration appears in the next chapter
of our book.

composition of each city's employment is homogeneous, a recession in one industry creates
unemployment in one place and labour shortage in another. Expensive relocation costs are
required to move the unemployed where they are needed, only to relocate them back during

. the next cycle. Dumais, Ellison, and Glaezer (1997) found that this reason for agglomeration
is statistically more important than the alternative reasons discussed by Marshall.

11 The accessibility to skilled labour and specialised machinery is one of the main causes
Marshall (1890, pp.271-272) suggests for the concentration of industries in certain regions of
Europe. He also discusses the advantage of locating textile industries, which employ women,
close to the mining and manufacturing industries which employ men. Also, both Marshall
(1890, p.273) and LOsch (1940, p.69) suggest t,hat sellers of differentiated products agglomerate
to reduce seareh costs of their eustomers.
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We now turn from the benefits to the costs of agglomeration. These arise be
cause most economic activities occupy space, and their performance is improved
with the amount of space they occupy. Sometimes relevant space requirements
are expressed in terms of floor area, so that both space abundance and agglom
eration can be achieved simultaneously through high structural density. But in
many cases the land area matters. Even when the available land area can be
augmented by applying higher structural density, there comes a point beyond
which the marginal cost of floor space increases with structural density.12 Hence
higher levels of agglomeration imply either less space available per unit of eco
nomic activity, or higher cost of supplying a given amount of space, or both.
The cost of crowding refers to this disadvantage of agglomeration.

In summary, as we mentioned at the beginning of this section, urban spa
tial structure arises from a fundamental trade-off between the advantage of
agglomeration, which augments agents' welfare because it saves on the cost of
interaction, and the disadvantage of agglomeration, which reduces agents' wel
fare because it increases crowding. However, since the interaction flow itself
depends on the cost of interaction as illustrated in figure 9.1, we can express
the fundamental trade-off more precisely as follows. On the one hand agglom
eration implies reducing the cost of interaction, increasing its volume and more
crowding. On the other, dispersion implies less crowding, increasing the cost of
interaction and reducing its volume.

This trade-off determines agglomeration structure at both the local (intra
city) and regional (inter-eity) levels. Take, for example, urban size. Consider a
particular agglomeration characterised initially by a given flow of interactions
and the benefit they render, a given volume of interaction costs and a given level
of crowding. Let population increase. Fa: a given per-unit cost of interaction,
such an increase must generate a corresponding higher volume. Unfortunately
this desirable effect cannot be realised unless crowding, which is undesirable,
increases as well. If though crowding is to remain unchanged, the increased
population must be accommodated within a larger urban area, which increases
the average distance among agents. Since the cost of interaction increases, the
consumer surplus derived from interaction declines. These opposing population
effects imply that the feasible level of utility depends on population size and that
there may exist some limit to the net benefit of agglomeration. More specifically,
as both Losch (1940, pp. 75-76) and Tiebout (1956) note, there may exist some
optimal city size.13

The same trade-off determines how various non-residential activities are dis
tributed within the city. Starting with an initial monocentric agglomeration
of non-residential activities located at the city centre, consider any relocation
of some of these to a non-eentral location. This may allow more accessibility

12 Otherwise there would be much higher office buildings than those existing to-day. Even in
cities like New York, Tokyo and Hong-Kong all new office buildings are less than one hundred
and twenty floors.

13For LOsch, an optimal size must be specific to t.he level of the settlement in the central
place hierarchy. For Tiebout, it depends on the type of the population in the community.
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for a part of the population with respect to the relocated activities. Moreover,
for the part of the population which gained accessibility to the relocated non
residential activities, the marginal benefit of accessibility may decline so that
those individuals now tend to substitute less crowding for accessibility, thus
increasing the area of the city. Under these conditions relocation both increases
consumer surplus and reduces crowding. On the negative side, the same reloca
tion decreases accessibility for another part of the population and for the relo
cated non-residential activities. We must therefore weigh the benefits against
the costs of relocation in order to determine whether or not splitting the city
centre in two is desirable.

Suppose that splitting is desirable. An interesting question is when does it
signify the emergence of a new centre in the same city or the creation of a
separate city. Thrning back to our initial state and to the subsequent relocation
of some non-residential activities, recall that the increased per-unit cost of
interaction reduces the flows between those activities for which interaction has
become more expensive. If these flows become insignificant then a new city does
emerge. If, on the other hand, their volume remains substantial, splitting creates
a new centre in the same city. Of course this statement is not very informative,
and more structure is needed in order to understand the conditions leading
to either one of the two outcomes. Some of these issues are analysed in the
following chapter ten.

9.2 Modelling Agglomeration

In this section we present an overview of formal modelling on the spatial con
vergence of economic activities. We begin with von Thfinen (1826) and the
monocentric-eity models, then proceed to the ways diverse centripetal and cen
trifugal forces shape the internal structure of cites, the city size distribution
and, finally, the economic geography of cities.

9.2.1 Von Thunen and the Monocentric City

The Isolated State

According to von Thfinen's (1826) Isolated State, there exists a marketplace
defined as a point in geographical area which is surrounded by agricultural
rings. Each ring is devoted to the cultivation of a specific crop associated with
the highest bid rent over the ring, where the bid rent is defined as the revenue
minus the cost of labour and the cost of transportation-all evaluated per unit
of land. In maximising net output, which is equivalent to maximising aggregate
land rent, the cultivated rings agglomerate into a compact agricultural area.
The radius of the agglomeration that surrounds a single marketplace extends
to the point where the bid rent of the marginal crop vanishes.

In this formulation it remains unclear why does the agricultural production
agglomerate around a single market instead of dispersing around as many mar-
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kets as possible. The latter possibility saves on transporting the crops to the
market, hence on delivery prices to the consumers. Only recently Fujita and
Krugman (1995) have provided an answer to this question by specifying in a
precise way certain aspects of the Isolated State which have been ignored for a
long time. 14 Using the monopolistic competition approach of Dixit and Stiglitz
(1977) to explain why the production of manufactured goods agglomerates and
to account for the trade of manufactured for agricultural goods, they define con
ditions under which a single city does emerge amidst an agricultural hinterland
and forms with the latter a closed region. Inside this region, the fundamental
centripetal force is provided by the cost of transporting the manufactured good,
while the fundamental centrifugal force is provided by the need for land and
labour which arises from the demand for the agricultural goods. This derived
demand disperses part of the population over the agricultural area.

The Monocentric City

The original concept of the monocentric city, as developed by Alonso (1960)
and Muth (1961b), is similar to von Thtinen's (1826) framework in that the
centre is exogenously defined as a point in geographical space and is either
the origin or the destination of all trips and shipments. Both approaches are
partial: whereas von Thtinen focuses on the spatial structure of the hinterland
and ignores the marketplace, the monocentric city model ignores the hinter
land and focuses on the spatial structure of the marketplace. In that sense the
monocentric city model can be taken as a partial complement of von Thtinen's
framework with respect to the Isolated State. Thus while in von Thtinen the
centre is the location of all non-agricultural activities, in the monocentric city
model it accommodates all non-residential activities. 15 Individuals live around
the centre and their residential crowding decreases with distance from it. Once
again, as in the case of von Thtinen, one wonders why does the population
agglomerate in such cities where equilibrium utility is a decreasing function of
population size (see section 3.2.1).16 In other words, why an infinite number of
"atomistic" cities does not replace the inefficient concentration of people around
some geographical point. 17

14 Fujita and Krugman emphasize that, contrary to what has been written many times, the
marketplace in von Thilnen's formulation trades with the hinterland manufactured goods for
agl"icultural goods. Thus a fully specified model reflecting the ideas of von Thilnen must solve
for the output of t.he manufactured goods in t.he cit.y, as well as for the spat.ial dist.ributions
of populat.ion, wage rate, price and consumpt.ion of the manufactured goods.

15The earliest model t.hat analyses simultaneously the t.wo sectors has been proposed by
Muth (1961a) who assumed a circular area of housing surrounded by a single agricult.ural
ring.

16This object.ion applies to t.he basic monocentric cit.y model alone, where income per capit.a
is exogenous. When urban production is explicitly int.roduced, as in section 5.2, t.he ut.ilit.y
population profile is no longer necessarily monot.onic. In that case t.he size of an optimal
agglomeration will correspond to the highest feasible equilibrium ut.ility.

17 In Alonso (1964), the convergence of non-resident.ial act.ivit.ies around the cent.re is ex
plained along von Thilnen's lines. Namely, t.he bid-rent. funct.ions of t.hese activit.ies are st.eeper
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A step further is made by Dixit (1973) who assumes that the production of
the composite good is characterised by scale economies. While this approach
accounts for agglomerations on a city-wide level, it does not explain why the
production of the composite good takes place at the centre of the monocentric
city.i8 A similar criticism can be applied to a number of early models in the
mainstream of urban economics which attempted to relax strict monocentricity
while, at the same time, assuming the existence of a main centre-rather than
explaining why it exists. The first such extension can be found in Muth's (1969)
book, where some of the workplaces are scattered over the residential rings of
the monocentric city. Under these circumstances individuals work either at the
centre or at their place of residence. Competition among workers and among
employers makes the equilibrium wage rate decline with distance from the city
centre. This approach was further developed by Solow (1973b), in whose model
the CBD is occupied only by firms which export their output from a node
located there.19 Firms which serve the city population occupy parts of the
residential rings. The formation of the CBD is justified by the existence of the
export node combined with sufficiently high shipping costs of the export goods
to the node (relative to the commuting cost). Similarly, the existence of firms
inside the residential rings is justified by the demand for their services combined
with a sufficiently high cost of shopping travel. Solow's equilibrium conditions
do not account for the possibility that some exporting firms may be attracted
to peripheral locations by the lower wage rate. This motivation plays a key role
in White (1976) who calculates the bid rent of an exporting firm on the basis
of spatially variable shipping cost and wage rate. In this model exporting firms
and individuals repel each other because of their competition for land while,
at the same time, they attract each other in order to save on transport cost.
Combining these two opposing effects likely produces alternating employment
and residential rings. 2o

t.han t.he residential hids. But. there is no explanation as to why this happens, and why em
ployment and residences comhine to agglomerate.

lXThe same reservation equally applies to an alternative formulation of the monocentric
eity suggested hy Amott (1979) and Starrett (1988), who replace production at t.he centre
with a central puhlic facility visited hy all individuals in the city. If the puhlicgood facility
is not spat.ially indivisihle, one wonders once again why is the supply of the public good not
dispersed over the urhan area.

ulThe same idea of an export node is used in Henderson (1986).
20 The discussion ahove refers to the first part of White's paper. In the rest of the paper

more than one export nodes do exist and, without interactions among firms or individuals, it
is not dear why the city is not decomposed into as many agglomerations as there are export
nodes. The same criticism applies to Vieand (1988) who analyses the formation of subcentres
in more detail. See also the modelling of agglomeration factors in Sasaki and Mun (1996) and
in Fujita, Thisse and Zenou (1997).
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9.2.2 Internal City Structure

One basic characteristic of the models we discussed in section 9.2.1 is the exoge
nous character of the city centre. Here we discuss models in which the centre or
centres emerge endogenously. To the best of our knowledge, the first such model
was built by Herbert and Stevens (1960) with intent to provide a detailed ac
count of how transportation affects urban land use and vice-versa. The outcome
was a discrete-space urban planning model which can generate endogenously
multiple centres. Although this operational model was further developed and
reinterpreted by Harris (1966) and by Harris, Nathanson and Rosenberg (1966)
six years after its publication, ten more years elapsed before its potential appli
cations to theory development became recognised in the literature.21

The first example of an endogenous agglomeration as a pure trade-off be
tween accessibility and crowding has been modelled by Beckmann (1976) for
the simplest case of a single type of interacting agents. Beckmann obtained a
bell-shaped equilibrium density of population in a linear city without a predeter
mined centre. In this model, spatial interaction between agents over a bounded
landscape creates an advantage for central locations which are associated with
lower interaction cost. Competition for land eliminates this advantage through
agglomeration. This model was extended to a circular city by Boruchov and
Hochman (1977). Later on, Papageorgiou and Thisse (1985) and Fujita (1988)
introduced a second type of agent in Beckmann's linear and bounded land
scape, and obtained the bell-shaped equilibrium density configuration when
the pattern of spatial interaction between households and firms is sufficiently
dispersed.22

The main contribution of Ogawa and Fujita (1980), Fujita and Ogawa (1982)
and Imai (1982) was to allow for interactions among firms and to specify how
these, in conjunction with commuting cost (required for interactions between
individuals and firms), determine whether the city will be monocentric or poly
centric. The modelling of interaction costs and benefits in these papers draws
from the seminal work of Solow and Vickrey (1971) which develops an explicit
framework for interactions among firms. Whereas Solow and Vickrey deal with
the allocation of land between production and roads, Fujita, Ogawa and Imai
model the allocation of land between production and housing. They adjust the
framework of Solow and Vickrey to consider interactions not only among firms
(which choose to interact with every other firm irrespectively of cost) but also
employer--employee interactions.

Two versions of interaction costs are considered in these models: a constant
rate a per unit of distance x between the firms (Ogawa and Fujita (1980) and
Imai (1982)), and a diminishing rate b(1 - exp (-ax)) where a now represents

2 1Sec Wheaton (1974) and Fujita (1989).
22 The spatial interaction effects between households and firms in these two models are

determined on the entire distribution of both agent types, which can be justified in the case
of product differentiation. Papageorgiou and Thisse use general formulations and introduce
the cost of interaction in a reduced form. Fujita uses specific formulations and derives a similar
reduced form by modelling explicitly market interactions.
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the decay rate in the benefit of interaction (Fujita and Ogawa (1982)). Both
versions imply that, given a, a monocentric city cannot be sustained for suffi
ciently high commuting cost. For, in that case, it is preferable to save on the
high cost of interaction between individuals and firms by creating a polycentric
city--even though the moderate cost of interaction among firms does increase.
More surprising is the implication found by Fujita and Ogawa (1982) that, with
the second version, the monocentric city cannot be sustained both when a is suf
ficiently low or sufficiently high. The reason can be understood by inspecting
the structure of b(1 - exp (-ax)). If a vanishes, so does the cost of interaction
between firms so that distance between interacting firms is no longer relevant.
Since only the commuting cost matters, the firms will completely disperse over
the residential locations. Likewise, if a becomes arbitrarily large, the cost of
interaction between any two firms tends to b thus becoming independent of the
distance between them. Then once again, only the commuting cost matters. We
shall discuss this issue further in chapter ten, where we present a similar result
based on the locational endogeneity of all centres.23

For alternative values of the commuting rate and a, Fujita and Ogawa (1982)
derived the monocentric city and various polycentric structures within the same
modelling framework. 24 The importance of this path-breaking contribution to
the understanding of how and why firms agglomerate within cities cannot be
exaggerated. However, there still remains the issue of indirect agglomeration
forces which may perhaps be no less important than the direct ones. As we
explained in section 9.1, firms can be attracted to each other even though they
do not interact directly. In particular, suppliers of different services to the same
individuals may locate close to their client-hence close to each other. Fujita
(1989) examines the case where employment is found at the centre of the city
and the locations of two public facilities are endogenously determined. The
question is under what circumstance will the public facilities locate at the centre
and when will they diverge. In particular, the model investigates the relative
importance of the demand for housing, the demand for public services, and
the rate at which the level of service deteriorates with distance between the
residential and public facility locations. It turns out that only when the share
of housing is sufficiently important relative to that of the public good and, at
the same time, the 'rate of decay' in public-facility service deteriorates fast with
distance, will the public facilities diverge from each other. When the share of the
public good is high relative to housing and the 'rate of decay' is low, the facilities
converge to the centre. This result can be clarified by taking into account that
high demand for housing has a similar effect to low commuting cost. Thus the

23Mori (1997) obtains the same result in a different context.
24In particular, they derive (i) a monocentric city; (ii) a city with mixed land use in the

central area surrounded by two pure business districts which, in turn, are surrounded by ex
clusively residential areas; (iii) a city where land uses are completely integrated everywhere;
(iv) a symmetric duocentric city; (v) a CBD and two symmetric subcentres bordering resi
dential districts on both sides; and (vi) three subcentres, each bordering residential districts
on both sides.
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possibility of divergence increases with the 'rate of decay' and decreases with
both commuting cost and the demand for the public good. Fujita explains the
latter effect as follows. The combined quantity of the public good available at
the centre increases by concentrating the facilities there, which becomes more
important the higher is the share of the public good.

In the above studies, the attraction between firms has been modelled to reflect
the role of information exchange to agglomeration. This is well-recognised as
an important reason why firms benefit from their interaction (see also Marshall
(1890), Losch (1940) and Jacobs (1969)). Other important reasons why firms
agglomerate include their input-output relationships and saving on the cost of
search for households-thereby becoming more attractive to them (Marshall
(1890, p. 173)). Both input-output relationships among firms and the tendency
of firms to agglomerate in order to reduce the cost of search for households have
been taken into account by Anas and Kim (1996). In their model individuals
distribute their purchases over all firms, and the relative utility they derive from
the good purchased in a particular store increases with the volume of sales in the
area. Anas and Kim investigate the implications of scale economies on firms. As
expected, in the absence of scale economies and since every individual interacts
with every firm, land uses are mixed and their intensity declines with distance
from the centre. If the scale economies become large enough then a compact
CBD emerges which, once again, appeals to intuition.

9.2.3 Distribution of City Sizes

In the previous section we reviewed models of agglomeration within a given
city. In the present and in the next section we describe models of agglomeration
concerned with how cities are formed and how is the population distributed
among them. We shall organise the presentation of these models chronologically
into first-, second-, and third-generation studies. The main questions to be
asked in this inter-city context are:

1. What are the economic forces which affect the creation of cities and the
distribution of population among them? In particular, what is the effect
of transportation cost on these?

2. Do market forces tend to induce excessive concentration in cities or ex
cessive dispersion among cities?

3. Why do cities specialise in their economic activities?

The first generation of studies about systems of cities developed within the
framework of central place theory.25 The origins of this theory go as far back as
Cantillon (1755) who demonstrated a clear grasp of settlement hierarchies, from
hamlets to towns to cities, and how all these central places combine to serve
their hinterland. The cornerstone of central place theory rests on the concept of

25 A central place is a cluster of producers.
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a functional interdependence between city and countryside, which defines the
nature of economic activities to be found in central places. Since these activities
(central place functions) exist to serve the rural population of the hinterland,
they do not include export manufacturing oriented toward more distant mar
kets. The hinterland is perfectly homogeneous with respect to its geography and
the rural population evenly distributed over it. Starting with this ideal land
scape, Christaller (1933) proceeded to construct his monumental framework for
the study of city systems. He observed that each central place function can
be associated with a specific threshold and a specific range which, because of
homogeneity, will apply to every producer of the function anywhere he or she
produces it.26 All functions, in turn, can be organised into homogeneous groups
with respect to their threshold and range, so that within-group variation is
small relative to between-group variation. Thus groups can be ordered accord
ing to the size of their representative threshold and range, from smallest (lowest
order functions) to largest (highest order functions), which leads to the notion
of a central place hierarchy. This settlement system develops over a regular lat
tice of evenly spaced locations, each at the centre of an hexagonal market area
that contains the threshold population of the lowest order group. The lattice
and its spacing have been justified by homogeneity, the condition that everyone
in the system must have access to all goods, transport cost minimisation and
free entry which, through competition, drives profit to zero-hence market area
to its threshold.

Taking into account that larger central places in the real world typically
contain almost everything that smaller places can offer but not vice-versa,
Christaller (1993) proposed a central place hierarchy in which all settlements
of a particular order contain all lower groups of central functions in addition to
the group that characterises their order. Thus every settlement of a particular
order must be identical to every other settlement of the same order. Lowest
order settlements contain only the lowest-Drder group of functions, while a
highest-Drder settlement contains all central place functions. The geometry of
the regular lattice and Christaller's requirement that higher-Drder places con
tain alliower-Drder goods impose strict constrains on how can a central place
system be organised over the landscape. In particular, the size of every market
area of any order must be a given number of times larger than the market area
of the immediately lower order; and this given number of times is not arbitrary,
but assumes only certain integer values, the characteristic values, which form a
sequence beginning with 3,4,7 and so on. It follows that a single integer deter
mines the entire spatial structure of a central place system up to an arbitrary
origin and orientation. Furthermore, given some assumptions about employ
ment demand for the various central place functions, it also determines how
the entire urban population is distributed among the cities of the region (Beck
mann (1958)). It is possible to compare these theoretical city size distributions

26Threshold refers to the minimum level of demand required to support the production of
t.he good. Range refers to t.he maximum distance over which a producer can sell that good.
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against corresponding empirical regularities such as the rank-size rule;27 and
even though Christaller's central place theory predicts a stepwise distribution
of city sizes, which is at odds with the continuous distribution approximated by
the rank-size rule, Beckmann maintains that the two may well be compatible
because centres of the same order will not have the exact same population in
reality. As a result, the steps predicted by the theory will be smoothed out to
approximate a continuous distribution of city sizes.

The rigidity imposed on a central place system by the requirement that all
settlements of a particular order contain all lower order groups makes the con
sistency of the entire scheme problematic. For it is only by coincidence that the
threshold populations at any two consecutive levels will be expected to yield
the same characteristic value. And if they do not, it is unclear why the excess
profits generated by some larger-than-threshold market areas do not affect the
neat conceptual scheme of Christaller. Rigidity was relaxed to a considerable
extent by Losch (1940), who combined several characteristic values into the
same central place system. The basic implication is that central places need no
longer contain all lower order functions in addition to those that characterise
their order, but different combinations which allow settlements of a similar size
to produce different bundles of goods. In this manner Losch allowed for special
isation within a central place system, which was impossible under Christaller's
scheme. And the distribution of city sizes as predicted by his theory comes closer
to a continuous distribution without the need to invoke random error terms.
Nevertheless, even behind this more sophisticated and flexible version of central
place theory, spatial arrangement and city size distributions are still determined
by the geometry of the regular lattice and by the principle that central places
exist only to serve their hinterland. But if we allow for export industries, the
distribution of city sizes must change because the population size of some cities
will increase to accommodate those who produce export goods; and the same
will happen if we recognise the various agglomeration advantages enjoyed by
firms, which were described in the previous section. In any case it is unclear
how a central place system can be supported as an equilibrium because there is
no underlying mechanism that ensures the agglomeration of firms required by
central place theory. The need to serve all the uniformly distributed individuals
with the maximum possible number of central places does not seem sufficient.
Production locations for different goods could still be arranged on their reg
ular lattices over the region, competition could still drive their market areas
to their threshold size, but it is not obvious why will these lattices coincide
at various locations to generate central places that provide various combina
tions of goods. Lattices could indeed unfold over the land without constraint
imposed by the position of other lattices. Therefore, as in the agricultural land
use theory and the monocentric city model of section 9.2.1, central place theory
offers no explicit reason as to why different central place functions agglomerate

HIn its simplest, case, the rank -sille rule says that the population of a given city in a region
times it.s rank equals the population of the largest city in that region (Zipf (1949».
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rather than disperse. Finally, another obvious criticism of central place theory
is that it rests on the functional interdependence between city and countryside.
In to-day's increasingly urban world this functional interdependence has lost
much of its force, and we can no longer argue convincingly that it affects loca
tional patterns the way it did in the past. But the great conceptual scheme of
Christaller, about the spatial organisation of economic activity in a hierarchy of
centres, can still be useful in a polycentric urban context as we saw in chapter
eight.

We now turn our attention to more recent studies. These are mainly con
cerned about the interplay between the fundamental centripetal and centrifu
gal forces which shape the way productive activities and populations are dis
tributed among cities, as well as about their operation through the market
mechanism. We can classify these studies in two groups, second-generation and
third-generation models, which differ from one-another with respect to:

A. The fundamental centripetal and centrifugal forces that affect city
structure and their impact on the market;

B. The explicit representation of the spatial and geographical aspects
of their allocation, where geography here means distances between
any pair of cities; and

C. Their positive or normative viewpoint.

Regarding aspect A, second-generation models use a reduced form of those cen
tripetal and centrifugal forces in order to study how they shape the relationship
between utility and city size, and in order to specify the implications of this re
lationship on the distribution of economic activities among cities. By contrast,
third-generation models start from the fundamental mechanisms that generate
the centripetal and centrifugal forces, and then examine the effects of these on
the city system. Regarding aspect B, second-generation models abstract from
geography either by assuming that cities are autarchic or that trade among
cities is costless. By contrast, in third-generation models, inter--eity trade and
the cost of shipping goods (as a function of distance between the cities involved)
are explicitly taken into account. However, although geography matters, it re
mains exogenous in the earlier studies. Only is some more recent studies the
spacing between agglomerations is endogenously determined. Finally, regard
ing aspect C, second-generation models are (with some exceptions) normative,
although the question of sustainability in the market is also important. By con
trast third-generation models are positive, and the specific market structure
plays a crucial role in shaping the city system. In the rest of this section we
discuss only second-generation models. Third generation is discussed in the
following section that deals with the economic geography of cities.

Common to the second generation models is the n-shape configuration be
tween utility and city size. This configuration reflects the dominance of scale
economies over diseconomies when the city population is small, and the domi
nance of scale diseconomies over economies when the city population is large.
The source of these economies differ from one model to another. On the one
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hand, scale economies in some models stem from the production of a composite
good and are external to the firm, while scale diseconomies stem for residential
housing (see, for example, Dixit (1973), Henderson (1974) and Anas (1992)). On
the other hand, in local public good and club theory models, the source of scale
economies is the cost-sharing advantage of the collective good, while scale dis
economies reflect either residential crowding and transportation costs (Arnott
(1979)), or the congestion in consuming the collective good (Berglas (1976) and
Scotchmer and Wooders (1987)), or the diminishing marginal productivity on
a fixed amount of land (Stiglitz (1977) and Wilson (1987)).

Whatever the source of the n-shape configuration, with perfect replicability,
efficient allocations in the tradition of Tiebout (1956) emerge under competi
tive markets. Their long-run equilibrium is either a system of identical cities,
each of optimal size, or a system of different groups of identical cities, where
cities belonging to the same group accommodate a distinct socioeconomic type
and specialise in the production of a distinct private good. However, perfect
replicability is relevant only if the total population size is enough to justify a
large number of cities and if the population is an integer multiple of optimal
population size or sizes. Thus, in many cases, perfect replicability cannot apply.
This explains a tendency for restricting the analysis to a fixed number of cities
or, as an illustration, to only two. One such example is provided by Stiglitz
(1977), who examines a wide variety of configurations between utility and city
size and illustrates cases where the market fails to distribute efficiently the
population among cities. In all cases where stable equilibria are inefficient, the
bias is unidirectional: markets induce excessive concentration.28 More precisely,
stable equilibria may correspond to either partial or full concentration, but full
dispersion is Pareto-superior to both. The oppoSite possibility, that markets
induce insufficient concentration, does not appear in Stiglitz. Nevertheless, as
we shall see in chapter twelve, excessive concentration does not necessarily hold
under different specifications of scale economies and crowding effects.

The standard distinction between intra- and inter-city levels is somewhat
artificial. For example, checking the configurations derived by Ogawa and FUjita
(1980), we find that the same forces can disperse economic activities to create
either a subcentre in the same city or an entirely new city. As we shall see
in the next section, even more complicated spatial systems emerge within the
paradigm of the new economic geography, where the distinction between intra
and inter--eity levels is thoroughly blurred.

A theoretical framework that integrates the intra- and inter-city levels of
agglomeration has been suggested by Hochman, Pines and Thisse (1995). We
elaborate on this framework in chapter ten. Similarly to the monopolistic com-

28 A similar issue is discussed by Anas (1992) where, once again, the land constraint provides
the source of crowding. Crowding is related to the residential use of land while, in contrast to
Stiglitz, the production of the private good exhibits scale economies. Anas displays some of
the configurations between utility and city size proposed by Stiglitz and concludes that the
market tends to induce excessive concentration-at least during some phases of population
growth.
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petition framework described above, the agglomeration advantage in this study
also stems from a horizontal indirect attraction between collective facilities
which are simultaneously patronised by the same individuals. Firms now can
be thought of as special cases of a public facility, where the collective good rep
resents non-labour inputs. At the intra-city level, the internal structure of the
city (including the location of individuals, the location of public facilities and
the market area of each facility) is determined simultaneously as a polycentric
urban structure. The effect of transport cost to a given public facility on the
city structure is examined, and the emergence of a polycentric city for either
sufficiently large or sufficiently small transport cost is obtained as in Fujita and
Ogawa (1982) and Mori (1997). At the inter-city level, the urban system is
determined along the lines of club theory as an integer number of economically
independent cities. However, this system need not be homogeneous because
cities can specialise in the production of private goods. The reasons and the
characteristics of specialisation, which were first examined by Wilson (1987),
are discussed in chapter eleven.

9.2.4 Economic Geography of Cities

In section 9.2.3 we discussed central place theory in the context of city size dis
tribution. The other main function of this theory is to provide an understanding
of spatial settlement patterns as they are represented by the distance between
any pair of cities. We have already noticed that the theory suffers from several
shortcomings. Fer example, the various thresholds are assumed to have certain
strict relationships to one-another and there is no agglomeration advantage
proposed to explain why each higher--order central place must include central
places of lower order. More importantly, the fundamental dispersion force in
central place theory is the supply of evenly distributed farmers with manufac
turing goods. To-day, when the importance of agriculture in value added is well
below ten percent in most developed countries, this is an exaggeration. It seems
therefore preferable to shift the emphasis from agriculture, and to recognise
that the fundamental dispersion force in the economic geography of cities is
represented by the quest for open space in congested urban environments.

Fundamentals of Agglomeration

Consider a population of identical individuals distributed over a line segment.
Individuals interact with each other, and they derive utility from their interac
tion as in Beckmann (1976). Locations with a higher potential to interact are
associated with lower interaction cost per unit of interaction-hence they have
an advantage over locations with a lower potential to interact.29 The utility
level of individuals is given in a reduced form as a function of a local crowding

29 The potential to interact associat.ed with a particular location is a measure of accessibility
for that location. Since the potential to interact for an individual located at A with an
individual located at B decreases with distance between A and B and increases with the
population density at B, the overall potential to interact for an individual at A depends
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effect (represented by the density of population in situ) and of a global interac
tion effect (represented by the corresponding potential to interact). Start with
a uniform distribution of individuals over the line segment. Crowding is the
same for everyone, but individuals in central locations enjoy a higher poten
tial to interact-hence a higher level of utility. In equilibrium the fundamental
trade-off between accessibility and crowding yields an equal-utility agglomer
ation. Notice how the combination of a bounded space and spatial interaction
draws the individuals toward the centre. The line segment here represents a
non-homogeneous landscape akin to those created by the models of sections
9.2.2 and 9.2.3.

Now bend the linear landscape into a circle. Since boundaries vanish the
space becomes homogeneous, so that locations lose their identity in terms of
relative position and become indistinguishable from all other locations. In par
ticular, every location is associated with the same distribution of distances to
all other locations, so that the uniform distribution of individuals over the circle
is an equilibrium. It follows that spatial homogeneity disperses individuals even
when they need to interact. Conversely, no need for spatial interaction among
individuals also disperses individuals even if the space is non-homogeneous.

The example suggests that both spatial interaction among individuals and
a bounded space are needed for agglomeration. This differs from central place
theory, where centrality arises in conjunction with a settlement pattern over
the boundless, perfectly homogeneous landscape: whereas centrality determines
agglomeration in the models of sections 9.2.2 and 9.2.3, agglomeration defines
centrality in the classic landscapes of Christaller (1933) and Losch (1940). Now
if the initial population distribution is uniform, how can agglomerations emerge
over an homogeneous landscape? Since the uniform distribution is an equilib
rium, agglomerations can emerge only if it becomes unstable. And since, in this
context, the only reason for agglomeration is the propensity of individuals to
interact with each other, the question is about the conditions under which the
propensity to interact induces an instability of the equilibrium. This is the cen
tral question in Papageorgiou and Smith (1983). They find that the stability
characteristics of the uniform equilibrium at a particular location depend on (1)
the marginal effect of increased congestion on the utility of individuals caused
by a population increase there and (2) the corresponding marginal effect of an
increased potential to interact. The former effect is negative, while the latter is
positive since spatial interaction is desirable. The uniform distribution is a lo
cally stable equilibrium if and only if the marginal effect of increased congestion
dominates over the marginal effect of an increased potential to interact.3o When
the positive effect of spatial interaction outweighs the negative effect of conges
tion, the uniform population distribution becomes locally unstable. Under these

on the entire spatial distribution of the population and the corresponding distribution of
distances from A to every other location.

30 Papageorgiou and Smith also show that the uniform equilibrium is locally stable if and
only if an arbitrarily small pcrturbation lowers total utility. Taken together, these two results
indicate that agglomcration bcgins when it "should".
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circumstances, if the locally unstable equilibrium is perturbed, agglomeration
will ensue.

Although Papageorgiou and Smith (1983) lay down the precise conditions
for the transition from a spatially uniform equilibrium to an agglomerated one,
they say nothing about the nature of the agglomerated equilibrium. Once the
spatially uniform equilibrium is locally unstable, what are the characteristics
of the emerging settlement pattern? In particular, what is the spacing of loca
tions which, at the critical instability, define up to an arbitrary origin the only
candidates for agglomeration? De Palma and Papageorgiou (1991a) study this
problem on a linear and boundless landscape. Using a different method, they
obtain the same necessary and sufficient condition for local instability. How
ever, for spatial interactions obeying a negative exponential rate of decrease
over distance, they find that the spacing of locations where the uniform pop
ulation distribution first becomes unstable is infinitely long. This implies that
the emerging settlement pattern is degenerate. The same conclusion holds over
alternative specifications of spatial interaction. Therefore it seems that spatial
interaction alone among individuals of a single type over a perfectly homoge
neous landscape is not enough to produce a regular settlement pattern. The
implication is that, if settlement systems can indeed arise endogenously over
an homogeneous landscape, there must be some other fundamental reason for
agglomeration which is absent from Papageorgiou and Smith (1983). A natural
possibility to consider is the specialisation of economic activity, which is basic
to the models we discussed in sections 9.2.2 and 9.2.3, and the importance of
which seems well-established in the historical literature about early societies
and city formation. 31

The simplest such case, involving spatial interaction between two types (say,
firms and households) over an homogeneous landscape has been examined by
de Palma and Papageorgiou (1991b). The potential of an agent to interact now
involves both own-type and cross-type interactions. For analytical tractabil
ity, de Palma and Papageorgiou assume that the local congestion effect is no
longer determined by local density alone, but rather by the entire potential to
interact: high potential to interact also implies high local congestion and vice
versa. Since utility is a function of the potential to interact alone, the balance
between crowding and accessibility, which explicitly appears in Papageorgiou
and Smith (1983) and in de Palma and Papageorgiou (1991a), is replaced by a
balance between the negative and positive aspects of spatial interaction. Thus
the transition between local stability and local instability here occurs when the
net value of the positive and negative marginal effects (caused by an increased
potential to interact) changes sign. It is seen that the departure from the spa
tially uniform equilibrium can take the form of initial growth on a regularly
spaced pattern of locations, in which case a settlement system emerges endoge
nously. For negative exponential rates of spatial interaction, emergence depends
both on the preferences and on the characteristics of spatial interaction among

31See, for example, Mumford (1961) and Parsons (1977).
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agents. By contrast, the spacing of settlements depends on the characteristics
of spatial interaction alone.

New Economic Geography

The 'new economic geography' represents the most challenging item on the re
search agenda since the seminal paper of Krugman (1991). These are the third
generation models we referred to in section 9.2.3. The basic approach underlying
the new economic geography models makes use of a modern monopolistic com
petition framework developed by Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), and introduce the
cost of trade between regions (cities)-thus recognising that geography matters.
This approach provides a micro-foundation to the scale economies associated
with population size. Although it was originally applied to scale economies in
production (Abdel-Rahman and Fujita (1988) and Fujita (1989)), its applica
tion to scale economies in consumption has dominated the field since Krugman
(1991) (see, for example, Fujita and Krugman (1995), Fujita and Mori (1997a,b),
Hadar (1997), Mori (1997), Helpman (1998) and Tabuchi (forthcoming)). We
shall discuss only models that explain scale economies of the latter type.

The new economic geography models are based on the following five basic
assumptions:

1. In terms of our fundamental agglomeration concept, each individual in
teracts not only with one firm as an employee or, perhaps, with several
firms as a consumer, but with every manufacturing firm in the economy
wherever it is located.

2. Due to indivisibility the production function of each firm exhibits scale
economies.

3. The importation of goods from other cities involves a real cost in the form
of 'melting iceberg', that is, the quantity delivered in the importing city
is smaller than the quantity loaded in the exporting city.

4. The manufacturing goods are differentiated products (brands).

5. The market structure is monopolistic competition. Each firm equates its
marginal cost to its marginal revenue and, due to free entry, its profits
are driven to zero.

Underlying all the models included in this group is some common structure
based on Dixit and Stiglitz (1977). Formally, the utility function is given by

(9.1)

(9.2)

where Z A is the amount of an homogeneous non-manufactured good consumed
by an individual and ZM is the corresponding amount of a complex of manu
factured goods defined as

ZM = (1m
yo. [e] de) 0. for 0 < a < 1
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where in is the available number of brands (manufacturing firms) and Y [e] is
the quantity consumed of each brand e.

It takes the firm 13 + X units of labour to produce X units of its brand and,
with the wage rate equal to w, the brand costs (13 + X) w. Hence the marginal
cost of producing a brand is wand the average cost is (13/x + 1) w. The ship
ment of a brand from one city to another costs a fixed proportion of the quantity
shipped per unit of distance travelled. If the proportion of the shipped commod
ity which 'melts' is ')' per unit of distance, the proportion of the shipment that
survives the 'melting' at distance x from the exporting firm is exp( -')'x) , the
proportion that 'melts' is equal to 1- exp( -')'x) and the corresponding delivery
price is P·exp(')'x), where P is the mill price of the brand.

The marginal revenue of a brand sold in market j is P (1 - 1/ l7Jij I), where
7Jij is the own-price elasticity of a brand sold in market j by a producer lo
cated in city i. The above specification implies that 1]ij = r, = 1/ (1 - a) and
that the marginal revenue corresponding to a given mill price is aP. Since the
marginal revenue of a firm does not depend on where it is located, there is
no need for mill-price discrimination.32 Furthermore since, under monopolis
tic competition, firms equate their marginal cost to their marginal revenue, we
have P = w/a; and since free entry drives profit to zero, the average cost equals
the price of the brand. These imply X = a13l (1 - a) . Thus the output of each
firm depends only on the parameters. Finally, the labour inputs per brand are
equal to 131 (1 - a) and the number of brands in a location with M workers is
given by in = M (1 - a) /13.

The common structure underlying the models of the new economic geography
and its implications corroborate some basic ideas of Jane Jacobs (1969) about
cities. For example, the last result described in the previous paragraph implies
that the relative range of brands produced in a particular place is proportional
to its relative share in population. Moreover, an increase in the population share
of a place does not cause a proportional increase in the production of existing
'works' (Jacobs' terminology for 'brands') there, but rather a corresponding
increase in the range of works offered at this location. This is closely related
to Jacobs' (1969, p.122) idea that adding new works is more important for
growth than expanding the volume of existing works. Indeed, the formulations
of new economic geography are consistent with this idea because they imply
that, given the aggregate quantity produced, the consumption of manufactured
goods at a particular location increases with the number of brands produced

32See Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) for an outline of the proof and for a reference to more
detailed analyses of the relationship between the elasticity of substitution and the own-price
elasticity. Equal elasticities of locational demands from the viewpoint of producers follow by
the transport cost struct.ure, which implies a fixed relative delivery-mill price ratio.
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in that location.33 For this and other reasons Jacobs can be considered as the
prophet of the new economic geography.

The specification we described above is shared by a wide range of models
which followed Krugman (1991). It implies a unique, fundamental agglomer
ation advantage: by concentrating the population in a few cities, instead of
dispersing it among many, a larger proportion of differentiated goods are pro
duced at a real cost of l/a per unit rather than exp(-yx) /a (> l/a)-thus
saving real resources for a given supply of differentiated products. This fun
damental advantage is manifested in the market cumulatively. An increase of
the urban population implies an increased demand for locally produced and an
increase in the local supply of labour. These changes attract more firms and
increase the local share of brands, which reduces the average cost of differenti
ated products for the local population (reduces the price index) and increases
real income-thus enhancing utility. The increased utility, in turn, encourages
further immigration.34

In contrast to the unique agglomeration advantage they explore, the reasons
for dispersion underlying these models, as well as how utility is specified and
how initial endowments are distributed, bring to mind a gallery of truly differen
tiated products! Krugman's (1991) dispersion force is provided by an immobile
agricultural population who consumes the manufactured goods locally. The in
come derived from the non-manufactured (homogeneous) agricultural good is
spent in the region where it has been generated. By contrast Helpman (1998)
adopts an approach closer to urban economics. He defines an inter-city model
without agriculture, where the force of dispersion is the residential crowding
caused by a fixed supply of residential land in each city. Similarly Hadar (1997)
and Tabuchi (forthcoming) use residential crowding as a dispersion force. But
in their model crowding can be partly relieved by transportation.35 Whereas
in Krugman some of the population is immobile and both goods are mobile, in
Helpman, Hadar and Tabuchi the population is mobile but housing supply is
immobile.

It turns out that the main implications drawn from the above models cru
cially depend on their specification. Krugman (1991) and Helpman (1998) ar-

33Let the aggregate volume of the manufacturing good produced be equal to V, a constant.
Then the optimal amount of the manufactures good consumed by an individual is given by

ZM =max ( [m yi't [el de) i't subject to [m y [el de = V.
yIp] Jo Jo

This optimal amount increases with the number of works, that is,

dZ' 1 - (fum )l/(i't-l)::r = -= a (y [eD yi't tel de > 0
dm a 0

since Q < l.
34These effects are referred to as 'circular causation', where the attraction to individuals

resulting from the increase in the number of firms represents the 'forward linkage' while the
attraction to firms resulting from a larger demand represents the 'backward linkage'.

35Transportation allows for an increase in the effective land supply.
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rive at quite different conclusions, while the results derived by Hadar (1997)
and Tabuchi (forthcoming) are at odds with both Krugman and Helpman. In
what follows we elaborate on this characteristic vulnerability to specification.

The model of Krugman (1991) implies that when the share of the differenti
ated product in consumption is large and the elasticity of substitution among
brands is small, the agglomeration advantage dominates and a single city repre
sents the only stable and efficient allocation. This holds for any transportation
cost of the differentiated product. When both the above share and elasticity are
small while the transportation cost is large enough, full dispersion replaces full
agglomeration as the only stable and efficient equal-utility equilibrium. In the
latter case, for intermediate values of transportation cost, both full dispersion
and full agglomeration can persist as stable equilibria. Overall, if the degree of
agglomeration is affected, it declines with increasing transportation cost.36 An
opposite effect is obtained by Helpman (1998) when the share of the differenti
ated product in expenditure is moderate and the elasticity of substitution among
brands is sufficiently large. Under these circumstances low transportation cost
leads to dispersion and high transportation cost leads to agglomeration.

In contrast to Krugman, Helpman's specification also allows for stable equi
libria with unequal population distribution. It turns out that such equilibria
are inefficient as they are Pareto-dominated by a full agglomeration. Help
man (1998, p.54) concludes that "... in economies of this type, if anything, free
markets provide too little agglomeration." However using a CES (rather than
Cobb-Douglas) utility specification, Hadar (1997) shows that the relationship
between utility and population size can assume a n-shape. In this case, as in
Stiglitz (1977) and Anas (1992), stable equilibria may lead to excessive ag
glomeration.37 Finally Tabuchi (forthcoming), who extends Krugman's (1991)
model by including a residential sector within each monocentric city, derives
similar results. Like Hadar, he finds that the relationship between utility and
population size can assume a n-shape or a 'wave' shape (formed by a combina
tion of u and n shapes)-hence that the market incentive may lead to excessive
agglomeration.

More recently Ottaviano and Thisse (1998) examine alternative pricing poli
cies in a monopolistic competition framework that departs from Dixit and
Stiglitz (1977) and approaches the paradigm of location theory. By using quite
different specifications of utility, production and transportation cost in a model
based on an immobile agricultural population, they show that Krugman's (1991)
results are robust. In particular, contrary to Hadar (1997), Helpman (1998) and
Tabuchi (forthcoming), they find that lower transport cost of the manufactured
good is conducive to agglomeration-which corroborates Krugman. But, as we

3liSome of these results are reported in Helpman (1998) who used simulations based on
Krugman's (1991) specification. Helpman also provides a clear explanation of the reasons
behind this seemingly counter -intuitive result.

37 Excessive agglomeration in this case can be a stable full agglomeration which is Pareto-
dominated by either a partial agglomeration or by a full dispersion, or a stable partial ag
glomeration which is Pareto-dominated by a full dispersion.
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know, if the agriculture--oriented framework is abandoned in favour of another
type of fundamental dispersion force then Krugman's results must change.

What conclusion can we draw from this brief comparison of agglomeration
studies that explore alternative scale diseconomies? Firstly, we observe that the
effect of transport cost on agglomeration is higWy sensitive to the specification
of the model. The policy implication of this finding is that, contrary to common
belief, making the periphery more accessible need not encourage dispersion.
Secondly, the direction of the bias induced by market forces is not clear. And
although the latter observation has already been made by Mills and Hamilton
(1994, pA03), the above models provide quite a different reasoning.

These models of the new economic geography incorporate costs which depend
on the distances between trading cities. But inter-city distances remain exoge
nous, and so are the costs of trade between the potential cities. However, in some
recent works that belong to the same paradigm, this important restriction is
removed.38

Following Fujita and Krugman (1995), an excellent group of studies by Fujita
and Mori (1997a) and Mori (1997) explore the economic factors that create the
megalopolis. Relative to Krugman (1991), Fujita and Krugman (1995) make
progress by introducing costly transportation of the agricultural good and by
allowing farmers to migrate. These modifications change the character of the
dispersion force in the model since they replace the immobility of farmers with
the immobility of land as a factor in producing the agricultural good. Farmers
now are no longer 'serfs' as in Krugman (1991). Both land and labour are
required in fixed proportions to accommodate the demand for the agricultural
product, which implies that some of the workers are dispersed outside of the
city to produce the agricultural good. Those workers need to be provided with
the manufactured good for, otherwise, they will not agree to toil the land.
Thus the fundamental source of dispersion is the derived demand for labour in
the periphery which may be reflected in two complementary market incentives.
The first is associated with the demand price for the manufactured good in the
hinterland. From the viewpoint of a single brand supplier, the demand price
at a given location in the hinterland is higher than in the city.39 The second
can be a lower wage rate in the hinterland, which is guaranteed in Fujita and
Krugman (1995) by assuming that the transportation cost of the agricultural
good sufficiently exceeds that of the manufactured good.4o

38 As we have seen, an earlier study that generates the spacing of potential cities endoge
nously is by de Palma and Papageorgiou (1991b) ..

39The vertical difference between t.he two reflects the transportation cost.
400ne may wonder how can the wage rate be lower in the hinterland and, at the same time,

because of transport cost, the delivered price of the manufactured good be higher there than
in the city. For only when farmers can attain the same level of utility enjoyed by city residents
will they be induced to move to the hinterland. This puzzle is resolved by taking into account
the lower mill price of the agricultural good in the hinterland. Fujita and Krugman (1995)
show that if the transportation cost of the agricultural good sufficiently exceeds that of the
manufactured good, the utility levels in the city and in the hinterland can be equalised. See
also Mori (1997).
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Fujita and Krugman (1995) define sufficient conditions under which the ag
glomeration advantage dominates over the above two dispersion effects. Fujita
and Mori (1997a) and Mori (1997) examine cases in which these conditions are
not satisfied, so that either agglomeration or dispersion can prevail. As it turns
out, a wide range of interesting configurations emerge-including megalopolitan
configurations.

In what follows we describe the findings reported by Mori (1997), some of
which draw from Fujita and Mori (1997a). Starting with a complete agglom
eration that forms a single city, Mori considers a firm which moves to the
hinterland and evaluates its potential profit function with respect to its new
location. He distinguishes between two cases: one where the transport cost of
the manufacturing good is sufficiently small relative to the transport cost of the
agricultural good, and another where it is sufficiently large. In the first case, it
is always profitable for the firm to move to any location in the hinterland, so
that the complete agglomeration cannot be an equilibrium. In the second case
there are two possibilities: (1) The brands of the manufactured good are poor
substitutes and/or the population is small enough. Under these circumstances
the complete agglomeration is an equilibrium. This happens because the relo
cating firm cannot benefit enough from the local substitution of its brand for
the brands imported from the city. Even if the wage declines with distance from
the city, the gains from its decline are not sufficient to compensate for the cor
responding decrease in the demand of the urban population for the relocating
firm's brand. (2) The brands of the manufactured good are close substitutes and
the population is sufficiently large. Then there exists some range of the hinter
land in which a relocating firm can make positive profits, so that the complete
agglomeration is not an equilibrium.41

The next question addressed by Mori is about the kind of urban structure that
emerges in these cases. Notice that, under the second possibility above, it is also
true that if the transport cost of the manufactured good is either sufficiently
large or sufficiently small relative to the transport cost of the agricultural good
then the complete agglomeration is not an equilibrium.42 Suppose we start
from a complete agglomeration. On the one hand, increasing sufficiently the
transport cost of the manufactured good yields a two--city equilibrium such
that the potential profit over the interval between them is negative. In this case
the two cities remain distinct. On the other hand, decreasing sufficiently the
transport cost of the manufactured good yields a two--city equilibrium such that
the interval between them is occupied by a continuous manufacturing belt where
the density of workers is lower than the density in the two cities. In this case the

41 This range however is not adjacent to the city, because the substitution of the relocating
firm's brand for the brands produced in the city becomes negligible sufficiently close to the city.
The population should be large enough to generate sufficient demand for the manufactured
good in the hinterland.

42The same result. is also obtained in Fujita and Ogawa (1982) and in our chapter ten below
under quite different modelling frameworks.
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two cities form the rudiments of a megalopolitan structure, first described by
Gottman (1961) in an empirical context and elaborated by Doxiades (1968).43

These papers by Fujita and Mori provide us with considerable insight re
garding the processes of urbanisation that characterise many countries around
the world. Nevertheless one could still question their excessive dependence on
agriculture, which completely overlooks the industrial and residential uses of
land. Casual observation indicates that plants located along the main arteries
connecting big metropolitan areas consume large tracts of land, and so does
housing needed for their employees. These imply that urban crowding, which
operates as a dispersion force inside the cities, is important relative to the al
ternative dispersion force generated by the agricultural pool as a market for
manufactured products. It would therefore be interesting to verify whether and
to what extent the implications of the agriculture-oriented model are robust
to a modification that replaces agricultural consumption of land with urban
housing consumption.
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10
The Polycentric City

In this chapter we treat urban centres as facilities collectively used by the whole
or part of the urban population. We employ the framework of club theory, which
accounts for the collective use of facilities as a way of enhancing the utility level
of club members. 1 We discuss the fundamentals of non-spatial club theory,
and we extend it to the spatial domain. A single club in this context provides
the analog of a monocentric city, while a system of clubs corresponds to a
polycentric city. Although the spatial structure of the polycentric system we
present here resembles that of chapter eight, in the sense that both are based
on nested market areas and individuals patronise several centres in both, it
differs with respect to spatial organisation because, unlike the polycentric city
of chapter eight, no central facility here supplies more than a single collective
good. We characterise the optimal size of such a system, and we explain why
decentralisation must be undertaken at the level of the urban territory itself,
rather than at the level of individual facilities as suggested by fiscal federalism.
We then study in detail a simplified version of this model in order to understand
what characterises the transition from a monocentric to a polycentric urban
structure and what determines whether the location of a public facility will be
central or peripheral.

1 In what follows we use the term 'club theory' also for local public good theory since both
are concerned with the efficient use of collective goods (see Berglas and Pines (1981)).
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10.1 Club Theory

Club theory is concerned with the collective use of facilities by small groups,
often referred to as "consumption groups". It differs both from the standard
public-good theory (where the group is large) and from the standard private
good theory (where the group reduces to a single individual). Club theory ex
plains the conditions under which a collective use of facilities by consumption
groups is advantageous, the characteristics of club allocations and the condi
tions under which such allocations can be achieved within a competitive market
structure.

The single main advantage for the collective use of a facility is sharing its cost,
while the disadvantage is a fundamental aversion towards crowding and/or its
cost. The collective use of a facility is preferable to its private use whenever
the above advantage exceeds the disadvantages. When the advantage exceeds
the disadvantages for small groups but not for large groups, the institution of
a club emerges as an efficient way of consuming the good and, probably, as the
prevailing institution in the market place.

Decentralising the supply of club goods through competitive markets requires
several conditions, among which is the possibility of monitoring the users of
the collective facilities inexpensively. The description of a competitive market
structure in which collective goods are supplied and which yields an efficient
allocation is discussed and demonstrated in Berglas (1976), Berglas and Pines
(1981) and, especially, Scotchmer and Wooders (1987).2 Club decentralisation
in this context can be conceived as a standard market institution, where agents
trade the right to impose crowding. As long as it is possible to monitor this
effect, there is nothing to differentiate clubs from standard markets in which
private goods are traded. Decentralisation becomes problematic only when the
crowding effect cannot be monitored. In particular, this may be the case when
the crowding effect is not anonymous, that is, when it depends on the types of
individuals who form the consumption group. In this case monitoring requires
information both on the individuals who generate the crowding effect and on
those affected by it.3 In addition Scotchmer (1994) and Conley and Wooders
(1998) argue that decentralisation in this case becomes extremely difficult when
the composition of optimal clubs and the composition of the population at large
are inconsistent.

2Their results hinge on the assumption that the population can sort itself into an inte
ger number of efficient clubs. But this assumption is no more restrictive than an analogous
one required to establish the existence of equilibrium in the standard private case, where
a competitive equilibrium with free entry can prevail only if the quantity demanded at the
minimum average cost, divided by the firm's cost-minimising output, is an integer.

~For example, the crowding effect of a visitor to a swimming pool may well depend on the
gender of the visitor and on the gender composition of the other visitors. Moreover, it may
well depend on the specific attractiveness of the visitor to each of the other visitors in the
swimming pool.
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10.1.1 Elements of Club Theory

The following exposition draws from Buchanan (1965), Berglas (1976), Berglas
and Pines (1980, 1981), Scotchmer and Wooders (1987), and Starrett (1988).4

The Model

Consider N individuals who are identical in both their preferences and initial
endowment. The well-behaved utility function of a representative individual is
given by u [Z, G, 1', 0], where Z is the amount of the composite good consume!!
by the individual, G is the frequency of visits to a collectively used facility, T
specifies the characteristics of the facility and 0 denotes the aggregate visits to
the collectively used facility, which can also be interpreted as the determinant of
crowding. Notice that 0 == MG, where M :S N is the total number of customers
serviced by the facility (the consumption group size). The total cost for operating
the facility is C = c [1',0], and it is given in terms of the composite good.
Hence, if individuals are treated equally, the consumption of the composite
good is 0 - c [1',0] / M and utility can be written as

u [Z,G, 1',0] = u [0 - c [1',0] /M,G, 1',0]. (10.1)

Efficient Allocation for a Given Consumption Group Size

For a given consumption group size, (G*, 1'*) is an efficient club allocation if and
only if it maximises the RHS of (10.1). It is preferable, however, to define the
optimisation problem in a somewhat less restrictive way. Instead of choosing
G directly, its price P is chosen leaving the choice of G to the individuals.
Accordingly, for a given consumption group size M, (P*, 1'*) is an efficient
club allocation if and only if it maximises U subject to

M.z[P*,t*,O*,U] +c[t*,O*]

M· g [P*, t*,O*,U]
(10.2)

4 Since geographical space does not play a role in the first three subsections of section
10.1, we do not need to distinguish between those variables that vary with location and those
which do not. Therefore absence of a bar in subsections 10.1.1-10.1.3 does not imply that the
corresponding variable varies with location. For consistency throughout the chapter, we still
use bars in the first three subsections of section 10.1 so that the same symbols appear in both
non-spatial and spatial models.
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where z [. ] and 9 [.J denote the compensated demands for Z and G respectively.
The first-order conditions of this optimisation problem are

£1.MRS(Z*,t*) - ae*
-M·--aT

ac* (a)at (10.3)

MRS (Z*,G*) = P*

ac* - ae*
(b)aG +M· aG

where Z* == z [p*, 1'*, G*, u] and e[.J == z [. ] + Pg [.] is the minimum ex
penditure function. Expression (1O.3(a)) represents Samuelson's (1954) rule for
providing a collective good, where the LHS is the marginal benefit of the facility
to the group in terms of the composite good and the RHS is the marginal cost.
Expression (1O.3(b)) implies marginal cost pricing. Here the LHS is the subjec
tive evaluation of visits to the facility by a consumption group member and the
RHS is the marginal social cost. The latter consists of two components, namely,
the marginal resource cost of using the facility and the crowding diseconomies a
user imposes on all other users. Thus (1O.3(b)) states that the facility should be
used by someone up to the point where the marginal benefit he or she derives
from such use equals the sum of its direct and indirect cost to the group.

Private, Public and Club Goods: The Optimal Consumption Group Size

Equations (10.3) and G* = G* / £1 can be used to solve for 1'* and G* in terms
of £1. Substituting these into (10.1) we obtain the reduced form of the utility
level attained by the consumption group members as a function of group size,
which we denote by 0* [£1]. Four alternative configurations of [J* [£1] are
shown in figure 10.1. Under configuration PRG, utility is decreasing with the
consumption group size. Since in this case the optimal group size is the smallest
possible, it corresponds to a private good. Configuration PUG implies that the
optimal group is the entire population, hence it corresponds to a public good.
According to configuration CLG, the optimal group size is M°. Assuming that
it is small relatively to the total population in the economy, so that the total
number of clubs R == N/£10 is a large integer number, the good represented by
CLG is a club good.5 Finally, the optimal group size corresponding to ING is
indeterminate.

"Two import.ant. possibilit.ies have so far been ignored. One is t.he case where R is a small
int.eger. The second is when R is bot.h small and not. a int.eger. Dot.h t.hese possibilit.ies give
rise t.o what. in t.he lit.erat.ure has been called t.he integer pl'Oblem. We shall discuss t.he first.
case lat.er on in t.his chapt.er. In chapt.er t.welve we shall discuss t.he implicat.ions of t.he second
case.
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FIGURE 10.1. Alternative Relations Between Utility and Consumption Group Size.

Observe that the classification of a good in one of these categories does not
necessarily depend on the good itself but rather on the economic background.
For example, a swimming pool is often a private good in an affluent commu
nity where the demand for privacy is high, it is club good in a middle-class
neighborhood and, perhaps, a (local) public good serving several low-income
neighborhoods. The same can even apply to the classical "publicness" oflawand
order: affluent groups may establish gated neighborhoods defended by private
police.

Our formulation of the club model implies that the shape of [r [M] depends
on both the utility and cost functions. Specifically, applying the envelope th~
rem to u [f! - c [i',e] IM,G, i',e] and using (10.3) together with G = elM,
we get

d(j* au*
dM --;- aZ ~* - G* (2.- ac~ - MRS [Z* e*])

M2 MaG '

(lOA)

where Cc is the degree of homogeneity of C and cu:(r,G) is the degree of homo

geneity of u [Z, G, i', e] with respect to i' and e.
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TABLE 10.1. Examples for Various Types of Goods.

u[·] c[· ] dU* /dM TYPE

u [Z,G, ~] -2 - (C) negative PRGT +G ~
T

u [z,G, I5] - -(C) ~ PUGT+G l' positive

Z·5G·5
_ C4 2: (:s;) 0 {=}

CLGT+A+ l' M :s; (2:) 4A/0

u [z,G, ~] -2 -(C)~ INGT +G ~ zero
T

Examples that illustrate the analysis based on (lOA) appear in table 1O.l.
In the first case the degree of homogeneity of the utility function with respect
to l' and C, tau/at + cau/ac, vanishes while the degree of homogeneity of
the cost function, t ac/at+cac/ac, exceeds unity. Therefore utility decreases
with the group size, which corresponds to a private good (PRG in figure 10.1).
In the second case the homogeneity of the utility function is positive and that
of the cost function is unitary. Thus utility increases with the group size, which
corresponds to a public good (PUG in figure 10.1). In the third case the homo
geneity of the utility function is zero while the homogeneity of the cost function
is positive (zero,negative) for C < (=, » (A/2) 1/2. It is, therefore, impossi
ble to infer directly from (lOA) whether scale economies or diseconomies are

dominant. However, since G* = (0/2M) 1/2 /2, it follows that the homogeneity
of the utility function is positive (zero,negative) for M < (=, >)4A/0. This
implies a n-shape for U* [M], which is a necessary condition for a club good
(CLG in figure 10.1). Finally, in the fourth case, the homogeneity of the utility
function vanishes and that of the cost function is unitary, so that group size
does not affect utility (ING in figure 10.1).

The Optimal Club

An allocation (Go, t°, Co, MO , K,O) is an optimal club if and only if it maximises
U = u [0 - c [1', C] / M, G, 1', C] subject to

K,M N (a)
(10.5)

MG C (b)
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where u and c are known functions while N and 0 are given parameters. We
want to characterise the optimal consumption group size MO. Rewriting (lOA)
gives

d[r* 8u* C* (G* 8c* - )
dM 7 8Z = M2 - M 8e -G*·MRS(Z*,G*). (10.6)

The RHS of (10.6) is the difference between the positive cost-sharing effect
and the negative crowding effect associated with an increase in the size of the
consumption group. The first term in the parenthesis is the direct effect on the
facility's resource cost, while the second is the crowding effect on the utility
of the users. The difference between the cost sharing and the crowding effects
vanishes at the optimal consumption group size. There, (10.6) collapses to

(10.7)

According to the RHS of (10.7), the cost of the facility is just balanced by the
total imputed user charge, that is, the aggregate value of the marginal crowding
effect. Consequently, if the club's members are charged their marginal crowding
effect, the revenue would be just sufficient to finance the cost of the facility at
the optimal club size. This result will be related to the Henry George rule when,
in addition to club crowding, there exists spatial crowding as well.

Decentralisation

The possibility of decentralising the provision of club goods was the main issue
examined by Tiebout (1965) in his classic paper.6 More recently, decentralisa
tion has become one of the central problems in club theory. Since Berglas (1976),
it continues occupying the literature (see Wooders (1978), Berglas and Pines
(1980, 1981), Scotchmer and Wooders (1987), Barham and Wooders (1998),
Conley and Wooders (1998), and Gilles and Scotchmer (1998)). In this section
we begin discussing the issue.

We use a price-taking equilibrium based on goods of variable quality, which
was used by Rosen (1974) and Berglas and Pines (1980). We are concerned
with pure price-taking equilibria, where the only signal relevant to an agent's
decision-making is price. Here price is not necessarily a parameter, but rather
a function of the attributes that characterise a good. To fix ideas consider the
good "a visit to the facility" . Its quality depends on the attributes of the facility
l' and on crowding e, so that the corresponding price is given by P [1', e] .By
choosing the attributes of the facility, individuals determine the price to be paid
per visit. By choosing also the number of visits to the facility G, their feasible
utility level u [0 - P [1', e] G, G, 1', e] is uniquely determined. Likewise, each
entrepreneur selects the attributes of the facility in order to maximise profit
P [1', e] e- c [te , ee], which is driven to zero because of competition under

6This issue was only alluded in Buchanan (1965) who was the first to formulate club theory
in the strict sense (i.e. when t.he group is not a local jurisdiction).
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free entry. Formally, an allocation (Ge, ye, oe, Me, Ke) and a price P [y, 0] is
a club equilibrium if and only if

u[n-p[ye,oe] Ge,Ge,ye,oe] > u[n-p[Y,O]G,G,Y,O]

for all (G, Y, 0) (a)

p[ye,oe]oe_c[ye,oe] > p[Y,O]O-c[Y,O]

for all (Y,O) (b)

(c)

(d)

p [ye, oe] oe C [ye, oe] (e)

(10.8)
where P, u and c are known functions, nand N are given parameters, and
where Ke is large integer number. Condition (a) ensures utility maximisation,
(b) profit maximisation, (c) and (d) clearing the club and the facility use mar
kets respectively, and (e) zero profits because of free entry. In section 1004.1 of
the appendix we show that a club equilibrium is optimal (first welfare theo
rem), and that a club optimum can be supported by a competitive price system
(second welfare theorem). We conclude that the provision of club goods can be
decentralised.

10.1.2 Extensions

Heterogeneous Population

Suppose now that the population is heterogeneous, in the sense that individuals
can be partitioned into a number of types differing with respect to either their
initial endowment or tastes or both as in section 5.3.3. A remarkable implication
of club theory in that case is given by the segregation theorem which states that,
under certain conditions, an efficient allocation requires distributing individuals
among clubs so that every club contains a single type.7 In what follows we
provide some intuition for this result by discussing a simple example along the
lines of Berglas (1976).

Suppose that there are two types of individuals and that the fixed population
of each type is given by Ni , i = 1,2. Consider any system of integrated clubs
which contain both types. Since we still ignore the integer problem, if the club
system under consideration is efficient, it must contain clubs identical with re
spect to their type composition. Consider any two such identical clubs, named a
and b, in which members of type one consume the bundle (Zl' G1) and members

7 For details see Berglas and Pines (1981), and Scotchrner and Wooders (1987).
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of type two consume (Z2, G2)' Transfer one individual of type one from a to b
and GdG2 individuals of type two from b to a. Suppose that every transferred
individual continues to consume the same bundle as before the transfer. Under
these circumstances the change in the total use of the facilities in those two
clubs is given by

t::,.Ca
Gl (a)-G l +G2- =0
G2

(10.9)

t::,.Cb
Gl (b)Gl - G2
G2

= O.

Since the total use of the facilities remains the same in both clubs, this reallo
cation provides the same utility as before to both types of club members.

Now if the original allocation were efficient, conditions (10.3) would have been
satisfied. Since however the transfer has changed the population compositions
in each of the two clubs a and b, it must be the case that these conditions
are violated after the transfer. Thus the allocation after the transfer can be
increased and, therefore, it cannot be efficient. Since the utilities achievable
before the transfer are equal to those achievable in a feasible and inefficient
allocation, we conclude that the original allocation cannot be efficient.8

Ignoring the integer problem, the segregation theorem implies that the op
timal allocation is characterised by a system of segregated clubs, each serving
identical patrons. A movement along the UPF (utility possibility frontier) de
fined on types cannot be done by mixing different individuals but, rather, by
redistributing the initial endowment while still allowing different individuals to
form their exclusive clubs.

The segregation theorem can also be explained in positive terms. The isomor
phism between an optimum and a competitive equilibrium for an homogeneous
population is established in section 10.4.1 of the appendix using the concept
of variable-quality goods. This result is valid for an heterogeneous population
as well. Segregation follows from the difference in the choice of quality by indi
viduals with different income and tastes. Only by coincidence individuals with
different income and tastes will choose identical attributes of the commodity.

Multi-Product Clubs

Since there are many collective goods, one can think about an economic system
where each individual belongs to several clubs, each engaging in the supply of
a single collective good. For the case of two collective goods, achievable utility

8The only exception arises when the marginal valuations of both facility and congestion
are the same for both types in the original mixed clubs, that is,

8ul/8Yl = 0u2/8Y2 and 0ul/8(h = 0u2/8(h .
8ul/8Z1 0u2/8Z2 8ul/8Z1 8U 2/8Z2
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can be represented by

-12 [- (;1 (;2 - - - - ]U' = _m~ __ u n- M- - M- ,Gl,G2,1\,T2,M1G1,M2G2 .
Gl,G2:rl:r2,Ml,M2 1 2

(10.10)
However economies of scope may cause the emergence of diversified clubs, each
supplying more than a single good (see Berglas and Pines (1981), and Brueckner
and Lee (1991))). Utility in that case, where the consumption group size must
be the same for both goods, is written as

(10.11)

where (;1+2 == C [1\, Y2, MGl, MG2J. Fdlowing Berglas and Pines (1981), the
advantage of the diversified over the specialised club is given by

01+2 _ 0 1,2

(
-12 [- (;1 (;2 - - - -])U' - m_ax__ u n-~- M- ,Gl,G2,T1,T2,MGl,MG2 .

G 1 ,G2,ll,12,M M
(10.12)

The first parenthesis on the RHS of (10.12) is the gain from combining the two
separate clubs into one or, equivalently, the economies of scope.9 The second
parenthesis gives the corresponding loss from forcing the same consumption
group size on two different clubs. The diversified club will prevail over the two
specialised clubs whenever the economies of scope exceed the loss from inefficient
club sizes. In that case, if the population is heterogeneous, the segregation
theorem may no longer apply (see Berglas and Pines (1981)).

10.1.3 Clubs as Institutions of Collective Economic Activity

In its original formulation club theory explains the collective use of facilities
for enhancing the utility level of club members. There is, however, another
consistent interpretation of club theory: a group of workers in a factory can
also be thought of as a club in which equipment is used collectively by the
workers. This interpretation becomes apparent when we reconsider the objective
function in (10.1), u [(2 - c [Y, OJ 1M, G, 1', OJ, where ~ is now equipment and
other non-labour inputs, G is per-capita labour input, G is total labour input,
-c [1', OJ is the value of output minus non-labour inputs and M = 0IG is the

9 An example of scope economies in this context arises when there is an initial fixed cost
for each specialised club that can be reduced by combining the two into a single diversified
club.
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number of workers. 10 Hence club theory refers to any cooperation of a group
of individuals in carrying out an economic activity, whether consumption or
production, if the outcome exhibits scale economies with respect to group size
when it is sufficiently small and scale diseconomies when it is sufficiently large.

The concept of a production club also applies when the group is engaged in
several economic activities, some of which exhibit scale economies and others
scale diseconomies, as long as scale economies dominate for a small group size
and scale diseconomies dominate for a large group size. A good example is the
model of Stiglitz (1977) which pertains to identical communities, each located
on a separate island. Individuals are engaged in two activities: production which
is characterised by scale diseconomies, and the collective consumption of a pure
local public good which exhibits scale economies. The utility of a group is given
by 0 = u [(I [M] -1') 1M, 1'], where f [M] is the average product of land
satisfying f' [M] > 0 and d(I [M] 1M) IdM < 0, and where l' is the resources
spent in the production of a pure public good. Applying the envelope theorem
gives

d~O = au (~o _f' [M] - f [MUM) .
dM aZO M2 M

(10.13)

The first term inside the parenthesis of (10.13) represents the cost-sharing ad
vantage (scale economies), while the second represents scale diseconomies as
sociated with the decreasing average product of labour. If both goods are es
sential and if limM--+of [M] = limM--+oof [M] 1M = 0 then the group is not
viable when its size is either arbitrarily small or arbitrarily large. On the one
hand, if group size is arbitrarily small then either l' is arbitrarily close to zero
or f [M] -1' is negative, which implies Z negative. On the other hand, if group
size is arbitrarily large then Z cannot be positive. Since both goods are essen
tial, we conclude that the group size must be bounded and, since utility is a
continuous function of group size, there is some finite group size which corre
sponds to a maximum utility level. Although these considerations do not imply
strictly a n-shape for 00 [M], they are sufficient to secure the existence of a
finite optimal group size.

lOUnder these definitions, we have c[t,C] < 0, ae/at < 0, a2c/at2 > 0, ac/ac < 0,
a2c/ac2 > 0 and au/ato = au/aco = O. With this specification, we obtain the following a
first. ··order conditions. Fistly,

that is, the marginal valuation of leisure is equal to the marginal labour productivity. Secondly,
t.he optimal t implies its use up t.o where it.s marginal productivity equals its price. Finally,
t.he optimal group size condition now requires that the marginal labour productivity is equal
t.o its average productivity. Thus each worker gets the marginal product of labour.
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10.1.4 Spatial Clubs

In this section we introduce geographical space and we explore the correspon
dence between a spatial club and a monocentric renter city.11 Suppose that the
location of a single collective facility represents the centre of the spatial club,
which can be thought of as a monocentric city by itself. A population of M indi
viduals (the consumption group) is located around the centre. The interaction
of individuals with the centre does not only involve a single source of crowding
from the use of the collective facility itself, as in the case of non-spatial clubs,
but also crowding to save costly trips between any residential location and the
centre. Given identical individuals, their utility now is [; = u [Z, H, G, f, 0],
where (f,O) replaces the shift parameter i of section 2.1.2. Under these cir
cumstances the individual compensated demands become

Zi = z [R,P,U, f,O] (a)

Hi h [R,P,U, f,o] (b) (10.14)

Gi g[R,P,U,f,O] (c)

where 9 is the compensated demand function for the collective good.
For x E X, an allocation (nO,fO,O°,N°,xO) and a ~rice system (RO,PO)

are a spatial club optimum if and only if they maximise U subject to

nh[·] = e (a)

Ix ndx N (b)

Ixng[·]dx

(10.15)
0 (c)

Ixn (z [.] + T) dx + c [f, 0] +e (x) R Nn (d)

where u, z, h, g, T, c, e and e are known functions while n and R are given
parameters.

11 Variants of spatial clubs have been discussed in Stiglitz (1977), Arnott (1979), Arnott and
Stiglitz (1979), Hochman (1982a,b), Starrett (1988), Fujita (1989), and Hochman, Pines and
Thisse (1995). Since our formulations here are explicitly spatial, we return to our standard
convention of distinguishing between spatial and non-spatial variables by using a bar on the
latter.
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Adjusting the arguments of section 10.1.1 to the present formulation, we
arrive at

(a)
acO
at

MRS (ZO, CO) P

~~ -Jx n . MRS (ZO ,GO) dx (b)

(10.16)

which extend the Samuelson (1954) and the marginal cost pricing rules in (10.3)
to the spatial domain. The effect of club size on utility now becomes

d~* -'- au* = (i* _(~* ac~ _ C* . MRS /Z* G*)) _ D~R .
dM . az M2 M ac \' M2

(10.17)

Comparing this expression with (10.6), we observe that the effect of group
size on utility is extended here to include DLR. In other words, whereas crowd
ing is confined to the facility itself in a non-spatial club, crowding in a spatial
club involves housing as well. For, in order to increase their accessibility, indi
viduals converge towards the club facility at the expense of diminished housing
consumption. The marginal cost of this type of crowding is reflected in DLR.

10.1.5 The Henry George Rule

For an optimal group size (10.17) becomes

DLRo = Co - GOP

GO (~~ - MO . MRS (ZO, GO)) .
(10.18)

When the collective good is pure of any crowding effect, so that only residential
crowding matters, (10.18) collapses to DLRo = Co, which is reminiscent of the
original single-tax proposal of the classical economist Henry George (1896). In
fluenced by Thomas Malthus (1798) and David Ricardo (1821), George believed
that land owners can take all the excess value derived by economic development
through land rent. He also contended, along with other nineteenth--eentury rent
theorists, that it is wrong for land owners to gain profit by renting their land,
since land itself is not a product of labour. Consequently, George proposed that
all land rents be taxed away and be used to finance government expenditures.12

12 At the time, it was estimated that the single tax would be sufficient to support all levels
of government in the United States.
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Until the 1970s, the single-tax concept was treated as the outcome of a pecu
liar normative approach. Since then it is treated as a positive statement about
the relationship between the deficits associated with the supply of a collec
tive good and the differential land rent. 13 Observe that the Henry George rule
does not emerge because of housing itself or the spatial structure of the model;
rather, it emerges because of the crowding effect caused by the presence of a
fixed factor of production. Thus the non-spatial specification of Stiglitz (1977),
where land is a fixed factor in the production of the composite good, yields a
similar Henry George result. The same is true whenever the production of any
good other than housing is associated with scale diseconomies (see Berglas and
Pines (1981)).

Finally, the Henry George rule (10.18) suggests that, under decentralisation,
the entrepreneur who provides the collective good must also act as a developer
who provides housing. In this more general context, the supporting price system
must be modified to include the effect of the developer's decisions on land rent.
As in the case of club equilibrium (10.8), it is possible to show that under certain
assumptions a spatial club equilibrium does exist and it is optimal under the
appropriate price system. We conclude that the provision of spatial club goods
can be decentralised.

10.2 The City as an Optimal Complex of Spatial
Clubs

Using the framework developed in section 10.1.2, one could imagine a system
of urban clubs, each supplying a single collective good to a consumption group
that consists of identical individuals who pay a user charge to finance its cost.
Individuals belong to several clubs that differ from one-another with respect to
the good they supply and, therefore, with respect to their consumption group
size.

This description of city seems perfectly consistent with the fundamental pol
icy proposal of fiscal federalism, about the decentralised provision of collective
goods recommended as a basis for reforming the present system of local govern
ments. 14 The appropriate user charge would not only suffice to finance fully each
club, but it would also provide the incentive required to ensure optimal deci-

13 Alternative versions of this rule in an urban context have been proposed by, among oth
ers, Flatters, Henderson and Mieszkowski (1974), Stiglitz (1977), Arnott and Stiglitz (1979),
Berglas and Pines (1981), and Hochman (1981).

140lson (1969, p.483) maintains that "... there is a need for a separate governmental institu
tion for every collective good within a unique boundary, so that there can be a match between
those who receive the benefits of a collective good and those who pay for it." Furthermore,
Oates (1972, p.42) concludes that "... the optimal structure of the public sector was found to
be one in which there was a level of government (or a collective decision making mechanism)
for each jurisdiction over which the consumption of a public good could be defined." (See
Hochman, Pines and Thisse (1995, p. 1226).)
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sions for the provision of the collective goods (see section 10.1.1). However, one
should recall that this policy and its justification crucially depend on the non
spatial nature of fiscal federalism. For when geographical space is introduced,
the user charge is no longer sufficient and it must be supplemented by land rent
proceeds in order to sustain club operations (see section 10.1.4). Indeed, since
fiscal federalism in a geographical context implies overlapping market areas, the
rent generated by the same piece of land should be divided to finance several
clubs. But as Hochman, Pines and Thisse (1995, p.1225) point out, even when
this difficulty is resolved, there "... still remains the issue of finding incentives
to make the optimal decisions regarding the location and other attributes of the
LPG's. The rent-sharing mechanism must relate the revenue to actions taken
by each supplier of the LPG's so that this relationship reflects precisely the net
social benefit of each of its actions. The major difficulty lies in implementing
such a mechanism when market areas of different LPG's do overlap." This is
why decentralisation in the manner prescribed by fiscal federalism fails when
geography is explicitly taken into account, and there arises a necessity for city
wide governments to co-ordinate the activities of all urban clubs that provide
the various collective goods in the city. Thus decentralisation when geography
matters is based on territories, rather than goods, which exactly reverses the
original prescription of fiscal federalism.

Taking into account geographical space does not only negate the fundamental
policy proposal of fiscal federalism, but it also gives rise to the possibility of a
polycentric city because facilities dispersed over the urban area, instead of con
centrated on a single location, might save some cost. We now begin to discuss
these issues more analytically. In the rest of section 10.2 we combine aspects of
club theory and land-use theory along the lines suggested by Hochman, Pines
and Thisse (1995) to examine decentralisation. In section 10.3 we present con
ditions for the emergence of multiple centres, and we highlight the determinants
of their convergence and divergence under polycentricity.

10.2.1 The Model

We consider a linear city of unit width extending over X = [-x, xl, providing 11.
types of LPGs and inhabited by M identical individuals. The city boundaries
are fixed and the opportunity cost of land R is set equal to zero. Utility is given
by 0 = u [Z, H, Yl, where T= (T 1 , ••• , Tn) denotes the quantities of LPGs
consumed by an individual. All goods are essential. Every individual is endowed
with n units of the composite good which can be used for private consumption,
for producing the LPGs and for transportation.

Each of the 11. LPGs is supplied by Ki facilities and is identified by ij, where
i E {I, ... ,n} denotes the type of the LPG it provides and j E {I, ... , Ki} denotes
the index of the specific facility. A facility ij provides T ij units of the ith
LPG to Mij individuals residing within its market area. The provision cost
of the facility ij is Cij = Ci [T ij , Mij ] > O. If transportation cost increases
with distance, utility maximisation implies that market areas of the same type
cannot overlap. Therefore each boundary between two adjacent market areas of
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a given type represents the singular location of an individual who is indifferent
between two corresponding facility locations. Furthermore, a residential location
on either side of the boundary must belong to the market area of the facility
located on the same side of the boundary. And if there is no vacant land then
each market area is an interval and each facility is contained in its market area.
Taking these into account, we denote the location of the facility ij as Xi.2j and
the two boundaries of its market area as Xi.2j-l and Xi.2j+1 respectively. Thus
an individual located at x E [Xi.2j-b Xi,2j+l] travels to the facility ij at cost
Ti [Ix - Xi.2j!]. A possible layout of the ith-type facility system with K,i = 3 is
shown in figure 10.2. Given that all goods are essential, the union of type-i
market areas must coincide with the urban area [-x, x]. Consequently, we have

Xi,l = -x and Xi,2i<+l = X.

,
j=l j=2 j=3

,, ,,, ,

Xi,d ,

• • • I xi,7

-x Xu xi,) xi,4 xi,S xi,6 X

FIGURE 10.2. A System of Type-i Facilities with Ri = 3.

(10.19)

Since a facility ij provides T ij units of the ith LPG to M ij individuals who
belong within its market area [Xi.2j-b Xi,2j+l], we can refer to the spatial and
the economic characteristics of the facility ij as the (spatial) club ij. In partic
ular, the location of a club describes the location of the corresponding facility.
Our specification refers directly to public facilities such as schools, parks, mu
seums and the like, where the individual makes a home-facility trip in order to
enjoy the services rendered by the facility. It also describes situations where the
social cost associated with a home-facility trip is a delivery cost as in the case of
garbage collection and snow removal, or where the level of service deteriorates
with distance as in the case of emergency care and fire or police protection.
Although all these examples belong to consumption-group cases, a club may
also represent a productive activity, where Mij individuals use T ij units of non
labour input collectively to produce -Cij units of the composite good. Hence
this model is appropriate for analysing the employment-location issue as well.

An urban club complex is a given system of spatial clubs (K,i for i E {I, ... ,n})
that supply the n LPGs to the M individuals distributed over the urban area
[-x, x]. Figure 10.3 provides an example of spatial structure for an urban club
complex with n = 3, K,l = 3, K,2 = 2 and K,3 = 1. Further to (10.19), a feasible
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X3~ :

x3,1 ~ - - - - - - 0- - --- -. - - - - - - - - - - - - -(@·----·---------------------i X3,3
,

: X2~ X2,4 ,
X2,1 ~ - - -- - - - - ----- - - - -@--------+--------@----------------- - ~ x

, - , 2,S
: x 2,) :

_: xI~ X1,4 X1.6 : _
x 1,1 ~ - - - - - - - -- - - - - 0-- - - - -J. ---- -0- - - - - =.+-----0- - - - -- - -. -- 0 - - iX 1,7

X 1,3 X 105

-x

FIGURE 10.3. A Complex with fi. = 3, Rl = 3, R2 = 2 and R3 = 1.

club complex must satisfy

nh[.] 1 for x E [-x,x] (a)

Jx ndx (b)

for i E {1, ... ,n}

and j E p, ... ,Kd

Jx nz[·]dx +

(c)

tt J~i'2J+1 nTi [Ix - Xi,2jl] dx +
i=l j=l Xi.2j-1

(10.20)

(10.21)

Mn, (d)LLCij

i=lj=l

where z and h are the compensated demands for the composite good and land
given by15

H h [R,O, Y1,j,(x), ... , Yii,jn(X)] (b)

and where T;, and Ci are known functions while nand M are given parameters.
Also, ji (x) is the index for the specific club of type i patronised by an individual
who resides at x. 16

1500serve that, if we include employment centres in our definition of cluos, n = O.
HiNotice that the supply of land in the land use constraint (10.20(a)) is given by (J = 1

hecause the city is linear with unitary width. Also notice that the material oalance constraint
(10.20(d)) does not include a term for the opportunity cost of land because R = o.
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10.2.2 The Optimal Club Complex

An optimal club complex is a feasible complex in which the total area and
population size, the spatial distribution of population and land values, the club
locations and their market areas are chosen to maximise the common level of
utility. In fact, any replication of an optimal complex is an optimal complex.
However, we shall confine our definition to an optimal complex which is not an
integer replication of an optimal complex. Given the optimal number of spatial
clubs (K.i for i E {l, ... ,11,}), it can be shown that the first-order conditions of
this problem imply the following fundamental characteristics of an optimal club
complex.

We know that the supply of every collective good in an optimal complex must
obey Samuelson's rule, namely,

Xi,2j+l

! oeo oco
nO OYij dx = oY:

j
for i E {l, ... , 11,} and j E {l, ... , K.il·

Xi,2j-1

(10.22)

Also since, in contrast to the cases presented in earlier sections, individuals
here are restricted to one visit per unit of time for all club types, the marginal
cost pricing rule reduces to the prescription that individuals must pay their
marginal congestion cost. Under marginal cost pricing, the initial endowment
net of transport cost is just sufficient to finance the optimal budget:

n 0 ° n
e[Ro, 0°, Gtj! (x), ... , G~,jn(x)] + L oMCi

= 0- L Ti [Ix - Xi,j,(x) I]
i=l ',J,(X) i=l

(10.23)
where e [.J denotes the minimum expenditure on the composite good and hous
ing. This, together with (1O.20(d)), gives

(10.24)

where ALR is the aggregate land rent, which can be derived from the aggre
gate differential land rent by setting agricultural rent equal to zero. This is the
Henry George rule for an optimal club complex. Namely, the aggregate operat
ing deficits from the provision of the LPGs are equal to the aggregate land rent.
The deficit is the difference between the aggregate user charge and the cost of
providing the LPG. Moreover since the opportunity cost of land has been set
equal to zero, urban rent vanishes at the boundaries of the optimal complex,
that is,

(10.25)

A complete characterisation of an optimal complex seems difficult at this level
of generality. It is still possible however to say something about the spatial
structure of such a complex. Firstly, we know that there is no vacant land
within an optimal complex. Fcc otherwise, one could imagine that the length
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of the urban area is shortened to eliminate the vacant land; and if everything
located on occupied land before this operation is kept fixed during the operation,
aggregate transport cost must be reduced. Secondly, we know that every sub
area of the urban territory is involved in extensive spatial interaction with
other sub-areas in the territory. In particular, as we prove in section 10.4.2 of
the appendix, we have

Result 10.1 (Hochman, Pines and Thisse (1995)): Given the terri
tory XO of an optimal complex, there is no strictly smaller sub-area
of XO such that all the trips made in this sub-area both originate
and end there.

Finally, we can specify the optimal location principle for clubs within the com
plex. Observe that the location of a club Xi.2j appears only in the material
balance constraint (1O.20(d)), so that its effect on utility can be exerted only
through this constraint. More precisely, club location in (1O.20(d)) only deter
mines the corresponding aggregate transport cost associated with that club.
Hence a necessary condition for optimality is to chose a club location that
minimises this aggregate transport cost, which implies

for i E {I, ... , ft.} and j E {I, ... , Rd.
(10.26)

The intuitive interpretation of (10.26) is straightforward. By relocating the club
Xi.2j - x meters rightward, all those individuals living to its left have to pay
ti (Xi,2j - x) more for travelling to the facility, while all those to its right save
t i (x - Xi,2j) each. Minimising transport cost requires that the marginal cost of
relocation is just equal to the corresponding marginal benefit.

10.2.3 Decentralisation

It is readily verified from (10.24) that the total cost of providing the LPGs
must be larger that the total revenue from the optimal user charges. Therefore
at least some clubs cannot be sustainable if their revenue is limited to the user
charge. In fact, the excess of total cost over total revenue holds not only for the
optimal complex as a whole, but for every club in it. To see this observe that
the user charge exceeds cost only if the average cost Cij / Mij is increasing in
Mij , which is impossible at the optimum. For if a club operates at increasing
average cost then it is inefficient because a larger number of clubs of the same
type can serve the same population at a lower cost. Furthermore, with more
clubs of the same type, aggregate transport cost will be reduced. Even at the
minimum average provision cost the number of clubs is still too small because
transportation cost, which is strictly increasing with club size, must be added
to the club's provision cost. We conclude that each club needs to be partially
financed by land rent.
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The Henry George rule (10.24) implies that the above deficit problem can be
resolved on the aggregate level by using the appropriate lump-sum transfers.
But although such transfers can be decentralised by the appropriate allocation
of land ownership to the various clubs, the appropriate incentive structure can
not. For suppose that any given club ij is entitled to, say, a share Bij « 1) of
land in its market area, which allows it to obtain Bij of the corresponding ALR.
Then, since the social benefit (or cost) related to any change of the club's pol
icy is fully reflected by the land values inside its market area, the club cannot
realize the full marginal impact of its policy on the welfare of its patrons as a
marginal profit (or loss)-but only as a share Bij of itY This distorts its de
cision making away from optimality.18 We conclude that decentralisation of an
optimal complex must be undertaken at the level of the urban territory itself,
rather than at the level of individual clubs inside the territory as suggested by
fiscal federalism.

10.3 Monocentricity Versus Polycentricity

As we explained in section 10.2.2, it is difficult to characterise in detail the
spatial structure of an optimal club complex at the level of generality adopted
in that section. However questions such as what characterises the transition from
a monocentric to a polycentric urban structure, or what determines whether the
location of a public facility will be central or peripheral, are fundamental to an
understanding of the city.

In this section we provide an answer to these questions by using a drastically
simplified model of an optimal club complex. As in Fujita (1989) and Thisse
and Wildasin (1992), we restrict both the number of non-residential activities
and the number of urban configurations. We allow only two types of pure LPGs
in the complex, we assume that a given quantity Gi for i = 1,2 is necessary for
survival and that the marginal utility of Gi vanishes for Gi > Gi . In this manner
we fix the consumption of LPGs in the complex. We also preclude multi-product
clubs (see, for example, Brueckner and Lee (1991)). It then follows that the
aggregate cost of supplying a given type of LPG depends solely on the number
of clubs that provide it: scale economies can only be realised by reducing the
number of clubs. Moreover, we restrict the number of clubs to Ki ::; 2. Thus, if we
denote the setup cost of a type-i facility by Gi , its corresponding aggregate cost
of provision is either Gi or 2Gi . Finally, we allow only two configurations. The
first, monocentric configuration, contains two facilities (one for each type) both
located at the mid-point of the interval. The second, polycentric configuration,
contains three facilities such that two of the same type are symmetrically located

17 Sec t.he dise11l;sion in Hoehman, Pines and Thisse (1995).
lXThe problem is similar t.o t.he impossibilit.y of finding a pay--off formula (sharing rule)

for a t.eam which bot.h exhaust.s t.he common out.put and, at the same t.ime, provides the
appropriate incent.ive for efficiency. (Sec Holmstrom (1982)).
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at a distance on either side of the mid-point and a single one of the other type is
centrally located. Under both configurations transport cost is linear, Ti = Aix.

Thrning now to individual behaviour, we assume that the elasticity of substi
tution between land and the composite good is zero as in section 2.3.5. Given the
supply of essential LPGs, the utility level is determined by a= min{Z, H / B}
where B is a parameter. Accordingly, equations (10.21) reduce to

H BO. (b)

Z a (a)
(10.27)

In this simple case, where the complementarity hypothesis of Haig (1926) still
holds, consumption is the same for every individual-hence residential density
is the same across locations (but it changes with parameters).

10.3.1 Monocentric Configuration

We have K,i = 1 for i = 1,2 and we know that both facilities are centrally
located. Using (10.27) and taking into account that there is no vacant land,
(1O.20(b)) can be written as

2-0

_~ = MO (10.28)
BVo

at the optimum. Since the collective goods are pure, there is no user charge and
the optimal budget equation (10.23) reduces to

(10.29)

At the RHS boundary of the urban area (10.29) simplifies into

(10.30)

because the optimal rent vanishes there. Combining (10.29) and (10.30) gives

(10.31)

Upon integration of (10.31) we get the aggregate land rent

(10.32)

We can therefore write the Henry George rule as

(10.33)
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Finally, combining (10.30) with (10.33) implies

(n - [r0)2 = (A1+ A2) f3 (C't + 02) [ro (10.34)

which is a quadratic equation in [ro. We then can use (10.30) once again to solve
for xO. With [ro and XOknown, MOand RO can be determined from (10.28)
and (10.31) respectively.

10.3.2 Polycentric Configuration

We have R1 = 1 and R2 = 2, and we know that the type--one facility is centrally
located while the type-two facilities are located symmetrically on either side
and at a distance from the centre. We restrict the exposition to the RHS of the
complex, so that x ~ O. Applying (10.26) to the second type yields

2-0 -0
x2,4 = x (10.35)

which implies that the two peripheral facilities are located at -xO /2 and XO/2,
that is, at the mid-points of their respective market areas. It follows that the
four urban subregions determined by the two boundaries and the three centres
are equally populated. The optimal budget equation (10.23) now reduces to

for x :::; X2,4
(10.36)

for x > x2,4'

At the RHS boundary of the urban area (10.36) simplifies into

(10.37)

for x:::; X2,4

for x > X2,4'

(10.38)
Taking into account symmetry, we integrate (10.38) to obtain

(10.39)

Thus the Henry George rule in this case can be written as

(10.40)
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Finally, equations (10.28), (10.37) and (10.40) can be reduced to

(0 - 0°)2 = (Al + ~2) fJ (01+ 202)0° (10.41)

which, as in the monocentric case, it is a quadratic equation in 0°. We then can
use (10.35), (10.37) and (10.41), to obtain XO and X2,4. With O°,xo and X2,4

known, MO and RO can be determined from (10.28) and (10.38) respectively.

10.3.3 Optimal Configuration

In this subsection we investigate conditions for monocentricity versus polycen
tricity and, in the case where the latter occurs, which of the two facility types
is centrally located. Using (10.34) and (10.41), we have

(0 - O(I)f - (0 - 0(3)f = (AI + A2) fJ (01+ 02) 0(1)

(AI + ~2) fJ (01+ 202) O~)

(AI + A2 ) fJ (01+ O2 ) (0(1) - 0(3»)

+
(10.42)

If 0(1) < 0(3) then the LHS of (10.42) must be positive, which implies that
the second term on the RHS of (10.42) must also be positive because the cor
responding first term is negative. Similarly, if U(I) > U(3) then the second term
on the RHS of (10.42) must be negative. Therefore when a facility of the first
type is located at the mid-point of the polycentric configuration, the optimal
configuration is determined by

- - A2 202
U(I) ~ (:::;) U(3) {::} Al :::; k) 0

1
. (10.43)

Taking into account the symmetry between the two LPGs, we also conclude
that

- - A2 02
U(1) ~ (:::;) U(3) {::} Al ~ (:::;) 201 (10.44)

when a facility of the second type is located at the mid-point of the polycentric
configuration. Combining these two conditions, we arrive at

Result 10.2: The optimal configuration is monocentric with two
facilities (one for each type) both located at the mid-point of the
optimal complex if and only if

01 Al 201
---<~<---.
2C2 A2 C2
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If the ratio of transportation rates is outside these bounds then the
optimal configuration is polycentric with a single facility located at
the mid-point of the optimal complex and two facilities of the other
type symmetrically located on either side of the centre at the mid
point of their respective market areas. In particular, the inequalities

determine respectively whether facility type one or facility type two
is the central facility in the polycentric configuration.

Ol-----~-------~-----AI

RJI)Ctrtric
(TYJ:e lactnre)

RJI)Ctrtric
(TYJ:e2actnre)

(10.45)

FIGURE 10.4. Determination of Monocentricity Versus Polycentricity.

Our result is illustrated in figure 10.4. Notice that the establishment of each
alternative optimal configuration depends only upon the relative values of trans
portation rates and provision costs. In particular, multiplying Al and A2 or (:1
and (:2 by the same constant will not affect the choice of an optimal configura
tion.

10.3.4 Comparative Statics

In this section we discuss the economic mechanisms that produce result 10.2 us
ing the comparative statics of a polycentric optimal configuration. If we combine
(10.28), (10.37) and (10.40) we derive

-02 - ( - - ) -0 fiB ((:1 + 2(:2)
x + B C1 + 2C2 X - Al + A

2
/2 = O.

Upon inspection of (10.45), we can determine the parameter effects on the
optimal size of urban land use as shown on the first row of table 10.2. The
second row of that table follows from (10.41). For example, an increase of any
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TABLE 10.2. Comparative Statics of a Polycentric City.

+
+

+ +

+

+

+

parameter on the RHS of (10.41) cannot raise utility because the RHS would
increase while the LHS would decrease. For the third row, the effects of Al and
A2 on MO can be determined from the first two rows together with (10.28),
(10.35) and (10.37). The effects of n and fJ follow from the first row together
with (10.28) and (10.35). Finally, the effects of C1 and C2 can be derived using
the first two rows together with (10.28) and (10.35).

In order to characterise more precisely the parametric effects on the optimal
urban structure, we draw upon result 10.2 and table 10.2 . Because of symme
try, we need only examine the parametric effects for a single type. We begin
with figure 10.5, which illustrates the way the transport rate Al affects both
the optimal configuration and the length of the urban area-hence, by (10.35),
the spacing of centres. The curve segments that correspond to a polycentric
city determine the distance between two centres that provide a different type of
collective good. For the range over which the optimal configuration is monocen
tric, both types collapse to the mid-point of the interval [-XO, XO] as indicated
in the figure.

Figure 10.5 implies that, with the remaining parameters fixed, the monocen
tric city structure can prevail only if the transport rate to one of the facilities
is neither too large nor too small, given the size of the remaining parameters.
The following is an intuitive explanation of this result.

A. When Al is zero it pays to have a system of polycentric cities, each with a
single facility of the first type at the centre. Suppose not. Then either we have
a system of polycentric cities, each with a single facility of the second type at
the centre, or a system of monocentric cities. In the first case it pays to replace
the two facilities of the first type by one located at the centre and save on the
cost of a type-one facility without any increase in transportation costs. In the
second case we can combine two adjacent cities, and replace two facilities of
the first type located at the centres of the two cities with a single type-one
facility at the border between the two adjacent cities. Once again, the cost of
one type-one facility is saved without any increase in transport costs.

B. When Al is sufficiently large, a polycentric city with a type-two facility
at the centre prevails. Suppose not. Then either the efficient structure implies
polycentric cities, each with a facility of the first type at the centre, or monocen
tric cities. We will show that neither can prevail. First, consider the net benefit
of two type-two facilities at the periphery rather than one facility at the city
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FIGURE 10.5. The Effect of Transport Rate on the Spatial Extent and the Optimal
Configuration of the City.

centre, namely, A2xo /4 - (;2/MO. The first term is the saving in transporta
tion cost which results from dispersing the facilities, whereas the second is the
cost of an additional facility. As Al increases, both XO and MO decrease (see
table 12.2), and XO must tend to zero as Al increases beyond any bounds (see
(10.37)). Hence, for sufficiently large AI, A2xo /4 - (;2/MO becomes negative.
It follows that since the saving of (;2/MO exceeds the extra transportation cost
A2xo /4, it pays to replace the two facilities of the second type at the periphery
by one facility located at the centre. Thus a monocentric structure dominates
the polycentric structure with a facility of the first type at the centre. How
ever, as Al continues to increase, even A2xo /2 - (;2/2Mo becomes eventually
negative, so that (;2/MO > A2xo. But then, consider two adjacent monocentric
cities. They constitute one city with both facilities dispersed and population
2Mo. The net benefit of replacing two facilities of the second type from the
centres of the two cities by one facility of the second type located at the border
between the cities is A2xo /2 - (;2/2Mo > O. We thus obtain a polycentric city
with a facility of the second type at the centre. In summary, for sufficiently
large AI, a monocentric city dominates a polycentric city with type-one facility
at the centre, and is dominated by a polycentric city with a type-two facility
at the centre.

Analogous arguments can be applied to setup costs. Similarly to the case
of transportation rates, both small and large setup costs induce polycentricity.
However, using table 10.2, we know that the effect of setup costs on the size of
the city is opposite to the effect of transport rates.

In the simple case we presented here all centres locate on the middle of
their market area. Since the population is evenly distributed, it is also true
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that exactly half of the consumption group locates on either side of any cen
tre. Therefore, when demand is insensitive to prices, all centres locate at both
their geographical and population midpoints. In the more general case where
demand is sensitive to prices, these two become distinct and centres locate on
their population midpoints. Since density declines away from the main centre,
subcentral population midpoints locate closer to the main centre than before.
Higher transport rates, which tend to concentrate population around the main
centre, may induce a strong centripetal movement of subcentres. In particu
lar, using a Cobb-Douglas utility function, Loay Alemi of Tel-Aviv University
found that increasing ih to its first critical value (point I in figure 10.5) de
creases x'2,6/xo, that is, the centres converge to each other not only in absolute
but also in relative terms; and when Al increases beyond its second critical
value, the centres diverge. In other words, as the system moves from a polycen
tric toward a monocentric configuration, the subcentres converge until a critical
point is reached and the city becomes monocentric.

Conventional wisdom says that a fall in transport cost (stemming from in
teractions between individuals and firms) encourages agglomeration (see Fujita
and Thisse (1996)). This conclusion is supported by several studies (see Ogawa
and Fujita (1980), Imai (1982), Fujita (1989) and Fujita, Thisse and Zenou
(1997)). Our results are at odds with this conclusion. For example, an increase
in home-based travel costs induces agglomeration when they are low, first by
the convergence of the non-residential activities and then by their concentration
in the geographical centre. On the contrary, when these costs increase further,
they contribute to a dismantling of the unique centre and to the dispersion of the
non-residential activities. Finally, when non-residential activities are dispersed,
any further increase in the travel costs once again induces convergence of the
centres-although they remain separate. 19 The main reason for the difference
is the distinct nature of the two non-residential activities and the symmetry
between them. As the cost of interaction between individuals and one activity
increases, the centrally located activity eventually changes. This characteris
tic is missing in the above studies, where the same type of activity is always
located at the centre. However, if our setup costs are taken to represent the
centripetal force, our results regarding setup costs are consistent with Fujita
and Ogawa (1982), where the cost effect of inter-firm interactions on agglomer
ation is non-monotonic, and full agglomeration requires an intermediate level
of such cost. Likewise, our results are reminiscent of Mori (1997) where full
agglomeration occurs only under an intermediate level of transportation cost
for the manufacturing goods (stemming from interactions between individuals
and firms).

19To see the difference between our results and the ones reported in the existing literature
consider, for example, Fujita, Thisse, and Zenou (1997). We can interpret. the firm's cost of
distance from the center (localisation economies) as our scale economies. Then their Propo
sition 1 implies a monotone relationship between the location of the entrant and commuting
cost on the one hand, and localisation economies on the other (distance from the main center
increases with commuting cost and decreases with localisation economies).
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10.4 Appendices

10.4.1 Optimality of the Club Equilibrium and Decentralisation

In this section we prove the first and second welfare theorems for the club
equilibrium (10.8).

I. Let (ee, t e,(;e,i:r, R,e) and P [te,(;e] be a club equilibrium.
Then there is no other feasible allocation that yields higher utility
than (ee t e e-e Me R,e), , , , .

PROOF: Suppose not. Then there is a feasible allocation (e1,t 1, (;1, M1, R,1)
such that20

u [0 - C[t1,(;1] IM1,e1,t 1,(;1] > U [0 - c [te,(;e] IMe,ee, te,(;e] ,
(10.46)

while (1O.8(a)), (1O.8(d)) and (1O.8(e)) imply

u [0 - c [te,(;e] IMe, ee, t e,(;e] 2: U [0 - p [tI, (;1] eI, e 1,tI, (;1] .
(10.47)

Taken together, (10.46) and (10.47) yield

p [t1,(;1] e1 > c [tI,(;l] IM1 .

However, using (1O.8(b)) and (1O.8(e)), we conclude that

p [t1,(;1] e 1:S c [t1,(;1] IMI,

a contradiction. 0

(10.48)

(10.49)

II. Let (CO, to, (;0, MO,R,O) be a club optimum. Then there exists
a supporting price po = p [t, (;] under which the club optimum is
a club equilibrium.

PROOF: We shall argue that P [t, (;] = c [t, (;] 1(; is a supporting price func
tion. We know that the equilibrium conditions (1O.8(b)-(e)) are satisfied by the
definition of a club optimum and the above supporting price function. There
fore we only have to establish that condition (1O.8(a)) is satisfied if we replace
(ee, t e,(;e) with (CO, to, (;0). Suppose not. Then there is a (e1, t1, (;1, M1 )
such that

u [0 - P [tI,(;l] eI,e1,t 1,(;1] > U [0 - c [to, (;0] IMo,eo, to, (;0] .
(10.50)

Using P [t, (;] = c [t, (;] 1(; and (1O.8(d)) on (10.50), we obtain

u [0 - c [t1,(;1] IM1 , e1 , t 1,(;1] > U [0 - c[to, (;0] IMO
, Co, to, (;0]

(10.51)

20 A feasible allocation satisfies the material balance condition MZ + C = Mn, which
implies Z = n- CIM.
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which implies that (GO, t° ,GO, MO, R,O) is not optimal because the allocation
(Gl, 1'1, Gl,Gl IGl), which allows for a higher utility is feasible-a contradic
tion. 0

10.4·2 Proof of Result 10.1

The proof is taken from Hochman, Pines and Thisse (1995). Suppose that there
is a sub-area X strictly smaller that XO and such that all trips that originate
in X also end inside it. Then either (i) X is an autarchy in the sense that the
resources supplied in X equal the resources used, or (ii) X is not an autarchy.

In the first case, the optimal utility level must be attained in a club complex
that satisfies (10.19) and (10.20). This however is impossible because the total
population in X is smaller that the optimal population.

In the second case, resources either flow from XO - X into X or from X into
XO - X. If the first possibility applies, the original allocation is not optimal
because a utility level higher than 0° can be achieved in XO -X by not exporting
resources into X. 21 A similar argument eliminates the second possibility.
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11
Specialisation and Trade

In this chapter we investigate the reasons behind the formation of diverse cities
by identical individuals when there are more than a single private good-a
structure that leads to specialisation and trade. We derive a model that com
bines Wilson (1987) with Gilles and Scotchmer (1997, 1998), and then reduce it
to a simple optimisation problem with two variables: the relative prices of the
private goods and the urban population size. This reduced form sheds new light
on the advantages and disadvantages of choosing a diversified city system with
specialisation and trade over a system of identical autarchic cities. Which of the
two is preferable depends on the size of gains from trade in a diversified system
relative to gains from an efficient city size in a system of identical autarchies. We
present several examples to illustrate different possible outcomes of the model.
The issue of decentralisation is discussed in Papageorgiou and Pines (1998).

11.1 Introduction

As we have explained in section 10.1.1, when the population consists of identi
cal individuals and there is a single private good, it is optimal to form identical
cities of optimal size for undertaking collective activities such as the produc
tion of goods or the consumption of collective goods. The optimal size of each
city depends on the trad~ff between the advantage of sharing the cost of
producing the collective good and the disadvantage of congested production or
consumption. Since there is only one tradeable private good (collective goods
are not traded), cities are autarchic. But once there is more than one tradeable
good, there are several reasons for specialisation and trade among cities.
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The standard approach for specialisation and trade in urban economics argues
that the main agglomeration advantage is coming from localisation economies
(scale economies internal to the firm or the industry)-rather than urbanisation
economies resulting from positive inter-industry externalities. l If this were the
case, it would be always more efficient to establish single-product cities or, when
firms have strong input-output relationships and the shipment of intermediate
goods is costly, a single industrial complex.2 The production of different goods
by different cities implies specialisation and trade.

In this chapter we present another argument for specialisation and trade
based on the theory of clubs, which has markedly different implications than
the argument based on localisation economies. We develop a framework that
integrates Wilson (1987) with Gilles and Scotchmer (1997, 1998) who extended
models akin to that of section 10.1.1 by introducing more than a single private
good. We are thus able to account simultaneously for the effect of production
(a key element in Wilson) and for the effect of an impure collective good (a key
element in Gilles and Scotchmer). Along with these authors, we find that the
optimal urban structure for identical individuals and more than a single private
good is not necessarily a system of identical autarchies, but may form diversified
city types differing from each other by size, production mix and consumption.

The underlying premises of the model we use to explain the advantage of
specialisation and trade differ from those of Henderson (1997). In contrast to
Henderson, where production exhibits scale economies, production here exhibits
constant returns to scale and diminishing labour productivity. As in chapter ten,
the main agglomeration advantage arises from the collective use of the public
facilities and the cost-sharing it affords.

The main difference between the implications of the model presented in this
chapter and Henderson's (1997) model can be illustrated by using his example.
Suppose we begin with an autarchic city which produces both food and steel.
Based on the standard reasoning for specialisation and trade, Henderson will
recommend that this city be replaced by two separate, smaller than the original
cities that specialise on a single type of product. Based on club and local public
good theories, Wilson (1987) and Gilles and Scotchmer (1997, 1998) will also
recommend that this city be replaced by two separate specialised cities. How
ever, unlike Henderson, one of these cities should be smaller while the other
should be larger than the original.

1See Isard (1956) and Henderson (1988, 1997). Another explanation comes from the
new economic geography, which uses the differentiated products approach to represent scale
economies (see, for example, Krugman (1991, 1995). As explained in chapter nine, since under
this approach every individual consumes all varieties and since production of these varieties is
dispersed among cities, each city specialises on a segment of the interval that determines the
range of the differentiated product. Therefore each city imports varieties it, does not produce
and exports varieties it produces.

2 As Henderson (1997, p.594) expresses it, ".. .if we take two cities, one specialized in food
production and the other in iron and steel and combine them, everyone loses."
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An Extended Club-LPG Model

We use a version of the model proposed by Stiglitz (1977), generalised to incor
porate a crowding effect both on the utility and on the provision cost of the col
lective good.3 There is a large number of potential sites where cities can locate,
each site extending over one unit of land. A smaller number K, of these potential
sites have actually been developed into cities accommodating a total population
N of identical individuals.4 The welfare of an individual in city j = 1, ... , K, is
determined by a well-behaved utility function u [Zlj, Z2j, 1 j, Mj ] where Zij
(i = 1,2) denotes the individual consumption of the two private goods; 1j is
the amount of a congested local public good supplied; and Mj is the popula
tion size of the city. All goods are essential. The public good is congested in
the sense that the benefit from and the cost of its provision changes with the
city's population size. It is local in the sense that only residents of city j can
benefit from its provision. Finally, excessive crowding is intolerable because
lim!VIr-+oo&u/&Mj = -00.

Each of the two private goods is produced using labour and land according
to a linear homogeneous production function fi [Mij , Lij] where Mij and Lij
denote the labour and land inputs used to produce private good i in city j. The
two production functions are distinct in the sense that their isoquant slopes
differ for the same input combination. The total quantity available from the
first private good in each city is used either for direct consumption or for the
production of the local public good. Since ZI is the numeraire, the cost of
producing the public good is measured in units of Z Ij as Cj = c [1j, Mj ].5 ~s in
the case of utility, excessive crowding is intolerable because lim!VIj _00Cj / Mj =
00.

A feasible allocation (Zlj, Z2j, 1 j, Mj , M1j , L 1j ) satisfies the population and
material balance constraints:

(a)

3 As in section 10.1, geographical space does not playa role in this chapter. Since we do
not need to distinguish between those variables that vary with location and those which do
not, we simplify notation. Therefore absence of a bar in this chapter does not imply that the
corresponding variable varies with location.

4 We refrain from the more general case of an heterogeneous population with differentiated
tastes and initial endowments, as in Gilles and Scotchmer (1997, 1998), in order to highlight
the specific implications of introducing multiple private goods for specialisation and trade.
A model with heterogeneous individuals can blur the surprising implication that trade may
be advantageous even among identical individuals (gains from trade among heterogeneous
indiviquals is never surprising).

5 Observe that in this formulation we have simplified the model of chapter ten by assuming
that the frequency of visits to the collectively used facility is fixed.
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'"L (MjZIj + Cj - it [MIj ,LIj ]) = 0 (b)
j=1

(11.1)
'"L (MjZ2j - h [Mj - MIj ,1- LIj ]) = O. (c)

j=1

A feasible equal-treatment allocation is a feasible allocation in which utility
is equalised across cities. Finally an optimal allocation is a feasible equal
treatment allocation that maximises the common utility level.

We assume that an optimal urban system can contain either one city type
(as in the case of identical autarchies in section 10.1.1) or, at most, two types.
In the former case the urban system is uniform, in the latter diversified. If we
denote by a and b the city types in a diversified system, and by "'a and "'b the
corresponding total number of cities then we can define an optimum as a pair
of allocations (Zlj, Z2j' Yj, MJ, Mtj ,L'lj) for j = a, b and a partition of the '"
cities into types (",~, "'b I"'~ + "'b = "') that maximise the common utility level
[; subject to

u [ZIj, Z2j, Y j, Mj] [; for j = a,b (a)

L "'jMj N (b)
j=a,b

L "'j (MjZIj + Cj - it [MIj ,LIj ]) 0 (c)
(11.2)

j=a,b

L "'j (MjZ2j - h [Mj - MIj ,1- LIj ]) 0 (d)
j=a,b

where (11.2(a)) represents the equal-utility constraints, (11.2(b)) is the popu
lation constraint and (11.2(c) , (d)) are the material balance constraints.

The first-order conditions of (11.2) imply that all cities must be self-sufficient
at the optimum:

MJ Zlj + Cj - it [Mtj ,L'lj] + (MJ Z2j - h [MJ - Mtj ,1 - L'lj]) po = O.
(11.3)

where P is the implicit price of the second private good so that the optimal
po == MRS(Zlj , Z2j)' They also imply the Samuelson rule

- 0 S ( 0 YO) aco

M j ·MR Zlj' j = ay.
J

and the Henry George rule

(11.4)

(11.5)
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for j = a, b.6 In this version, the Henry George rule says that the provision cost
net of the warranted user charges (which represents the deficit associated with
the provision of the local public good in the city) is equal to the aggregate land
rent in that city at the optimum.

Given our initial assumptions, a solution to this model can represent either
a uniform system of autarchies or a diversified system with two distinct city
types. On the one hand an uniform urban system will emerge if either ~~~b = 0
or (Zfa' Z2a, l~, M~) = (Zfb' Z2b' Ib' Mb)· We assume that the optimal al
location is unique and that the maximum utility level at any feasible urban
population size has a n-shape around the optimal population size. On the
other hand a diversified urban system is characterised by ~~ > 0, ~b > 0 and
(Zfa, Z2a, l~, M~) # (Zfb' Z2b' Ib' Mb)· Since there is only one type of optImal
autarchy, cities in a diversified system must trade Zl for Z2.

11.3 A Reduced Form of the Optimal Allocation
Problem

In order to illuminate the underlying conditions for the establishment of a
uniform or a diversified urban system at the optimum, we reduce the optimal
allocation problem to a model which specifies the maximum attainable common
utility level at any price P and urban size M. This will allow us to compare
the common utility levels achieved in uniform and feasible diversified urban
systems, and to determine under what circumstances one is preferable to the
other. We begin by defining a reduced utility function from which the public
good is eliminated:

V [Zl' Z2, M] max u [Zll Z2, 1, M] (a)z,:r

subject to (11.6)

C
Zl' (b)Zl+~ =M

Having combined private consumption of Zl together with the public good
1 in Zl, we render V [ .] compatible to the example provided by Gilles and
Scotchmer (1997, 1998). We further reduce V [ .J to an indirect utility function

61n deriving the Henry George rule, we evaluate per-unit land rent using the value of the
marginal product of land:

all = p. a!2 .
aLIj aL2j

However, each of these expressions is also representing DLR since the quantity of land in
each city is unitary.
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by defining 7

v [F,M]
subject to

MZ l - II [Ml,L l ] +

(MZ2- 12 [M - Ml, 1- LI]) F = 0

max V [M~ (II [Ml, LI] + (12 [M - Ml , 1 - Ll ] - MZ2) F) ,Z2, M] .
Z2,M i ,L,

(11.7)
The solution to (11.7) yields Z2 [F,M] ,Ml [F,M] ,L l [F,M] and, therefore,
. FUrthermore, using (11.6), we can also derive 1£1 [F, M] and Y [F, M]. With
this information one can determine

v [F,M] = V [Zl [F,M] ,Z2 [F,M] ,M] (11.8)

which specifies the maximum utility level a self-sufficient city can attain for
any combination of price and population size.

B

A

E1 \
\

\
\

CC/'" \ E4
\
\

\
\
\

'-----------'--".......---'--~- L 1A B

FIGURE 11.1. Gains from Trade.

The mapping v [F, M] can be explained in terms of figure 11.1. Given some

M = M, the per--eapita production possibility frontier of the city is uniquely
determined and represented by the locus AA in that figure. Suppose that the

i A standard indirect. utility function is defined over prices and income. In this formulation
the supply of land is fixed, hence output and income are fully determined by P and M.
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city confronts a price level P = -1/tan{3. Then the consumption possibility
frontier is the locus DD, where E3 represents the optimal consumption bundle

and E4 the optimal production bundle. Therefore v [P,!VI] is the utility level

which corresponds to the indifference curve U3.
In order to characterise v [p, M], we first discuss combinations of P and M

which imply an autarchy. The utility-maximising consumption and production
bundles of an autarchic city with population size !VI is E1, which allows for a
utility level that corresponds to the indifference curve U1. The consumption and
production bundles E1 will also be chosen if a city with the same population size
!VI confronts a price level F = -1/tana:: and is free to trade. Fer, in that case,
its consumption possibility frontier becomes BB so that the optimal production
and consumption bundles coincide at E1 . Thus, given any M, we have just
determined F which satisfies

M711[F,M]

MZ2 [F,M]

It [M1[F,M] ,L1[F,M]] (a)

h [M - M1[F,M] ,1- L1[F,M)). (b)
(11.9)

We denote this mapping f!om M to P by F = F [M] and refer to it as an
autarchy line on the P-M plane. The slope of the autarchy line depends on
whether 711and M are substitutes or complements, and whether 711 is labour
intensive relative to Z2. For example, if 711 and M are neither substitutes nor
complements and 711 is labour-intensive, an increase in labour supply M reduces
its relative price, that is, it increases F. Moreover if 711 is neither labour- nor
land-intensive but 711 and M are substitutes, an increase in M reduces the
MRS(Z2, 7l1)-hence it increases once again F. In both examples the autarchy
line slopes upwards on the P-M plane. Since, in the present context, only the
absolute value of the slope of the autarchy line matters, we shall assume that
F [M] is upward-sloping unless stated otherwise.

We next discuss how gains from trade can arise in the context of figure 11.1.
Suppose that, given M, the price decreases from -tana to -tan{3, which al
lows for an achievable utility level that corresponds to the higher indifference
curve U3. This increase follows from two effects. First, keeping the production
unchanged, consumption is adjusted from E1 to E2 on CC which allows for a
move from a lower indifference curve U1 to a higher indifference curve U2' A
further improvement can be accomplished by adjusting production from E1 to
E4 which raises the consumption possibility frontier from CC to DD and, conse
quently, allows a move to a higher indifference curve U3' Since the consumption
bundle at E3 is different from the corresponding production bundle at E4, the
city is no longer autarchic. More precisely, starting from an autarchy, if the city
is allowed to trade Z1 for Z2 at a price lower than F then the achievable utility
can be increased. Likewise, starting once again from an autarchy, it can be seen
that if the city is allowed to trade Z2 for Z1 at a price higher than F then the
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achievable utility can also be increased.8 Hence, keeping M fixed, any deviation
from P allows gains from trade. This is precisely the case of a consumer who
owns a given amount of two goods (or gets his or her income in kind). Since P
is the consumer's MRS(Z2, Zl) at the endowment point, any other price ratio
allows the consumer to be better-off. It follows that the autarchy line on the
P-M plane is a trough line.

FIGURE 11.2. Conditions for a Diversified Urban System.

Although gains from trade are necessary for a specialised urban system, they
are not sufficient. We shall see that this happens because specialisation neces
sitates an urban size other than the optimal size of an autarchy. Since utility
decreases away from the optimal size, the choice between a uniform and a di
versified urban system hinges upon whether or not the losses from inefficient
population size are greater than the corresponding gains from trade. A case
where gains from trade dominate over losses from inefficient size is shown in
figur~ 11.2. This figure includes a map of v [p, M] and the autarchy line on the
P-M plane. The autarchy line slopes upward and is a trough line as explained
above. Arrows point toward higher achievable utility. The optimal autarchy cor
responds to (P*, M*), where utility is maximised over the autarchy line. Since
autarchic utility v [P [M] ,M] has a n-shape around its optimal size M*, we
conclude that (P*, M*) is a saddle point.

Along the autarchy line (11.9) is satisfied. Starting from any point on the
autarchy line, if we decrease P while keeping population fixed then production

~To Ree thiR just exchange the notation on the axeR such that p. = -tan[l/a] and the
price increases to -tan[l/,BJ.
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and consumption will adjust to A:n.l1 < It [.j and MZ2 > h [.j as it has been
discussed in conjunction with figure 11.1. Similarly, a movement of the relative
price toward the opposite direction implies MZ1 > It [.] and MZ2 < h [.j.
Therefore any combination (p, M) to the right of the autarchy line in figure 11.2
implies trading Zl for Z2, and any combination to the left of the autarchy line
implies trading Z2 for Zl' Consequently, specialisation and trade among cities
requires that one city type has a population larger than the optimal autarchy
size M* while the other's population is smaller. This discussion clarifies the
notion of a trade-off between gains from trade and losses from inefficient city
size mentioned above.

M

L-.£- +-_-'- -'----' P

FIGURE 11.3. Conditions for a Uniform Urban System.

In order to establish the possibility of a diversified urban system we need to
further assume that, for any given P, limM-+o v [p, M] = limM-+oo v [p, M] <
v [P*, M*] .9 Then it is true that, as you go from north to south or vice-versa on
figure 11.2, you encounter at least one ridge line. If, further, v [P*, M] assumes
a local minimum at (P*, M*) as it does in figure 11.2 then gains from trade
dominate and a diversified system does emerge. The reason is that, under these
circumstances, there exists some price range [.Rnin, Pmax ] containing P* such
that, for any price in that range, v [p, M] attains local maxima both at some
finite city size above the line of autarchy and at some positive city size below it.
For P = P*, these local maxima are represented by points C and C' in figure
11.2. Therefore, over [Pmin , .RnaxJ, there are two ridge sections with elevations

9TheHe assumptionH can be justified if one takes into account that a minimal level of
colleet.ive good, Hay health care, is necessary; and if the negative crowding effect dominates
when the population increases beyond any bound.
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higher than v [P*, M*], one located above and the other below the autarchy
line. This property can be used to determine the optimal city sizes M~, Mh
and the optimal implicit price po in the case of a diversified urban system.
By contrast, if v [P* ,M] assumes a local maximum at (P*, M*), as it does in
figure 11.3, trade is unprofitable and we observe a uniform system of identical
autarchies.

max u[P, M]
Ai

o
U

u*

MZ,=f.

'---------i---+-----p
p* pO

FIGURE 11.4. Determination of a Diversified-System Equilibrium.

Figure 11.4, which corresponds to figure 11.2, illustrates the determination of
M~,Mh and po, where maxM v [po,M] = v [po,M~] = v [po, Mh]. Denote
the population size on the autarchy line, corresponding to any arbitrary P, by
p-l [Pj. Then imagine that, starting from ~nin, we increase price gradually over
its entire range [Pmin , Pmax ]. Let Ma be the maximand of v [p, M] subject to
Ma > p-l [P] and Mb be the maximand of v [p, M] subject to Mb < p-l [Pl.
These constrained maximisation problems generate two ridge lines. Suppose one
represents Ma above the autarchy line such that Ma Z2a > h [.j, andthe other
represents Mb below the autarchy line such that MbZ2b < h [.J. Accordingly, in
figure 11.4, the line labelled MZ2 > h [.] denotes the achievable utility in city
a, and the line labelled MZ2 < h [.] denotes the achievable utility in city b. The
utility achievable under autarchy is labelled MZ2 = h [. j. By inspecting figure
11.2 we observe that, when P is increased from Pmin to ~nax, the constrained
maximum utility level for type b increases from a level below v [P*, M*] to
one above v [p* ,M*], while the constrained maximum utility level for type a
decreases from a level above v [P*, M*] to one below v [p*, M*]. Therefore the
two loci representing the constrained maxima must intersect at some (PO, VO).
There, M~ and Mh are obtained as the two solutions for M of VO = v [po, M] .
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In general, a pair of trading cities as defined above do not satisfy the material
balance constraints of an optimal allocation. However, once the optimal levels
of M~,Mb and po have been determined, we can calculate the total population
of an optimal economy that will allow feasible trade of Z2. Following Gilles and
Scotchmer (1997, 1998), we solve for the ratio "'a/"'b in

L "'j (MJ Z2j [pO,M)] - h [Mj - M1j [pO,M}], 1- L1j [PO,M}]]) = O.
j=a,b

(11.10)
If this ratio is a rational number then we can use it in conjunction with "'~ +
"'b = '" to obtain "'~ and "'b' It follows that an urban system with population
N° = ",~M~ + "'bMb will allow feasible trade of Z2. Since the market for Zl is
also cleared by the Walras law, N°, "'~ and "'b together with M~, Mb and po
determine an optimal urban system.

11.4 Gains from Trade Versus the Loss from
Inefficient City Size

In the previous section we argued that if v [P*, M] assumes a local minimum
at (P*,M*) as in figure 11.2 then the optimal system is diversified, and if it
assumes a local maximum as in figure 11.3 then it is uniform. The question
is, when does v [P*, M] assume a maximum and when does it assume a mini
mum? Using the envelope theorem, one realises that (P*, M*) is either a local
extremum or an inflection point of v [P*, M]. In what follows we disregard the
second possibility and investigate the factors that determine whether (P*, M*)
is a maximum or a minimum of v [P*, M] .

Consider a shift from A to C in figure 11.2, which represents a departure from
the unique optimal autarchy to a more populated city that can trade Z2 at a
price P*. This shift can be decomposed in two: first, a shift from A to B which
still leaves the city autarchic but with a larger population Me; second, a shift
from B to C which leaves the population unchanged but reduces the relative
price from Pr3 to P*. The shift from A to B causes a decline in v [P, M] because
of a deviation from the optimal autarchic size. We define this decrease as the
loss from inefficient city size. The shift from B to C, which we define as gains
from trade, causes an increase in v [P, M].1O

Beginning with the loss from inefficient city size, we can distinguish three
effects associated with the shift from A to B. First, the utility is directly affected
by the increased crowding. The size of this effect is equal to (8u/8M) 6.M,
where the derivative is evaluated somewhere between A and B. Second, the
average product of labour in producing both Zl and Z2 is reduced as labour
intensity rises. Third, the per-capita cost of the public good may increase or

10 Similar observations apply to the shift from A to C'.
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decrease, depending on how net crowding affects the average provision cost
GIM. ll

We now turn to gains from trade. These are associated with the shift from B
to C in figure 11.2 and they follow from adjusting production and consumption
to the change in p. 12 The total benefit (the aggregate consumer and producer
surplus), derived from a marginal change in the relative price of Z2, is obtained
by differentiating (11.7) with respect to P:

OV oV [ -] (h [.] [-])
oP = O'll1 P,M M -Z2 P,M . (11.11)

The LHS of (11.11) vanishes at B on the autarchy line and it is negative between
B and C. Thus gains from trade can be calculated by integrating the negative
value of the RHS of (11.11) over the interval CB as 13

JPB OV- -dP
p.oP

>

JPB oV [p Ail ] (z [p Ail ] _ h(Me») dP
_!:l'77 ,e 2, e ~".
p' U!LJl lVle

o
(11.12)

since the RHS of (11.12) is always negative between C and B. However, the net
effect of losses and gains cannot be ascertained a priori.

11.5 Examples

11.5.1 Consumption and Production Groups with a Pure Local
Public Good

An important case in which gains from trade always dominate over the loss
from inefficient city size is provided by Wilson (1987). According to his basic
specification, the crowding effect on the cost function of the collective good is
either ignored or assumed to be small. As a consequence, the crowding effects
associated with a shift from A to B in figure 11.2 are restricted to a decreas
ing average productivity of labour and, perhaps, a moderate decline in utility.
These adverse effects can always be more than offset by the gains from trade
associated with the shift from B to C. In order to demonstrate this assertion,

11 Observe that no crowding effect. is imposed on the utility or on the per' capita provision
cost. The only requirements are that the three crowding effects combined establish M* as a
unique optimum to v [P* [M*] ,M*] and that their n~t impact on the utility of an autarchic
jurisdiction is positive for populations smaller than M* and negative for populations larger
than M*.

12 Recall that gains form trade result from the change in P rather than from its deC1·ease.
For gains from trade arc also realised when the price increases from B' to C' in figure 11.2.

I~See Varian (1984, pp. 263266) for a discussion about the change in consumer surplus
associated with a change in the price of a single commodity.
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let us evaluate the outcome of a direct shift from A to C. As long as there
is no full specialisation, the Rybzynski theorem of international trade tells us
that such a shift leaves both the wage rate (8h/8M) P and the aggregate land
rent (812/8£2) P unchanged. It follows that, under Wilson's specification, the
gains from trade associated with modifying the production mix allow the same
consumption pattern (ZI [P*, M*] ,Z2 [P*, M*] ,Y [P*, M*]) at C as at A in
figure 11.2.14 However, the attainable utility at C must exceed the correspond
ing utility at A. This is true because the consumption bundle (Zi, Z:;, Y*) is
inefficient for a population of size Me. The reason is that Samuelson's rule
(11.4), which holds for the optimal autarchic population M*, must be violated
for the larger population Me. Hence, starting from the bundle (Zi, Z2' Y*),
a preferable allocation can be achieved by adjusting consumption to satisfy
Samuelson's rule. This explains why the homogenous community structure in
Wilson (1987) can never be efficient, and why an efficient allocation does re
quire that each community specialises in the production of one private good
only.15 Nevertheless, once we remove the restrictions about crowding on the
utility and cost functions, Wilson's results change so that partial specialisation,
or even autarchy, become admissible structures for an optimal allocation.

11.5.2 Consumption and Production Groups with an Impure
Local Public Good

Introducing impure local public goods can alter Wilson's (1987) results because
the Rybzynski theorem is no longer sufficient to guarantee the superiority of a
diversified system of cities. This theorem asserts that, under our assumptions,
both the aggregate land rent and the wage rate do not change with population
size. If the public good were pure, we know from (11.5) that the aggregate
land rent would be sufficient to finance it for different city sizes. Then, as
population changes, it would still be feasible to support the same level of private
consumption with the fixed wage rate and the same level of the local public
good with the fixed aggregate land rent in both type-a and type-b cities. By
contrast, with an impure local public good, although the aggregate land rent
and the wage rate remain the same as the population changes, there are other
effects which imply that the original utility level may no longer be feasible. In
particular, the larger city suffers from increased congestion while the smaller
city enjoys some relief from congestion. It follows that the simple reasoning
of the previous section, which was based on the Rybzynski theorem, does not
apply any longer. But although we cannot specify theoretically the nature of
an optimal urban system using the framework of section 11.5.1, the numerical
example of table 11.1 indicates that if the public good is impure then both
uniform and diversified systems are candidates for an optimum.

14Recall that there is no significant crowding effect on the provision cost.
15 As long as specialisation is incomplete, the Rybzynski theorem applies so that further

improvements are possible.
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TABLE 11.1. Example with an Impure Local Public Good

u[·] fd'] 12[']

(
- -) 1/2M-M1

c[· ]

r+ .01M2

In this example Z1 is produced only from labour while the production of
Z2 uses all the land available, so that 12 [M - M1,1- L 1] = 12 [M - M1,1].
There are two opposing effects on utility as the urban population grows. On the
one hand, utility increases with increasing population because the per--{;apita
burden of the local public good r /M decreases and because ten units of public
good are required at a minimum. On the other hand, utility decreases with in
creasing population because of diminishing returns in the production of Z2 and
because the cost of producing the public good increases. Our calculations show
that these two opposing effects produce a n-shaped autarchic utility schedule
v [p [M] ,M] as expected, and t!.tat the function v [p, M] ofthis example cor
responds to figure 11.3.16 Thus M* does not only represent the optimal size of
an autarchy, but it also maximises v [P*, M] for aggreg~te income achievable
through trading at the optimal imputed autarchic price P*. We conclude that,
in this case, a uniform urban system is optimal. A diversified urban system
emerges if the impurity of the public good (reflected by the exponent of M
in the cost function) is sufficiently reduced. For example, if we re-define the
cost function as c [r, M] = r + .01M1.2 and leave everything else unchanged
then the n-shaped autarchic utility still holds, but the functi~n v [P, M] of the
new model now corresponds to figure 11.2. Thus although M* still maximises
v [p [M] ,M], it minimises v [P*,M] so that, in this case, a diversified urban
system becomes optimal.

11.5.3 Consumption Groups with a Crowding Effect

Gilles and Scotchmer's (1997, 1998) specification refers to a standard club
model, where the production of private goods is replaced by a fixed per--{;apita

endowment (Z1' Z2) .17 Therefore, while the crowding effect in Wilson (1987)

is mainly caused by a diminishing marginal productivity, crowding in Gilles
and Scotchmer has a direct impact on utility (which may be attributed to the
impurity of an underlying local public good). It turns out that this difference

16We can provide our calculations upon request.
17 At first glance, it appears that their third example does not describe a club economy

since there is no collective good. However, as we have shown in section 11.3, a club economy
can be reduced to one where only two private goods are consumed.
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TABLE 11.2. Examples with a Crowding Effect

Example 1 Example 2

a .50 .50
A 5000.00 100.00
B 1.00 1.00

"l 2.00 2.00

P .95 .10
2'1 1000.00 1000.0

2'2 1000.00 1000.00

is not crucial and, as in Wilson's paper, gains from trade versus the loss from
inefficient city size combine once again to determine whether or not a uniform
system structure is superior to a diversified one.

We illustrate the above points by using two examples of economies defined
in Gilles and Scotchmer (1997, 1998). Both cases use

(11.13)

c [T,M] (b)

The parameters chosen for the examples appear in table 11.2. Observe that those
two differ from one-another mainly because their elasticities of substitution are
different: whereas in the second example the elasticity of substitution is close
to unitary (1.1), in the first it is much higher (20.0). This higher elasticity
allows gains from trade to mitigate the crowding effect of increased population
size by substituting greater amounts of Zl for Z2 through trade. It also allows
agents to tolerate a higher level of crowding relative to that experienced in the
optimal autarchy by substituting Z2 for Zl when the population decreases. This
explains why, in the first example, specialisation and trade are optimal. In the
second example, where the elasticity of substitution is not sufficiently high, the
optimal configuration is a system of identical autarchies. 18

lXThe autarchy lines generated by both examples are decreasing on the p-.-1M plane, rather
than increasing as in figures 11.1 and 11.2. In those figures, the slope of the autarchy line is
dominated by the higher labour intensity of producing Zl relative to that of Z2, which more
than offsets the complementarity effect in consumption. Here, where economies have no pro
duction, the slope of the autarchy line only reflects the complementarity between population
size and Zl. Therefore, as population increases, the marginal rate of substituting Z2 for Zl
also increases.
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12
Externalities, Nonconvexity and
Agglomeration

In this chapter we discuss and clarify a number of conceptual problems asso
ciated with urban externalities, some of which have prevented a meaningful
exchange of ideas in the literature about the distribution of population among
cities. We shed new light on an old debate about the direction of market bias
caused by external economies and diseconomies, and we emphasise the cru
cial role of nonconvexity in urban resource misallocation. We also demonstrate
that whenever we abandon the neat framework of club theory, where it is al
ways possible to distribute the total population among optimal cities, any claim
about the direction of market bias is vulnerable because small changes in model
specification can induce big changes in model outcomes.

12.1 Introduction

So far, our analysis concerning the distribution of population among cities has
utilised a Tiebout-type allocation. This implies that the optimal distribution of
population among cities can be achieved by allocating individuals to an urban
system where each city has an optimal size-given the type of production it
specialises and the socio-economic group to which it provides LPGs. Such an
allocation is based on the strong premise the cities are perfectly divisible and
replicable. By divisibility we mean that the urban population can be divided
into an integer number of optimal-size cities. By replicability we mean that the
number of potential cities is not constrained, and that the minimum resources
required to provide a given level of utility to 2N individuals is no more than
twice as much as those required to provide that utility to N individuals. Follow
ing Losch (1940) and Tiebout (1956), we have also assumed that the optimal
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population size for each type of city is finite. Hence the optimal (Tiebout-type)
allocation is sustainable by a competitive price system as described in the pre
ceding chapters.

In this chapter we discuss two main causes for the failure of the market to
achieve such an optimal allocation. The first cause is the standard resource mis
allocation resulting from external economies and diseconomies. A classical case
for this type of market failure is the inability to collect the toll required to inter
nalise the external diseconomies associated with traffic congestion. The second
cause is the infeasibility of establishing the 'right' number of cities due to either
indivisibility or non-replicability or both, which we refer to as nonconvexity.

If the markets are distorted by externalities and if the appropriate decision
maker (entrepreneur or urban system co-ordinator) is not equipped with all the
policy instruments necessary for implementing the optimal allocation then, by
definition, the Tiebout-type allocation is suboptimal as illustrated in chapter
seven. This however will not concern us here. The main issue of this chapter
is about whether or not, given the prevailing market structure and the con
strained menu of policy instruments available to the planner, the allocation can
be improved by an urban policy which induces the reallocation of people among
cities. Since the discussion· of this issue in the literature is very confused, we
first aim to clear some of the conceptual problems involved. In what follows we
distinguish several main sources of difficulty, and we elaborate on them in sub
sequent sections. In section 12.2 we explore the very concept of an externality.
This concept is not well-defined in the literature or, more precisely, the economic
discipline has not succeeded so far to adopt a standard definition of the term.
In consequence, different authors use the term to signify quite different things.
In section 12.3 we discuss external scale diseconomies and economies, and their
effect on the distribution of population among cities. Firstly, we define such ex
ternalities in terms of a gap between the net marginal social cost MSC and the
net marginal private cost MPC of providing an individual the equilibrium util
ity. A positive gap is defined as external scale diseconomies and a negative gap
as external scale economies. Secondly, we show that unpriced transportation
congestion results in external scale diseconomies. This is far from tautological
since it is not self-evident that, when urban markets are distorted by external
diseconomies (such as congested roads and pollution), this distortion is neces
sarily reflected in a positive gap between the MSC and the MPC of city size.
Thirdly, we show that even when urban diseconomies (economies) are reflected
in external scale diseconomies (economies), it is not clear whether or not such
external scale diseconomies (economies) induce excessive (insufficient) agglom
eration in big cities. This depends on the relationship between the gap and city
size, that is, whether the gap increases, decreases or remains unchanged with
city size. Finally, in section 12.4, we argue that externalities may not be the
only, or even the main, cause of urban market failure. Nonconvexity is far more
important than previously thought.
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12.2 What is an Externality?

In reviewing the debate about the definition of externalities, Maurice Lagueux
(1998, p. 120) states that 'externality' "... is still one of the most vaguely defined
concepts of economic theory and one which seems to be a source of consider
able embarrassment for economists." This statement applies forcefully in the
context of inter-eity resource allocation where there is no common language
denominator-a prerequisite for any meaningful deliberation of what is per
haps the most important urban policy issue! For example, consider a statement
by Krugman (1995, p. 51; italics are ours.): "Suppose that we think of positive
local external economies, which tend to promote concentration of production, as
being opposed by other effects--{;ongestion or land cost-that tend to promote
dispersal." Similar views are also expressed by other leading urban economists.1

Now compare this statement with analogous statements in the well-known de
bate, lucidly represented by Tolley and Grihfield (1987) on the one hand and
Mills and Hamilton (1984) on the other, about inter-city resource allocation.
In contrast to Krugman who states that congestion promotes dispersal, Tolley
and Grihfield maintain that congestion is bound to encourage agglomeration;
and in Mills and Hamilton, as well as in Helpman (1998), we learn that external
economies are expected to deter agglomeration-not to promote concentration
as in Krugman. Such inconsistencies support the criticism of Lagueux (1998, p.
120) that economics as a discipline can be accused for its "... inability to define
its basic concepts ..." and in which we find an "... extreme variety of incompat
ible meanings attributed to the notion of 'externality' by eminent economists
of various economic orientations."

The above statements about the effect of externalities on agglomeration are
in conflict because they are based on different approaches to defining the con
cept of an 'externality'. Since consistency is important, we shall explicitly adopt
a single definition of 'externality' and base all our discussion on this definition.
In particular, we shall adopt an approach represented by Arrow (1970, p. 2),
who maintains that externalities "... are relative to the mode of economic orga
nization ...", and that the "... problem of externalities is ... the failure of market
to exist." (Ibid, p. 17.) A similar approach is also implied by Varian (1978, p.
203) where an externality arises "... when the action of one agent affects the
environment of another agent other than by affecting prices." According to the
definition of Varian, the very existence of an externality depends on the price
system which, in turn, depends on the very existence of a market as asserted
by Arrow. 2

I Fujita and Thisse (1996) and Anas, Arnott and Small (forthcoming) use analogous terms
when discussing the positive effect of external economies on agglomeration.

2 A second, well known approach defines an externality in technological terms alone: "An
externality is said to exist if some of the variables which affect one dedsionmaker's utility
or profits are under the control of another decision-maker." (Gravelle and Rees (1981, p.
5(9).) Thus an externalit.y arises whenever the choice of an action by one agent appears as an
argument in the ohjective function of another agent.. The two approaches differ with respect to
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Let us now apply this definition of 'externality' in the context of agglomer
ation. Assume that the production function of firm i in a given city is Zi =
Mi LjEm Mj , where Zi is the quantity of composite good produced by firm i,
Mi is the number of employees in firm i and in is the number of firms in the
city. The aggregate output is

(12.1)

which certainly exhibits scale economies. But does production exhibit external
economies? According to our definition of an externality, no answer can be given
before the market structure is specified. We consider two cases. On the one hand,
if the production is carried out by a single multi-plant producer, there is no
externality involved. On the other hand, if competitive firms take the aggregate
employment as a parameter outside their control, there is a positive externality
reflected by the difference between the marginal social productivity and the
corresponding productivity as perceived by the firms, that is,

(12.2)

In this case production is characterised by scale economies which are external
to the firms.

Next, consider the volume of equilibrium employment for the two cases above.
In order to abstract from the issue of monopoly we assume that, although the
demand price decreases with increasing output, producers in both cases take the
price as given. In the first case, which is free of externality, the marginal labour
productivity is 2 LjEm Mj and, therefore, the marginal cost is w12 LjEm Mj
where w is the wage rate.3 Let the demand price be given as P [LjEm Mj ].

Equating price to marginal cost we have

(12.3)

In the second case, which involves an externality, the perceived marginal produc
tivity is LjEm Mj and the perceived marginal cost is wi LjEm Mj • Therefore,

the role market structure plays in determining whether or not an externality does exist. While
the proponents of the first approach maintain that information about the market structure
is essential, the proponents of the second believe that knowledge of the technology involved
(utilities, production functions) is sufficient to decide about the existence of an externality.

:lWe impose the constraint w > 25 which ensures that the slope of the demand price is
steeper than the slope of the marginal cost, so that equating marginal cost to price is a stable
equilibrium.
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equating once again price to marginal cost yields

(12.4)

Since the demand price declines with increasing output and since output in
creases with total employment, it must be true that total employment in the
first case (without externality) is larger than total employment in the second
case (with externality). Employment here signifies agglomeration. We conclude
that agglomeration in both cases examined is generated by scale economies. But
in the second case, where there are positive external economies, the agglomera
tion is smaller than in the first case where there are no external economies. Thus
we also conclude that external economies deter agglomeration, which agrees with
the terminology of Mills and Hamilton (1984) and of Helpman (1998).4 In the
case of external diseconomies, the same approach leads to a conclusion consis
tent with Tolley and Crihfield (1987) who maintain that congestion encourages
agglomeration.5

12.3 The Population Distribution Among Cities

12.3.1 External Scale Diseconomies and Economies in an Old
Debate

We define the externalities associated with city size, that is, external scale dis
economies and economies, as the gap between the net MSC of accommodating
the population in the city at the equilibrium utility level and the net MPC of a
bundle which allows the individual to achieve the same utility. 6 The net MSC
is the amount of resources the city must forego in order to accommodate the
additional individual, that is, the difference between the MSC and the marginal
social product MSP. It is equal to the negative value of the marginal surplus of
the city (see Hochman (1978, 1981)). The net MPC is equal to the difference
between the market value MV of the consumption bundle required for achieving
the equilibrium utility level and the wage w earned by the individual in the city.

4Suppose that P [.] = 5 - 202: jEm !VIj and w = .25. Then the stable equilibrium output
under one producer (which is also an optimum) equals .222 while, under unco-ordinated
producers, it. equals .181. The difference between the two, .041, specifies t.he degree to which
the positive externality deters employment.

5Krugman's (1995) statement at the beginning of this section seems to be consistent with
the alternative definition of an externalit.y in foot.not.e 2. Indeed if external economies are
identified wit.h increasing ret.urns to scale then they tend to promote concentration. Similarly,
external diseconomies tend to promote dispersal.

6In these definitions we represent the concepts formulat.ed, implicitly or explicitly, in the
debate between Mills and Hamilt.on (1984) and Tolley and Grihfield (1987) about the effect
of positive and negative ext.ernalit.ies on agglomeration
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Thus the gap is given by

net. marginal net. marginal

(MSC - MSP) - (MV - w)= (MSC - MY) - (MSP - W).
social cost. privat.e cost.

~-------N---------1

FIGURE 12.1. Partitioning of Population Between Two Cities.

(12.5)

Based on the above definitions, figure 12.1 illustrates the distribution of pop
ulation in a system of two cities and the associated gaps. The total population
N in that figure is partitioned between the two cities, where Mi (i = 1,2) de
notes the city populations so that MI +M2 = N. The population of city one is
measured from left to right, and the population of city two from right to left.
We assume constant returns to scale in production and a competitive wage, so
that the wage earned by an individual equals the MSP. In this case the gap
between net MSC and net MPC, which represents an externality, simply equals
MSC - MV. As shown in figure 12.1, the gap increases with population in both
cities. Since the MSC exceeds the MV, there are external scale diseconomies by
definition.

Figure 12.1 can be used to describe the basic arguments in the debate about
the effect of externalities on agglomeration, as represented by Tolley and Gri
hfield (1987) on the one hand and by Mills and Hamilton (1984) on the other.
The figure represents the argument of Tolley and Grihfield. The equilibrium
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partition of the population between the two cities is where the two MYs of
the bundle that yields the equilibrium utility are equalised. This happens at
A, where M1 individuals live in city one and the rest in city two. However this
allocation is inefficient because, at A, MSC1 > MSC2. Thus, by moving an indi
vidual from the large city one to the small city two, we can save resources. The
efficient allocation is at E, where MSC1 = MSC2 and where Mf individuals
live in city one and the rest in city two. In this manner Tolley and Grihfield
conclude that market forces in the presence of external scale diseconomies in
duce excessive concentration of people in the big city. The criticism of Mills and
Hamilton on this argument is that there are also external economies associated
with agglomeration which generate gaps in favour of the net market benefit. In
essence, whereas Tolley and Grihfield focus on the difference between MSC and
MY of the gap, Mills and Hamilton focus on the difference between MSP and
w. The debate is about which one of the two components that determine the
gap, (MSC - MY) or (MSP - w), is likely to dominate. As we have seen, if the
former dominates, external scale diseconomies induce excessive concentration
of people in the big city. By contrast, if the latter dominates, external scale
economies cause insufficient concentration of people in the big city.7 Since no
one knows the relative size of the two components of the gap, no conclusion
can be made based on this analysis according to Mills and Hamilton. But as we
have already stated in the introduction, even more fundamental issues must be
settled before the analysis based on figure 12.1 can become meaningfu1.8 These
can be summarised as follows.

1. Why don't we have two efficient cities of type one or, even better, why
don't we have an infinite number of type-one cities each of infinitely small
size? The answer must be that either the cities are not replicable or that
they are indivisible.9 Thus the difficulty is not just external scale effects,
but such externalities in conjunction with nonconvexity.

2. If the cities differ from one-another due to nonconvexity, why should we
expect that the gap will depend only on population size? And if it depends
on other factors, why is the gap of the smaller city smaller than the gap
of the larger city?

7We can use a modification of figure 12.1 in order to illustrate the effect of external scale
economies. Under these circumstances the net MV exceeds the net MSC. Now replace MSCs
in figure 12.1 with net MVs, and MVs with net MSCs. Then the equilibrium partition is at E
where the two net MVs are equalised, while the efficient partition is at A where the two net
MSCs are equalised.

8 In discussing these issues we refer to external scale diseconomies although, as we shall
illustrate, they apply equally well to external scale economies.

9 As we have shown in chapter eleven, we can have cities of different size-even under
perfect replicability. But if we introduce externalities in chapter eleven, the issue of efficient
city size changes and the question is now whether or not a city of given type is optimal. In
this context we can obtain a result that every city, small and large, can be either too small
or too large. This complicated issue is beyond the scope of our book.
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3. How does the gap between MSC and MV reflect the externalities that
distort resource allocation inside the city? In particular, does unpriced
transportation congestion generate external scale diseconomies?

4. If the answer to the previous question is on the affirmative and, indeed,
the gap depends only on population size, does the gap increase as shown
in figure 12.1? This issue is important because, otherwise, the assertion
that the gap of the larger city is larger than that of the smaller city is
baseless.

The first two issues are destructive because they can render the debate, as
represented in figure 12.1, meaningless. We avoid both of them by assuming
nonconvexity and that the gap depends only on city size. In the following two
sections we discuss the last two issues as they relate to the gaps MSC - MV,
and MSP - w.

12.3.2 The Gaps MSC - MV and MSP - w

The arguments of Tolley and Crihfield (1987) in the previous section were based
on the premise that, under constant returns to scale in production, external dis
economies associated with pollution and unpriced transportation congestion im
ply MSC > MV for any city size. Although this seems plausible, it may not be so
in the context of an urban model where the mere complexity of interdependen
cies among the different elements that constitute a city prevents straightforward
intuition. Thus, strictly speaking, the claim 'MSC > MV under external disec
onomies' needs a proof in the context of an urban model. To our knowledge,
such proof does not exist in the literature. In the appendix we provide a partial
justification to that claim, which also indicates to the reader that these mat
ters are not as simple and straightforward as tacitly believed. In particular, we
show that the internal unpriced transportation congestion generates a positive
gap between the marginal cost of accommodating an additional individual in
the city and the market value of the consumption bundle which allows for the
predetermined utility level. 10

The justification is based on result 7.3 in chapter seven. On the one hand,
MSC is the shadow value of the consumption bundle plus the marginal social
effect of the marginal individual on transport cost:

(12.6)

The first two terms on the RHS of (12.6) represent the social cost of the con
sumption bundle at any given location. The last term is the social transport
cost. The first component in parenthesis is the marginal cost of a commuter,
while the second is the social 'credit' for the cost which substitutes the missing

10 Since our result applies to the gross values, it is meaningful only under constant returns
to scale in production.
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congestion toll (see section 7.3.2). On the other hand, MV corresponds to the
same bundle evaluated by market prices plus the average transport cost borne
by the individual:

MV = ze + ReHe +J: wdx.

Hence the gap is given by

(12.7)

Since the gap is the same for all locations, we evaluate it at the centre where
there are no transportation costs and, therefore, where we must examine only
the difference between the shadow value of housing and its market value. We
know from result 7.3 that, at the centre, the shadow price of land exceeds the
market price, which implies MSC > MVY

The gap between MSP and w can be derived directly from the specification of
the production function and the perceptions of the producers (see Dixit (1973),
Henderson (1986) and Helpman (1998)). Given that the production function of
firm i in city j is Mjf [N] where dfldN > 0 and N = LjEm Mj , the wage w

is equal to the perceived marginal product f [N] .12 Therefore

(12.9)
- df

N dN ·

Although it was not explicitly specified, we believe that this is the gap referred
to by Mills and Hamilton (1984).

12.3.3 Variation of Gaps with City Size

So far, we have explained the contribution of unpriced transport congestion to
external scale diseconomies reflected in the gap MSC -MV, and the contribution
of external economies in production to the external scale economies reflected in
the gap MSP - w. However, what determines how these scale externalities affect
agglomeration is whether the total gap (MSC - MV) - (MSP - w) is increasing
or decreasing. In the first case the scale externalities enhance agglomeration as
claimed by Tolley and Grihfield (1987). In the second case they deter agglom
eration, a possibility raised by Mills and Hamilton (1984). But this observation
implies that, in contrast to Mills and Hamilton, knowing the size of the gaps is
not sufficient to infer what is the combined effect of the scale externalities on

11 Notice that, for our calculations, we use the primitive elaborated model with unpriced
transportation congestion to derive the reduced values of MSC - MV.

12This is a more general alternative with respect to the specification of scale economies
than that used by Helpman (1998).
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agglomeration. To illustrate, suppose that MSC - MY = 0, so that what mat
ters is only MSP - w. This satisfies the requirement of Mills and Hamilton for
insufficient agglomeration. But does this actually mean that the big city is not
big enough? The answer is negative. For if this gap depends only on population
size and it decreases as population increases, the large city is too large-not too
small!

Of course, the variation of the gap with city size can be partitioned into the
variation of MSC - MV and the variation of MSP - w. If, on the one hand,
the first gap is increasing while the second is non-increasing, or if the first gap
is non-decreasing while the second is decreasing, we get the result of Tolley
and Grihfield. If, on the other hand, the first gap is non-increasing while the
second is increasing, or if the first gap is decreasing while the second is non
decreasing, the possibility pointed out by Mills and Hamilton is obtained. If
however both gaps are either increasing or decreasing then we have to compare
the rates of variation with city size. Our main conclusion is that the problem
is more complicated than Mills and Hamilton believed. In what follows we
show that there is no a priori information about how these gaps change with
city size. Beginning with MSC - MV, we show in the appendix that in the
special case of Leontief preferences, the gap MSC - MV indeed increases as
expected by Tolley and Grihfield, and it is far from negligible. However, we
lack a general proof that this must be the case, and we conjecture that it need
not be true in general. Indeed, the behaviour of the gap with city size crucially
depends on the average transportation cost function and whether, as the traffic
volume increases, the ratio (marginal minus average)javerage cost increases or
decreases. This relation can also depend on other urban characteristics like, for
example, the land-supply function.

Perhaps stronger is our reservation about the implicit assumption of Mills
and Hamilton that the gap MSP - w is increasing with city size. As we have
seen, this gap is actually increasing in the example of section 12.2. In this
model, f [N] = LjEm Mj and the aggregate production in a given city is
N LjEm Mj. If the firms take the aggregate employment outside of their control

then the gap NdfldN is given by (12.2) as LjEm Mj =N. We conclude that,
in this specific case, the gap MSP - w increases with city size. However, in
the more general case where the production function of firm i is Mil [N],
this conclusion may not apply. The aggregate output is Lj Mjf [N] and, as
shown in the preceding section, the gap between the marginal social output
and the perceived marginal output is Ndf jdN. Thus the variation of the gap
with city size is given by df jdN + N J2 f jdN2 . The sign of the first expression
is, indeed, positive; but the sign of the second is ambiguous and, therefore,
can even dominate the first expression to produce a gap decreasing with city
size. For example, f [N] =10gN implies df jdN + N J2 f jdN2 = 0, so that
the gap remains constant with city size. Another admissible example is given
by f [N] = a(1- exp(-N)) which implies a gap equal to aNexp(-N) . The
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variation of this gap with distance is given by a (1 - N)exp(-N) which is
negative for all N > 1.13

12.4 The Role of Nonconvexity

In this section we discuss the last main issue presented at the beginning of this
chapter. Namely, what is the role of nonconvexity in distorting the population
distribution among cities. We shall argue that, under nonconvexity, external
scale economies may be consistent with excessive concentration of people in big
cities-rather than with insufficient concentration as maintained by Mills and
Hamilton (1984) and Helpman (1998).

12.4.1 The Utility-Size Configuration Revisited

A key concept in the analysis of this section is the utility-size configuration
v [Mi , N I E], whi~h describes the dependence of the ,:tility achieved in city i
on its population Mi and on the total urban population N for a given economy E.
It is convenient for our purposes to distinguish in the description of an economy
between fundamentals F and market structure M, so that E == (F, M). The
fundamentals specify utilities, production functions and initial aggregate en
dowments in the economy. The market structure specifies the decision-making
process which includes a list of agents, their objective functions, the instru
ments under their control and the distribution of the initial endowments among
them. 14

The reader should keep in mind that, here, the shape of the utility-size con
figuration depends not only on city size but on the total urban population
as well. This differs from the utility-size configuration in chapters ten and
eleven, where it was defined for autarchic cities. Furthermore, the structure
of v [Mi , N IF, M] implies that the utility-size configuration may depend not
only on the resource allocation in city i, but also on the resource allocation in
the other cities. Take for example land ownership in a system of cities inhab
ited by identical individuals. If land is equally owned by everyone, the aggregate
land rent is equally distributed to individuals irrespectively of their residential
location. This, in turn, implies inter--eity resource transfers which depend on
the resource allocation in all cities. Another example is provided by the new
economic geography in the tradition of Krugman (1991). There, utility depends

13More generally, in standard textbooks, the average output function is drawn as a n
shaped curve. This implies that, beyond some output, the gap between marginal and average
output declines. Hence an assumption that the gap is increasing cannot be taken as self
evident.

14Within the list of agents we may include local governments which supply LPGs and
finance them by local taxes. We may also consider a co-ordinated economy where a central
government affects the inter-city resource transfers, other than the transfers implied by the
distribution of initial endowments and the decision making of the remaining agents.
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on the real wage which, in turn, depends on local wage and the price index.
Since consumption includes imports from other cities, it follows that their prices
affect local utility. As a result of this dependence the utility-size configuration
need not assume the standard n-shape. Moreover, the shape itself changes with
the total population size.

For the rest of this section we consider a two-city system. We use specific
examples of this system in order to illustrate how and to what extent an econ
omy affects the utility-size configuration. We base our discussion on a prototype
model of Helpman (1998), which retains the main implications of his full model.
We present this model immediately below, and we modify it subsequently in
different ways to produce other examples.

First Example (Helpman)

The fundamentals in this example include (1) a Cobb-Douglas utility function
zfHl- f3 for city i = 1,2; (2) a production function Mi~ LkErn; Mik of the com
posite good produced in city i by firm j, where Mij is the number of employees
in firm j and ini is the number of firms in city i; (3) an urban housing stock
of total size Hi for city i, the supply of which is perfectly inelastic; and (4) an
initial endowment of one labour unit for every individual so that the aggregate
labour supply in city i is Mi. The market structure includes the following infor
mation. (5) Each employer perceives Mi as a given parameter, so that the firm's
output is proportional to the number of workers it employs. (6) The markets
are perfectly competitive: each factor receives its (perceived) value of marginal
product and the markets are cleared, which implies

:LMiZi ( -r= :LMi (a)
i

MiHi Hi
(12.10)

(b)

Mi LkErn; Mik . (c)

(7) The land in each city is owned by the entire population in equal share, so
that each individual is entitled 1/N of the aggregate rent in the urban system.

Using the above specification of fundamentals and market structure we can
derive the utility-size configuration as follows. With an equilibrium wage rate

- 6 - 1+6 (- -)1Hof Mi , the aggregate wage bill in the system is Mi + N - Mi . Further-
more, with a Cobb-Douglas utility function the aggregate land rent is equal to

(1- (3) (Ml H + (N - Mi )1+6) /{3. It follows that per capita income in city i,

which includes the wage and the share of aggregate land rent, is given by

(12.11)
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Accordingly, with a Cobb-Douglas utility function, the equilibrium utility-size
configuration can be written as

(12.12)

A NI2 B

M2 ·4---

1---------N---------1

FIGURE 12.2. A Utility-Size Configuration for the First Example.

Figure 12.2 shows the graph of the utility-size configuration (12.12) for 13 =
.75,8= .5, Hi = 1 and N = 50. The thick line denotes the achievable utility as
a function of the population in city one (measured by the distance from the left
axis). The thin line corresponds to city two. In this example scale diseconomies
dominate scale economies for small population size, and the opposite happens
for large population size.

Second Example

In this example we simply replace the Cobb-Douglas utility function of the first
example with a Stone-Geary utility function (Zi - A) 13 (Hi - B)l-13. With this
simple change in the fundamentals, we obtain for i,j = 1,2

(12.13)
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where

1 _ (1 - (3) Mi . aij (1 - (3) Mj
N (1- A{3Mi) , N (1 - A{3Mj )

aJ'i (1 - (3) Mi . 1 _ (1 - (3) Mj
N (1- A{3Mi) , ajj = N (1- A{3Mj)

bi M (1 f.I) B (Mi Mj ) / -
i - - I-' (1 _ A{3Mi) + (1 _ A{3Mj ) N

bj = Mj-(1-{3)B((1_~~Mi) + (1_~~Mj))/N.
The equilibrium utility-size configuration becomes

v [M' N IF. M] = ({3 (fi - B) (1- AMi)) f3 (2- _A)l-f3
t" 1 - A{3Mi Mi

(12.14)

(12.15)

A NI2 B

I--------N-------~

FIGURE 12.3, A Utility-Size Configuration for the Second Example.

Figure 12.3 shows the graph of the utility-size configuration (12.12) for A =
B = .1, {3 = .75, iIi = 1 and N = 7.65. By introducing a minimum consumption
level for each good, we forced the utility level in this example to decline with
population size beyond some level.
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12.4.2 Equilibrium, Stability and Market Bias

Before we examine the implications of the above two examples in more de
tail, it is useful to define the concept of migration equilibrium, stability of the
equilibrium and the characteristics of market failure associated with the alter
native specifications of v [Mi , N IF, M]. We assume that migration is cost
less, so that the equilibrium population partition between the two cities must
equalise utility levels-provided that both cities are populated. Thus (M1 = 0,
M2 = N),(M1 =A, M2 = N-A),(M1 = M2 = N/2),(M1 =B, M2= N-B)
and (M1 = N, M2 = 0) are the equilibria of both examples in figures 12.2 and
12.3. Of these, (M1 = 0, M2 = N), (M1 = N, M2 = 0) and (M1 = M2 = N/2)
in both examples are unstable equilibria because a migration from city one to
city two implies higher utility for city two, and vice-versa. The remaining equi
libria (M1 = A, M2= N- A) and (M1 = B, M2= N- B) in both examples are
stable.

We say that 'the market fails' if any stable equilibrium is Pareto-dominated
by any other feasible allocation which can be achieved by redistributing in
come.15 We also say that 'a market allocation is biased toward concentration'
if any stable equilibrium partition of the population between the two cities
is Pareto-dominated by another equilibrium partition in which the big city
is smaller; and that 'a market allocation is biased toward dispersion' if any
stable equilibrium partition of the population between the two cities is Pareto
dominated by another equilibrium partition in which the big city is bigger. In
the first example, the stable equilibria (M1 = A, M2 = N- A) and (M1 = B,
M2 = N- B), which represent partial agglomeration, are Pareto-dominated by
(M1 = 0, M2 = N) and (M1 = N, M2= 0) which represent full agglomeration.
Consequently, the market allocations in the first example are biased toward
dispersion. By contrast, in the second example, the stable equilibria (M1 = A,
M2 = N-A) and (M1 =B, M2 = N-B), which represent partial agglomera
tion as before, are Pareto-dominated by (M1 = M2 = N/2) which represents
full dispersion. Thus the market allocations in the second example are biased
toward concentration.

12.4.3 Externalities, Nonconvexity and the Direction of Market
Bias

In both the first and second examples of section 12.4.1, the production func
tions of the composite good exhibit external scale economies where the exter
nal effect, as represented by the gap MSC - MV, increases with city size. In
both examples there are no external scale diseconomies because housing is a
standard private good. Under these circumstances Mills and Hamilton (1984)
would expect that the market is biased toward dispersion. This is precisely the

15Notice that, in this comparison, we disregard other allocations that can be achieved by
appropriate inter city transfers. Thus our definition of failure refers to sufficient, rather than
necessary, conditions.
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result obtained in the first example, the prototype of Helpman's (1998) model.
However, in the second example, which introduces another source of scale dis
economies for housing but not external scale diseconomies, the market is biased
toward agglomeration. This allows us to infer

Result 12.1: External scale economies, in conjunction with non
convexity, may lead to excessive rather than insufficient agglomer
ation. This can be true even if the external effect, as reflected by
MSP -w, increases with city size.

Third Example

If in the second example we change the aggregate production function from
Ml H to MilogMi, we obtain a model in which the external scale economies
are constant with city size because 8 (MilogMi) /8Mi-logMi = 1. We have
already noted that, in this case, the external economies have no effect. More
precisely, a perfect internalisation scheme will not change the equilibrium be
cause the lump-sum Pigouvian subsidy will be perfectly offset by a lump-sum
tax necessary to finance it. Hence this case is equivalent to one without external
economies.

A B

~-------N--------t

FIGURE 12.4. A Utility-Size Configuration for the Third Example.

If we let (3 = .9, N = 10 and keep all the other parameters associated with
figure 12.3 unchanged, we obtain figure 12.4. In this figure the two stable equi
libria (M1 = 0, M2 = N) and (M1 = N, M2= 0) are Pareto-dominated by the
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allocation (M1 = M2 = N /2), which implies that the market is biased toward
agglomeration.16 We conclude that, in this case, a market which is equivalent to
one without any external economies fails to distribute the population optimally
between the two cities. In this example market failure is caused by nonconvexity
alone.

Result 12.2: Nonconvexity in itself is a source of market failure,
and the market bias depends not only on whether the economy is
characterised by scale economies or diseconomies, but also upon the
combined effects of the fundamentals and the market structure on
the utility-size configuration.

One might object that the evidence we presented above in order to support
result 12.2 is incomplete, since all our examples are based on variations in the
fundamentals but we have no variation in market structure. Thus it is not clear
that market structure can affect the direction of market bias as claimed in re
sult 12.2. However, it is easy to construct examples in which changes in market
structure affect the utility-size configuration. To see this, in the context of Help
man's prototype model, assume that city governments tax away all land rents
in their jurisdiction and redistribute them equally among the local population.
In this case market structure changes because the two cities become autarchic;
and there is no change in the fundamentals. If we take into account that, under
these conditions, individuals must consume an amount of composite good equal
to their equilibrium wage rate Ml, we can write the equilibrium utility-size
configuration directly as

v [Mi,N IF, M]
(12.16)

fI1-{3 M{3(1-5)-1. ,

which does not depend on total population since the cities are autarchic. Hence
dv/dMi > (=,<) a {::} ,6(1-8) > (=,<) 1.17 In this example, unlike in all
others, the equilibrium utility-size configuration behaves monotonically with
increasing population size.

We close this section with some recent findings in more sophisticated mod
els that combine Krugman's (1991) differentiated product approach with the
monocentric model, or with a simplified version of it. Hadar (1997) has modified
Helpman's (1998) full model by considering a CES utility function, rather than

161f in the same model we suppress Stone- Geary's minimum consumption levels by setting
A = 0, we can also produce an example where the market is biased toward dispersion. With
the remaining parameters equal to {3 = .7, Hi = 1 and iii = 12, the population partition
(lV!l = M2 = iii /2) becomes a stable equilibrium which is dominated by full agglomeration
(MI = 0, M2 = iii) and (MI = iii, M2 = 0).

17Notice that this specification is at odds with club theory except when {3 (1 - 6) = 1.
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the standard Cobb-Douglas utility function commonly used by those who adopt
the specification of Dixit and Stiglitz (1977). With this modification, Hadar
obtains figure 12.3, rather than 12.2 as in the original model of Helpman.18

Precisely the same configuration is also obtained by Tabuchi (forthcoming) in
whose model scale diseconomies stem from urban crowding, rather than from
the need to provide immobile farmers with manufacturing goods as in Krug
man. In a sense, the housing component of Helpman's model is a reduced form
of Tabuchi, so that Tabuchi and Hadar are closely related. Since in both mod
els there are external scale economies but no external scale diseconomies, these
models show once again that external scale economies are consistent with ex
cessive agglomeration not only in the case of the simple examples we presented
in this chapter, but also in the full context of the new economic geography.

12.5 Concluding Comments

This chapter demonstrates how vulnerable can be any conclusions in the liter
ature about the way externalities affect market bias. It becomes clear that the
direction of bias crucially depends on the specification of the fundamentals and
the market structure. Since the results are not robust, one should be very care
ful in drawing conclusions and should specify with excessive care the underlying
premises. This is especially relevant in modelling frameworks such as the new
economic geography, where specific functional forms are extensively used. As
we have pointed out, choosing a specific utility function is almost assuming the
outcome of the analysis.

Our discussion has shed new light on an old debate. If market failure in
the context of inter-city population distribution was just caused by external
economies and diseconomies, the right policy would be to internalise these ex
ternalities by appropriate Pigouvian taxes or subsidies. Fer why is it then neces
sary to prevent the excessive growth of Paris due to congestion and pollution, as
implied by Tolley and Grihfield (1987)? If such externalities were the only cause
of market failure, wouldn't it be much better to charge congestion tolls and let
the market do the rest, including the right distribution of population among
cities? The message of this chapter is that such standard policy prescriptions
may well be insufficient. In the presence of nonconvexity, more comprehensive
urban policies must be designed to encourage the efficient distribution of pop
ulation among cities.

lXFigure 12.2 applies both to the prototype model of Helpman, which we have presented
in our first example, and to his full model. In Hadar's model, figure 12.3 can be obtained for
parameter values fI = .4, l' = 1.61, iii = 2.87 and for an elasticity of substitution 1/ (1 - Ii) =
.28, where we have used the same notation as in section 9.2.4 of chapter nine.
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12.6 Appendix: Gap Calculations

In this appendix we derive the gap between MSC and MV for a standard urban
model with unpriced transportation congestion which was elaborated in chapter
seven. We use the same notation.

Recall that in chapter seven we maximised 0 subject to (7.10(a) - (I)) and
(7.13). Consider here the dual problem of minimising

J(nz [R,O] +Q1P[Q,Lt ])dx+8(x)R
x

(12.17)

(12.18)

subject to (7.1O(a) - (e)) and (7.13), where 0 is given. Denote the Lagrangean
of the dual problem as t:P [L t , <Pi 'x]. By inspection, one can verify that this
Lagrangean satisfies

- 5B
I'D [L <p.,x] = ~ _ I: [Lt,<P;'x]

J...- t" -5B -5B
A7 A7

where 0 in (12.18) equals the equilibrium utility level attained by the second
best allocation in chapter seven and superscript 'SB' denotes that the designated
expressions refer to the second-best problem of that chapter. It follows that all
the first-order conditions (7.41) apply, and so does the analysis in section 7.4.5
of chapter seven.

We next evaluate the gap at the centre of the city where transport cost is zero.
Using the envelope theorem and the first-order conditions (7.41) we obtain

MSC =
al:D

aN
z [Re (0) ,0] + A2 (0) h [Re (0) ,0]

z [Re (0) ,0] + Re (0) h [Re (0) ,0]

+ (A2 (0) - Re (0)) h [Re (0) ,0]

e [Re (0) ,0] + (A2 (0) - Re (0)) h [Re (0) ,0]

MV + (A2 (0) - Re (0)) h [Re (0) ,0]

> MV,

(12.19)

where the inequality follows because of result 7.3.
We are unable to determine in general how the gap behaves with popula

tion size. We can however corroborate the conjecture that the gap increases
with population size in the special case where the utility function exhibits zero
elasticity of substitution between housing and the composite good, that is,
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u [Z, H] = min{Z, H}. Under these conditions, the shadow value of housing at
the centre is equal to the social transport cost of an individual at the boundary,

(12.20)

(see Arnott and MacKinnon (1978)), while the market value of housing at the
centre is equal to the private transport cost of an individual at the boundary:

(12.21)

Consequently, the gap between the shadow and the market value of land at the
centre is

(12.22)

The intuition behind (12.22) is straightforward. Given the utility level, the con
sumption bundle is completely determined. The only wayan additional individ
ual can be accommodated in the city (while enjoying the given utility level) is
to be located at the boundary and be provided there by the same consumption
bundle as everywhere else in the city. Using (12.22), since both Qe and xe in
crease with population size, the gap in this case also increases with population
size as conjectured by Tolley and Grihfield (1987).

Further insight can be gained by using Vickrey's specification for the marginal
resource cost of travel, that is,

(12.23)

In this case we have

Hence

(12.24)

(A2 (0) - Re (0)) h [Re (0),0]
Re (0) h [W (0), u] (

1:"~~ H)" [Q', £:1 dx J
-Jo ¢[Qe,L~]dx

.- J: e

¢[Qe,L~]dx

~.
(12.25)
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With due reservations, this example allows us to evaluate the gap. With an
empirically observed range of ~ between 2 and 4, 20-30 percent for the share
of housing in consumption expenditure, 50 percent for the share of land in
housing cost and ignoring the agricultural rent, we find that the gap MSC - MY
ranges between 20 and 60 percent of the market value of the urban consumption
bundle-which is substantial.

One can argue that, with the exception of the Leontief preferences, the gap
is smaller than the external transportation effect.19 Does this imply that our
estimate is upwardly biased? The answer is negative. With Hand Z sensitive to
housing price, not only the shadow value of housing is smaller than the external
transportation effect, but also the market value of housing is smaller than the
differential private transportation cost. Consequently, the ratio between the gap
and the housing market value at the centre may be even larger than in the case
of Leontief utility. We therefore rely on the above illustration to state that the
gap between MSC and MY is likely to be substantial.
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33-35

preferences in, 35-36
prices in, 36

Urban equilibrium, equilibrium allocation
properties in, 43-50

aggregate relationships in, 48-50
continuum modeling in, 53-54
negative exponential rent and density

in, 46-48
population density in, 45-46
urban area shape in, 43
zero marginal location costs in, 43--45

Urban equilibrium, structure of, 36-42
clearing the available land market in,

39
clearing the urban land market in, 39
closing the model in, 42
competitive equilibrium in, 41
individual decisions in, 37-38
land ownership in, 36-37
property rights in, 36-37
rent disposal and income determina

tion in, 40
urban rent in, 36-37

Urban growth, on production, 119-121
Urban housing, 141-167

durable housing production in, 146-164
(See also Durable housing pro
duction)

nondurable housing production in,
141-145 (See also Nondurable
housing production)

price per unit in, 142

Urban land
competition for, 122f
supply of, 40f

Urban land rent, agriculture rent on, 59-60
Urban land use theory, historical sketch of,

4-11
Urban rent, in urban equilibrium, 36-37
Urban structure, in new economic geogra

phY,228-229
Urban system, optimum conditions for,

271-277
Urbanization economies, 207
Utility

and city size distribution, 218-219
and city size distribution, nonconvexity

in, 293-294
Utility, and location, 113-116

environmental quality in, 115, 116f
time value in, 113-115

Utility effects, of closed mixed and owner
cities, 81-83

Utility function, 35
formal structure of, 223-224

Utility level
group size on, 238-240, 239£, 240t
in open renter city, 60-61, 61£
optimal, 102

Utility possibility frontier, 243
Utility-maximization problem, 50-52
Utility-size configuration, nonconvexity

and,293-296

v

Value-maximizing maintenance schedules,
150f

Von Neumann-Morgenstern utilities,
107-109, 108f

Von Thunen, on agglomeration modeling,
210-211
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Walras law, 41, 277
Welfare effects, of rising income, 127f
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Zero marginal location costs, 9

in central place systems, 131
in urban equilibrium, 43--45
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